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INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

ThiS Handbook, prepared for the Forty-Eighth Annual Meeting of the 

~~n~··~-tic Society of America, consists of the official program for the 

as the abstracts, as submitted, of papers to be presented 

at the Meeting • 

The abstracts are arranged in alphabetical order according to authors, 

with a separate section following these with abstracts of the four papers 

to be presented during the section on "Sex Roles in Language" organized by 

the LSA Women's Caucus. 

This year there will be a special invited section of papers from the 

Conference on American Indian Languages, held during the Annual Meeting of 

the American Anthropological Association in November, 1973. Abstracts of 

these papers, however, were unfortunately not available prior to press time 

for this Meeting Handbook and therefore do not appear. 

In addition to the 178 abstracts accepted by the LSA Program Committee 

there are the American Indian linguistics papers, the Women's Caucus papers. 

and the report on the Archiving of Universals material. The LSA Secretariat 

hopes that this year's Meeting Handbook will be a useful guide for those 

attending t he meeting, as well as a permanent record of this mee ting. 

Begay Atkinson, Editor 

LSA Secretariat 

November, 1973 
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1973 LSA ANNUAL MEETING SCHEDULE 

(Full names o£ authors and eitl~s o£ papers 
appear in the program beginning on page 6.) 

IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING QUASI-PLENARY SESSIONS: Seventeen papers have been 
selected on the basis of abstracts of exceptional interest and promise. These 
highlighted papers are scheduled at the end of the morning sessions and during 
mid-afternoon. Beginning Friday afternoon, there will be two to four such 
papers every half-day. The Program Committee has also scheduled a half-day of 
papers specially invited from the Conference on American Indian Languages to 
be held at the annual meetings of the American Anthropological Association 
(November 1973). This session, entitled "American Indian Languages and 
Linguistics Theory," will be held Friday morning, Decelftber 28. 

T H U R S DAY, DECEM R E R 2 7, 1973 

The LSA finance CommJttee will meet £rom 9:00 a.m. to Noon in Hospitality Suite 2. 

The LSA Ex~cutive Committee will meet at 1:00 p.m. in Hospitality Suite J. 

REGISTRATION: 7:00p.m.- 9:00p.m., Lobby o£ Sheraton Convention C~nter 

OPEN CASH BAR: 8:30p.m.- 10:30 p.m., Bayside J & 4. 

American 
Indi~n 

Languages 
and 

8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. - Lobby o£ Sheraton Convention Center 
(N<YTE: Special Interest Luncheon tickets may be purchased until Noon.) 

8:00 a.m. - 2:QO p.m. and 4:30p.m. - 6:00 p.m. - North Ballroom 

11:30 a.m. - 2:30p.m. and 5:00p.m. - 8:00p.m. -Hospitality Suite 2. 



SA T U R D A Y, D E C EM BE R 2 9, 1 9 7 3 

SOOTH llAI..1.J'«l1 CENTER BAu..Renl MISS!~ SOUTli MISSICJ'l ~Rlli 

8:]) ... . .. .. ••• oh•la Rogers Furrow 

9:00 Hilbur s; 
Underhill COsta Prince Ouialeu 

9:]) Woodward Hutcheson Waugh Knawl<~s 

.10:00 Prishberg Guile Lehrer Horn 

10:]) Battison S•J.b Nygren Dahlgren 

11:00 Battison & 
Hytrliln Kirsnar & •• ... *' * ... • 

HaXJr.OW'i.Cz Thomr>!fon 

ll:ll Fischer Hiller . . . . . . . • • . . . • • 
12:15- 1:45 Si'ECIAL INTEREST GROlJ'S Ltr«:HE~- Bayside 1, 2, J, 4 

2:00 • • • . . . . ... :rt ... .. . . . 
I!Ohr 

Kfiller-Cohen H!Jieh s; Cheng 

2:]) Harris E:li.,..lech Osterreich H!fieh s; Cheng 

3:00 Ritchie li Katoh H!Jers Ke$sler Geis 

3:3:1 . . . .. .. • * Hombert . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 
·' 4:00 Cofer Stampe 1 
I 

. . .. .. * .. * .. • .. It • .. 

4:]) Perlmutter * .. .. .. . . • • . . . . . . . . .. . . . 
5:00 Hankamer & Johnston 

£ Jfunn sumoos'um Ingr•m Shopen 

5:3:1 /fOr in ••• • * .. .. Curti.s-s Perry 

6:00- 7:3:1 President's Reception. All attending the meetings invited. 

8:15 LSA Business Meeting - Center Ballroom 

10:00 LSA Open Cash Bar - Bayside 1, 2, 3, 4 

REG!SlRATI~: 8:00 •.m. - 4:00 p.m. - Lobby o£ Sheraton Convention Center 

l.SA BOO< E»fiBITS: 8:00 •.m. - 2:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
North Ballroom 

LSA PL..ACEJo£NT CENTER: 11:30 a.m. - 2:30p.m. and 5:00 P·"'· - 8:00 p.m. 
Hospitality Suite 2 

Je££ers 

- 2 :00p.m., Lobby o£ Sheraton Convention Center 

9:00 a.m. - 1 :00 p.m. - North Ballroom 

11:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. - Ho!fpit.lity Suit• 2 

.... C(JtllTl'El!: Paul W. Friedrich, Chail"'llan, 

.. V. Clark, Paul Kiparsky, Philip Liebnman 
C.na, for Arthur S. Abra .... on), Leonard D. Nev
.n, Oavald Werner, Arnold H. Zwicky 

LOCAL ARRANGEMENTS COMMITTEE: Leonard Newmark, 
Chairman, Ronald W. Langacker, Margaret H. 
Langdon, Sanford W. Schane, Oren D. Seright, 
Ja=es N. Tidwell, Benjamin K. Y. T'Sou 
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t-DRNING 

\PERLOCUTJOOS ~0 I U.OCUT!<»>S 
Ch~lrnan: Theo Vennemann 1 

B~llroo~m~---------------------

8:30 George L. Dillon (Indiana U, Ft. l~ayne) 
Tacit Agreements and Relative Well-fonnedness 

9: 00 Larry Gorbet & Pamela ~uuo (U California, San 
Diego) I Say~: Emotional Predicate-Raising 

9: 30 Patricia Lee (Ohio S~ Perlocution and 
Illocution 

:00 Bruce Fraser (Boston U) Responsibility and 
Illocutionary Acts 

:30 Allen D. Grimshaw & Charles Bird (Indiana U, 
Bloomington) Verbal ~1anipulation: II 

:00 Donald Forman (U California , San Diego) How to 
get to Speaker-Base with Indirect Speech Acts : 
You Want to Tum Right at the Comer 

1:30 ~lasa-Aki Yamanashi (U Michigan) On Perfonnativt 
Conditionals 

AI'ERlCAN IND!~ LANGUo'.GES AND LINGUISTIC THEORY 3 
Ch~ irman : Mary Haas 

9:00 - 12:00 Section of papers specially invited 
by the LSA Program Committee from 
the Conference on American Indian 
Languages held at the Annual ~leeting 
o f the Arerican Anthropological 
Association (November, 1973) 

Fred Eckman (~lassachusetts Institute of 
Technology) Agentive and Agentless Passives 

Erhard F. K. Voeltz (Indiana U, Bloomington) 
Passives 

Alan Timberlake (U California, Los Angeles) 
The Passive in North Russian 

BREAK 

Bruce T. Downing (U Southern California) 
Toward a Typology of Adjective Clauses 

5 

Hans jakob Seiler (U Cologne) The Principle of 
Concomitance: Instrumental , Comitative, and 
Collective 

SOCIOLINGUISTICS 
Chairman: Charles Ferguson 
em,•+- l t JJrqqz 

8:30 Elaine Chaika (Providence C) Hi~ 

9 :00 Robert Baumgardner (U Southern California) 
Thou/you in Shakespearian English 

9 : 30 Erica F. McClure (U Illinois) & Malcolm M 
~leCture (Washington U, St . Louis) O!aos;. 
the Speech Conmmi ty 

10 :00 Riley B. Smith Hyperfonnation and Basilec:t 
Reconstruction 

10 :30 Lawrence Johnson (U Southern California) 
Sound Change in Los Angeles 

11: 00 Stanley LegliT\ (Sl\'RL) , Inle Elliot 
(California SC, Ilaninguez Hills), 
Sandra A. Thompson (UCLA) Consider
ations in the Analysis of Syntactic 
Variation 

11:30 Beatriz R. Lavandera (U Buenos Aires) 
Independent ~brphemes or Sur face Variants? 

PSYOO..INGUISTICS & SOCIOLINGUISTICS 
Chainnan: John 

8:30 ~lary Hope Lee ( U Pennsylvania) Possible 
Evidence for the existence of a ContinUUl 
Nigerian Pidgin 

9 :00 George L. Huttar (Summer Institute of 
Linguistics) Sources of Creole Semantic 
Structures 

9 :30 Patricia C. Nichols (Stanford U) To and F 
in Gullah: An Evolutionary View 

10 : 00 Peter H. Salus & ~lary W. Salus (U Toronto) 
Language Delay and ~1 inimal Brain Dysfunctiat 

10 :15 BREAK 
10:30 Cathy M. Goodwin (U South Florida) Verbs ~ 

Derived Nominals- - Evidence from Aphasia 

11 :00 Stephen D. Krashen (Queens C) Two Studies m 
Adult Second Language Learning 

11: 30 Robert A. Terrebonne (Wright SU) A Variable 
Rule Analysis of the Indefinite Article~ 

Ttf'I C ~0 FOCUS 
Chairman: Ronald Langacker 

2 

8:30 John V. Hinds (Tolcyo U & U Sacred Heart) 
Pronouns, Passives, and Themes and Rhemes 

9 :00 James H-Y. Tai (Southern Illinois ~ On tlY 
Center of Predication in O!inese Verb· 
Complement Constructions 

9:30 Nancy Stenson (U California, San Diego) 
Focus and Copula in Irish 

10:00 Kyoko Inoue (U Michigan) Some Observatioos 
on a Japanese Present Perfect Fom - !! ~ 
8!~ 

10 :30 Martha B. Kendall (Vassar C) / -k/ and/-,; 
Yavapai: A Problem in Explanatory Adequacy 

11 :00 Frances Karttunen The Syntax and 
of Finnish -han 

11:30 Robert Lundy (U California, Los Angeles) 
A Copying Analysis of Pseudo-Cleft 

F R I D A Y, D E C E M B E R 2 8, 1 9 7 3 

2 1 AND SOC I AL ROLES 
(To be announced) 

~~~~~~~room~----------

Irena Bellert (~k:Gill U & TAl.JI-1, U Hontreall 
()I the Applicatl~n of Meamng Postulates to 
Linguistic Descnpt1on 
Robert Wall (U Texas, Austin) A Presuppos· 
istiCilal Calculus 
RDiand R. Hausser (U Te':'3~ , Austin) Proper 
PrOjectiCil of Presuppos1t1ons 

Lauri Karttmen (U Texas , Austin) 
PresuppositiCil and Linguis tic Context 

(U Texas , Austin) Before : 

()l()()n·Kyu Cll (U Kansas) Functions of 
Prest.pposition in the Gramnar 

Rd>ert Krohn (U Ha"·a i i ) A Rule of Feature 
Sequencmg in Nupe Vowe l Phonology 

Ino~in Howard (U Hawaii ) Why 'Prtnclple A' 
Deserves a ' C' 

(U Colorado) HOI< Abstract lS 

Michael Kenstowic= (U Ill i nois) ~lltually 
Contradicting Rules 

3 

Andreas Koutsoudas (Indiana U, Bloomingtoo) & 
Gerald A. Sanders (U ~linnesota) Canst raints on 
Neutralization and Rule-ordering 

RDbert M. Vago (Harvard U) In Defrnse of 
Extrinsic Ordering in Phonology 

Oiarlotte \~ebb (U Texas , Austin) Consonant 
Alterations in Greenlandic 

5 

Ernst Pulgram (U ~lichigan) Prosodies of Vowe 1 
and Syllable in Greek and Latin 

Jean Casagrande (U Florida) Gliding and the 
Stressed Lax High Vowels of French 
BRFAK 
BREAK 

He~rt J. Izzo (U Calgary) Tuscan Reflexes of 
Latm Voiceless Stops 

Dou~las C. Walker (U Ottawa) On the Vulgar 
Latm Vowel System 

N.E. Collinge (U Toronto) Lachmann' s Law and 
Phonological Econany 

2:30 Lynn Waterhouse (Trenton C) The Acquisition 
of Code Switching 

3 :00 LaJoo•rence W. Rosenfield (Hunter C) Effect of 
n;o Syntactic Cues of P~rception of 
Personality Traits 

3 : IS BREAK 
3:30 BREAK 

4:00 Jacqueline Sachs & Jud1th Devin (U Connect · 
Yotmg Children' s Knowled6e of Age appropriate 
Speech Styles 

4:30 Aileen Pace Nilsen (Arizona SU) The 
Correlation Between Gender and Other Semantic 
Features in American English 

5 :00 ~larj orie Swacker (Texas A & M U) Speaker Sex: 
A Sociolinguistic Variable 

5:30 ~larie Garcia-Zamor (Internat1onal Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development) Child 
Awareness of Sex Role Dis tinctions in 
Language Use 

INIXTE~~ PH:NOI..OGY NID t-mi'HOLOGY 
Chai~a n: M. S . Beeler 4 

2: 00 Cathy J. Mleeler (U Texas , Austin) Sane 
Aspects of the Evolution of Notm Declensions 
and Their Implications for Phonological Theory 

2:15 J ared s. Klein (U Georgia) Vedic tam u and 
Sanskrit a sau 

Z :30 ~1. B. Emeneau (U California, Berkeley) 
Sanskrit api: Dravidian -um 

3 :00 Paul Kipars lcy {tolassachusetts Ins titute of 
T~chnology) The Declension of Indo-European 
- i- Stems 

3 : 30 BRI:AK 
4:00 BRD\K 

4:30 Harold J. Koch (Australian National U) The 
Hittite Fac titive Verbs in ~-

5 :00 Paul J . Hopper (SUNY, Binghamton) Indo
European Origins of the Greek/Sanskrit 
De-aspiration Conspiracy 

5:30 Is idore Oyen (Yale U) A Lexicostatistical 
Classification of the Indo European Languages 

SYNTAX: RAISING 
Chairman: John Ross 6 

2:00 Charles T. Snow (California SU, Chico) Equi· 
NP Deletion and Reflexivization in Quechua : 
Evidence for the Syntactic Structure of 
Complements 

2:30 Pamela ~lmro (U California, San Diego) The 
~bjave Auxiliary : How the Subject Carne Up 

3:00 Ann Barkin (U ~lichigan) Some Clausal Remnants 
with as, and the Equi vs. Raising Alternative 

3 ; 30 8llEAJ( 
4:00 BREAK 
4:30 BREAK 

5:00 Steven B. Smith (U California, Riverside) 
English as an SVO Language 

5:30 
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l'lR-IING 

airman: Ursula Bellugi-Klima 
uth Ball room 

1 ~
I..AIII3l.lf« OF iHE r£AF 

9:00 Ronnie Wilbur & Stephen P. Quigley CU Illinois 
Pronomdnalization in the Written Language of 
Deaf Children 

9:30 James C. Woodward , Jr. (Gallaudet C) 
Implicational Variation in American Sign 
Language 

10:00 

10:30 

11:00 

11 :30 

Nancy Frishberg (National Technical ~~titute 
for the Deaf) Arbitrariness and Icon1C1ty : 
Historical Change in American Sign Language 
Robbin Battison (U California, San Diego) 
Phonological Deletion in American Sign 
Language 
Robbin Battison (U California, San Diego & 
Gallaudet C) & Harry Markowicz (Georgetown U 
& Gallaudet C) Sign Aphasia and Neurolin· 
guistic Theory 
Susan Fischer (Salk Institute) Verb 
Inflections in the American Sign Language and 
their Acquisitions by the Deaf Child 

VERB SE:t'MTICS 3 
Chai~n: Charles Fill~re 

8:30 

9:00 
9:30 

10: 00 

10:15 
10:30 

11:00 

Andy Rogers CU Texas, Austin) Meaning 
Relations Among Verbs of Physical Perception 
Rachel Costa CU Michigan) Preterite-Presents 
Linda R. Waugh (Cornell U) A Semantic 
Analysis of the French Tense System 
Adreinne Lehrer (U Rochester) Verb and Adverb 
Interaction: A Problem for Semantic 
Interpretation 
BREAK 
Carolyn Nygren (Central Institute for the 
Deaf) A Classification Scheme for 
Instrumental Verbs 
Robert S. K1 rsner & Sandra A. 1"hon1Json (U 
California, Los Angeles) Less is More: The 
Semantics of Sensory Verb CQI11)liments in 
English 

PH()'K)L()GY: NATtRAL. AND lHIATtRAL. Rll..ES 
Chairman: Morris Halla 

t 

8 :30 Manjari Ohala (U California, Berkeley) ~ 
Schwa-deletion Rule in Hindi : Phonetic a1111 
Non-phonetic Deteminants of Rule 
Application 

9:00 Robert Underhi 11 (San Diego SU) Major 
Features 

9:30 James w. Hutcheson (U Wisconsin) Natural 
Assimilation Processes and Glottalic 
Segments 

10: 00 Timothy Guile (U Southern California} A 
Hierarchy for Clusters of Three Non· 

10:30 Jilali Saib (U California, Los Ar~eles) 
Treatment of Germinates: Ev idence from 

11:00 Larry M. Hyman (U California, Berkeley & u 
Southern California) How do Natural Rules 
Become Unnatural? 

11 :30 Patricia [bnegan Miller (Ohio SU) O!ain 
Shifts, Reported ~1ergers , and Natural 
Ordering in Phonology 

Rao'ANCE SYNTAX 
Chairman: Dwight Bolinser 

8:30 

9:00 

9:30 

10:00 

10:30 

Donna Jo Napoli Furr01< (Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology) Agreement and 
Consistency 
Ellen F. Prince (Swartlunore C & U 
Pennsylvania) Negative Transportation in 
French 
John Knowles (Simon Fraser U) The G~r 
of "Ungrarranat ical" Spanish "SE'' 

George M. Hom (U Massachuset ts) The 
Nonreflexive Ref lexive in Italian 
Kathleen Dahlgren (U California, Los 
An Interpretative Analysis of the PnlllOull.ll 
Construction in French and Spanish 

S A T U R D A Y, D E C E M B E R 2 9, 1 9 7 3 

AFTERNOCN 

Alice c. Harris (Harvard ~) Psychological 
Predicates in Middle Engl1sh 

1 

Willi&~~ c. Ritchie (Syracuse U) & ~ilsako Kat~ 
(Japan wa~~e~~' s U) On t~e Perceptual Nature of 
Island Constraints: Ev1dence from an Adult· 
acquired Language 

BREAK 
Thomas M. Cofer (U Southern Cal i~ornia) 
Performance Constraints on Relat 1ve Pronoun 
Deletion 
David M. Perlmutter (Massachusetts lnst i tl:'te 
of Technology} Evidence for a Post -cycle 1n 
Syntax 
.Jorge Hankamer & Sustmru KI.U\o (Harvard U) The 
DiscCAJrse Cycle 

(HcGi 11 U) On the Syntactic 

Deborah Keller -Cohen (SUNY, Buffalo) Deictic 
Reference in Chi ldren' s Speech 
llelgi Osterreich (U New ~lexica) Learning to 
Express 'Place': Locatives in Estooian O!ild 
Language 

Carolyn Kessler ( Immaculata C & Stanford U) 
Postsemantic Processes in Children wi th 
Language De lay 
BREAK 
BREAJ( 
BRFAK 

Dlvid Ingram (U British Columb1a} Fronting in 
O.ild Language 

Susan CUrtiss (U Californ1a, LoJ Angeles) The 
Case of Genie: An Update as of December 1973 

2: 15 

2:30 

3:00 

3: 30 

4:00 

"'"""'' >bh' [C•li"""'' SU, """"""' Hil~ The Role of Tone in Syllabic Phonology 
Baruch Elimelech (U California, Los Angeles) 
On the Reality of Underlying Contour Tones 
Amy ~~ers (Queens C) On the Tonal F.vidence fo r 
Higher Verbs in Kikuyu 
Jean M. Holrbert (U Cali fornia, Berkeley) Word 
Games--Some Implications for Analysis of 
Tone and Other Phonological Processes 
David L. St<¥l'qle (<ltio SU) Speech as ~l.lsic: 
Toward an Understanding of the Prosodic 
Characteristics of Language 

4:30 BREAK 

5:00 

S: lS 

Thomas F. Johnston (West l~ashington SC) The 
Effects of Speech-Tone and Speech-Rhythm on 
Tsonga ~\!sic, and the System of Cdunter· 
~lechanisms Designed to Lighten th is Control 
SYMPOSIUH: Archiving of Universals Material 
Charles A. Ferguson (Stanford U) 

2:00 Hsin·l Hsieh & Agnes Cheng (U Hawai i) 
Compression and Contrast ive Syntax 

2:30 Hsin-1 Hsieh & Agnes Cheng (U Hawai i ) 
Conflatioo and -ingly Adverbs 

3:00 Michael L. Geis (Ohio SU) Time and Place 
Adverbials in English 

3:30 BREAK 
4:00 BREAK 
4:30 BREAK 

5:00 

5:30 

Timot hy Shopen (Center for Appl ied Linguistics) 
~hin Verb Arguments vs. Adverbs and Adjuncts-
A Proble111 in Defining the Heaning of the 
Sent ences as the Sum of its Parts 
Thomas A. Perry (U Vienna} Symmetric and 
Asymmetric with 
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t-mNING 

SYNTAX: SQUISHES ~D HIERAROiiES 
Chairman: Robert Stockwell 
south B.tllroom 

8:30 Linda L. Lane (Yale II) Quantifiers, 
Conjunction and ~cgation 

9:00 ~lario Saltarelli (U Illinois) Periphrastic 
Causatives and FUnctional Squish 

9:30 0.1~. Lightfoot (McGi 11 U) Indeterminacy in 
Syntax 

10:00 Robert RO<bnan (U :-.lorth Carolina) Fuzzy 
Islands 

10 :30 John R. Ross (~lassadhusetts Institute of 
Technology) Negginess 

11:00 Georgette loup (Graduate Center, CUNY) 
Granunat ical Relations as a Parameter of 
Relative Quantifier Scope 

1 HISTORY OF LINGUISTICS ~ METATHEORY 
Chairman: Edward Stankiewicz 
~llter Ballmqm 

8:30 Naomi S. Baron (Brown U) Linguistic 
Function Reconsidered 

9:00 Terence H. Wilbur (U California, Los Angeles} 
Hermann Collitz and the Devils of Leipsig or 
On Interpreting the History of Linguistics 

9:30 Terrence M. Flynn (U Southern California) 
Form and Function in Grammar 

10:00 Noriko Umeda & C.H. Coker (Bell Lab
oratories) Non-Distinctive Features in 
American English 

10:30 Eva ~tlrie ~1. 1\0tsch.ke (U California, Los 
Angeles) A Powerful yet Structurally Simple 
Generating Concept 

11:00 BREAK 

11:30 Arnold M. Zwicky (Ohio SU) Lit1111s Tests, 
the Bloomfieldian Counterrevolution and 
the Correspondence Fallacy 

TENSE, ASPECT, AND f'OOALITY 3 H!ST~ICAL LINGUISTICS 
Chairm3n: Mary Richie Key Chairman: Hurray B. Emeneau 

I~H[!i$~'s!!."~· o!!!n'-.;C~o.!!u~r.=.tsL..>S~o,u~th~-----------------------t-"-H.~'i.ion t:<oures North 

9:00 Deborah Jaoos (Florida SU) A Study in the 
Relationships of Oh, Ah, Well, and~ to 
Numerous Gramnatical J511enomena 

9:30 !-Ia render N. \'asudeva (Bowling Green SU) 
~aminal Constraints on Tense and Aspect 

10:00 

10:15 

Arthur Spears {U California, S:m Diego) 
Quantification, Plurality, Aspect, Reference, 
and ConjlDlCtion 

BREAK 

10:30 ~lichael Noonan (U California, Los Angeles) 
The Time Reference of Infinitives 

11:00 Su.~an Steele (U :'lC\, '~xi co) Is it Possible? 

E~Li~l f"'--IOOLOGY 
Chairman: S~muel Jay Keyser 
Ba]iside Room l 

8:30 Susan H. Houston (U Texas) Perceptual and 
Orthographic-phonological Analysis of 
Spelling Strateaies 

9:00 Lyn Kypriotaki U Rochester) Why Smelly 
Nellie Knelt (not kneeled): A Case for 
Vowel Hannony in EnRl ish 

l 3 1 0 
9:30 Larry Ncssly Athelstan meets Athelstan 

10:00 Frederick H. Jackson (U Hawaii) An 
Experimental Study of I:nglish Word Stress 

10 :30 Gregory Lee (U llawaii ) Stress Contours of 
English l~ords and Sentences 

5 

8:30 Rocky V. ~liranda (U ~liiUlesota) The 
,\ss~tions Underlying Internal 
Reconstruction 

9:00 Douglas Q. Adams (U Idaho) Dialect History 
and Generative Phonological Change 

9:30 Theo Vennemann (U C3lifornia, Los Angeles) 
Language Type and l~ord Order 

10:00 David E. Iannucci (U Utah) Numic ~1edial 
Consonant Processes: An Historical View 

10:30 ~tartha Laferriere (Queens C) The Unstressed 
Vowels of Old High German 

11 :00 BIID\l( 

11:30 ~i.orie 1 Saville-Troike (Georgetown U) 
Seriation: Accounting for Variable 
Correspondences i n Linguistic Classification 

PIDIOLOOY: THE SYUABLE 
Chairman: llse Lehiste 
&>u-<i a .. Ronm 2 

9:00 Timothy Light (Cornell U) The Cantonese 
Final : An Exercise in Indigenous Phonology 

9:30 Larry Gorbet (U California, San Diego) 
Interlude Revisited: A Problem in Syllabic 
Phooology 

6 

10 :00 Jorge Hankamer (Harvard U) Syllable i 
Counting Rules 

10 :30 Kong-On Kim (U Southern California) & Larry 
M. Hyman (U California, Berkeley & U 
Salthem California) Ql the Non-status of 
~brpheme BoWidaries in Phonology 

S U N D A Y, D E C £ M B E R 3 0, 1 9 7 3 

A~ 

--~=00=-=r=Tt:-::oo:-:-----------:-11iEXPERII'£r-ITAL -:::PH:llE===r::-rcs=----- --- --2="' 
CAl- reCG'f' Chai r~Mn: Peter Ladefoged 

;;~~~J~n~:U'~~R~o~b~i_n_L_a_k_o_ff------------------------~~c~en~t~e~r~Ballroom ------

f~ Ray c. Dougherty (New York U) Se~tic 2:00 Hector Javkin & Joy Chuck (U California, 
• :30 Non- singulars: Plurals, Coordinat1ons, Berkeley) Perceptual Confusions Between 

Palatal Affricates and Non-Palatal Stops eonecti ves 
Robert Freidin (Purdue U) Ambiguous Sentences 2:30 Willi~ G. Ewan (U California, Berkeley) A 

3:00 and Semantic Structure Cross· Language Study of Larynx Height in Stops 
and its Implications for Explaining Sound 

3,30 Gilles FaucoM~er (U Califo~i~, San Diego) Change 
c ...... rlatives \nth Scope Amb1gu1t1es 
.,....... 3:00 Kong-()) Kim (U Southern California) The Nature 

0 Dlvid R. Dowty (Ohio SU) Lexical of Temporal Relationships Between Adjacent 4
=

0 
DecOIJ1lOsition in ~tmtague Gramnar Segments in Spoken Korean 

4:30 ~lasayoshi Shibatani (U Sou~hern California) 3:30 ~teredith A.B. Hoffman (U California, Berkeley) 
On the Semantics of Causatlve Sentences "Focal Vowels"? 

jMI!A 
s·OO Michael Schutt (Indiana U, BlCJ?mington) Cause 
· and Effect : A New Look at Opaclty and 

Historical Change 

5. 30 William 1.. Cressey (GeorgetO'o'rt U) "Homorganic" 
· in Generative Phonology 

I'QRf't{)l.OOV AND ~EMIC RULES 3 
Choiraan: Fronces Karttunen 
lfissi£!!. ~ts South _____ _ __ _ 

o Clarence Sloat & James E. Ho~rd (U Or:gon) The 

l
l:O Asymetry of English Inflect1onal Endmgs 

2:30 James E. Hoard & Clarence Sloat (U Oregon) 
SlbreguLarities in ~brphology 

3:00 George N. Clements (~hssachU5etts Institute of 
Technology) Permutation in Morphoi.ogy 

3:30 BRFAJ( 

4:00 

I 
t 

4:30 

5:00 

James W. Harris (~bssachusetts Institute of 
Technology) 1\;o ~1orphophonemic liUlovations in 
Oticano Spanish 

Royal Skousen (U Texas, Austin) On Analogy 

Mary Clayton Wang (Indiana U, Bloomington) 
The Redtmdance of ~brpheme Structure 
Conditions 

I 
5:30 Jonathan Kaye (U Toronto) Ql Deep Constraints 

in Phonology: Loan l~ords 
~~---- ---- .. 
S'INTAX 5 
Chalnaan: Wallace Chafe 
l"l!Side R.::;;OO~III~l---------------------------, 

12:00 Ross Clark (U Auckland) Passive and Surface 
Slbject in ~taori 

2:30 Paul R. Fromner (U Southern California} 
Indirect Objects, Passives and VP 
Restructuring in English 

3:00 C.F. Voegelin & F.N. Voegelin ( Indiana U, 
Bloomington) Conditions for Conjoining in Hopi 

'3: 30 BREAK 

4:00 BREAK 

,4:30 Geoffrey Ntmberg (Lehman C & QJNY) English 
Pro-complementizers: ~~aning and Praxis 

ls:oo Ray C. Dougherty & Michael Helke (New York U) 
Plural Reflexives and Reciprocal Pronouns 

.5:30 David Ingram (U British Colt.mbia) & Dorothy 
Tyack (Stanford U) The Inversion of Subject 

~ NP and AUX in Children's Questions 

4:00 BREAK 

4:30 BREAK 

4:45 Leigh Lisker (U Pennsylvania) On "Explainintl'' 
Vowel Duration Variation 

5:00 John Bryson Eulenberg {~lichigan SU) A Talking 
C0111puter Tenninal: ~ter Aided Instruction 
in Phonetics 

INoo-E~Ef.N SYNTAX 
Chairman: Edgar C. Polome 

_JII.Uut~ .,, HI> 

2:30 

3:00 

Anjani Kumar Sinha (U Chicago) Roles of 
Underlying Structure in Diachronic Syntax 

Krystyna Wachowicz (U Texas, Austin) A Case 
of Disappearing of Non-finite Forms of the 
Verb 

3 : 30 BRF.A.K 

4:00 BREAK 

4:30 Paul W. Friedrich (U Chicago) PIE as SVO 

5:00 

5:30 

Lawrence P. Sheerin (Graduate Center, 0»«), 
Beatrice L. Hall (SUNY, Stony Brook), G 
R. ~1.:1.. Hall (Queens C) NP Climbing 111 
Classical Greek 

Robert J . Jeffers (Ohi o SU) Hittite 
Conjunctions 
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University of Idaho [SUN MORN:4) 

The relationship between dialectology and generative phonology has long 

recognized. The investigation of this relationship, however, has general

from the point of view of what dialectology can tell about generative 

, e.g., the analysis of one dialect will be justified by recourse to 

or the possibilities of historical change in rules will 

with the data of several dialects. In this paper, I would 

the relationship from the other end how our knowledge of 

tive phonology can help solve particular problems of dialect history. 

The data examined here consists of the outcome of various early medieval 

nasal-initial consonant clusters. I examine three representative dia

modern Athenian; the Greek spoken in southern Italy; the dialects 

islands -- particularly those of Karpathos and Cyprus. 

•edieval clusters of the type [nt), [ne), and Ina) give in Athenian cant

ons of the type [nd), [eel, and la~J (in Athenian itself, and most dis

geminates are subsequently simplified); in southern 

we have [nd) (normally)/[tt) (across certain boundaries), 

in the southeast we have {nd) (normally in Cypriot and morpheme 

lly in Karpathiot)/(tt) (morpheme internally in loan words in Cypriot 

in Karpathiot), leal and ( 0~]. All three areas show the 

of two rules: (1) post-nasal voicing, voicing a stop after a homorganic 

(2) nasal-assimilation which completely assimilates a homorganic 

following obstruent. The interesting cases come from the different 

interaction of these two rules in the three dialects. In every 

historical developments remain as synchronic rules which show up 

morphological combinations. 

historical considerations indicate that the similar de

ts in both southern Italy and the southeast must be completely indepen

one another. Our knowledge of generative phonology, however, allows 

developments in interesting ways by showing what parts of 

a common inheritance and what are independent, but expectable, 

By implication at least, this study allows us to make generalizations 

~ut the historical origins of other discontinuous isoglosses and, perhaps , 

ldd something to the current controversy concerning how rules are borrowed 

to another. 



ADRIAN AKMAJIAN, University of Massachusetts 

The Two Rules of Raising in English 

[FRI AFT:6) 

It has been widely assumed that the transformation of Raising is a single, 

unified transformation which operates to raise complement subjects in sentences 

such as the following: 

(i) a, ~ seems to be in trouble 

b. We believe Nixon to be in trouble 

I will argue that Raising should be broken down into two separate, independent 

rules with different conditions on application, One, Raising to Subject, 

operates in the derivation of sentences such as (i-a), while the other,~ 

ing to Object, operates in the derivation of sentences such as (i-b). 

The evidence for this position is based on the simple observation that 

raising into object position is syntactically more restricted than raising in

to subject position: in particular, the kind of constituent which may be 

raised into object position is more restricted than the kind which may be 

raised into subject position. The central example I will use involves the 

case in which the complement of a raising verb has a sentential subject. The 

following examples show that that and~ clauses cannot be raised into 

object position, while gerunds can; however, all three types of clauses may 

be raised into subject position: 

(ii) a. We believe Nixon's offering clemency to Hunt to be illegal 

b. *We believe that Nixon offered clemency to Hunt to be illegal 

c. *We believe for Nixon to offer clemency to Hunt to be illegal 

(iii) a. Nixon's offering clemency t o Hunt seems to be illegal 

b. That Nixon offered clemency to Hunt seems to have been illegal 

c. For Nixon to have offere d clemency to Hunt seems to be illegal 

In addition, all three types of clauses may appear in subject position of the 

passive counterparts to (ii): 

(iv) a.! Nixon's offering clemency to Hunt 

\ That Nixon offered clemency to Hunt 

~For Nixon to offer clemency to Hunt J 
is believed to be illegal 

Given these facts, I argue that the sentences o f (iii) and (iv) should be 

generated by a rule of Raising to Subject, which is essentially unrestricted 

as to the kind of constituent it may raise. On the o ther hand, the sentences 

of (ii) should be generated by a separate rule of Ra ising t o Object, which is 

stated in such a way that it raises only the consti t uent NP, Following 

Emonds' hypothesis that that and for-to clauses are simply instances of~ 

not dominated by NP, it will immediately follow that Raising to Object will 

not raise that and for-to clauses, but only gerunds. 

An alternative explanation for the se facts rests on appealing to con

straints on ''internal clauses", such as those propo sed recently by Kuno 
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(f}nguistic Inquiry, IV/3). I argue against this, showing that the ungram

maticality of the (b) and (c) sentences of (ii) does not have to do with prob

lems of "interna l" clauses, The evidence for this is that prepositional 

phrases may not be raised into object position, but may be raised into subject 

position : 
(v) a. *They believed from London to Paris to be a l ong way 

b. From London t o Paris seemed t o be a long way 

c. From London t o Paris was believed to be a l ong way 

The ungrammaticality of (v-a), which we would surely want t o relate to the 

ungrammaticality o f (ii-b) and (ii-c), has no thing to do with "internal 

clauses". We can explain these facts by assuming that there is a rule of 

Raisins to Object, restricted t o operating on NPs. Hence, (v-a) will not be 

generated, On the other hand, if there is a separate rule of Raising to Sub

iect, we can allow it to raise PPs, as well as NPs, and thus generate cases 

such as (v-b) and (v-c), Fr om this we argue that the rule of Raising to 

Object is stated in terms of the category NP, whereas the rule of Raising to 

Subject seems to be stated in terms of the functional notion subject, since 

it raises subjects of any consti tuent status. 

NAOMI S, BARON, Brown University [SUN MORN: 2) 

Linguistic Function Reconsidered: An Historical Assessment o f Evolving 
Approaches to Linguistic Theory 

Linguistic circles on both sides of the Atlantic are using the terms 

function and functionalism with increasing frequency, However, particularly 

in the United States, these nomenclatures are o ften tossed about without being 

defined. With the exception o f a few workers in linguistics who are also con

cerned with problems in anthropo logy and sociolog y (a no table example being 

Dell Hymes, e.g., 1967; 1973), almos t no one has attempted to contrast func

tionalism with that other popular but ill-defined term, structuralism, or t o 

explain how the linguist 's use of either no tion relates t o theories and metho

dologies in the other social sciences. To free ourselves from this vaguenes s , 

we need to l ook at the concepts o f structure and function (and, derivatively, 

of structuralism and functionalism) in socio l ogy and anthropology, from which 

modern structural and functional approaches in linguistics emerged in the early 

20th century. The purpose of this inquiry is to show how a clear understanding 

of a func tional approach to l anguage and linguistics will allow us t o enrich 

both synchronic grammatical theory and hypotheses about motivations for dia

chronic change . 

3 
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Functionalism in the social sciences can be traced back to two basic 

sources: the late 19th century use of Darwinian concepts of evolution and 

change to challenge earlier philosophical doctrines of invariant substance 

(cf. Kallen 1931), and the notion of wholism which emerged from the work of 

Durkheim, Radcliffe-Brown, and Malinowski (cf. Davis 1959; Martindale 1960; 

Levy 1968). By examining the emerging theory of structural-functionalism 

in anthropology and sociology, we will be able to understand how the new 

science of structural linguistics came to adopt some parts of the structural

functional approach, while rejecting others. In particular , we wi l l see how 

differences in scope between linguistics on the one hand and sociology and 

anthropology on the other contributed to linguists' emphasis upon structure 

at the expense of functional notions. 

Having considered the growth of structural-functionalism in the other 

soc ial sciences, I will propose definitions of linguistic structure and 

function which enable us to construct theories of language use instead of 

continuing to isolate grammatical analysis from the living speech community. 

These definitions can then be used.to evaluate linguistic theories of the 

past in terms of the degree to which they have approached or deviated from 

this integration of grammar with use. In addition to commenting upon the 

functional approaches of the Prague school, of Martinet, and of Firth and 

Halliday, I will offer some conjectures on why British and American linguists 

have developed such antithetical positions on the importance of functional 

analysis because of differences in anthropological field work in Britain and 

in the United States • 

ROBBIN BATTISON, University of California at San Diego; 
Gallaudet College 

Phonological Deletion in A~erican Sign Language 

{SAT MORN: 1] 

The American Sign Language of the Deaf (ASL) has a leve l of structure 

analogous to phonology in oral languages. However this " phonology without 

sounds" obeys cons traints based on its own medium -- visual signals produced 

by ar ticulation of parts of the human body. As with oral phonology, there is 

a "phonetic" level of physical reality, and a more abstract underlying repre

sentation. Both levels are ne cessary to state relevant generalizations. 

Findings in this vein i nclude morpheme structure constraints, both sequential 

and segmental, and such regular phonological processes as assimilation, dis-

similation, and deletion. 

Considerations of markedness, universality, and naturalness necessitate 

8 
look at how the physical articulator, the body, operates, and how its 

productions , gestures, are perceived. For instance, the natural bi-latera l 

symmetry of the body tends to assert itse l f on the two independent articu

lators, the left and right hands. Symmetry (harmony) of hand configuration, 

movement, and orientation is unmarked, An opposing tendency toward asymmetry 

stems from the natural existence of hand dominance, and shows itself in signs 

in which the two hands are asymmetric (differ i n some specification); but 

these asymmetries are further marked by the constraint that one hand must 

assume the role of minor (stationary) articulator, while the o ther is a 

major (moving) artic ula tor . 

Deletion of one hand of a two-handed sign, deletion of movement, and 

deletion of body contact are constrained by the symmetry and asymmetry of 

the under lying (lexical) representation. Although t he rules i nvolved are 

motivated by reference to a different physical base, their form is consonant 

with generative phonology. 

ROBBIN BATTISON, University of California, San Diego 

HARRY MARKOWICZ, Georgetown Un iversity 

Sign Aphasia and Neurolinguistic Theory 

[SAT MORN:l) 

Aphas i a in deaf adults who use a Sign Language is a rarely documented 

phenomenon. Relying on the five cases reported in the literature and a case 

in which the investigators are currently involved, several questions may 

be examined, 

(1) How i s the lingui stic distinction between signed and spoken lan

guages maintained at the neuropsychological level ? We find that there is 

much di f ferential impairment i n these cases along l inguistic l ines. For 

instance, while the impair ment of fingerspelling (a manual representation of 

the let ters of words) is most often impaired to the same degree as the oral 

skills o f the deaf person, the Sign Language is apparently quite i ndependent , 

and may not be i mpaired at all. 

(2) What do these find ings tell us about the latera l ization of l anguage? 

Speculation in the past has led some to believe that (a) Sign is not a true 

language, and (b) being spatially based, the skills involved in signing must 

be primarily represented in the right hemisphere. Even superficially, the 

deaf aphasia evidence does not support this. Thus far only left-s ided lesions 

have impaired Sign Language; no right les ion cases have appeared . Of course, 

some left lesions have not disturbed signing skills, but one does not make 
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inferences for right lateralization from negative evidence. 

(3) How do the aphasic symptoms bear on current generative approaches 

to Sign Languages? The limited evidence indicates that the errors made in 

the two modes are independent of one another, so that speech and writing 

errors cannot be traced to a confusion based on Sign, and vice versa; the 

mistakes in formation of signs are only describable in terms of the Sign 

Language in question. There is little cross-modality interference, There 

are indications of cross-modality facilitation, however, which brings us to 

the last question. 

(4) What are the implications for deaf education and aphasic rehabili. 

tation? Our findings support a view of Sign Languages which regards them as 

languages in every non-trivial linguistic sense. We therefore believe that 

deaf education should be geared to a bilingual approach so long as schools 

for the deaf are intent on teaching English to those whose native language 

is not English, but some variety of Sign. Finally, our review indicates 

that normal (hearing) aphasics may have an intact ability to use a general 

system, and this may be useful in therapy. 

ROBERT BAUMGARDNER, University of Southern California 

Thou/you in Shakespearean English 

[FRI MORN:2} 

This study concerns the second person singular thou/you dichotomy (and 

all variants) in Shakespearean English of the late sixteenth and early seven· 

teenth centuries. Using five Shakespearean plays as data, characters in the 

· d f four 1."ndependently established social classes--plays were ass1.gne to one o 

the nobility, the upper class, the middle class, and the lower class--and for 

each class in this stratification dominant patterns of second person singular 

pronominal address were isolated for social equals to equals, superiors to 

inferiors, and inferiors to superiors. 

Results indicate that the occurrence of pronomina l forms is governed 

by such variables as age, sex, kinship, intimacy, and position in the class 

hierarchy. Dimensions of Shakespearean usage are then compared to rules of 

address for the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries, and it is 

found that semantic change in the sixteenth and seventeenth century system 

correlates directly with the external social history of England. With the 

breakdown of the Norman feudal system as a result of the Wars of the Roses, 

the Reformation, and the rise of a middle class, went the concomitant break

down of the medieval pronominal system, which by Shakespeare's time, had 

begun to reflect the less polarized social hierarchy of Elizabethan England. 

the relative leveling out of the thou/~ dichotomy to ~ in 

exchanges as compared to those o f the nobility and the 

The rise of a middle class is offered as a maj or etiological 

disappearance of the dichotomy. 

rFRI AFT:l) 

of meaning postulates has been recently used in a number of 

concerned with semantics of natural language. A meaning postulate is 

the form of an implication, but to my knowle dge, li ttle 

was given to defining the formal properties of this t ype of implica

a way which would conform with semantic facts. Such an implication 

intuitively conceived of ~s a relation stronger than material i mplication 

weaker than logical implication. For instance, Karttunen (The Logic of 

Complete Constructions) makes a remark to this effect, but 

the meaning postulates concerning implicative verbs leads 

problems connected with the formal properties of the meaning 

examples of meaning postulates are discussed with a view of giving 

support for the acceptance of the concept of strict implication 

linguistic description . This concept, originated 

is defined in terms of modal logic as: 

consequent q is said to follow from the antecedent p by the rules of 

definiens says it is impossible that p be true together 

q. Another necessary modification o f this notion of 

a third value in addition to t ruth and false

impossible to account for the relation of 

in accordance with the way speakers use and understand ut-

As it appears from the discussion of the examples presented in the pape~. 

~ above mentioned modifications make it possible to solve a number of prob-

lms (connected with the calculus of presuppositions of sentences containing 

tentential connectives, implicative verbs, etc.) which otherwise lead to 

logical puzzles. The discussion also shows that in the propo sed framework 

the interpretation of illocutionary acts can easily be accounted for by 
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ANN BORKIN, University of Michigan [FRI AFI':6) 

Some Clausal Remnants with as, and the Equi vs. Raising Alternative 

Postal (On Raising, to appear) has extensively motivated a rule of 

raising to object position that derives infinitives. He has also proposed 

that some gerundive !! constructions be derived by raising; for example, he 

suggests that in sentences like (1) and (2), the pre-!! objects are not 

underlying objects at all but are derived by raising an underlying subject 

of an object complement to the pre-!! position it occupies in surface struc

ture. 

(1) I regard your suggestions as (being) totally inappropriate. 

(2) His actions have already established the defendant as (being) 
greedy and overbearing. 

The paper begins by outlining arguments for a raising analysis for sentences 

like those in (1) and (2), which are chosen to represent 

that are particularly amenable to traditionally accepted arguments for a 

raising analysis (as opposed to an Equi (or Equi-like) NP Deletion analysis, 

in which the surface structure object is also an object in underlying struc

ture). 

Raising-derived examples like (1) and (2), in which the basic semantic 

relation is between an individual or action and a proposition, can be con

trasted with examples like (3) and (4). In the latter examples, the basic 

semantic relation is expressed by the main clause subject-verb-object string, 

and the ~clause, its subject deleted, only expands or qualifies this pri

mary semantic unit. 

(3) Mabel used Sam's departure as an excuse to go bananas. 

(4) The doctor disregarded Harry's symptoms as being insignificant. 

However, there are many other examples for which the superiority of a 

analysis over an equi analysis, or vice versa, is not at all obvious. The 

difficulties range from what might be considered the usual subtle differences 

in appropriateness between two transformationally related variants, as 

(5) a. When we asked the agency about John, they confirmed him 
as having married Sally in 1965. 

b. ??When we asked the agency about Sally, they confirmed 
John as having married her in 1965. 

to differences in truth conditions that are nearly as obvious as those that 

first prompted Rosenbaum' s equi analysis of infinitives with~ . ~· 

etc. (6) and (7) are two examples of such differences. 

(6) a. Mary suggested Sam as possibly having killed Addie. 

1 b. Mary suggested Addie as possibly having been killed by Sam. 

(7) a. Mary suspects Sam as having killed Addie . 

f b . *Mary suspects Addie as having been killed by Sam. 

dl.'fferences of a similar kind and range can be shown to operate fact, 

b. 

a. 

I b. 

a. 

with accusative+ infinitive constructions, as i n (8) - (10). 

The autopsy revealed Sam to have sniffed a large quantity 
of glue before his death. 

??The autopsy revealed a large ~uantity of glue to have 
been sniffed by Sam before his death. 

This strange weather is causing an elm parasite to attack 
the maples. 

This strange weather is causing the maples to be at t acked 
by an elm parasite. 

I expect your activities not to harn. little Rudy. 

b. 1 expect little Rudy not to be harmed by your activities . 

1) The simple Equi vs. Raising alternative is not adequate 

fleet the semantic characteristics that it has traditionally been meant 

fleet, and 2) the surface structure syntactic results o f raising to 

are intimately related to the semantic correlates of that 

it derives ~ constructions and when it derives infinitives. 

University of Florida fFRI AFI':S) 

Vowels of Fre nch 

the second in a series of papers (extracted from a manuscript 

sound system of French* (SSOF) which show that a natura l out

of the analysis Qroposed in French phonology and morphology (Schane , 

to the conclusion tha t French possesses in its underlying 

those segm~nts proposed in FP&M but also a s et of two 

I ii and / u/. I also claim tha t besides t he ROUND 

there is a HIGH VOWEL LOWERING RULE (HVL) ordered 

DIPHTHONGIZATION and FRONTING. 

proposa l is shown to support and strengthen the fronting 

The rresent paper foc uses on areas not developed in FP&M 

support 1) for the c laim that there are stressed lax high vowels 

2) for the rules of HVL and ROUND VOWEL RAISING (RVR) . 

on the derivation of t rois / trwa / 'three' and 

/krwa/ 'cross', as illustrative of a number o f similar words. Trois 

glide.creating rule. 

~. which al terna tes with ~- in a large number of cases (57 such 

not counting derivatives), must be derived via DIPHTHONGIZATION (DIPHT) 

cannot be derived via GLIDE FORMATION (GLF). GLF is so constrained as 

not apply to high vowels preceded by more than one nonsyllabic segment and 
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followed by a nonhigh segment. Consequently, hier, oui, mouette, trui!!, 

and many others can be derived in the same way because they are excluded by 

the above constraint. This same constraint, by the way, is responsible for 

the grammar not deriving incorrect */trwa/ for ~ /trua/ 'he perforated• 

Since ~ must be derived via DIPHT it follows that the rich /i/ ~/wa/ 

alternation can be easilY reflected by rule. A rule is needed to lower It/ 

to /e/ where DIPHT makes it /we/ and a subsequent rule changes / we/ to leaf. 
Such a rule is HVL . Without it~ would be related to only two words: 

tr~pied and tresse and not to the 57-odd cases mentioned. With HVL in the 

grammar all forms with /i/, /e/, and / we/ are formally related. 

Croix, which alternates with~- (crucifier), cannot be derived via 

DIPHT. It never meets its structural description . Instead, it is derived 

via GLF. When~ is subject to GLF its stressed vowel is still high, 

/kru!s/. Croix can undergo the rule whose constraint does not prevent it 

from gliding. 

HVL and RVR are crucial in the proper derivation of~ and ~· 

HVL is instrumental in relating /i/ t o /wa/ and in sheltering the segments 

to be glided in trois and ~ from the rule o f FRONTING. After FRONTING 

has applied RVR raises these segments to high thus making them subject to 

the gliding rule. Without this device, incorrect */kr,i/ would result. 

We-FORMATION, a rule which changes /wi/ to /we/ after clusters and 

feeds Wa-FORMATION which in FP&M lowers diphthong /we/ to /wa/, is justified 

because there is no /CCwi/ or /CCwe/ sequence in French while there 

/CC~i./ sequences. The HVL - RVR - We-FORMATION analysis provides a 

expla~ation for this otherwise fortuitous fact. Finally, the different deri

vations of superficially similar 'diphthongs' supports the contention that 

the phonology of French is highly abstract. 

ELAINE CHAIKA, Providence College [FRI MORN:2) 

H.' 1. How are you? 

In the first moments of discourse, such factors as pitch, 

variants, and register are more important to the listener than are semantic 

features of words or the syntax of the utterance. The explanation for this 

lies in the social function of language. These contentions are borne out by 

an investigation suggested by the frequency with which a response of "Lousy" 

to a greeting like "How are you?" is answered with "That's good," especially 

if "Lousy" is said cheer fully. Conversely, a terse, low-pitched "Fine" is 

likely to elicit "What's the matter?" or, even, "That's too bad." The meaning 
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to "How are you" depends, for many people, more on pitch and 

the words used. To investigate this phenomenon, 20 sociolin

during casual encounters with peers, deliberately used 

English appropriate to interaction with parents, 

s, or priests. These students, called experimenters, were instructed 

dly and to so far as possible, use paralinguistic ges tures 
frien • ' ' 

occasion. Only manner of speech was to vary. For instance, one 

a friend, "Would it be possible for you to wait for me after c lass ?" 

"Wouldja wai t for me after class?" Another asked, "Jacques, could 

tell me approximately how far we are from our destination?" A 

on campus, asked "Would you care to accompany me to the 

Students worked in pairs, one observing, one acting. Care was 

to overact or be comic. Although specific reactions varied, not 

so addr~ssed failed to note the excessive formality. In all but 

a verbal or paralinguistic reaction was made to the first utterance 

Nine out of twenty tota l ly ignored the semantic content 

to them, and simply asked questions like "What's the 

"You just take a test or something?". Four 

the experimenter. Ond did so by ignoring 

xt and asking , "Would you care to come to tea ?". Three became overtly 

experimenter persisted in his politeness for three utterances. 

uncomfortable that they refused to l ook at the experimenters, 

stopping conversation. As diverse as these reactions may 

they all yield to the same explanation. I nitial utterances in an en-

serve somewhat the same purpose as dogs' sniffing: to indicate the 

parties so that each may adjust his res ponses properly 

Since such adjustments must be made quickly in order for social 

y to proceed efficiently, in humans the information is tonveyed pri

through those linguistic devices which may be noted without breaking the 

down into meaning. These devices do have meaning in themselves; how-

' it is virtually isomorphic with the signal; thus, they can be decoded 

rapidly and with fewer mistakes, even in the presence of noise, than can 

and ambiguous messages conveyed by syntax and lexical meaning . 

, being, in effect, simpler signals, phono logical cues can be overlaid 

to transmit simultaneous messages. Register can be used this way, 

is possible to recognize a lexical variant without first making a se

When one party uses the wrong phonological and register 

, the other interprets this as anger. If no explanation of what is 

offered, discomfort and anger at being miscued are evinced because 

signals of the opening gambits are basic and crucial to social interaction. 

considered unsociable. Mocking such a person is a 

1 to him to adjust the mood and status marking o f t his speech. 
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AGNES CHENG and HSIN-I HSIEH, University of Hawaii 

Conflation and -ingly Adverbs 

fSAT AFT:4] 

Conflation is a process proposed by Leonard Talmy (1972) to convert a 

more complex construction into a simpler one . This author proposes to 

a sentence that contains an -ingly adverb from two conioined sentences 

conflation. In the process of conflation, the sec ond sentence is compress 

into an -ingly adverb which is then injected into the first (the primary) 

sentence which more or less keeps its original shape. 

English adverbs ending in -ingly have four maj or functions. They may 

serve as sentence modifiers as in (1) Surprisingly , she is talented; as 

adjective modifiers as in (2) She is surprisingly talented; as~ 

modifiers as in (3) She came surprisingly late; or as ~ modifiers as 

(4) She nodded approvingly. The preconflated forms of th~se sentences are 

respectively, (la) She is talented and the fact that she is talented is 

surprising; (2a) She is talented and the degree to which she is talented 

is surprising; (3a) She came late and the degree to which she was late was 

surprising; (4a) She nodded and she showed her approval by nodding. 

There appear to be language-specific constraints on adverb conflation 

of this kind. Thus, in English, the conflation whereby negative particles 

are attached to adjectives as affixes has to precede adverb conflation. 

example, one can conflate (Sa) She is not talented and the degree to which 

she is not talented is surprising into (5) She is surprisingly untalented 

but not into (6)* She is surprisingly not talented. 

There may also be universal constraints. For instance, both in 

and in Chinese,-ingly adverbs functioning as adjective modifiers can be de

rived from sentences expressing the speaker's attitude toward the person 

referred to. The view of the person referred to cannot be expressed by 

adverbs. Thus, neither in English nor Chinese can 

she thinks she is talented be confla ted into (7)* ~S~~~~~~~~~~----

For, in she thinks she is talented the view expressed 

referred to rather than that of the speaker. 

Reference: 

Talmy, Leonard. 1972. Semantic Structures in English and Atsugewi. 
University of California (Berkeley) Ph.D. dissertation. 
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paper examines some unusual features of the construction traditional

"passive" in Maori. This construction involves a marked verb whose 

corresponds to the object of the "active" (unmarked) verb; to 

use of the t erm "passive" seems warranted. Such verbs are 

used, however, in ways which sharply offend one's intuitive not ion 

(See examples.) The only previous attempt t o explain these 

the suggestion by K. Hale (Journal o f the Polynesian Society, 77:1 

88-89) that Pronominalization is ordered before the Passive rule in 

analysis is shown to be unsupported by the evidence, and moreover, 

explaining the major peculiarities of the use of the passive. 

strangeness of the passive is in fact due to the assumption that 

surface subject will be governed largely by textual factors -- in 

that there is a connection between surface subject and topic. 

the use of active and passive in 19th-century Maori narrative texts 

this is true only to a very limited extent. Outside of certain 

grammatical contexts where one voice or the other is required, the 

passive (and this of surface subject) depends on aspectual 

"passives" are perfective-completive, "actives" imperfective, incom

hypothetical. 

Too-ia te papa 
open-PASS/the / door 

"Open the door!" 

Ka kite a Pito, patu-a iho a Titapu, taapuke- a ai ki te tara o te 
whare 
tns/see/ar t/P . /kil l-PASS /down /art/T . / bury-PASS /then / to / t he/wall/ 
of/the/house 

"When Pito discovered this, he killed Titapu and buried him under 
the wall of the house." 

Ka koorero atu ia ki te tuahi ne kia ranga-a he kete manu maana 
tns/say/ hence/he/to/the/sis ter /cornp/weave_PASS/art/basket/bird/for- him 

"He told his sister t o make some bird-baskets for h im. " 

13 
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GEORGE CLEMENTS, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Permutation in Morphology 

[SUN AFT:3] 

Permutation is a well·known phenomenon in syntax as we l l as in phonology 

(metathesis), even though relatively little attention has been focused on the 

questions of why and under what conditions it occurs. Its place in (non·deri. 

vational) morphology, on the other hand, has been little discussed, due in 

part to its relative infrequence and in part to the wide-spread neglect which 

morphology has suffered until very recently in generative grammatical studies. 

In this paper a rule of permutation in Ewe is examined which has some of the 

properties of both syntactic and phonological rules. What is involved seems 

to lie on the borderline of these two areas : the rule is stated with greatest 

generality on classes of items which fall together due to their combined syn. 

tactic and phonological properties. It is claimed that this rule belongs to 

the morphology. 

This conclusion, reached after a critical examination of the da ta , raises 

certain problems for grammatical theory, as current models of linguistic 

structure would appear to offer no place for such a rule. The classes of items 

involved are not base phonological forms (lexical representations) but alter

nants resulting from the application of rules of suppletion and reduction . 

Furthermore the two permuting classes are quite divergent in their syntactic 

origin, one comprising subject pronouns and the other certain preverbal parti

cles, The permutation cannot, therefore, be carried out at the most remote 

level in derivations, given current assumptions about grammar; it cannot be 

carried out in the transformational syntax, unless we are willing to let syn

tactic rules examine the content of phonological matrices; and it cannot be 

carried out in the phonology, since the rule is quite arbitrary in nature and 

not susceptible to explanation in terms of natural phonological processes, 

and requires syntactic information beyond the simple statement of the gram· 

matical category which forms its domain. The rule of permutation under dis

cussion is offered as partial evidence for a morphological component in 

generative grammar, consisting of rules of specific formal nature ordered 

(for the most part) after the syntax and before the phonology. 
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University of Southern California (SAT AFT:l) 

A quantitative study of the alternation between presence and absence of 

relative pronoun in sentences like he's the man who(m) that I saw 

h an I saw shows that in actual speech the var iat ion is heavily con-
J!!,' 5 t e m . . 

. ed by linguist~c contexts ~n ways that are not revealed through intro-
1traln 

epection. The constraints appear to be due to performance factors that are 

related to ease of sentence processing. 

The corpus for the study consists of 15 tape-recorded interviews con~ 

ducted in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, as part of a larger study of socio lin-

i t . The ;nformants are black and white, middle and working guistic var a ~on. ~ 

class men, aged 22-24, who were born and raised in the city. 

It is found, among other things, that omission of the relat ive pronoun 

iS strongly favored when the subject of the relative clause is a personal pro

noun rather than a lexical noun nhrase (in cases where the relative pronoun 

iS not the subject), when the relative clause immediately follows its head 

noun ohrase rather than being separated from it by other words and when the 

relative c l ause is not the rightmost constituent of the lowest S that dominates 

its head noun ohrase. Moreover, certain types of head noun phrases almost 

categorically require relative prono un deletion; and the cho ice of pronoun 

(who(m) , which, that,~) is rel a ted to t he length of the relative clause 

in words. 

Thes e results agree quite well with those of an earlier study b y Randolph 

Quirk of educated British English ("Relat i ve Clauses in Educated Sooken Eng

lish," English Studies 38:97~109, 1957). This agreement between different 

dialects , t oge ther with (1) the fact that many of the findings can be expla in

ed as being due to perceptual strategies, along the lines suggested by Bever 

and Langendoen (in Stockwell and Macaulay, Linguistic Change and Generative 

~. 1972), and (2) the difficulty of i ncorporating them into any present 

framework for linguis tic rules, even variable ones , suggests that they are to 

be considered part o f linguistic performance rather than l inguistic compe tence. 

Thus, the study sheds light on what types of regularities should be, and what 

should not be, accounted for by grammar. 
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N.E. COLLINGE, University of Toronto 

Lachmann's law and phonological economy 

rFRI AFT:5) 

The 'law' whereby a Latin verb like leg~ has a long root-vowel in its 

past participle (lectus) has been successively reformulated from Aulus Cel

lius on. The most recent 'Harvard' solution (Kurylowicz, HSCP 72.295-9; 

Watkins, HSCP 74.55-65) is that morphological conditioning alone is responsi. 

ble, namely the influence of the lengthened perfect active, legi. The gen

erativist solution seems to have been amended to a transderivational rule, to 

consort with Harvard (King, OSU Forum lecture, 1970; cf. Campbell, ~· 47. 

195f.), or else to put in just enough phonological conditioning to avoid the 

obvious pitfalls (King, ~· 49.575f.) 

This paper's first contention is that the phonological conditioning 

should be restored to its rightful place. Otherwise fals i ties are generated 

(*c~ptus, *uictus), ghost-forms walk (*regi, *tegi) and competing shifts are 

misunderstood and ignored (-sessus < *-se:so- <-*sed+to-; esus < *e:so- < 

*ed+to-). 

The paper's second contention is that the reduction of, e.g., the manifold 

logical and perceptual relations of an utterance to the limited vehicular 

capacity of the language (cf. the pitifully tiny range o f verbal 'tense' 

forms) is an example of a universal process of quantization; and that the 

assignment of Latin vowels to one of two duration values, short or long, when 

a minimum of nine distinct durations is environmentally offered, is another 

example. It is also the explanation of the Lachmann shift. That is, when 

voice-loss in the consonantal co-occurrents changes the environment, the 

duration may be maintained only by transferring the local vowel into a 

neighboring environment rank and so treating it as if it possessed etymo

logically the necessary 'length'. Furthermore, transfer of this sort over a 

short distance within the cline (which runs from 'naturally shortest' to 

'naturally longest') reflects a natural shift; a transfer over a greater 

portion (as in, e.g. *am;-ndus) *amandus --where a whole environment seems 

to be grossly re-located) is to be identified as unnatura l, idiosyncratic, 

and therefore, more challengeable. 
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of Michigan (SAT MORN:3] 

sents 

The basic claim in this paper is that temporary states are derived fr om 

underlying perfects. 

It is well-known that stative (or, in McCawley' s te rmino logy , "con

tinued e f fects") perfects express both a past event and a prese nt state , 

but it has not been noted that the relationsh i p between the two is one of 

entailment. Thus, if it is true that she has decided to have a baby, then 

it is true that she intends to have a baby. The verb in stative per fects 

iS typically inchoative, and sometimes the entailed state retains the lexi

cal inchoative even in the stative non-generic meaning, e .g . , I have f or

J8!ten ~ I f orget, I have realized ~ I realize. Both types of state them

selves ent ail the perfect; thus if it is true that she intends t o have a 

bab~, then it must be true that she has decided to have a baby, The enta il

ment from the state fails only if the state is permanent, so that from man 

is mortal it does not follow that man has become mortal , unless one believes 

so on extralinguistic grounds, e.g., by faith. 

This phenomenon is similar t o the Indo-European phenomenon of "pre

terite-pre sents", verbs which are perfect in for m but present in meani ng. 

The classic examples are Gk. oida/Sk. veda /Goth . wait, l it. "I have known"~ 

"I know"; Latin~. lit. "I have remembered" "I r emember", odi , l it • 

"I have hated" ~ "I hate"; Italian ho capito, lit. "I have understoo d" ~ 

c:apisco "I understand". Most of these verbs are inchoa t i ve, l i ke t hose of 

the sta tive perfe ct, so the problem should reduce to the entailment of incho~ 

atives: i f an inchoative dominates a stative predica te, it entail s t he 

state by virtue of the meaning postulates of change associated wi th incho

ation. I n this way, the surface structure o f some states points up the 

fact that they have an implicit beginning point . 

In general a l l non-permanent s tate s have an i mpl i cit beginn ing point, 

even when t he s urface form of the verb in some l anguages looks l ike a norma l 

present tense . Thus I know is at a deeper l eve l than I have come t o know, 

and the surface form is derived by dele t i on r u les, which are triggered by 

the ent a i lment plus contextual presuppositions. The inchoative na ture of 

the verb shows up in the non- s tate point of t ime past tense in Romance, where 

it translates as fo und out. 

This analysis of preterite - presents explains why stati ve passives hav~ 

a per fec t meaning: they are underlying ly perfects. It also exp l a i ns why 

"universa l " (McCawley's te r minology) perfects such as I have been wai ting 

here sinc e two corresponds in o ther languages, e.g., Ger man, to simple pre

sents: the English form has a deleted inchoative, and t here for e is forma lly 

similar t o the veda /~ examples, while the German forms dele te both 
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inchoative and perfect auxiliar y, and so are formally similar to examples 

such as she intends, ~· Finally, it explains why in Indo-European 

modals reconstruct as "preterite-presents", for one can take seriously re

lationships such as ~ = is/has been allowed to. The implicit inchoative, 

representing the moment of permission-giving, was deleted but the perfect 

was not, leaving forms that were perfect in form but present in meaning. 

WILLIAM W. CRESSEY, Georgetown University [SUN AFT: 1) 

"Homorganic" in Generative Phonology: A Pro posal governing t he 
Simplicity Metric. 

Two low level rules o f Spanish (spirantization of voiced obstruents and 

nasal assimilation) suggest the need for a formal mechanism equivalent to 

the traditional term "homorganic". 

Given current theory, a rule which states agreement of all the point 

articulation features (Rule A) is no less complex than a rule which states 

agreement of an arbitrarily selected set of features (Rule B). Yet 

Rule A should be more highly valued than Rule B. 

Rule A Rule B 

~-< cor cJ... cor "ens .:7\cns 

8 ant f3 ant pant ;J ant 

[+seg) __ .:.) l high I- 8 high [+seg) ---> I' tns I -J' · tns 

d back 4 back a str o str 

This shortcoming can be overcome by providing an explicit abbreviation 

for the subset of features which expresses point of articulation: "<'( PA, 

which has a cost of one feature specification, is expanded to the 

used in Rule A. 

The fact that lateral assimilation does not cover the entire range of 

Spanish points of articulation (bilabial to velar) can be explained by a 

natura 1 ex tens ion of the "1 inking" use of marking conventions. 

If other subsets of features are shown to be related in a linguistical 

siSnificant way, similar abbreviations should be created fol lowing the model 

given here. 

of California, Los (SAT AFT:3) 

of Genie, an adolescent girl who underwent a degree of social 

experiential deprivation unparalled in contemporary scientific 

now known to linguists and psychologists throughout the country. 

e of this paper is t o present an update of the linguistic research 

case and to suggest areas where work with Genie has shed light on 

t linguistic questions. 

general update of Genie's progress in the areas of 

we will report in particular on our work regarding 

ition of WH-questions, our neurolinguistic research on perception 

ssing of both ver bal and non-verbal stimuli (utili zing tachistoscopic 

listening techniques), and on our investigation into the 

the relationship between semantics and syntax in language 

between cognition and language in general. 

case continues to provide data and have relevance for i mpor tant 

-- the distinctions between comprehension and production 

, between linguistic competence and performance, between cognition 

•n.gu11ge, and for the unexplored area o f primary language acquisition 

'critical period' . 

of California, Los Angeles [SAT MORN : 4) 

structure in French may have several distinct semantic 

Nicolas Ruwet gives the following examples in his chapter 

Pronominales Neutres et Moyennes" (Theorie Syntaxique 

Les enfants , ~a se lave en dix minutes. 

Une foul e, ~a se disperse ais~ment. 

La foule, s'est dispers~e vers huit heures. 

.ay have only a reflexive interpretation while (2) may be interpreted 

reciprocal, or 'moyen', a quasi-passive which implies the 

of an unexpressed ajl;ent different from the superficial subject." 

94). (3) is ambiguous between 'moyen' and 'neutre', the latter 

an unexpressed agent but not being reflexive e ither. 'Moyen' 



and 'neutre' are distinguished from the reflexive in that the verb has 

same selectional restrictions with the subject as it 

object of the corresponding transitive construction, while in the ref 

the verb has the same selectional restrictions with the subject as it 

have with the subject of the transitive. (4) can only be 'neutre'. 

The only solid distinction between 'neutre' 

a semantic one, but he analyzes them as distinct constructions . The • 

construction is generated in the base rules . Only verbs so 

lexicon would be inserted into this structure. The 'moyen' 

derived transformationally. I would like to 

based on a fact which Ruwet ignores, namely, that the two are nearly 

exclusive in distribution depending on the verb and its 

tions, the tense and the associated adverbial phrases. The only sentence 

which is ambiguous between the two (cited by Ruwet), (3) above, has simul

taneously both features which usually force the moyen interpretation (the 

generic construction with ~a, and a manner adverbial 'aisement'), and a 

verb which usually has a neutre interpretation, 'disperser', along with a 

possibly agentive human subject, usually excluded from the moyen interpre

tation. 

The proposed alternative analysis generates a single "object as 

subject" pronominal construction in the base rules, as in Ruwet's rule 

'neutre' 

V -+ ( se) V(NP) 

Neutre and moyen are viewed as alternative semantic interpretations. 

which allow a neutre interpretation are so marked in the lexicon, and all 

others take a moyen interpretation unless they are exceptions to the con

struction altogether. It is possible to list the semantic properties of 

neutre verbs almost exhaustively, suggesting a general semantic rule dis~ 

tinguishing neutre and moyen verbs. In any case the alternative analysis 

makes the neutre re ading of the "object as subject" pronominal construction 

a special property of verbs, jus t as taking the object as subject without 

the pronominal construction is, as in "Labranche a casst!". 

Spanish has a pronominal construction similar to that of 

allowing an even wider range of interpretations. I will investigate whe 

an interpretative approach is successful in Spanish 

in the paper. 

?I\ 

Fort Wayne [FRI MORN:l] 

Lakoff ("Presupposition and Relative Well-formedness") argues that 

should be regarded as well-formed relative to sets of pre

judged as deviant if in a situation these presuppositions 

I will discuss two movement rules (Property-factoring 

Preposing) and three deletion/omission rules (deletion/ 

in that S, evaluated-property specifiers, and definite NPs with 

s), showing that the application of all of these rules depends on 

itions of identifiability or salience of the affected element in 

utterance. 

(!f, 1972) argues that past participles can be preposed only when 

semantically fairly complex, noting differences in acceptability of 

ses as murdered N/killed N, stolen N/taken N, sterilized N/cleaned N. 

contexts, however, where the latter phrases are quite imaginable -

attribute is the 'relative' or salient one: 

Along the road there were dozens of killed animals. 

I seem always to apply for taken positions. 

Global constraint on preposing based on inherent complexity should 

d by one based on salience/relevance in situation. 

is what range of NP 2s can undergo 

to give the (b) form of the (a): 

is similar to NP3's NP 2 => 
in NP 2 

no independent way to characterize the notion "property" or "inherent" 

will predict the degree o f deviantness of 

?The Impala is similar t o the Torino in interior/accessories 

?Joe is similar to J ohn in nose/teeth/eyes 

could be ok in certain situations (e.g., two particular cars are 

family resemblances are under discussion , etc . ). What is 

transderivational constraint based on tacit assumptions of the 

hearer about what are r e levant bases o f comparison. Further, if 

aeswned "adequately identi f ied" to the hearer, NP2 can be deleted/ 

"Adequately identified" inc lude s "known", "inferable" or "don' t 

problems arise in the Katzian analysis of good N in terms of 

The dichotomy markers/no markers won't work -- we would 

june tions of markers and "markers- to-a-degree". Again, we should 

the property-spec ifier can be omitted if it is assumed settled or 

Katz's types of evaluation marker s (use, function, duty, etc.) 

of evaluation one might expect a hearer to apply 
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in the absence of contextual-situational cues. 

The same kind of deletion/omission rule is necessary for verbs which 

allow omission of "definite NP 's (Fillmore, 1970/71; Lehrer, 1970; Shopen, 

1973): 

You will learn ( ). Please continue ( ). 

Somewhat formal statements of these constraints will be given, and 

their implication for grammatical theory (ellipsis, performance) briefly 

discussed. 

RAY C. DOUGHERTY, New York University [SUN AFT:l] 

Semantic non-singulars: plurals, coordinations, and co l lectives 

The lexical-feature analysis assumes: (I) No plurals are derived from 

coordinated singulars, i.e., (lb) does not derive from (la). (II) All cases 

of semantic non-singularity (i.e,, coordinations, plurals, collectives, and 

mass nouns) are represented in underlying structure as feature complexes 

assigned to major categories. (III) Predicates must be marked for se lec 

tion restrictions with respect to these major category feature complexes, 

e.g., verbs, like be numerous, can permit plural subjects but prohibit co

ordinate NP subjects. An alternative is presented by Ross and others. 

Ross in 'Squishing', summarizes a position held by himself, McCawley, Postal, 

and others: 'There are two arguments for postulating the existence of a 

rule which derives (some) plurals from conjoined singulars. This rule 

would convert (la) to (lb), 

(l)a. *The man. and the man. are different. 
1 J 

b. The men .. are different. 
l,J 

Following a suggestion of Paul Postal's, I will refer t o this rule as 

squishing.' (1972: CJL/RCL 17:2). Ross, McCawley, et, al, motivate their 

analyses by arguments based on respectively constructions, selection re

strictions, agreement of French adjectives, lexical gaps, etc. 

The lexicon-feature analysis is superior to squishing for 3 reasons . 

Reason 1: In many, if not all, cases, the squishing rule is based on 

incorrect or unmotivated assumptions about English . For examp le, McCawley 

assumes: ' .•• respective and respectively are identical in meaning and are 

in complementary distribution (respective appears only as an adjunct to a 

noun and respectively only as an adjunct to a l arger constituent) ••• ' 

(1 968 , The Role of Semantics in a Grammar, p. 163). This assumption is fa lse 

s i nce Each of the numbers i s larger than its r es pective square is we ll-formed, 

but *A and Beach are l arger than A2 and B2 respective l y is not. Ross' 
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lexical gaps (CJL/RCL 1972) is based on weak data. Close examinn

respectively and lexical gap data selects the lexicon-feature 

over squishing. 

there is no 

2: A five minute argument, difficult t o abstract, shows tha t 

reason to postulate a squishing rule at all since squishing has 

discernible explanatory power. Squishing i s metaphysical, not empirical. 

Reason 3: Semantic and syntactic data indicate that plurals, coordina

and collectives do not have the same syntactic distribution or semantic tions, 

rpretation and therefore, they should be introduced i nto the underlying inte • 

C ture according to the lexicon-feature analysis. First , some pre dicates stru 

h a plural NP as subJ'ect, but not a coordination of singulars: The can ave 

!!!!1 
were numerous, but *John, Bill, and Tom were numerous. Second, nouns l ik~ 

£21~· ~· etc. have no singulars, so The police perjured themselves has 

no coordinated singular paraphrase, Third, intersperse, alternate in line, 

etc., permit a subject that is a coordination of coordinations, but not a sub

ject that is a coordination of singular NP's: John , Bill, Tom, Mary, Sue, and 

Jane alternate in line, but *John, Bill, Tom, Mary, Sue, and Jane alternate in 

line. Many examples show (a) that plurals and coor dina tions are semantically 

and syntactically different and should not be transformationally related, and 

(b) that predicates should be lexically marked for selection restrictions with 

respect t o coordinations and plurals. 

RAY DOUGHERTY and MICHAEL HELKE, New York University 

Plural Reflexives and Reciprocal Pronouns 

[SUN AFT:S ] 

We advance severa l arguments based on semantics, syntax, ~orphology, and 

simplicity in the l exicon to show why the b-fill ana l ysis, which derives the 

(a) strings from tre (b) strings, i s superior to an alternative analys is 

(Chomsky 1965, Lees and Kl ima 1963, and Ross 1968) which derives t he (a) strings 

from the (c) strings by r u les of deleti on and substitution under conditions 

of lexical, structural, etc. identity, 

(1) (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(2) (a) 

(b) 

The men will see themselves. 

The men will see (NP(DET il) (Nselves) 

The menk will see the menk. 

The men will l ose their way. 

The men will l ose (NP(DETA ' s) (N way) 

(c) The menk wi ll l ose the men'sk way • 

The lJ,. -fi ll analysis contains a copying rule to fill the b with a pronoun of 

the correct pers on, number, and gender. It generates reflexives and constr uc 

tions like John took it with him, we shared i t between us, e tc. by a single 
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tule. The 6 -fill analysis, which combines the best of the tran!lformational 

and interpretive theories of pronoun reference, extends to the reciprocal Pro. 

nouns and derives the (a) from the (b) strings: 

(3) (a) The men will see each other. 

(b) Each of the men will see (NP(DET ~ other) (None)). 

(c) Each of the men will see the others. 

(4) (a) Men will see each other. 

(b) Each man will see (NP(DET 6 other)(N one)). 

The PSR analysis (Dougherty 1970, Chomsky 1972) argues that (3a) derives 

from (3c), but makes no claims about indefinites like (4a). The PSR analysis 

cannot generate indefinites since it cannot account for the fact that in ~ 

people here know each other everyone knows everyone else, but in People here 

know each other everyone may not know everyone else. Also, I showed John and 

Mary pictures of each other cannot be generated since~ only moves off of 

derived subjects into AUX position . And, one another is not discussed, 

The ~-fill analysis contradicts the assertion of Fiengo and Lasnik, 

'The logical structure of reciprocal sentences,' (FoL, 1973): 'Not only do 

we know of no transformations which move elements into determiner position; 

we know of no transformations which move elements into noun phrases.' (p . 465), 

The ~-fill analysis, by moving each or a proform directly from the ante

cedent into the b position in a NP, describes all of the above facts, lexi

cally relates reflexives to restricted possessive constructions like lose 

one's way, etc., relates reflexives to reciprocals by describing them by 

formally identical rules, generates one another in addition to each other, 

and explains why the antecedent of a reflexive and a reciprocal pronoun must 

be a single node, but the antecedent of a non-reflexive pronoun need not be 

i.e., (5) is well-formed, but (6-7) are not : 

(5) John talked to Mary about their child, 

(6) *John talked to Mary abo ut each other. 

(7) *John talked to Mary about themselves. 

BRUCE DOWNING, University of Southern California 

Toward a Typology of Adjective Clauses 

[FRI MORN:5) 

This paper reports the initial results of a cross-linguistic study of 

the placement and internal syntax of relative clauses. In the first stage 

of the study, investigation has been limited to a number of languages with 

basic VO order in main clauses, including Akan, English, Hausa, Hebrew, 

Spanish and Zapotec , The study attempts to establish universal limits on 
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variety of relativization processes and to determine correlations between 

icular relative structures and the kinds of typological features enumerated 

Greenberg (1963) and Lehmann (1973). A further goal is to test the by-

sis (Bever and Langendoen 1972) that the syntactic structure of adjective 

is strongly influenced in specific ways by the potential for ambi-

in perceptual processing. 

There is a very frequent use of initial subordinating particles and/or 

preposed relative pronouns in postnominal adjective clauses. The repeated 

oODinal within the clause sometimes appears as a personal, demonstrative, or 

'interrogative' pronoun , in normal or preposed position, and is sometimes 

deleted. Relativization of subjects often differs from relativization of 

objects. Frequently the clause as a whole may be extraposed or reduced. 

Our general hypothesis is that the choice among these options correlates 

vith other typological features of the language (word-order and case-marking, 

for example) and can be explained , at least in part, by reference to the 

perceptual necessity of structural disambiguation. 

Results thus far indicate that definite limits can be placed on types 

and positions of relativizers (particles, pronouns, zero) and the conditions 

under which each can occur, confirming the universality of claims by Bever 

and Langendoen (1972) and Quirk (1957) based essentially on English data. 

Completion of this first stage of the study should make it possible to 

further sharpen the predictive statements to be presented concerning the 

surface positioning and internal syntax of adjective clauses of a given basic 

syntactic language-type (VO as opposed to OV or mixed), suggesting universal, 

innate language processing mechanisms. 

DAVID R. DOWTY, Ohio State University 

Lexical Decomposition in Montague Grammar 

[SUN AFT: 1) 

One of the most significant recent callenges to transformational grammar 

is the theory of grammar proposed by Richard Montague. Montague Grammar (MG) 

shares with Generative Semantics (GS) the methodological premise that an in

teresting syntactic theory o f a natural language can only be constructed in 

conjunction with a semantic theory of that language, since each will impose 

crucial constraints on the other. Since MG can be made to resemble GS super

ficially by relabelling components ("Global Rule" for "translation rule," 

etc,), the important questions facing researchers in this area are: (A) Can 

HG be extended to describe all cases that GS analyses were designed to handle?, 

(B) Is the converse of A the case?, (C) If the answer to A and B is yes, then 
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what, if any, real differences are there between the two theories? 

For some classic GS analyses- e.g., the quantifiers-from-higher

sentences-analysis - the answer to A is clearly yes. It is in the area of 

lexical decomposition, however, that the answer to A · h 1s per aps most unclear. 

This paper will attempt to illuminate this situation by focusing on the MG 

analysis of the class of sentences exemplified by (1), and of its syntactic/ 

semantic relation to (2) and (3): 

(1) John hammered the metal flat. 

(2) John made the metal flat by hammering it. 

(3) John's hammering the metal made it flat. 

( 1) is of interest for two reasons: first, it lies midway on the "Causative 

Squish" between two-clause causati ves (such as cause to become flat) and 

monomorphemic lexical causatives (such as kill, build, etc.), and second, 

(1)-(3) have been discussed extensively in the GS literature (by Georgia Green, 

James McCawley and others) with something less than resounding success. 

The semantic facts to be explained are: that (1) entails (2) and (3), 

that (2) entails (1) and (3), that all of (1)-(3) entail (4) and (5), and 

that there is a "causal relation" between (4) and (5): 

(4) John hammered the metal. 

(5) The metal became flat. 

GS attempts to explain these facts by deriving all of (1)-(3) from the same 

logical deep structure. The difficulty with this approach is that (as pointed 

out in the literature) some rather wild maneuvers are needed to get from (2) 

to (1) or from (2) to (3) via transformation. In the MG analysis, on the 

other hand, (1)-(3) will be syntactically generated independently, but the 

appropriate semantic relations must be shown to obtain among their respective 

semantic interpretations. 

The key to the MG analysis here is provided by an observation by Barbara 

Partee: the syntax of MG allows a member of one syntactic category to be 

turned into a derived member of another (while preserving any relevant seman

tic property of the original). This possibility is exploited in the original 

MG rule for relative clauses as well as in extensions of MG proposed by Partee 

and Richmond Thomason to handle passives, Tough-movement, subject raising, 

complement constructions, etc. 

What is required in the MG analysis of (1), then, is a rule taking a 

sentence with a free variable (~0 became flat) and a transitive verb (hammer) 

to give a derived transitive verb phrase (hammer flat). The semantic trans

lation rule corresponding to this operation is formulated so as to entail, 

ultimately, sentences like (4) and (5), and that there is a causal relation 

between them. This is accomplished by introducing something like an "atomic 

predicate" CAUSE into the semantic interpretation at this point. An analogous 

rule is proposed to combine ~ with the transitive verb phrase make 
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to give the new derived transitive verb phrase make flat by hammer i ng . 

ther, these rules account for the semantic entailments above . 

counts for 

IIIE!tsl flat 
~ 

an important feature of this analys is that it automatically ac

the ambiguity of adverbials such as again in John hammered t he 

again, or for ten minutes in The boxer knocked his opponent un-

~cious for ten minutes, since, as Jerry Morgan has pointed out , these 

.abiguities provide the strongest motivation for lexical decomposition in 

the first place. 

Finally, the question of whether this analysis can be extended to lexical 

causatives (such as ~. build) will be considered. 

ISIDORE DYEN, Yale University [FRI AFT:4] 

~exicostatistical classification of the Indoeuropean languages 

This paper will present a brief review of the methods followed and the 

results obtained by classifying the Indoeuropean languages on the basis of 

texicostati s tical percentages used as indices of degrees of relationships. 

Eighty-four lists were used, representing all the genera l l y recoginized I ndo 

european branches now living and many, if not most, of their sub-branches. 

The presentation will be facilitated by the use of block- diagrams composed by 

Joseph Kruskal and Paul Black. Principa l attention wil l be paid to the many 

agreements, but also to the disagreements between accepted non- quantitative 

classifications and th~ classi fica tion suggested by lexicostatistics . The 

chief differences observed concern the Indo-Iran ian subgroup, the Balta

Slavic subgroup, the Italo-Celtic subgroup, and a Mesoeuropeic subgroup com

posed of Balta-Slavic, Germanic and Romance (the only available representa

tive of Italic). Hypotheses will be offered t o explain the sources of the 

disagreement s. 

FRED ECKMAN, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Agentive and Agentless Passives 

[FRI MORN:S] 

For the purpose o f this paper, the term "agentive passive" will refer to 

sentences like (1), where the agent of the action is overtly expressed; and 

"agentless passive" will refer to sentences like (2}, where there is no ex

pressed agent. 
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(1) The door was closed by the boy , 

(2) The door was clos ed. 

Previous accounts of agentive and agentless passives, such as Katz and 

Postal (1964), have assumed that sentences like (2) are derived from agen. 

tive passives by a rule which deletes an indefinite pronoun agent. Thus, 

previous accounts have assumed that the s tr uc ture underlying (2) is (3), 

(3) Someone clos ed the door. 

Sentence (2) is derived by applying the rule f p o assive to (3), generating 
(4), which, by a deletion rule, becomes (2), 

(4) The door was closed by someone. 

The purpose of the present paper is to propose an account of agentive 

and agentless passives whereby sentences like (1) are derived from a struc

ture containing (2), rather than the reverse, as has been assumed previo 
1 us y. 

Thus , for example, the underlying representatio n o f (1) is assumed to be 

(S); and (2) is derived by the independently motivated rules of Subject 

Raising and Predicate Raising. 

(5) [The boy cause [ the door was closed II 
s s ss 

Support for the analysis presented here comes from certain facts re-

garding the occurrence o f sentences like (1 ) and (2) in natural languages. 

Specifically, every language which has agentive pass ives also has agentless 

passives. A langua ge which has agentless pa s sives, however, does not neces

sarily have agentive passives . But there is no language which has agentive 

passives and does not have agentless passives. Thus, languages like English 

and Spanish have both agentive and agentless passives, whereas Modern Greek 

and Lebanese have only agentless passives. While it is difficult to see how 

facts like these can be accounted for in a theory which derives agentless 

passives from agentive passives, these facts follow naturally from the ac

count proposed in this paper where agentive passives are derived from agent
less passives, 

BARUCH ELIMELECH, University of California, Los Angeles 

On the Reality of Underlying Contour Tones 
[SAT AFT: 2} 

In her dissertation, Woo (1969) defends the position that all contour 

tones (rising, falling, convex) should be represented underlyingly as se

quences of level tones (high, low, etc,), Thus, in a language with only 

two distinctive pitch levels, a falling tone would be represented as an 

underlying sequence of High followed by Low, while a rising tone would be 

represented as an underlying sequence of Low followed by High. 
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While this strong claim about tonological systems would provide an 

ive way of constraining phonological theory, there are several prob

inherent in it which I shall address myself to in this p~per. Al

Oriental languages are most noted for their contour tones, evidence 

the reality of underlying contour tones is drawn from Kru, a Kwa Ian-

spoken in Liberia. 

1 shall begin by providing arguments for representing contour tones as 

1 tones underlying ly in several West African languages (primarily Yoruba), 

show that these arguments are not applicable to Kru. 

The tone system of Kru is exceptional in West African in that while it 

two distinctive pitch levels , High and Low, it also has a rising tone 

which begins at the level of High and rises to a "super-high" level. Thus, 

the immediate problem one is faced with is decomposing this rising tone into 

1 
High followed by Super-High, the second of which has no independent status 

in the language. An alternative analysis which would represent this rising 

tone as a Low foll owed by a High, presumably with a phonological rule raising 

the whole contour, is also unsatisfactory, since the phenomenon of "downdrift" 

could no longer be accounted for. Instead, there are tone rules in the lan

auage which must make reference to this rising tone as an indivisible unit. 

H. B. EMENEAU, University of California, Berkeley 

Sanskrit api: Dravidian -urn 

[FRI AFT:4) 

A demonstration that the five usages in the semantic structure of Dravi

dian *-urn are the origin of the parallel usages of classical Sanskrit api. 

Study of a feature of the Indian linguistic area. 

The semantic structure of the Sanskrit enclitic particle api is not de

rived from Indo-European. The additive or summing usages, 'also', 'and', 

'even', in Vedic, develop to totalizing usages with numerals and with inter

rogative pronouns (indefinitivizing) in epic and classical Sanskrit. All five 

usages continue into Middle Indo-Aryan and then into New Indo-Aryan. In some 

of the last the same form is found in a majority of the usages, e.g., in 

Karathi hi and non-normative Hindi bhi, Historical developments are not com

pletely clear, but it may be argued that api is basic to many of the forms in 

all the languages, combined often with developments of Sanskrit khalu) MIA 

hu. Because of uncertainties in the formal development, it is not clear how 

much disintegration of the semantic structure has actually occurred in NIA. 

Examination of parallel phenomena in the Dravidian languages results in 
8 reconstruction of these five usages for Prato-Dravidian and also a recon-
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struction of a form *-urn, which is represented as such in most of South Dr., 
in Telugu, and fragmentarily in North Dr. Replacements are clear in Tulu 

and some of the Central Dr. languages . How far disintegration of the se

mantic structure has gone, especially in Central Dr., will not be clear until 

we have better descriptive material. 

The semantic parallelism in the two families results from a progressive 

introduction from Dravidian into Old Indo-Aryan, i.e., a calqueing of Dravi

dian *-urn by Sanskrit api. The semantic structure is then retained, in part 

at least, in Indo-Aryan down to the present. 

JOHN BRYSON EULENBERT, Michigan State University [SUN AFT:2) 

A Talking Computer Terminal: Computer Aided Instruction in Phonetics 

The advent of the low-cost digital voice synthesizer has made practical 

the development of peripheral devices and associated software to deliver un

derstandable speech output for a wide range of applications. This paper is 

a report on such a system currently under development. 

The two applications currently being implemented are 

(1) a computer aided instruction system utilizing 
spoken computer responses; and 

(2) an audio editor for the visually handicapped 
user, giving spoken-output access to text data. 

Of interest to linguists is an instructional package we have developed 

for teaching phonetic transcription to students with no previ ous training 

in phonetics. The training course is aime d at enabling the student t o en

code new entries in the ma s ter lexicon of the speech synthesis system. 

A short videotape of the sys tem in operation will accompany the presen

tation of this paper. 

WILLIAM G. EWAN, University of California, Berkeley [SUN AFT:2) 

A Cross-Language Study of Larynx Height in Stops and Its Implications 
for Explaining Sound Change 

Data obtained from a device ca lled the "thyro-urnbrometer," which tracks 

vertical and horizontal laryngeal displacement, offers evidence that the 

larynx is lower during the production of voiced stops vis-~-vis voiceless 

and voiceless aspirated s tops as produced by speakers of French, English , 
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Japanese, Thai, Mandarin, and Taiwanese. This fact in conjunction with 

' . usly established fact that larynx height and the fundamental fre-
prev~o 

of the voice are correlated, suggest a possible explanation for the 

attested sound change (in Chinese and in many Southeast Asian lan

) involving the development of high tone vs. low tone on vowels fol

voiceless and voiced obstruents, respectively. 

CILLES FAUCONNIER, University of California, San Diego 

Superlatives with Scope Ambiguities 

[SUN AFT:l) 

-
The English lexical item any is of interest to linguists and logicians 

Of its two possible interpretations ("universal" or "e~istential") tJecause 
and the ambiguities that can result. We note that in fact all superlatives 

have similar properties and examine the evidence for a syntactic derivation 

relating this use of superlatives to the quantifier any, Similar facts in 

French are then examined. 

Here are some sentences that illustrate this problem: 

1. The slightest noise bothers him (; "any noise bothers him") 

z. He can't stand the slightest noise (="he can't stand any noise") 

3. He didn't like the slightest mistake to be held against him. 

sentence 3. is ambiguous be tween: "he didn't like every mistake (even the 

slightest) to (always) be held against him" and "there was no mistake that 

he liked to be held against him" . 

4. The most beautiful girls have no effect on him ( = "no girls have 
any effect on him") 

Syn t actic arguments are developed that relate 1., 2., 3., to : 

5. Any noise, even the slightest, bothers him. 

6. He can't stand any noise, even the slightest. 

7. He didn't like any mistake, even the slightest, to be held against 
him. (ambiguous) 

The derivation of 1., 2., 3., would then involve a deletion of~ (universal 

~in 1., existential~ in 2., existential or universal~ in 3.) which 

seems t o s upport analyses where both ~ would have the same source. 4, 

would be related to 8.: 

8, No girls, even the most beautiful, have any effect on him. 

The effec t of NEG-placement is different in 4. and 8. because it depends on 

whether ~ is deleted or not . 

The situation in French with respect to this use of superlatives is quite 

parallel to the one in English. Corresponding to 1., 2., 3. we have: 
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9. Le moindre bruit le d~range. 

10. Il ne supporte pas le moindre bruit. 

11. Il n'aime pas que la moindre erreur lui soit reproch~e. 

Again superlatives can be semantically equivalent to universal or existen

tial quantifiers. But whereas English has a surface quantifier (anl) With 

the same property, this is not the case for French. 

We conclude that in order to capture the generalization about the 

properties of superlatives, of~ in English, and the t out-aucun alter

nation in French, a more abstrac t underlying structure must be pos1.ted which 

does not contain the l exical items in question . Thus a unified treatment 

of quantifiers and superlatives that are not definite de scriotions becomes 

possible. 

SUSAN FISCHER, The Salk Institute !SAT MORN:l] 

Verb Inflections in American Sign Language and Their Acquisition by 
the Deaf Child 

The kinds of information and relations expressed in American Sign Lan

guage (ASL), that language used by deaf adults in the United States among 

themsleves , are basically the same as those in spoken language . The means, 

however, by which these are expressed are radically different . What does 

this say about the human being's capacit y for language? How does the mo

dality of communication shape the language ? We can begin to examine these 

questions by considering the sign language acquisition process by a deaf 

child picking up her language naturally from her parents. 

We have been doing a longitudinal study of just such an acquisition 

process. I shall concentrate here on a sort of progress report of res ults 

on the analysis on one child's acquisition of verb inflections . A cursory 

examination of the other children involved indicates that their development 

is similar. 

Although the verb is the nucleus of the senten:e, its importance rela

tive to the rest of the sentence varies from language to language, depending 

on such factors as the amount and kind of information for which the verb 

inflects. ASL is unusually rich in verb inflections. Verb inflection in 

ASL thus becomes central to any inquiry into the grammar o f that language, 

and by extension it also becomes central to investigations of the acquisition 

of that language by the deaf child of deaf parents. 

For the fluent adult signer, the verb can inflect in three ways for 

various pronominal arguments (including reflexive and reciprocal) -- subject, 
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1 and this can by itself constitute an entire source, and goa --
b · ASL 1.'nflect for the size and/or In addition, the ver Ln can 

of various arguments (often simultaneously with the pro
of referents 

t (habl.. tual, iterative, durative), and for number. Even 
) , for aspec 

1 Can l.·ncorporate into the verb. The ways in which these 
adverbia s 

verb are unique to a visual-manual modality. 

can be glossed roughly as LOOK can be varied 
fications are realized on the 

for example, the verb which 

' ing the orientation of the hand, its initial location, and the direc

one are used to indicate a dual sub-by chang 

f vement. Two hands rather than 
tion o mo 

an increased number of extended fingers can indicate a plural s ubject 
ject, 
( hiS process is not regular 

t b'ect Other types of repetition indicate aspect . 

for all verbs), and repetition can indicate a 
The 

lural subject or o J · 
p d COLLIDE systematically varies the two handshapes involved to 
verb glosse as · ( 

Y 
dimensions are salient -- one extended finger means height per

show how man 
) fl h d · he'ght and w1.'dth (wall, etc.), and telephone pole a at an LS L ton' tree, ' 

a fist has all three dimensions (car , truck, train). 

We have investigated (and this investigation is still ongoing) the 

. itl.'on of these kinds of inflections by several deaf children, one 
acquLS 

1 
s e of the results are briefly: The three mechanisms used 

intensive Y· om ' . 

arkl.·ng (inflection for pronominal arguments) emerge in a defin1.te 
for case-m 

In the absence of one mechanism, another 'simpler' one is sometimes 
order. 
substituted. Overgeneralization in terms of applying a case-marking rule t o 

Pronoun inflection for various types of number, an exception also appears. 
· fl · · s based emerges simultaneously on which one can say the verb 1.n ect1.on L , 

with or prior to that verb inflection . Inflection for size, shape, and aspect 

h h alternative means of expressing these concepts appear fairly late, alt oug 

are used by the child fairly early. 
As these and other examples s uggest , the learning process by which the 

deaf child acquires sign language is remarkably similar to that by which the 

hearing child learns spoken language, even though the grammars of the two 
· 'ff t Th' es that there may be types of languages are rad1.cally d1 eren • LS argu 

certain constants of linguis tic development, independent of modality and thus 

central to the human capacity for language. 
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TERRENCE M. FLYNN, University of Southern California (SUN MORN:2) 

Form and Function in Grammar or The Phyolgeny of Discourse lleets 
the Ontology of Grammar 

A question linguists have failed to face squarely is this: What is the 

relationship between language form and language function? Pressure to con

sider the form-function question comes chiefly from biology. The fact that 

the communications systems of lower animals generally serve some transparent 

biological function has tempted some psychologists , biologists, and philoso

phers to assume that human langu~ge also serves some biological function(s), 

and, this being the case, the pressures of natural selection would provide 

that given any genetically determined variation in the language faculty or 

language acquisition device, the system which best fulfills the unspecified 

biological function(s) will be the system that is dominant. If this reasoning 

were valid it would be encumbent upon linguists to investigate the form-func

tion question, since function would, to some extent at least, determine form. 

Two of the major theoretical figures in American linguistics , Bloomfield 

and Chomsky , gave specific reasons for ignoring the form-function question. 

Their reasons are reviewed in the light of certain generalizations about dis

course which are beyond the scope of the types of grammar they envisaged, but 

must nonetheless be considered as parts of linguistic competence as defined 

by Chomsky (1965). 

A crucial point which must be determined in order to answer the form

function question is whether such functions of language as those enumerated 

by Chomsky (1968, pp. 61-62) are, as he says, independent of each other. In 

this paper it is argued that they are not independent; that language func tions 

in general can be derived from its function as a means of conveying informa

tion, while this latter function cannot be derived from any o ther language 

function, This, coupled with the fact that the major historical and pre

historical events responsible for the dominance of Homo sapiens are in part 

direct results of this communicative function, leads to the conclusion that 

biological pr essures have been and still are acting on the human language 

faculty in a way which should have profound consequences on the linguist's 

view of grammar-- that is , given these arguments, the psychologically real 

grammar cannot be a grammar whose domain is limited to the sentence (i.e, a 

grammar of the type Chomsky espouses), but must be a DISCOURSE GRAMMAR based 

on the kinds of messages sentences can convey in linguistic and non-linguistic 

contexts. An illustrative fragment of such a grammar is provided. 
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FORMAN, University of California, San Diego [FRI MORN:l) 

S eaker-Base with Indirect S eech Acts: You Want to 

The differing functions of assertions and questions have been a con

·ng problem for those working on indirect speech acts. 
tiOUl 

Thus, Gordon and 

t.al<.o ff ( 1971) te 11 us: 

(1) One can convey a request by asserting a speaker-based sincerity 

condition or questioning a htarer-based one. 

But Heringer (1971) and Green (1972?) argue against aspects of (1). 

one source of confusion has been the lack of a definition for the con

cepts of "speaker-" and "hearer-based". Gordon and Lakoff simply te 11 us 

which conditions are which. Heringer and Green seem to assume that an in

direct speech act depends on an X-based condition if X is the surface subject 

of the sentence conveying the act (but they never say so, and it would be dif

ficult t o formalize). Labov (19 70) has given the related difinition: 

(2) Given two parties in a conversation, A and B, we can 

distinguish as "A-events" the things that A knows about 

but B does not .•• 
It turns o ut that a "pragmatic" approach like Labov's can be extended 

to account for a wide range of indirect speech acts, including many which 

require ad hoc apparatus under Heringer's more "syntactic" approach. Con-

sider: 
( J) Might I be able to help you? (ability reading of "able") 

( 4) May I help you? (permission reading of "may") 

(3) and (4) can function as o ffers through hearer-based conditions. (3) is 

appropriate in situations where the offeree is better able than the offerer 

to judge whether the o fferer has the ability to help. (4) depends on a 

hearer-based condition of g iving permission. 

Similarly: 

( 5) You want to turn right at the next corner. 

(6) You want t o le ave before I bash your face in. 

It might s eem difficult t o find common semantics in (5) and (6) to motivate 

their both being in declarative f ormat. What they have in common is that each 

is appropria te in circumstance s where the speaker can (for quite different 

reasons) assume knowledge about what the addressee wants. Even though they 

have second person subjects, a pragmatic analysis reveals them to be based on 

speaker-based conditions. 
Thus, it will be shown that the data of Green and Heringer do not argue 

against differentiating questions and assertions as in (1), but rather require 

more careful specification of the concept "X-based". A "pragmatic" definition 

be given and applied to a wide range of indirect speech acts. From this 
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we can conclude on the centrality of context to a unified treatment of in

direct speech acts. 

aRUCE FRASER, Boston University 

Responsibility and Illocutionary Acts 

[FRI MORN:l) 

The utterance of the (a) sentences in the following pairs is more likely 

to count as the polite performance of the illocutionary act denoted by the 

main (performative) verb than the (b). We will call the (a) cases strongly 

performative, the (b) weakly performative . 

la) I must warn you that I will be there 

b) I must promise you that I will be there 

2a) I must ask you to speak louder 

b) I must order you to speak louder 

3a) I must forbid you to leave 

b) I must authorize you to leave 

I will argue in this paper that the explanation rests heavily with one's ex

pectation that the speaker wishes to avoid responsibility for the commission 

of the illocutionary act, either to avoid embarrassment to himself or the 

hearer, 

The paper is organized as follows: First, I present a set of conversa

tional principles to account for the fact that such ~ sentences should be 

"performative" at all. Second, I present evidence to sup port the claim that 

in a wide range of syntactic environments must permits the conversational in

ference that the speaker wishes to be relieved of total responsibility for the 

illocutionary effect of the utterance. And third, I present evidence to sup-

port the claim that weakly performative sentences arise when there is an in

compatability between the implica tion of must and the nature of the illocu

tionary act. 

For example, successful promising entails a positive hearer attitude to

wards the proposed acts expressed in the sentence; one would not expect the 

speaker to shy away from making a promise. Sentence (lb) is weakly performa

tive. Making a warn ing might result in a speaker-hearer tension and we might 

expect the speaker to attempt to mitigate the effect. Sentence (la} is strongly 

performative. One might wish to avoid responsibility for making a request of 

another, particularly in the case of a demand, order, or command. Sentences 

like (2a} with ask, request, and instruct are more strongly performative than 

those like (2b) with order, ~. and command. 
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Finally, since a sentence like "I must request that you withdraw im

to be more strongly performative than ,ediately from the program" appears 

l "ke "!must request that you help me pick out the wine", one might 
one 1 

1 te that the data should be analyzed as a type of Squish. I will ar
specu a 

and t hat a different type of device will be ~ that this is inappropriate 

11ece ssary to account for the facts. 

ROBERT FREIDIN, Purdue University 

~iguous Sentences and Semantic Structure 

[SUN AFT:l) 

Generative semanticists claim that semantic structures must be represent

ed as abstract tree configurations which differ radically from both surface 

This Cl aim is de veloped most graphically as regards the and deep structures . 
analysis of the scope of logical elements such as negatives and quantifiers -

where the element's scope is defined as its sister node(s). McCawley (1970) 

attempts to justify this claim on the grounds that ambiguous sentences in-

volving quantifiers or negatives (1) and (2) respectively -- can be dis-

embiguated in terms of the scope of the logical element. 

(1 ) One of you is obviously lying. 

(2) John doesn't beat his wife because he loves her. 

h · t t' of (1-2) depends on whether or not He proposes that t e 1.nterpre a 1.on 

obviously is in the scope of~ in (1), or the because-clause is in the 

scope of the ne gative in (2). Thus McCawley argues that the ambiguity in 

both (1-2) results from the same semantic units arranged in two distinct 

f · The purpose of this paper i s to show that ambiguous tree con i gurat1ons. 

sentences like (1-2) do not support generative s emanticis t c laims about se -

h • t' un1'ts' ana lysis does not adequate-mantic structure because t e same seman 1c 

ly represent the meanings of ( 1- 2). 

The ambi guities of (1-2) do not involve the same semantic units arranged 

d ff t . 1.'ts The ambiguity of (1) can differen tl y , but rather i erent seman 1.c un . 

be characterized as a difference between manner and sentential adverbs. With

out such a semantic distinction, there is no explanation for the fact that 

some adverbs (i.e. sentential) must occur outside the sco pe of quantifiers 

h ( . } a not Moreover, the 'same like~ i n ( 1), whereas at ers 1..e. manner c n · 

semantic units' analysis makes false predictions about the interpretation of 

manner adver bs. The ambiguity of (2} involves the presence or absence of 

contrastive stress __ clearly a semantic unit because of its effect on inter-

pretation . The meaning of sentences containing contrastive stress is analyzable 

as the sentence itself plus an implication which consists of the sen tence in 
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affirmative form with a pro-form substituted for the contrastively st ress 11 d 
element. An examination of additional examples involving both contrastive 

stress and sentential adverbs other than because-clauses demonstrates that 

rules of semantic interpretation f or sentences containing contrastive stress 
must operate in terms of semantic content because tree configurations alone 

are insufficient to express the semantic relationships between the adverbial 

and the clause it modifies. Thus the meanings of contrastively t s ressed sen-
tences do not lend themselves naturally to tree representation. 

PAUL FRIEDRICH, University of Chicago 

PIE as SVO 

[SUN AFT:4] 

This paper challenges the "PIE as (S)VO" hypothesis originally argued by 

Delbruck (1888, 1897) and recently reasserted by such leading Indo-Europeanists 

as C. Watkins, in his brilliant papers of 1963 and 1964, and w. Lehmann, in at 

least four articles that have appeared since 1971. The more or less orthodox 

hypothesis about the complex of patterns labelled "OV" appears to reflect cer

tain assumptions and methods, and considerable selectivity in the use of evi

dence, which, provisionally, will be criticized as follows: 

(1) VSO is the unmarked type in Old Irish. Rather than deriving it from 

the highly marked verb-final types (ref. tmesis and Bergin's Law), both al

ternates can be derived most economically from an ancestral system where SVO 

was unmarked, 

(2) Homeric Greek has been variously neglected from Delbruck onwards 

(e.g., "because it has clearly gone further than any other Indo-European lan

guage in the elaboration of 'free' word order"). Yet this neglect of Ho. Gk. 

cannot be reconciled with the significant fact that Meillet's inspired (1933) 

chapter on IE syntax ("La Phrase") is mainly based on excerpts from the first 

231 lines of the Iliad, nor with the (quite sound) assumption of most Indo

Europeanists that Ho. Gk, ranks with the Rig Veda, 0. Ir., and the Avestan 

for the reconstruction of verbal categories and similar syntactic and quasi

syntactic matters. The blanket assertion that Latin exemplifies the OV com

plex needs to be corrected in many ways. 

(3) The strongest evidence for the "OV hypothesis" appears to come from 

Hittite and the RV (e.g., Delbruck's excellent studies). Armenian also appears 

to be OV. Yet these three stocks lie in the Asian (roughly Dravidian-Altaic

Anatolian-Caucasian) area which is almost exceptionlessly OV, as has been demon

strated exhaustively by Masica (1972). Both Dravidian and Altaic exemplify the 

extreme of "rigid" SOV type; languages that have entered this syntactic 
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have changed to OV (e.g., Munda). Similarly, the drastic restruc. 

the Hittite lexicon and verbal categories must be adequately weighed 

evaluating its simple rule of verb-final position. 

Transformational-generative syntacticians, to whom both Watkins and 

refer programmatically, have in their actual analyses argued force-

the Indic languages are underlyingl y ~' with the verb-final 

rule being rather superficial (mainly ref. Hindi, but the same arguments 

would hold f or Sanskrit; see Ross's 1967 paper on gapping). Simi lar analyses 

have been applied to the verb-final constructions of Germanic languages, and 

could be a~~lied to Hittite. Thus a combination of areal and syntactic

theoretical reasons suggest that Hittite and the RV may turn out to actually 

support the contrary hypothesis that PIE was SVO. 

(4) There has been insufficient compiling of the pr oto -s yntagmata that 

are currently reconstructable and generali~ing from these ~ disiecta 

of the proto-corpora; for example, the do~ens of such proto-syntagmata solidly 

established in R. Schmitt's fundamental monograph (1967) indicate that~ 

NAdj and AdjN orders were normal, with the latter as somewhat preferred (note 

that whether or not this is harmonically related to SVO depends on that we 

assume about the underlying structure o f adjectives). 

The "order O·f meaningful elements" needs to be based on more empirical 

descriptions from the crucial languages (e.g., what are t he re l ative fre

quencies o f t he alternative construction types?), And, with some exceptions, 

such as Watkins' 0, Ir. work, the markedness hierarchies within the individual 

ancient dialects remain to be wor ked o ut. Ther~ has been too muc h appeal to 

personal authority, notably Delbruck's, and the reasoning has often been 

atomistic; for example, the role oft~ Subject is more re levant to such im

plicational universals than some recent statements would suggest. Finally , 

since SVO is the neutral or unmarked construction on universal grounds (see 

Jakobson 1963 on iconicity in syntax), the burden of proof rests mainly with 

the proponents of an ancestral OV structure. 

While the present statement is mainly a condensed critique, it will fill 

the gap on Homeric Greek and also provide, as indicated above, a c umulative 

series o r positive arguments for the alternative hypothesis: that PIE was 

SVO (with other patterns more or less harmonic), and that t here was considera

ble ambilateral flexibility (e.g., both noun-adjective orders, both l eft and 

right gapping, but with both differentially constrained within a hierarchy of 

markedness). This counter hypothesis is congruous with certain other kinds 

of evidence (e.g., from Slavic) and leads to a simpler and more realistic ac

count o f the syntactic diachrony. 
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NANCY FRISHBERG, National Technical Institute for the Deaf (SAT MORN: 1} 

Arbitrariness and !conicity: Historical Change in American Sign 
Language 

Grammarians since de Saussure have required that language symbols be 

arbitrary, albeit conventionalized, in form. Sign languages in general, and 

American Sign Language (ASL) in particular, have been noted for their panto

mimic or iconic nature. Even scholars of ASL have said "the sign language 

is an ideographic and pantomimic language" (Long, 1918), Wescott (1971) 

has estimated the iconic content of ASL at 25% of the entries appearing in 

the Dictionary of American Sign Language (Stokoe, et al, 1965), with another 

50% of the entries being transparently derivable from lcons. 

This paper examines some historical processes in ASL and shows that 

there is a strong tendency for signs to change in the direction of arbitrari

ness, rather than maintaining some level of iconicity. Changes at the phono

logical level can be seen as preserving morphological systematicity at the 

expense of transparency. We also find the use of facial expression and body 

movement, essential to pantomine, diminished severely, and where preserved 

both (face and body) are highly stylized, 

The data are for the most part from American Sign Language, with some rele

vant examples from Canadian (Toronto), and Chinese, Old French, and "home" 

signs, the last being homemade language used by a hearing parent with her 

four deaf children, 

PAUL FROMMER, University of Southern California (SUN AF1':5) 

Indirect Objects, Passives, and VP Restructuring in English 

This paper attempts to account for the full range of dative phenomena in 

English, including the interactions of indirect objects with the Passive trans

formation and verb-particle constructions, while providing a syntactic expla

nation for the ungrammaticality of *Who(m) did you give the book? and *the 

girl who(m) you gave the book. 

Evidence is presented for the existence of a transformation which re

structures a VP of the form VP[V (NP) (P) NP X)VP as VP(V' NP X)VP' where 

V' = V (NP) (P). This transformation, applying optionally before the Passive 

transformation, and followed by a rule which deletes the preposition in cer

tain cases, allows the derivation of both "direct" and "indirect" passive 

constructions, while also accounting for such "pseudo-passives" as The pro

posal was agreed on. In the derivation of John gave Mary a book, the 
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turing transformation applied twice, yielding a VP in which give Mary 

dOIIIinated by V, and hence a const: i tuent. 

A general, independently motivated constraint is proposed, according to 

no lexical formative may be moved into or out of a constituent dominated 

lexical category. This constraint prevents a NP dominated by V from being 

• 
thus accounting for the ungrammaticality of the above-mentioned con-

tions involving the WH marker, previously capable of being ruled out 

on perceptual grounds, or by ad hoc constraints on the transformations 

producing questions and relative clauses. 

DONNA JO FURROW, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

~nder-Number Agreement in Italian 

[SAT MORN:4) 

It has been generally assumed that all gender-number agreement in Italian 

(and Romance languages in general (cf. Quicoli 1972)) can be described as 

agreement between subjects and predicate nominatives, adjectives, or partici

ples across the copula. Such an assumption is refuted here and various 

phenomena of agreement are discussed, showing that no one rule can account for 

all cases of G/N agreement. Furthermore, it is proposed that a principle of 

agreement consistency filters out certain possible sentences. 

A rule for agreement only across the copula fails to account for at least 

five instances of agreement. 1) There are many pre- and post-nominal adjectives 

which cannot be derived from relative clauses. 2) Certain adjectives may ap

pear separated from the noun they modify and may lack a gram!IB tical papaphrase 

involving the copula (Maria e entrata scalza per scandalizzare le amiche della 

'Mary entered barefoot in order to scandalize her mother's friends'). 

(Dowty's (1972) source for temporally restrictive adjectives is refuted,) 

3) Nouns in comparative constructions which are not true comparatives, but 

predications on some other noun make number agreement, and, if possible, gen~ 

der agreement (Maria bacia come una buena amante 'Mary kisses like a good 

lover'). 

1. a, 

b. 

c . 

d. 

4) The following past participle agreement pattern occurs: 

Le donne hanno comprato i cani. 
unmarked 

Le donne li hanno comprati. 
(mp) (mp) 

Le donne si sono comprate i cani. 
( fp)(copula) ( fp.) 

Le donne se li sono comprati. 
(mp) (cop) (mp) 
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"The women bought the dogs." 

"The women bought them." 

"The women bought themselves 
the dogs." 

"The women bought them for 
themselves." 



Two disjunctive rules are operating here: 1) past participles agree with 

clitic accusative objects, and 2) agreement occurs across t he copula with 

the subject. Rule 1 operates in (lb) and (ld); rule 2 in (lc); neither in 

(la). Rule 2 also accounts for agreement of passive participles and of 

adjectives in Tough Movement constructions. 5) Finally, there is a group of 

adverbs (the group varies with the regional variety of Italian) that enter 

into the following pattern: 

2. a. Maria parla svelta. 

b. Maria ha parlato svelto. 

c. Maria e partita svelta. 

"Mary speaks fast." 

"Mary spoke fast." 

"Mary left fast." 

d. Maria comincia a parlare svelto. "Mary begins to speak fast." 

The adverb agrees with the subject if the subject is to the immediate left of 

the main verb o f the clause or if the past participle agrees with the subject. 

If the subject is removed by raising or Equi, the adverb does not agree. If 

the subject is displaced by relative clause formation, a distance factor en

ters blocking agreement if the subject is more than one S node removed from 

its verb (La donna che parla svelta ... 'The woman who speaks fast ••• '; La donna 
1 che volevo che parlasse svelto ••• 'The woman who I wanted to speak fast ••. '). 

Agreement occurs only if the adverb falls to the right of the subject in sur

face structure (cf. topicalization and constructions with fare, lasciare, and 

verbs of perception). These last two features are similar to constraints on 

agreement of past participles. 

The first three phenomena do not lend themselves to a transformational 

analysis. Rather they require a semantically based rule. No o~e rule can 

account for (1) through (3) as well as (4) and (5). The interaction o f these 

various agreement phenomena with quantifier floating (~ and ciascuno) 

reveals a principle of agreement consistency, Any sentence having two elements 

agreeing with the same noun but having unlike agreement is filtered out. And 

cyclic agreement (as in (4) and possibly (5)) may be erased post cyclically if 

an inconsistency of agreement would otherwise result. 

footnote 1: che, the relative pronoun, i s unmarked for G/N, 

MARIA GARCIA-ZAHOR, Int'l Bank for Reconstruction and Developm~nt 

Child Awareness of Sex Role Distinctions in Language Use 

[FRI AFT:2) 

The purpose of this paper is dual. First, t o find out if a randomly-chosen 

group of 5 1/2 to 6 year old boys and girls at a self-consciously non-sexist 

nursery school make judgments about a person's capabilities, worth, life choices, 
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status-giving or demeaning qualities on the basis of sex. And secondly , 

determine how aware they are of "male" as opposed t o "female" language. 

their overt attitudes toward sex roles correla te with their j udgments 

language use appropriate exclusively t o males or females? Do boys make 

kinds of judgments about language use as girls? Can it be shown 

the children's educational environment resu lts in their making judgments 

"traditional" sex role and language use views? 

children studied were interviewed by the author on two oc-

the first time using a questionnaire designed to elicit overt at

roles. At the second interview, the subjects gave judg

about whether a girl- or boy-doll prop uttered sentences conta ining 

of endearment, hostility, agression, color terminology , elevating and 

derogatory items, athletic activity, and automotive terms. 

This study is based upon the well-supported assumption that social and 

psychological roles associated with men or women on the bas is of sex roles 

are reflected in English. (Lakoff 1972, "Language and Woman's Place") 

For example, certain lexical choices are strange or anamolous when appli~d 

to the "wrong" sex - a woman driver vs. a man driver . It would, however, 

be clearly absurd to contend that all aspects o f l anguage use which are de

termined by sex roles are prejudicial to either women or men. The notion 

that those aspects of language use which are pej orative to women can simply 

be purged from English by substituting Ms. for Mrs. or chairperson and busi

nessperson for their respective so-called sexist counterparts is equally 

ridiculous. (Gelb 1972, "How the Speech of Some is More Equal than t he 

Speech of Others") The results of my investigations indicate i n part tha t 

the attitudes toward sex roles presumably underl ying sex-related l anguage 

use are far from superficial and not readily amenable to change. 

In addition to pointing to the durability of sex-based attitudes, the 

study shows that at this age boys make more consistent judgments about the 

appropriateness of language use on the basis of sex than girls do. At the 

same time, the four girls tested had, generally speaking, str onger notions 

about "woman's place" and the physical and intellectual superiority o f boys. 

These results are explicable if we assume that it i s the boys who are cur

rently learning a new language - male language. At this development stage, 

boys identify with their fathers more closely than previously. The father 's 

attention and acceptance is of great importance to the male chi ld. (Gesell , 

!he Child From Five to Ten) With his heightened level of linguistic sophisti

cation the child can now differentiate between woman's language, his pre-school 

language, and the language of the male with whom he prefers to identi fy . 

This accounts for his greater sensitivity to sex-related l anguage connotations , 

The gir ls, on the other hand, merely cont inue in the language o f the nurser y. 

The only aspects of male language they need learn are those pr oscribed t o 
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them (e.g., strong epithets), which this study shows they do learn, 

at this stage boys are acquiring an awareness of social and psychological 

roles proper to their sex and a heightened sensitivity toward sex-de 

language use, As the evidence indicates, girls are mostly learning " 

place." 

MICHAEL L. GElS, Ohio State University 

Time and Place Adverbials in English 

[SAT AFT:4] 

Analyses of English time and place adverbials have ranged from the 

monly held view that such adverbials modify the main verbs of sentences 

(1) John woke up in a strange bed this morning, 

(i,e., in a strange bed and this morning each modifies woke up) to the 

put forth by Lyons and Lakoff that they are sentence modifiers 

strange bed modifies John woke up and this morning modifies 
=.::.:...;:.:::.:!,~f....!! 

a strange bed). Despite the very great differences between these analyses 

they (and all others I am familiar with) share the hypothesis that time 

place adverbials function alike semantically. 

In this paper, I demonstrate that time and place adverbials 

fact, function at all alike in semantic structure. According to the ana 

to be presented and defended here, (A) time adverbials (in concert with 

auxiliary system) serve to 'locate' states of affairs and actions and 

in time, and thus, are sentence modifiers, a s Lyons and Lakoff have s 

while (B) place adverbials serve to locate concrete objects (persons 

things) in space, and, thus, are derived from semantic substructures 

eating locations of concrete objects. 

Hypotheses A and B have consequences 

place adverbials. In this paper, I shall focus on sentences 

predicate locations of actions (cf. (1) above) and of states 

(2)) for they bring out most clearly the different functions of 

adverbials as well as the relationship between these two types of adverbi 

(2) John was miserable in Boston last week. 

What I shall argue, on both syntactic and semantic grounds, is that (1) il 

derived from the structure underl ying (3) and that (2) is derived from the 

structure underlying (4). 

(3) At the time at which John woke up this morning he was in 
a strange bed. 

(4) John was miserable during the time that he was in Boston 
last week. 
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cases like (1) and (2), that propositions predica

of concrete objects are linked, via relativization of time 

• to propositions describing actions and states of affairs, and 

it is incorrect to assume that locations are directly predicated 

and states of affairs in semantic structure. I shall further 

the suggested analyses follow directly from hypotheses A and B 

independently motivated universal syntactic processes associated 

(FRI MORN:4} 

language has recently been recognized by an increasing number 

as a legitimate data source in the effort to correlate theoreti

language models. 

examine the relative d!fference in processing nouns, 

deTived nominals in a population of fifteen selected moderate -

Some linguists argue that the verb-derived nominal 

involves a transformational process, with the verb serving as the 

that nouns and verbs co-exist as lexical items, but per

arranged, Results of this study will be applied to these 

this research are timed noun and verb production tests, 

e tasks, picture naming (production) and picture pointing 

and pattern completion drills that test the reciprocal 

... V or V .... N (i.e,, correct -t correction; correction .... 

test was also administered to a control group of normals, 

and age to the aphasic group. 

liminary results indicate interesting correlations between compre

and production deficits, and between word frequencies and deficits. 

a definite facilitation of nouns in isolation (context- free) compared 

We do not, on first analysis, find derived nominals as responses 

but interesting adjectival forms appeared in numbers signi

suggest some possible theory revisions. Adjectives seem t o 

similarly to nouns, rather than to verbs, as a current theory 

have direct relevance to the verb-derived nominal relation

f~ as the transformation/lexical debate is concerned , and may pos

some light on the classical noun/verb primacy controversy, 
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LARRY GORBET, University of California, San Diego 

Interlude Revisited: A Problem in Syllabic Phonology 

LSUN MU.KN:bj 

Most phonological studies at least implicitly place syllable bound . . ar1es 
($) . Then usual assumption is that $ has quasi-segmental status whi('h re-
quires it to be placed between segments. Evidence presented shows that S 

be allowed to fall within segments -- that i~, segmen ts may belong to two 

lables at once, Some c s f h' f on equences o t l.S act for syllabif1'catl.'on "rules" 
(or, rather, "definitions") in general are discussed, 

Impressionistic phonetics has suggested that unique syllabification is 

not always easy. English examples also showing phonological effects of dual 

syllable membership are given below with some evidence of those effects: 

syllable [sil ••• }: the first /1/ begins velarized indicating syll bl 
final position but ends "clear" showing initial position, a e-

historical [hlst6 ••• }: the /I/ is short, lax, and stressed and so 
must belong to a closed syllable; but the /t/ is unaspirated b f 
vowel a d h th · 1 1 e ore a stressed , n ence e preced1.ng s must be tautosyllabic with th 1 1 

. h• e t • 
.Patnck [p retr.,,]: the /re/ is short, lax, and stressed . th 

/t/ 1s retroflexed partially, an assimilation to following taut~;~ilab~c /r/ 

If evidence from other language corroborates the need for dual syllable 

memberships, as seems true, how are they to be assigned and d represente , and 

how are they constrained? Conventional processes (e g aff · · ) wh • •, r1.cat1.on ich 

temporally "segment" segments never need to divide the segment into more 

than two parts: no rule make r f h s e erence to t e part of a palatalized af-

fricate between onsets of affrication and palatalization. A similar con

straint on "information content" seems to apply to the output of syllabifi

cation, 

Closer consideration of possible "syllable definitions" reveals them to 

be ill-defined in several ways, Pulgram's Hinimum Coda Principle (Syllable, 

word, nexus, cursus 1970) syllabifies in terms of possible c 1 ---- ----- ------ onsonant c usters, 
but is interpretable to cover possible vowels also. Th1·s · re1.nterpretation 

correctly syllabifies historical etc., probably vitiating Bell's criticism 

("Against the distributional syllable," Colorado W.P. 1972) 

Even this principle requires the grammar to use predicates like "per

missible finally", "permissible initially", and "shorter than". Past use of 

such terms has been impermissibly vague. Is "permissible" defined on surface 

o ave a constra1.nt that stressed or underlying sequences? Engl1.'sh seems t h · 

syllables must be strong ones, Central [sf.,trl] shows that, if "strong" 

means having a l ong nucleus or a final non-syllabic, then the constraint can

not be a surface one. But appoint shows it cannot be on underlying form either 

its first sy llable is strong underlyingly but is treated later as weak. 

If "strong syllable" is defined on neither s f d ur ace nor un erlying forms, why 

is the concept so accessible to consc· s h ~ou awareness t at most linguists have 

failed to notices problem here? Answers s t 1· · eem o ~e 1.n notions of "phoneme" 
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"The phoneme revisited," _hg. 1971) and perhaps of transparency 

Global and transderivational solutions and their shortcomings 

PAMELA MUNRO, University of California, San Diego fFRI MORN:l) 

and exclamations (EE's) often behave as though their special 

forces were derived from underlying performative verbs . But 

ted exclamatory performatives fail to exhibit total performative behavior . 

has been suggested that predicate raising figures in the derivation of 

the question performative. EE's also depend on predicate rais ing, 

collapses performative and non-performative predicates, as do, we argue, 

This mixed origin accounts for their acting both like and unlike 

The basic insight behind our analysis is that EE's, like (WH-) questions, 

the speaker to some constituent o f the utterance: to the object of his 

opinion or to that which he wants identified. This observation 

to posit the following structures underlying questions and EE's: 

(1) -~ 
IEQUEST I YOU NP 

I 
s 

TE~Pi 
I 
s 

Q 
i 

(2)/~ 
SAY I YOU NP 

J 
~ 

EXCLAIM I NP 
I 
s 

(3) s 

~------SAY I YOU NP 
I 
~ 

EXCLAIM I NP . 
I l. 
s 

~ 
In the question structure (1 ), NPi is the questioned (WH-marked) constituent. 

(2) illustrates an EE where a who le sentence is the object of the speaker's 

~tive remark: examples are J ohn i s a fool~ and I've fucking done it now!. 

(3), on the other hand, is the structure we assume for focused EE's like 

~at a fool John is!, John is s uch a foo l!, and John is a fucking fool!. 

Perfo rmatives do not bind a particular constituent to the speaker. 

World-creating verbs may block the illocutionary force of a performative by 

insulating the material within their scope from that force; epithets (includ

ing non-restrictive adjectives) remain speaker-bound at any depth. In Tom 

dreamed his lovely wi fe was a t oad, for instance, the speaker, but not neces

sarily 1 om, thinks Tom's wife lovely; the blocking verb~ does not occur 

between t he EE predicate EXCLAIM and the remarked-on constituent (·head) NP i 
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in the underlying structure corresponding to (3) above. 

A sentence has unique illocutionary force-- it may not be, e.g., a 

question~ a promise -- but it may have many epithets ( or WH-words). And 

though a performative cannot have a performative as its argument, an epithet 

may be the argument of an exclamat~on or ano ther epithet: e. g., The fucki~ 

ever-reliable mail has arrived!. Ever-reliable expresses the opinion of the 

speaker (that the mail is unreliable), and fuc king shows dis gust with this 

"ever-reliability". 

A notable property of exclamations in many languages is that they often 

look like embedded sentences. For example, Sub j -Aux Inversion triggered in 

English and French main clauses by WH-words fails to apply in exclamations: 

How tall she is!. Other languages show exclamations marked by complementizers 

and other words normal only t o embedded clauses. This property might suggest 

exclamations are complements of special performatives, but the complements of 

other performatives do not appear with s urface embedding markers. Further, 

a performative EXCLAIM fails the us ual hereby test. This flaw in a more 

simplistic model is explained by the intervening, (underlying) non-performa

tive EXCLAIM, 

ALLEN GRIMSHAW and CHARLES BI RD, Indiana Unive r s it y 

Verbal Manipulation: II 

r FRI MORN:l) 

In an earl i er paper (LSA, August, 1973) we discussed some semantic 

features of cajole and other verbs of verbal manipulation and showed how 

some of the meaning of such verbs is dependent on their syntac tic environ

ments. Attending primarily to r eferential meaning, we also showed that there 

are lexical features concerning the predispositions, intentions, percept ions 

and tactical orientations of locutionary sources, locutionary goals and per

formative agents in verbally manipulative acts. 

In this paper we turn to pragmatic (language in use) and inferential 

(following Bolinger) constraints on speech acts involving verbal manipulations. 

We show that these latter constraints, which draw on speakers' shared cul

tural and socia l knowledge for assignment of semantic interpretations, re

quire systematic attention to social structural and social interactional fea

tures of speech acts which are ordered and rule-governed in a manner analagous 

to syntactic environments. In short, grammaticality is not a sufficient 

criterion for acceptabi lity in naturally occurring speech -- of sentences 

using these verbs. 
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again on cajole we show that speech-community members invoke 

cultural understandings in judging semantic acceptability -- or, at 

very least -- plausibility, in discourse . In the paper we discuss three 

ts of pragmatic or inferential constraints on t hese verbs: (1) the hier

ical nature of the social relationship between speech act participants; 

(
2

) the quality of affect in the relationship; (3) participants' percep t ions 

the magnitude of importance of the RESULT. 

Thus, to illustrate, Example 1 is no t acceptable (plausible) beca use 

we know about social relations of hierarchy and dominance (a lthough 

are acceptable); Example 4 is no t acceptable (plausible) because of 

what we know about the i mplacable hosti l ity between the part ies; Examples 

5 and 6 are not acceptable (p l ausib le) because we kn ow t hat t he RESULTS are 

considered to be too serious to be gained through cajolery (although 7 is 

quite acceptable (plausible)). 

1) (?) Nixon cajoled the janitor into leaving t he lights on i n 
the Ova l Office. 

2) The students caj oled the janitor i n t o leav ing the l ights 
on in the study hall. 

3) Nixon ordered the janitor to leave the lights on in the 
Oval Office . 

4) (?) Dayan cajol ed the Palestinian leaders in t o halting the 
terrorism. 

5) ( ?) Norman cajoled Germaine into admit t ing that women are inferior . 

6) (? ) Leonid cajoled Mao into bombing New Yor k. 

7) Leonid cajoled Mao i nto posing for photographers by t he poo l . 

Each of these factors (~., hierarchy, affect , goa l salience) is discussed 

as are i nterpretations avai lable for reportable (in Labov' s sense) exceptions . 

The question of l abelling manipulative behavior with verbal desi gna tions-

as contrasted to r ecognition o f the behavi ors themse lves-- is r aised but not 

resolved. 

TIMOTHY GUILE, Uni versity o f Southern California 

A Hierarchy f or Clusters o f Three Non-syllabics 

( SAT MORN:2 ] 

In the first half of the paper I propose a hierarchy of c luster types 

containing three non-syllabics. Brie f ly (and s omewhat oversimplified), c l usters 

containing three non-syllabic se gments all agreeing in the specification for 

the feat ure " obstruent" ( or "sonorant") are more marked than c Ius ters of three 

non-syl labic se gments in which the constituent segments do no t all agr ee in the 

specific a tion for obs truent, 
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As such the hierarchy accounts for two types of generali~ation. 

it explains the relative popularity of the unmarked clusters among the 

guages of the world. Whereas there appear to be no languages having 

marked clusters in deep or surface cluster inventories, there appear to 

number of languages (i.e., Kraho, Campa (Arawak), Temoayan Otomi, etc.) 

exhibit only the unmarked clusters in either the underlying or surface in

ventories. Also the hierarchy can be called upon to explain the occurr 

exclusively of unmarked clusters in specific environments. 

word-initially in English we find just unmarked clusters: (str], (spl], 

[skj], etc. Similar restrictions are found in Zoque, Kannada, etc. 

second type o f generali~ation accounted for by the hierar chy has to 

the creation of clusters of three non-syllabics via consonant epenthesis, 

Although there appears to be at least one counter-example from Indo-Europe 

(the rule responsible for [s] in "thou didst"), most rules of this type 

just unmarked clusters, as for instance in German, wesenlich ~ wesentlich, 

etc.; or in Dutch, ~waarr ~ zwaardr (eventually (~va:rdr]), 
comp. 

In the second half of the paper I extend the hierarchy in order 

plain cases of lengthening and affricativization of obstruents in the en

vironment o f non-obstruent non-syllabics. For the sake of generalizing 

the hierar chy, affricates and long consonants must be regarded (at some 

level) as sequences of two phones. The generalized version of the 

reads: clusters containing three non-syllabic phones all agreeing 

specification for obstruent are more marked than clusters of three 

labic phones in which the constituent phones do not all agree in the speci 

cation for obstruent. Two additional predictions are obtained from the ex

t ended hierarchy : first, rules lengthening consonants in the environment 

another consonant should never yield exclusively marked clusters of three 

phones. This seems to be true. Furthermore, we expect to find 

ing rules creating exclusively unmarked clusters, as happens in Old Norse 

(where [g) and [k] were geminated, following a short vowel, by a following 

[j), as in liggja < ligja, hyggja < hygja), in Madurese (where stops and 

are geminated before a liquid, as in sutra ~ suttra, pasra ~ passra) and 

Maidu. Second, rules of affricativization in the environment of another 

con sonant should never yield exclusively marked clusters of t hree phones. 

Again, this seems to be borne out, In addition, we expect to fin d some af-

fricativization rules creating exclusively unmarked three 

as happens in my dialect of American English, where (t] 

[ ] · 1 b f [ ] ( t Ib · t] " attrl."bute", but and dz respect1.ve y just e ore an r , re· sr JU. 

[:;e. tskin z] for "Atkins". 
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tences such as Herodotus 1.1.1: 

(SUN AFT:4] 

Per£eon m~n nun hoi 16gioi Pholnikas ait!ous pha;i 

" !' 
/ h · tes diaphores senest 81 

"The Persian chroniclers say that the Phoenicians were 
the cause of the disp ute" 

theory of Greek word order or of the complemen ta t i on process wil l 

position of Phoinikas and ait!ous, t he accusat ive subject and 

~n~sthai . Whether one proposes that the underlying word order of 

VSO, SOV, SVO, or that it is simply free and unordered, there is no 

current theory for the fac t that these NP's are separated 

verb of their c lause by the verb of t he h igher clause. 

paper we shall argue that none of t he transformations already 

NP movement ( e.g., Scramble, Raisi ng, or Extraposition) has 

rather that there exists a transfor mat i on which we propose t o 

CLIMBING which accounts for this structure. We shall show that NP 

moves elements out of lower clauses into highe r ones but does not 

NP to bec ome grammatically a part of t he higher clause ( as 

claim that this rule was a property of Indo-European and 

pronominal and part icle movement phenomena describe d by Wackernagel's 

a special case o f its oper ation . 

show that the postulat ion of VSO as the under

order for Classical Greek, as for Common Indo-European , wil l per

and more unitary statement of the complementation pr ocess t han 

Universi t y [SUN MORN:6] 

grammarians o ften formulated rules which referred to the 

syllables in a word or morpheme . A fami l iar case is the distribution 

vs. -~in English, where (roughly) the suf fix - er occurs with mono

adjectives, and~ occurs with po l ysyl labic adjectives. I n the 

of generative phonology, little attention has been paid to phenomena 
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which require such a device, and its necessity is not explicitly 

in any current formulation of phonological theory, which in fact 

recognize the syllable as a theoretically significant entity. 

In this paper I rresent several examples of syllable counting 

and show that although rules may be formulated in standard generative 

to "handle" these phenomena, these formulations are inadequate in that 

clearly miss genera1izat;.ons. 

Thus "counting" rules must be allowed for in an adequate theory. 

having been established, it is suggested that the counting device 

needed can be constrained significantly in three different ways: (1) 

phonological rule needs to count very far; (2) the only entities 

counted are syllables (and syllabl@-like entities such as morae); and 

it appears that the following very interesting restriction can be 

syllable counting rules: 

Syllable-counting rules are never purely phonological processes 
but always are rules concerning the occurrence of morpheme alternan 

This last restriction is a tentative conclusion based on very limited 

servation; still it is striking that no counterexamples have been ob 

This restriction is all the more 

reason for it, in fact one might have expected just the opposite. 

JORGE HANKAMER and SUSUMU KUNO, Harvard University 

The Discourse Cycle 

[SAT AFT:l] 

In recent syntactic investigations the existence of a class of post

cyclic rules has often been assumed. This class contains rules which for 

one reason or another cannot be allowed to apply at all in embedded sen

tences, or if they do, can be shown to apply only after 

on a higher cycle. 

There is also a we 11-de fined class of "discourse -conditioned" rules: 

a rule is discourse-conditioned if its applicability depends on some 

feature of previous discourse. For example, the English rule of Topica 

tion cannot apply in a sentence which initiates a discourse, since one of 

conditions of its application is that the topicalized constituent be di 

presupposed, which amounts roughly to having been previously mentioned. 

is impossible to start a conversation with a sentence like 

(i) Harry, Sheila hasn't spoken to for days. 

In this paper we propose and defe nd the following hypothesis: 

All discourse-conditioned rules are post-cyclic. 

S2 

hypothesis can be maintained, the fact that these rules are 

iS merely a natural consequence o f the fact that their con

lication cannot be met until the discourse environment of the 

inspected, i.e., under a cyclic theory of rule application, 

also cyclic, but so formulated that they cannot appl y until 

cycle" is reached in which the discourse environment o f the 

in the domain of inspection. 

raises an interesting question concerning the status of the 

class of post-cyclic rules, i.e., those rules which are 

but have no discourse conditions. The question is whether there 

of such rule s : if there are none, then the need to dis

order-type of "post-cyclic" would no l onger exist. 

this question, and consider t he feasibility of defending 

claim that 

11 post-cyclic rules are distinct from cyclic rules in t hat 
they have discourse conditions on their application. 

of this hypothesis proceeds by inspecting a large number of rules 

been assumed to be post -cyclic, and showing that either the argu

faulty, or that the rule has a disc ourse con-

University [SAT AFT :l] 

Predicates in sh 

paper treats a construction (hencefor th 'Flip' ) in Old and Middle 

in which the experiencer of certain psychological predica tes ap

the dative case, instead of being the s urface subj ect as i n Modern 

set of psychological predicates includes like, ~. (be) h un-

and repent. The purpose of the paper is to argue that, for 

ish, the experiencers of these Flip verbs must be analyzed as 

are proposed, 

In order to account for the change from Flip to non

perceptual strategy and a diachronic rule of case as-

first argument for analyzing experiencers as underlying subjects is 

conjoinings like that in (1). 

Arthur loked on the swerd, and lyked it pass ynge wel. 1 

Jyken occurs in Old and Middle English only in Fl i p constructions, 

non-Flip constructions. In order t o be consistent 

English, we must assume that both the deleted NP 
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and the controller NP are subjects at some level. 

The second argument concerns the so-called 'objective with infinitive• 

construction, in which the subject of the complement S appears in the ac

cusative case on the surface. Verbs like smerten required the Flip con

struction; but for the purpose of this rule, the surface dative (the experi

encer) was treated as subject, as in (2), 

(2) Hit made him to smert. 
2 

In late Middle English a perceptual strategy was introduced, which tn. 

terpreted as subject that NP which directly preceded the main verb; this 

resulted in a reinterpretation of the experiencer of Flip verbs as subject. 

A new rule was then introduced, which assigned case (in pronouns) on the basis 

of position relative to the verb. This rule accounts for the following ad

ditional phenomena: the placement of topicalized objects in the nomi native 

case, the use o f the nominative in the "absolute dative' construction, the 

use of who as object, and the change from accusative with infinitives to 

nominative with infinitives. 

Arguments in favor of a Flip or Psych Movement analysis of Modern Eng

lish psychological predicates have focused on selection restrictions and 

verb-NP relations under transformation. Since this paper treats a different 

set of predicates and brings to bear a new kind of evidence, it is hoped that 

the paper will contribute to the understanding of Flip constructions, 

1 Malory, quoted in Otto Jespersen, 1894, Progress in Language, pp, 220-221. 

2Pride of Life, quoted in Willem van der Gaaf, 1904, The Transition from 
Impersonal to Personal in Middle-English. 

JAMES W, HARRIS, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Two Morphophonemic Innovations in Chicano Spanish 

[SUN AFT:3) 

1. Two morphophonemic innovations in Chicano Spanish are discussed that 

are of relevance to traditional and current issues concerning the nature of 

morphological and phonologica l change, It has been widely held that all 

"true sound changPs" -- as opposed to analogical restructuring -- are statable 

in pur ely phonetic terms. (The m~st recent and one of the clearest formula

tions of this view is given in Joan B. Hooper's 1973 UCLA Ph .D, dissertation 

"As pee ts of Natural Generative Phonol ogy," Ch. 12). A particularly elegant 

and compe lling counterexample to the hypothesis of "purely phonetic" sound 

change is found in a Chicano innovation whose environment mus t be stated in 

both phonetic and morpho logical terms (see paragraph 2). The second Chicano 
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discussed bear s on the relevance of the paradigm and on the distinction 

hological and phonol ogica l environments in the explanations of morp 
change provided by generative grammar (see paprgraph 3) , A shift in the 

ion of stress has occurred in one verb paradigm. This particularly sim

well-documented change demands an insightful description if we are to 

that our grasp of the nature o f morpho- phonological change in general 

solid. An analysis is provid~d whereby the Chicano innovation is as

minima l grammatical change of a maximal l y expected type. The 

is the most like ly one that could have occurred, given that 

would occur at all. This result makes a strong case for the particular 

that provides a motivation for the description proposed. 

Spanish verbs are highly inflected, For all verbs, in all paradigms, 

all standard dialects, the inflectional morpheme for first person plural 

S The phonetic shape of this morpheme has a venerable history, a lmost -!!!9..-. 
" of change, going back through Latin -mus to IE -~. In some dialects 

Chicano, however, -mas has changed to - nos i n some paradigms but not in 

present subjunctive trabaje(n)~ vs. present indicative 

The conditioning factor is the phonetic feat ure of stress . 

logical properties such as "present subjunc tive" are i rre levant, as 

shown by subjunctives li ke de[ m)~, este[m)~. But the rule governin g 

the~ N~ alternation cannot be stated in purely phonological terms; the 

•lternation occurs only in the first person plural morpheme, although the 

phonetic conditions are met elsewhere. A spontaneous i nnovation occurred 

in Chicano in which a rule was added to the grammar whose environment con

tains both phonologic a 1 and morpho l ogical conditions . (A 11 relevant rules 

•re formulated with some care.) No other account is possible; in particul ar, 

there were no intermediate stages, and borrowing is out of the question , 

3. The position of stress i n verb paradi gms of all dialects of Spanish 

follows simple fixe d pa tterns. Chicano differs from standard dialects in 

exactly one paradigm: in the present subjunctive, standard has penul t imate 

while Chicano has "co lumnar" stress, e . g. 

Standard 

trabaje 

trabajes 

traba j e 

trabajemos 

(trabajeis) 

trabajen 

Chicano 

trabaje 

t rabajes 

trabaje 

The rule for ver b-stress in standard dia lects is: 
v 

trabajenos 

(no t used) 

trabajen 

V -+ [+stress) I X[< TV) ] ( ( c0 ( -lex I) CoV)C0 lverb 

The Chicano rule is identical except that it does not contain the morpho

logical restr iction "TV", which refers to the "theme vowe 1. n Thus the forma 1 

correlate of t he Chicano shift to columnar stress i n this paradigm is the loss 

of one (morphological) environmental r estrict ion. Any other single change in 
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the verb-stress rule would have wildly improbable consequences throughout 

the set of verb paradigms. 

ROLAND R. HAUSSER, University of Texas, Austin 

Proper Projection of Presuppositions 

[FRI AFT:l) 

Langendoen and Savin (1969) directed attention to what they called the 

projection problem for presuppositions, i.e., the question of which presup

positions of the constituent sentences are among the presuppositions of a 

compound sentence. Their answer was the hypothesis that the presuppositions 

of a compound sentence are the logical sum of its constituents (J. Morgan 

called it the cumulative hypothesis). It was soon pointed out, however, by 

Lauri Karttunen that there are numerous and systematic exceptions to this 

hypothesis. But Karttunen himself nevertheless adopted the hypothesis in 

principle. To account for the exceptions he formulated a descriptive mech

anism that "filters out" certain presuppositions of certain constituent sen

tences (Karttunen, Presuppositions of Compound Sentences, LI, spring 1973). 

Karttunen's solution (as presented in LI as well as recent refinements 

like the papers presented at the Texas Conference and at the MSSB workshop 

in Ann Arbor) predicts that in the case of compound sentences of the form 

rA or B1 
, r"A and B, , or ri f A then B1 

a) the presuppositions of sentence rA1 are always among the pre

suppositions of the whole compound sentence; 

b) a presupposition of rB1 is filtered out only if it is entailed 

by ,.A, (in the case of the connective and and if .•• then) or r-not A, 

(in case of the connective£!)· 

In my paper I will present a type of sentence that falsifies both pre

dictions of Karttunen's solution. Take for example: 

1) Either Bill didn't notice that John stayed at home all the 
time or John returned secretly to his home after 10 a.m. 

According to standard assumptions about verbs like notice and return the 

first disjunct of (1} presupposes: 

C: John was at home all the time 

while the second conjunct presupposes the negation of C, We can represent 

sentence (1) schematically as 

A { >) C) or B ( l)"' C) (where >'l means "presuppose") 

Since the negation of the first disjunct does not entail r~c1 

(i.e., the presupposition of the second disjunct) C is presupposed by 

(1). But so isr~c 1 (the presupposition of the first conjunct) which 
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to Karttunen doesn 't get filtered out. Therefore, sentence (1) 

suffer from an analytical presupposition failure. 

ho
wever that sentence (1) presupposes neither ~"'c, norr- C.

1 

t iS, ' 

th 5 
showing the failure of Karttunen 's attempt to account for 

After u 

i 
to the cumulative hypothesis I will demonstrate that the 

eltcept ons 

f 
van Fraassen's supervaluations (or rather a semitruthfunctional 

iSm o 
n proposed by Herzberger (1970) not only handles the projection 

including sentences like (1), but also provides a l ogical foundation 

description of these data. 
reason why the mechanism of supervaluations is descriptively more 

te iS that it specifies the presuppositions of the compound sentence 

tinu them on the basis of the presuppositions of the immediate con
j!l!.-:.en~e::.;r:..::a;.-.-~-

t 
while Karttunen specifies the presuppositions of the compound 

tuen s, 
by filtering out certain presuppositions from the logical sum of 

Sentences like (1) are thus crucial evidence 

and filtering. 

ORVOKKI HEINAMAKI University of Texas, Austin 

Before: The Second Round 

Two kinds of ~-clauses are usually recognized: 

factual. These are illustrated by the following examples: 

(1) a) We saw Harry twice before he came to Austin . 

b) Harry came t o Austin. 

[FRI AFT:l] 

factua l and non-

(2) a) John mana ged to stop the car before he ran over the cow. 

b) J ohn did not run over the cow. 

In (la) we have a factual ~-clause: if (la) is true, (lb) is true. t oo . 

In (2a) the ~-clause is non-factual: if (2a) is true, then the nega tion 

of the before-clause, (2b), is true. To account for this, it has been sug

gested (e.g., Lako ff ( 1971)) that there are two connectives~: one goes 

with fa t tual complements, the other with non-factual complements. I will try 

to show in this paper (i) that the division based on the factuality vs. non

factuality of the ~-clause is not sufficient, and (ii) that we on l y need 

one connective ~ in the logical structure. 

One o f the characteristics o f sentences that contain a non-factual ~
clause is that the s peaker considers the corresponding counter-factual con

ditional to held (Heina~aki (1972)) . The speaker o f (2) would be committed 

to (3}. 
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(3) If John had not managed to stop the car, he would have run 
over the cow. 

However, there are sentences with factual before-clauses that also have a 

counterfactual conditional connected with them, One example is (4) which 

has the counterfactual conditional (5). 

(4) We had to change the battery before the car would start. 

(5) If we had not changed the battery the car would not have started, 

In both (2a) and (4), there is a causal connection between the main clause and 

the ~-clause. The differennce is that in (2a), where the before-clause 

is non-factual, the main clause expresses an event that prevents the before--clause from becoming true, while in (4), where the before-clause is factual, 

the main clause expresses a necessary condition (makes it possible) for the 

~-clause t o become true. Thus, instead of dividing before-clauses into 

factual and non-factual, we have (at least) three cases to worry about: 

(i) sentences like (la), where the relation between the clauses is purely 

temporal, i.e ., the clauses are causally independent , (ii) sentences like 

(2a), where there is a causal relationship (of prevention) between the main 

clause and the before-clause, and (iii) sentences like (4), where the causal 

connection is one of making the before-clause possible. 

It will be shown that in all these cases, including the non-factual 

case, the connective before expresses a similar temporal relationship. What 

i$ s pecial about the non-factual before-clauses is that we are not considering 

the real outcome, but one possible course of events, which happened t o be 

b locked by the event described in the main clause. 

JOHN V. HINDS, Tokyo University, University of the Sacred Heart (FRI MORN:6) 

Pronouns, passives, and themes and rhemes 

In Kuno (1972) an analysis of English pronominalization is advanced which 

relies on the notion of "direct" versus "indirect" internal feelings in con

stituent clauses. That is, if (1) is considered to be the underlying struc

ture for both (2a) and (2b), (2a) is unacceptable because the subject of the 

constituent clause originated as a pronoun and cannot be changed into a full

fledged noun phrase: 

(1) John claimed, "I am the best boxer in the world." 

(2a) *That Johni was the best boxer in the world was claimed by himi. 

(2b) That hei was the best boxer in the world was claimed by Johni. 

This paper has two purposes. The first is to offer an alternative answer for 

the data in Kuno's paper, based on two straightforward principles. The first 
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. that there is a tendency in many languages (including English) 
iple J.S • • 

P
lace the mar 

e important information (sometimes called new 1.nformat1.on 

h d t t the information that is 
) ear the end of t e sentence, an o pu 

rhetne n 

from c Ontext (also termed old information or theme) near the beginning 

The second principle is that a pronoun tends to be used in 

h h h f t 's known Thus, if a transformation instances in w ic t e re eren ~ · 

thematic information (i.e., a pronoun) into a position es essentially 
for rhematic information (i.e., the end of the sentence), strangeness 

This accounts for sentences such as (2a). 

Of th<s paper is to offer a proposal concerning the use The second purpose ~ 

and/or misuse of*, ?, *?,etc. in transformational literature. In Kuno 

2) 
t one point (p 163) ? means grammatical. At another point (p. 170) 

(197 • a ' 
grammatical. This is clearly unacceptable. In addition, disagree

it 111eans un 
. rammaticality judgments abound. It is proposed here that many 

..,nts 1.n g 
f disagreement are the result of viewing sentences eatters 0 

d . g audience often imagines a different context for 

in iso lation, and 

a sentence than 
the rea 1.n 
the analysis originally intended. Thus, for any controversial example, the 

analyst is obliged to provide a complete context. 

!!!ference 
2) "P i 1· t" reflexivization, and direct l(uno, Susumu (197 • ronom na ~za 1.on, 

discourse," LI III, 161-195. 

JAMES HOARD and CLARENCE SLOAT, University of Oregon 

Subregularities in Morphology 

[SUN AFT:3] 

Minor 'phonological' rules seem never to state purely phonetic processes 

but rather, in every instance, specify shapes of morphemes. Such statements 

of subregularity should not be regarded as phonological rules at all. Instead, 

the phonologica l component should be divided into at least two sets of rules. 

One of these (M-rules) specifies the shapes of morphemes; the other (P-rules) 

states phonetic processes. 

A · h ;n dec;d1."no in a principled way exactly what problem ar1.ses , owever, • • o 

b . f M 1 It is clear that types of alternations should be the su Ject o -ru es. 

productive processes (e.g., the re gular English plural and past tense endings) 

It l.·s also reasonably clear that semishould be the subject of M-rules. 

li h ablaut are the subject of general rules. productive processes like Eng s 

For l .k k d e and drug attest to the viubility of example, new items ~ e ~, _QY_, 

h . · b "l"t t be conclusive evidence that the ablaut M-rules. We take t ~s v1.a 1. 1. Y o 

subregularities cannot be summarily dismissed from the morphological component 
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of grammars as non-rule governed (i.e,, suppletive) alternations, 

The question remains: Are there, then, any sets of subregularities 

which can be characterized explicitly, but which, nevertheless, are not in 

principle to be made the subject of rules? If so, then such putative M-rutea 

as defricativization (in the pairs ~/paternal, ~/maternal, foot/ 
~ 

Qedal, thin/tenuous etc.) and stop voicing (in such pairs as two/dual __ ----.and 
~~~) could be disallowed. An initially attractive hypothesis is that 

an admissible morphological process must be by itself the sole representation 

of some morpheme. If this hypothesis were to held, we would admit umlaut 

in English did and breadth as a redundant marker because umlaut occurs inde~ 

pendently as the sole morphol ogical marker in geese, ~. etc. This hypothe. 

sis would disallow defricativization and stop voicing since neither of these 

processes is the sole representation of any morpheme in any systematic way. 

Some of the consequences of this hypothesis are, however, undesirable. 

Such formatives as the Sanskrit na conjugation marker, which is never the 

sole marker of anything, could not be considered a classifier. Na would have 

to be listed repeatedly in the lexicon with every root with which it occurs. 

But to do so is t o deny that there is a na class and to assert instead that 

there are a large number o f roots which accidentally take na in conjugation. 

In fact, the description of any language with a complex system of conjugation 

and/or declension markers along with a full set of inflectional affixes will 

be unacceptable t o n~ st linguis ts if this hypothesis is maintained. 

We are thus led to reject this hypothesis and have been unable to form

ulate any plausible alternative. We will, therefore, include such rules as 

defricativization and stop voicing among the English M-rules since we can 

find no principled way to exclude any subregularity from being the subject of 

a rule. In the absence of a principle, the burden of proo f falls upon those 

who have claimed that certain possible generalizations for subre gularities 
should not be admitted as rules. 

MEREDITH A.B. HOFFMAN, University o f California, Berkeley 
Focal Vowels? 

{SUN AFT:2) 

This paper is a report on an experiment to detennine if there are "focal 

vowe 1 s" which are the same for speakers of all languages, irrespective of the 

vowel phonemes in the language or of their distribution. The existence of 

perceptually salient focal vowels will be shown t o have implications for 

theories of language acquisition and lang uage change. Methodo l ogically, the 

concept of the focal vowel can be used in empirical investigations of the 
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i and structure of phonemic systems. it on 

ncept "focal vowel" is analogous to that of "focal color" (Berlin o:;tte co 
l969' Heider, 1971, 1972). Berlin and Kay show that regardless of 

KaY• ' 
of basic color terms in a language, the foci of color areas are 

to the same small areas of the color space. They further hypothe

that there is a hierarchy of acquisition of color terms cross-culturally. 

hierarchical relationship can be compared with the order of acquisition 

phonemes and with various phonemic implicational universals (Jakobson, 

l; Greenberg 1963). There is also circumstantial evidence concerning the 

tence of focal vowels in the literature on perception of speech sounds 

and Kajiyama, 1941; Peterson and Barney, 1952; Delattre, Liberman, 

and Gerstman, 1952). 

Peterson and Barney figures were used to synthesize a set of "focal 

Wh;ch wQre then systematically distorted. In the first experiment vowels", ~ 

were asked to identify each of the focal vowels and the distortions. 
1 ubjects 

this serves two purposes : it validates the Peterson and Barney figures and 

a Preliminary test for the salience of the focal vs. the distorted serves as 

stimuli. The prediction is that focal vowels will be identified significantly 

~re often as the same vowel than will non-focal vowels, The second experi

.ent will present pairs of stimuli, one focal vowel and one distortion, and 

subjects will be asked to indicate which is the "best example" of the stimulus 

(cf. Heider, in press). The prediction is that subjects will find the con

cept "best example" a workable one, and that they will show a significant 

choice of the focal vowels as "best examples", even when the distortions are 

well within the phonetic variation of the phonemes of their language. 

If there are focal vowels, i.e., areas of the vowel space which have 

perceptual sa Heney across languages, this would to some extent explain the 

tendency toward symmetrical phonemic systems and the existence of push-chains 

and drag-chains. The existence of focal vowels can be linked to the order 

acquisition of phonemic contrasts in child language, and the regularities 

of implicational universals of vowel systems. Operationally, if focal vowels 

exist, then a number of experiments based on paradigms in cognitive and per

ceptual psychology may be adapted to explore the speaker/hearer's implicit 

knowledge of his phonemic system, the effects this knowledge has on percep

tion and production, and ultimately to an empirical, cognitive-perceptual 

basis for universals of language acquisition and change. 
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JEAN M. HOMBERT, University of California, Berkeley [SAT AFT:2) 
Word Games: Some Implications for an Analysis of Tone and Other 
Phonological Processes 

An important device for discovering phonological informat1· 0n · 
tnvo 

use of word games. For example CONKLIN (1956), HAAS (1957, 1969), 

(1970), SHERZER (1970) and HOMBERT (1973) give examples of what kinds 

formation can be derived from word games used in various languages. 

In this paper I shall present the results of experiments done 

speakers of African languages (Bakwiri, Dschang, Igbo, Yoruba) and 

guages (Cantonese, Taiwanese, Thai). To be able to make a comparative 

I did not use existing word games but rather taught my informants the 

an experimental word game. 

Each informant was asked to manipulate bisyllabic words of his na 

language. In the first experiment, each 

vowel of the first syllable was moved to the second syllable and vice 

C1 V1C2 V2 = C1V2 C2 V
1
); in the second experiment, syl l ables were inter 

(C 1 V1 C~V2 = C2 V2 C1V
1
). Such simple manipulations can provide a wider 

of linguistic information - for example, information about syllable 5 

as shown by SHERZER (1970) or about glides [HOMBERT ( 1973)). 

But most important of all, such word games provide important 

into one of the hotly debated issues in the framework of generative 

the controversy over whether tone should be represented as a segmental 

suprasegmental feature. McCAWLEY (1964) and WANG (1967) adopt the syl 

as the domain of tonal features, but SCHACHTER and FROMKIN (1968), WOO ( 

MADDIESON (1971) argue for a segmental representation. 

Our study shows that tone in African languages behaves in 

way from tone in Asian languages and consequently the representation 

should be handled differently in these two groups of tonal languages. 

African speakers did no t move the tones in either the fi r st experiment, 

vowel switching game, nor in the second experiment, i.e., 

game; e . g., 'to be thin' lunga ~ langu 
:::) ng.Ha 

(word game 1) 
(word game 2) 

examples 
from Bakwiri 

But the Asian speakers moved the tones with the vowel, i.e., word game 

a fortiori with the syllable, i.e., word game 2, e.g.: 

'I want to go' b~ki = bik~ 
::; klbe 

(word game 1) 
(word game 2) 

examples 
from Taiwanese 

This seems to provide evidence that tone (and sometimes vowel length, 

in the Bakwiri case) should be analyzed as a suprasegmental feature in 

tain languages but as a segmental feature in others. 
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[FRI AFT: 4] 

Sanskrit De-as 

in Greek and Sanskrit can b e seen as part o f a combinat i on 

• morpheme structure const r a in ts whose e f fect i s t o elimunderlyl.ng 

re surface phonetic struc t ures containing more than one measu 
Targets of this kind a re charac t erized by the re-

a complex phonological system to a simpler , less marked system 

72). In both Greek and Sanskri t , t he de-as pirat ion ' cons pira cy' 

a situation i n which only one se gment positi on ( or cl us t er ) per 

the maximum number o f contrasts avai lable i n the 

th, ~. dh in Sanskrit; !• ~.~in Greek) ; i n o t her posi tions 

is reduced to the more basic con trast ! • ~· Gras smann 's 

a rule which, while i t sel f unnat ural, r es ults i n unmar ked 

In this paper it is suggested t hat de-asp iration i n 

a Proto-Indo-European system o f constra ints whose 

phonological pattern con taining onl y t he contrast voiced / 

positions other than one . The PIE stop system ass umed is 

equivalent in brackets): t [! ] , ~ [dh] , ~ [~), t he 

an ejective (Hopper 1973). A constra int in t he proto-

the occurrence of two eject ive stop s i n t he same roo t; 

only one segl'nent position coul d attain the maximum number o f 

the contrast was between voiced and voicele ss 

ejectives did not figure i n PIE suffixes, no sandhi rule 

ejecti ves in the same word, and i t may there fore be as sumed 

structure. Whe n , i n Gr eek and 

the ejectives became voiced stops, t he aspira t ed s t ops bec ame the 

o f the obstruent s ystem and the o ther t wo sets o f 

in an unmark ed opposi t ion vo i ced/voice l ess. The r es tric tion of 

Sanskrit and Greek i s thus diachronica lly motivated : 

two langua ges which both r e ta ine d a multiple manner con

changed e j ec tive s in t o voiced s tops • 

, 1972. Phonologi cal targets and unmarked str uct ures. Language 
7. Paul Hopper, 1973 . Glottalized and mur mured occlusives i n 
~ 7.2: 1-32 ) 
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GREGORY M. HORN, University of Massachusetts 

The Nonreflexive Reflexive in Italian 

[SAT 'MORN:4] 

The reflexive particle, si, occurs in a large number of Italian sentences 

such as (1) and (2) where it is not interpreted as a reflexive: 

(1) la finestra si ruppe 

the window broke 

(2) le mele si vendono al mercato 

the apples (are) sold at the market 

Example (1) corresponds to an English sentence with an intransitive verb. We 

do not want (1) to have an intransitive deep structure, however, for this 

would necessitate arbitrarily inserting si by means of some type of structure 

building rule. We must also explain the fact that such a rule must not apply 

to sentences containing true intransitive verbs such as the fol l owing: 

(3) i fieri (*si) crescono 

the flowers are growing 

nb: *Giovanni cresce i fieri 

John is growing the f lowers 

Rather, si occurs only in sentences containing vE'rbs such as rompere, 'break' 

which can occur as transitive verbs and only in case the sentences contain 

only one lexical NP. The latter fact is illustrated by example ( 4) below: 

(4) Giovanni (*si) ruppe la finestra 

John broke the window 

We do not want (1) to be underlyingly reflexive for this would give the 

wrong interpretation for it. 

In sentences like (2), the lexical NP is the semantic object of the verb 

vendere, 'sell', which like rompere can also occur in a transitive sentence, 

in which case no si appears: 

(5) Luigi (*si) vende le mele 

Louis sells the apples 

We can further distinguish between examples (1) and (2) in that (1) excludes 

certain adverbials which can occur in (2): 

(6) *la finestra si ruppe inavvertitamente 

the window broke inadvertently 

(7) le mele si vendono inavvertitamente 

the apples were sold inadvertently 

An explanation will be given for these facts by deriving (1) and (2) 

from structures (8) and (9) respectively: 

(8) S(NP(la finestra)NP VP(V(rompere)V NP( .t:. )NP)VP)S 

(9) S(NP( 4 )NP VP(V(vendere)V NP(le me le)NP)VP)S 

where ,6 represents an unlexicalized node which must be filled at some stage in 

the derivation. Two rules app ly to accomplish this: one whic h copies a 

pronominal copy of the subject into object position in structure (8), and 
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the object to s ubject position in structure (9) leaving a 

behind. The prononinal copies, occurring in the same clause 

coreferent NP's are ultimately realized as reflexives. 

The analysis thus explains the distribution of the non- ref lexive si as 

flee ted in the above examples. By havin g ~ nodes present in the deep 

structures of sentences (1) and (2), it is not sur pr i sing that the proposed 

·ng rules should exist, there is no need for a structure bui l ding si 
coPY1 
insertion rule, and due to the nature of copying rules it is no accident that 

i 
and no other morpheme, appears. Moreover, we can attribute the occurrence 

s ' 
-; si in examples l ike ( 1) and (2) to the fact that, i n bo th cases, a sentence 
0-
containing a verb which can take two lexical NPs l acked one such NP at the 

deep str~ture leve1, The data in Italian also call into question the uni 

versality of Jackendoff's treatment of transitive and intransitive verbs of 

the 'open' class in English, of which 'break' is a member. 

SUSAN H. HOUSTON, University of Texas, Houston tSUN MORN : 5) 

perceptual and Orthographic-Phonological Analysis of Spe l ling Strategies 

Advances in phonological theory since publication of Sound Pattern of 

English (1968) have greatly increased understanding of the correspondences 

between the orthographic and phono logical systems of this language, Native 

English speakers' conception of orthographic rules, and their strategies for 

spelling, bear importantly on the psycho l ogical reality o f Chomsky/ Halle under

lying forms (as per SPE) . Spelling is also an importan t if problematic school 

subject, as witness the number of people claiming to be poor spellers. Never

theless knowledge of English spelling strategies has not advanced appreciably 

in recent years. The presen t paper attempts to remedy this paucity of new 

information on a topic both theoretically and practically significant. 

During the last several years I have conducted five studies on componen[S 

of the spelling process, and am now conducing a sixth , The researches center 

on the hypothesis that someone will produce a correct orthographic· t oken of th~ 

phonological shape of the given type as he perceives it. I have investigated 

separately the relationship of this spelled-token production to SES; short-

term memory (measured by digit- span); confidence judgments on each token; intra

person consistency of error number and type; and gr oss perception (tested by 

repetition), Although the topic is too complex to permit summation here, the 

paper will present some of my conclusions (Examp le: Short-term memory correlates 

With no. of errors, a negative correlation of about -.8, for subjects with 

digit-span below about 5.5. For subjects with d-s above this figure the 
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correlation drops to around -. 3). Other conclusions, and the results of tht 

study now in progress, will be discussed. 

On the theoretical aspects of this topic: if English orthography cor~ 

responds well to underlying forms, like that of most languages having orthog. 

raphies; and if underlying forms represent some internalized psychophonologi~ 

cal dictionary; and if (as must follow) orthographic form is well predicted 

by underlying systematic-phonological representation; then clearly native 

speakers are expected to conform to the hypothesis above, i.e., be able to 

produce good orthographic tokens of novel English-word types, at least to the 

limits of short-term memory. To the extent that subjects do not do this •• 

which in general they do not -- then either perceptual factors are intervening, 

or psychological generation of orthographic/phonological forms is more ambig. 

uous than is currently believed. Put more simply, to hear, remember and write 

some new English word, a person presumably develops a systematic-phonological 

representation of it. SPE and other recent works indicate the rather highly. 

determined nature of such forms. But this theory is in conflict with the 

existence (and, I will show, the precise nature) of repeated spelling 'error ' 

I will go into the implications of this· for psycholinguistic/phonological 

theory in my paper. 

Two possibly peripheral issues will also be covered, time permitting, 

namely development of a system for determining number and class of errors in 

a spelled token -- the most difficult part o f the research -- and appearances 

of "dyslexic" manifestations in spelled sequences of 6th graders (the subjects 

f or one of the five studies, that on SES; all other sub j ects were college 

s tudE'nts). 

IRWIN HOWARD, University of Hawaii 

Why 'Principle A' Deserves a 'C' 

{FRI AFT:3) 

In SPE, Chomsky and Halle proposed that a phonological rule is applied 

s imultaneously to all places in a string where its structural description is 

me t. Several recent theories take issue with this claim, contending instead 

that at least some phonological rules must be allowed to apply to their own 

outputs. These alternative theories differ significantly, however, in their 

claims as to precisely how this iteration takes place. 

Jensen and Stong-Jensen (1973a, 1973b) argued that the theory of rule 

application proposed in Howard (1972) is inadequate and presented an alter

native based upon a principle referred to as Principle A. In the latter 

article, they also criticized the position taken in Kenstowi cz and Kisseberth 
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that the principles governing rule application are essentially the same 

governing rule ordering . 

purpose of this paper is twofold: (1) t o demonstrate that the posi-

taken by Howard and by Kenstowicz and Kisseberth, though phrased in dif

t terms and justified in different ways , are compatible and comp l ementary; 
teren 
tnd (2) t o provide empirical evidence against Principle A, 

d I. 1972. A Directional Theory of Rule Application in Phonology. 
sovaCMiT dissertation). Working Papers in Lin~uistics, University of Hawaii, 

Vol. 4, No. 7. 

Jensen, J.T. & M. Stong-Jensen. 1973a. A revised directional theory of 
rule application in phonology. Quarterly Progress Reports (MIT) No. 108 , 
PP• 270-277. 

Jensen, J.T. & M. Stong-Jensen , 1973b. Ordering and directionality of 
iterative rules. Paper presented at the Indiana University Conference 
on Rule Ordering, April 1973 . 

Kenstowicz, M.J . & C.W. Ki sseberth. 1972. The multiple application problem 
in phonology. Unpublished paper. 

HSIN-I HSIEH and AGNES CHENG, University of Hawaii 

Syntactic Compression and Contrastive Syntax 

[SAT AFr:4) 

In Mandarin, sentences differing in form but having like interpretations 

may sometimes be systematically described if we tre a t them as derived from 

identical basic conjoined or embedded constructions through different syn

tactic compressions. 

Examine the following Chinese s entenc es (cl through c7) and compare them 

with their English counterparts (el through e7): 

(cl) ta shi congmingde zhe shishi ling ren J~ngqi. 
(she is wise this fact make people s urprise) 

(el) (The fact) that she is wise i~ surprising. 

(c2) *na shi ling-ren-jingqi-de ta shi congmingde. 
(it is make-people-surprise - y she is wise ) 

(e2) It is surprising that she is wise. 

(c3) ling-ren-jingqi-di, 
(make-people-surprise-ly 

(e3) Surprisingly, she i s wise . 

ta shi congmingde. 
she is wise) 

(c4 ) ta shi congmi ngde zhe shishi bu ling r en jingqi . 
(she is wi se this f ac t no t ~ake people surprise) 

(e4) The fact that she is wise is not surprising. 

(cS) '~bu ling-ren- j ingqi-de , ta shi congmin gde. 
(not make-people-surprise-ly , s he is wsie) 
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(eS) Not surprisingly, she is wise. 

(c6) *bu-jingren-di, 
(un-surprising-ly, 

ta shi congmingde. 
she is wise) 

(e6) ?Unsurprisingly, she is wise. 

(c7) ta shi wo-meici-kanjian-jiu-xiang-tiaoqilai-nayangdi miren. 
(she is I-everytime-see-then-want to-jump-ly charming) 

(e7) She is s o charming that every time I see her I want to jump, 

cl can be re garded as the basic form o f c2 and c3, although c2 is un

grammatical. c4 appears to be the basic f orm o f cS and c6, yet neither of 

the latter sentences is permissible. In contrast, the English counterparts 

of these sentences are all acceptable. 

The following points of difference between Chinese and English are 

observed: 

1) Extraposition is allowed in English but not in Chinese. This may 

well be correlated to the fact that the head-noun is followed by the factive 

complement in Eng lish but is preceded by it in Chinese. 

2) In Chinese, when a higher sentence is negated (as in c4), it is 

prohibited from bein g compressed into an adverb preceded by a negative parti

cle or containing a negative affix (cf. c ~ & c6). In English, the former 

restriction generally does not hold and the latter is showing signs of re

laxation (cf. e6). 

3) In Chinese, a higher sentence can be reduced to a sentential adverb 

(cf. c3). In English, it i ~ compressed into a lexicalized adverb (cf. e3). 

Since sentential adverbs are easy to create but lexicalized adverbs are re

stricted by usage, adverb compression is sometimes more productive in Chinese 

than in English. Thus, the adverb clause in (e7) cannot be compressed. This, 

however, is done in (c7) by compressing the clause into a sentential adverb. 

JAMES W. HUTCHESON, University of Wisconsin [SAT MORN:2) 

Natural Assimilation Processes and Glottalic Segments 

The purpose of this paper is to characterize and clarify one kind of 

complete assimilation process in phonology. Although most examples discussed 

in the paper deal with complete consonantal assimilations, the conclusions 

argued for seem to hold equally for all complete assimilations. Most complete 

assimilations which involve changing more than one feature require different 

statements for each feature change, at least insofar as such s ta tements pur

port to explain the phonetic motivation for the feature assimilation(s). 

Thus, for example, an assimilation in the derivation of the sequence t + b ~ bb, 
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at the level of explanation a statement of position assimilation 

t ent of voicing assimilation, since each is clearly an example 
8 sta em 

e which has its own phonetic 'teleology'. a chang 
;s a class of complete assimilations which defies analysis in There ~ 

er described above, i.e., 
111ann 

as single feature changing processes; th.eu 

the glottalic segments ~ and glottal le te assimilations involving cOIIlP 
Several examples of assimilations are considered, where glottal seg-

. 1.'lated totally to a neighboring segment, frequently involving are ass1.m 
f feature changes both of manner and position. Often ( indeed, nUIDber o • 

) h assimilations must be considered to be single 'fell swoop' uallY sue 
The obvious question is why such a situation should obtain. 

seems to involve the unique articulatory make up of the glottalic 

Whereas all other segments require for their description a specif-

b the state of the oral articulator, the glottalic segments tc 5 tatement a out 
· 1 t f Consequently, the ora l articulators typically leave these art1.cu a ors ree. 

assume a configuration similar to that o f a neighboring segment. Total as-

similation usually follows upon loss of the glottalic constriction. 

£. les of such phonological assimilations are cited from, Speci l.C examp 

h 1 S the Argentinean and Chilean dialects of Spanish, among ot er anguage , 

Ancient Greek, Finnish, and Mandaic. 

GEORGE HUTTAR, Summer Institute of Linguistics 

Sources of Creole Semantic Structures 

[FRI MORN:4) 

It is well known that the "reflexes" of European (English, French, 

) t · modern creoles often retain the central meaning Portuguese, etc. e yma 1.n 

of those etyma while diverging greatly from them in the ir extended meanings . 

Possible sources of the specific directions these divergences have taken are: 

(1) language near-universals from which the European languages 

have deviated; 

(2) pidgin/creole universals; 

(3) the non-European languages invo lved in the contact situations 

that led to the development o f a particular creole (e.g., "African 

subs tratum"); 

( 4) non-European cultural trai ts; 

(5) other (e. g.", Amerindian) languages in contact with the 

pidgin/creo le- s peaking group after the initial per iod of contact 

with the European language(s) involved. 
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This paper describes initial research on the sources of semantic structures 

in Djuka, an English-based creole of Surinam. 

The areas of meaning of 20 morphemes (10 nominals, 10 verbals) in Djuka 

were compared with those of the corresponding morphemes in 38 other languages 

including (1) oth~r Caribbean creoles, both English- and French-based; (2) 

Hes t African pidgins and creo les; ( 3) other pidgins and creo les; ( 4) other 

languages of West Africa; (S) Cariban and Arawakan languages; (6) various 

unrelated languages. 

The data obtained on each of the six types of languages were compared 

statistically, and some of the languages were considered individually as 

well, in terms of the factors mentioned in the first paragraph, The evidence 

so far, although not homogeneous, indicates that the West African origin of 

Djuka has more to do with its present semantic structures than does any of 

the other factors mentioned, including putative general features of creoles . 

Non-Atlantic creoles resemble Djuka in this respect no more than do unrelated 

languages of various families around the world. Considering that creoles 

generally exhibit unusually wide areas of meaning for their restricted nUQ~ 

ber of morphemes, this lack o f correspondence between Djuka semantic struc

tures and those of other, non-Atlantic pidginslcreoles is al l the more 

striking. 

Although the interpretation of this finding is confused by processes 

of post-creolization in some cases, it may still be concluded that the data 

do not support the hypothesis of a common, subsequently relexified source for 

all European-based pidgins and creoles. 

LARRY M. HYMAN, University of California, Berkeley 
University of Southern California 

How do Natural Rules Become Unnatural? 

[SAT MORN :2 ) 

While there has been considerable interest in natural rules in phonology, 

relatively little attention has been paid to the means by which such rules 

lose their naturalness. In this paper I propose to look at three mechanisms 

which cause natural phonological rules -- i.e,, rules which have phonetic 

plausibility -- to become phonetically implausible, as follows: 

1) telescoping - the loss of an intermediate stage in a 

derivation; thus, if a language has a natural rule 

A ~ B and later acquires a natural rule B ~ C, the 

resulting synchronic reflex of these two rules may 

be A ~ C, which may not necessarily be in itself natural 
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2) 

3) 

morphologization - a rule A ~ B I X changes so that 

xis no longer a phonetic environment, but rather 

a grammatical one, either a boundary or some cate

gory; since the rule now becomes morphologically 

conditioned it is no longer phonetically plausible 

rule inversion - a natural rule A ~ B I X is i n

verted so that A is now derived from B in t he com

plement of the environment X, i.e., B ~ A I X, 

which is not phonetically plausible 

While I show that natural rules enter into the phonology t hrough the 

· · " of universal intrinsic properties of soun ds and sound "phonolog1zat1.0n 

nces once these rules do become a part of t he phonology (i.e., lan-•eque • 

e specific), they are subject to the above t~ree tendencies. auag -
It is suggested that morphologized and inverted rul es, which are 

phonetically unmotivated, have a naturalness of their own, and given certain 

circumstances will in fact be preferred by speakers over phonetically con

ditioned rules, Finally, the ultimate loss of rules (whether natural or un

natural) is discussed, the resulting state being the "lexicalization" of 

alternating allomorphs. 

All of the above concepts (phonologization , telescopin g, morphologiza

tion, rule inversion and lexicalization) are illustrated with numerous ex

amples from well-known European languages (English, French, German), as 

well as from a number of West African languages which I have personally in

vestigated i n the field (Igbo, Bamileke, Nupe). 

DAVID E. IANNUCCI, Universi ty of Utah [SUN MORN:4) 

Numic Medial Consonant Processes: An Historical View 

Sapir's analysis of Southern Paiute medial consonant processes, in his 

Southern Pa iute grammar and elsewhere, has been sub j ect to an abunda nce of 

synchroni c reanalysis. This paper puts the above phenomenon in its historical 

context. Proto-Numic consonant segments are reconstructed on t he basis of 

comparative da ta from Mono, Northern Paiute , Panamint, Comanche , Shoshone , 

and Southern Paiute, 

Prot o-Numic medi al ( intervocalic) consonants are reconstructed to include 

1*-C-/ and two consonant clusters, I>'<-NC-1 and l >'<-hC- 1. Thi s three-way dis

tinction f or media l consonants accounts for: (a) a series o f morphophonemic 

alternat ions at morpheme boundaries, and (b) an a nalogous ser ies of consonant 

contrast s in morpheme-internal positi on. Media l 1*-C-1 can be regarded --
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as in the modern languages -- as a 'spirantized' (intervocalic lenition) 

variant of the plain initial consonant. I*NI combines only with a follow· 
l.na 

stop or nasal, thus producing a prenasalized stop or long nasal. In 1*-hC-/ 

clusters, /*hi is viewed as a generalized consonantal segment which has fea

tures of aspiration and fortisness associated with it (either 

£erring to a following consonant), and is also hypothesized as being a 

conditioning factor in the devoicing of Proto-Numic vowels. It combines 
w 

the stops (l*p *t *c *k *k /),nasals (l*m *n *~ /), l*wl and l*y/, but not 

with I*?/ and l*hl -- the latter two must be viewed as totally outside of 

three-way distinction. Morpheme-final l*h/ and I*NI are deleted if: (a) a 

following consonant is neutral to their transitional effect (does not 

with them), (b) the following segment is a vowel, or (c) in word-final posi 

although word-final l*hl may be retained as devoicing of the preceding vowel, 

The historical development of the three-way medial consonant distinction is 

roughly as follows, 1*-hC-Iand 1*-NC-1 merge into Mono and Northern Paiute 

geminate consonant. Comanche merges 1*-NC-/ with 1*-C-1, with the resultant 

Comanche segments being realized as plain (not spirantized) consonants, With 

the following exceptions: (a) the bilabial stop, where the Proto-Numic 

distinction is maintained as a plain versus spirantized stop, and (b) the 

alveolar stop, because of a split of 1*-t-1 into (plain) It/ and (spirantized) 

/r I. 1*-hC- I is generally re flee ted in Comanche as a preaspirated consonant, 

In Shoshone and Panamint, 1*-hC-1 splits into a preaspirated series and a 

geminated series (Comanche may have an analogous split, but the details are 

not at all clear to me). Southern Paiute retains the original Proto-Numic 

three-way distinction, with 1*-hC-1 being reflected as a geminated consonant. 

Finally -- and back to modern Southern Paiute -- it will be argued that 

the COi:lparative data (including more phonetic detail than above) suggest that 

Southern Paiute 'geminating' stems can best be viewed as ending in the specific 

systematic phoneme lh/; as opposed to setting up a 'generalized' obstruent as 

the stem-final segment (see Chomsky and Halle's discussion in SPE, pp. 345-

347\, 

DAVID INGRAM, University of British Columbia 

Fronting in Child Phonology 

fSAT AFT : 3) 

Phonological data are presented from two young children, one French and 

one English, who both manifest a process o f FRONTING in their phonological 

development. FRONTING is defined as a nrocess whereby the child orders t he 

sounds in his words fr om thos e produced in the front o f the mouth to those 

produced in the back. While FRONTING at first appears an uncommon strategy 
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1 
·cal acquisition, an examination of its implied universals 

phono ogl 

h t FRONTING at some more basic level may represent a general 
ts t a 

Sl)ecifl·cally, FRONTING suggests that a marked or J. process. 
relationship exists between the initial and final consonants of 

syllable de ~endent upon the adherence of their order to FRONTING. 

h
. it is predicted that children would have greater difficulty 

t lS, 

ring words that violate FRONTING than those that do not. Data are 

which suggest that such is the case. In addition, it is proposed 

t le S marked l.·n final consonants than more fronted 
t back consonsan s are s 

and evidence is presented that children acquire final back stops in 

f f . 1 · 1 r 1 b1·a1 ones A fl·nal discussion treats syllables be ore 1na ap1ca o a • 

~.-~o•rf~vidence and some conclusions about FRONTING · 

l\'OKO INOUE, University of Michigan { FRI MORN: 6) 

Some Observations on a Ja anese Present Perfect Form -ta koto a aru 

In "Tense and Time Reference in English," McCawley gives the follololi.n g 

1
entence as an example of the existential present perfect in Japanese -

f•naka·san wa hon o kaita koto ga aru translated into "Mr. Tanaka has written 

books." By 'existential,' McCawley 111eans 'time' is existentially quantified, 

e.g., the sentence above can be rephrased into 'there exists times when Mr . 

T•naka wrote books' in an informal fashion. The oppos ite o f 'existential' 

it 'universal'; that is to say, a sentence such as John has been waiting 

for two hours can be rephrased into 'for all times between t 1 and t 2 , John 

his waited.' As an example of the universal sentence, McCawley gives Goji 

kara mat-te i-ru translated into "The y have been waiting since 5:00." 

In this paper, I would like to show that the form -ta koto ga aru in 

Japanese is not a simple 'existential' form as McCawley claims it to be, but 

it is ambiguous in two ways, namely, in one reading, the so·called 'existen

tial' morpheme ar is a two-pl -.ce predicate meaning 'have' and in the other, 

it is a one-place predicate meaning 'exist'. No t only that, the choice o f 

one reading from the other is determined by the postpositional particle ~ 

and~ attached t o the first NP. Wa, the thematization particle, appears 

only in the ~-reading, but a sentence with ~ can either be existential or 

possessive. To go back to McCawley's sentence, it means something like 

"Speaking 0 f Mr. Tanaka, he has had the experience of writing books" rather 

than ''Mr. Tanaka has written books." 

The sentence with have-reading also has an interesting constraint in 

that the embedded sentence must describe an activity which can be repeated, 
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that is to say, we can say Dan wa sensoo de ashi no hone o otta koto ga aru 

"Speaking of Dan, he has had the experience of breaking a leg-bone in t~ 
war" because breaking a bone is an experience which one can repeat under 

some unfortuante circumstances. We cannot say, however, Dan wa sensoo de 

migi-no ude o nakushita koto ga aru "Speaking of Dan, he has had the experi

ence of losing his right arm in the war" because an arm once lost is not re. 

coverable, therefore, the experience of losing an arm is not repeatable. 

Finally, it appears that the notion of 'present relevance' which is 

significant in the English present perfect sentences, e.g., My mother has 

changed my diaper many times is appropriate only if the speaker still wears 

diapers and that his mother has and will have chances to change his diapers 

many more times, does not seem quite relevant in Japanese. In Japanese, -ta 

keto ga aru can be used in a sentence such as Kawahata wa Nobel Prize 0 

moratta koto ga aru "Speaking of Kawabata, he has had the experience of re

ceiving a Nobel Prize" although he is no longer alive and cannot receive any 

more prizes. This opens up a difficult question of the meaning of the 

'present perfect' in Japanese. Is the form -ta keto ga aru correctly named 

'present perfect 1 ? I claim, tentatively, that it can only be called 'perfect', 

GEORGETTE IOUP, Graduate Center of CoJNY (SUN MORN:l] 

G'ammatical Relations as a Parameter of Relative Quantifier Scope 

Where two quantifiers are concerned, most linguists fol low the views of 

logicians (e.g., Reichenbach, 1947) and explain scope variation within a 

simple sentence on the basis of the relative order of the quantifiers: the 

one which is leftmost in the surface structure is interpreted with highest 

scope, This paper argues that in natural language, order has little to do 

with the determination of quantifier scope, but that it depends laraely on 

the grammatical relations of the quantified NP's which interact. Evidence 

to support this claim is based on data collected from a large number of lan

guages. A hierarchy of grammatical relations is established resemb ling in 

many ways the principle of rank recently proposed by Postal (1973), and 

Keenan's hierarchy of accessible NP positions (Keenan, 1972) • 

Examples where the scope assignment is exactly opposite that predicted 

by the left-right order hypothesis are presented. In the following English 

sentences it is the rightmost Q which is assigned highest scope • 

(1) I hit some balls with a bat. 

(2) Selma bought several books for a friend. 
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(3) She took a picture of each child . 

(4) Ethel has a dress for every occasion. 

tional examp l es will be presented fr om Hebrew, Arabic, Iranian, Greek, 

Turkish. 

These data are explained by the fact that certain grammatical pos it ions 

have a greater tendency to be assigned higher scope than others. The foll ow

hierarchy of grammatical relations is established (where '> ' reads 

tendency to higher scope'). 

(5) Topic > Subj. > Ind. Ob j . > 

Obj. Prep. > Dir. Obj. 

HERBERT J. IZZO, University of Calgary 

Tuscan Reflexes of Latin Voiceless Stops 

(FRI AFT:S] 

Standard Italian, which is essentially the later pan-Italian development 

of upper-class fourteenth-century Tuscan (chiefly Florentine), preserves 

unvoiced the voiceless intervocal stops of Latin in s ome cases (e.g., Lat. 

dico, Ital. dico) but voices them in others (e.g., Lat. strata, !tal. strada), 

When Neogrammarian explanations (e.g., Ascoli , Meyer-Lubke) of the double 

development as due to conditioning fact ors (place of stress, differences in 

surrounding vowels) proved impossible, two diametrically opposed explanations 

remained, and they remain to this day. 

One group of scholars, running from J.T. Clark (in 1903) through the 

late Clemente Merlo to R. Urciolo (a long monograph in 1967) maintains that 

voicing is the normal evolution and that the cases of non- voicing are due 

to learned influence, the result o f the preservation of Classical Latin forms 

in church and school and generally among the literate. 

The opposing group, going from Silvio Pieri (in 1904) thr ough Gerhard 

Rohlfs t o P. Tekav~ic (latest comment in 1972), claims that voice less stops 

normally remained voiceless and that the instances of voicing are borrowings 

from north Italian dia lec ts, in which voicing i s regular. 

This paper reviews the arguments that have been offered in support of 

both views and presents new evidence from popular Tuscan speech, from Tuscan 

toponymy, and from the earliest non-literary Tuscan texts, all of which show 

that the preservation of voicelessness is indigenous and that it is voicing 

that must be attributed to external influences. 
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FREDERICK H. JACKSON, University of Hawaii 

An Experimental Study of English Word Stress 
fSUN MORN:S) 

Halle and Keyser (1971) make the claim in their Main Stress Rule (MSR} 

that bisyllabic English words with unnested constituent structure and a 

tense last vowel in their underly1'ng re t t' 1 h presen a 1on a ways ave final stress 
and never take a 13 stress contour. As t' h excep 1ons to t is claim, Halle and 
Keyser (1971:63) present a list of 24 bisyllabic nouns, e.g.,~. env£l, 
~. which they characterize as irregular. A list of regular items is 
also presented (p. 64). 

This claim was tested in tw s t · o epara e exper1ments by presenting a set of 

48 nonsense items in sentence contexts to a total of 34 native speakers of 

English, approximately equally divided by sex, to see whether the items 

would be stressed as Halle and Keyser pred1'ct, M t f h os o t e nonsense items 
used were orthographically similar to words in Halle and Keyser's regular 

and irregular lists referred to above, and for the other items an effort was 

made to have the orthography suggest the presence of a tense underlying last 
vowel, e.g., pelcoze, Aarfile, amprete, hestoy, etc. In addition, for the 

second experiment nine and five items were taken from a French and German 

dictionary respectively and included in the experiment to test whether the 

etymological source of an item might have an effect on its assigned stress 
contour. Justification for the use of nonsense items in the experiment can 

be found in Ross (1972:245n .) . 

Results of the two experiments ran significantly counter to Halle and 

Keyser's prediction, with 75% of the nouns, 64% of the verbs, and 75% of 

the adjectives receiving non-predicted stress in the first experiment, and 

77%, 66%, and 77% of the respective parts of speech receiving non-predicted 

stress in the second experiment. That is, these percentages of items were 

assigned the 'irregular' 13 stress contour. Moreover, in the second experi

ment there was a significant tendency for subjects to stress the French 

words as predicted by Halle and Keyser, while all the German words were 

assigned non-predicted stress, All th it d e ems were state to be "possible 
English words" by the subjects. 

Results strongly suggest that Halle and Keyser's MSR incorrectly pre

dicts the stress contour that native English speakers assign to bisyllabic 

novel items. It also seems probable that they have missed a significant 

generalization about English word stress that may have been captured by 

Ross in his "Reanalysis of English Word Stress" ( 1972) and "Leftward Ho!" 

(1973), i.e., that English speakers tend to want to retract stress leftward, 

at least in nouns and adjectives, 
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Florida State University [SUN MORN:3) 

Relationships of Oh, Ah, Well, and ~ to Numerous Grammatical 

It is usually ass~omed that interjections such as oh, ah, ~. and ~ 

can occur randomly inside sentences and bear no grammatical relationship to 

other phenomena in the sentence in which they occ ur . I show that on the con

trary, the presence of certain types of grammatical constructions causes an 

interjection to be unnatural or anomalous. In some cases, there is a clear 

semantic reason for this. In other cases, the reason is not clear, although 

it must lie in some factor in the nature of the construction involved. Thus, 

the behavior of inter jec tions can reveal the presence of hitherto unanalyzed 

semantic characteristics on the part of a construction. 

First, it is shown that interjections such as these are anomalous pre

ceding and "referring" (in the sense of James (1973) (CLS 9) ) t o elements to 

which there is no possible semantic or syntactic alternative; thus, they are 

anomalous in idioms, before sentential pronouns, before words such as "either", 

etc. For example (with a sentential pronoun): 

(1) *Aida doubts that Dorothea is really her rival, but Kathy doesn't 
doubt, well, it. 

With the following constructions, the reasons for the anomaly of the 

interjection are less clear, although the lack of possib le alternatives to 

the following element probably is a significant factor in many cases: (A) 

Sentential adverbs (for example, (2) is odd: 

(2) *The election was rigged, well, evidently). 

(B) Picture nouns (e.g,, (3) is acceptabl~ , (4) is not: 

(3) Sam i s buying ·pictures of, say, boats 

(4) *Sam is buying Anne's pictures of, say , boats}. 

(C) Preposed adverbials (an interjection is accep table after pl ace and time 

adverbia ls, e. g .: 

(5) In that house , oh, there used to live a mad scientist 

but unaccep table after manner, instrument, reason, and epithet adve rbial s, ~ . g. 

(6) *Angrily, oh, Jack left 

Thus, t here must be some difference be tween the two gr oups as concerns the 

semantic relationship between the adverbial and main clause o f the sentence, 

although what exactly thi s is is not clear). 

(7) ??Paris- - ah , Bill's visited! 

(8) Paris -- ah, Bill's visited there!). 

(E) Parentheticals. (F) Certain t ypes of presupposition-suspending if- clauses . 

(G) Tags. (H) Sluiced elements. (I) Negative polarity items. 

Thus, interjections do not occur randomly in se ntences; the y i nterrelate 

With other grammatical phenomena; and moreover, examining the interr elationship 
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of interjections with other grammatical phenomena can reveal hitherto un

noticed, and sometimes mysterious, characteristics of those phenomena. 

HECTOR JAVKIN and JOY CHUCK, University of California, Berkeley [SUN AFT: 2) 

Perceptual Confusions Between Palatal Affricates and Non-palatal Stops 

Work in sound change suggests that palatal consonants are most likely 

to develop from velar and alveolar stops when these stops precede /i/, /e/, 

or /u/. This process can be partly explained in terms of a simple articula

tory assimilation but it is also necessary to look at the perceptual effects 

of that assimilation. An experiment was conducted to determine the ordering 

of the palatalizing influence of six English vowels. This ordering should 

be reflected in perceptual confusions between the consonants It/ and /k/ 

and the palatal affricate It[ I when these are spoken in the environment of 

the different vowels. A recording was made of nonsense syl lables consisting 

of /t/, It[/, and /k/ preceding the vowels /i/, /e/, /ae/, /a/, lol and /u/, 

each spoken four times by a speaker reading from a randomized list. This 

was mixed with pink noise to produce stimulus tapes with signal-to-noise 

ratios of -6, -9, and -12 dB. The tapes were played to subjects who were 

asked to identify the first sound in each syllable as "t", "ch" , or "k". 

The speaker and subjects were native speakers of American English. Although 

the experiment has not been completed at the time of submission of this 

abstract, the authors expect that, among the vowels with the greatest pala

talizing effect, the number of confusions with the palatal affricate occur 

most often when /k/ precedes /i/, somewhat less often when it precedes /e/, 

and less often still when it precedes /u/, but that the order is /u/, / i / , 

/e/ in the case of /t/. 

ROBERT J. JEFFERS, Ohio Sta te University 

Hittite Conjunctions 

[SUN AFT:4) 

Non-enclitic Hittite conjunctions can be separated into at least three 

classes on the basis of the position each can hold within a clause: (1) con

junctions which occ ur almost invariably in clause in itial position (e.g., 

nu, mah9an). Enclitic particles are generally attached to such c lause-intro

ducers; (2) conjunctions which may occur in clause initial position, but need 
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.g.' kuitman) ; (3) conjunctions which rar.ely (if ever) open a clause, 

at some point within the clause, often after a conjunction of types 

and its associated string o f enclitics. 

have been some attempts to classify these conjunctions on the basis 

the nature o f dE inter-clausal relati onshi p with which a 

might be associated (e.g., Friedrich 1960: 155 et passim) , 

, in most of the literature, especially dic t ionaries and translations 

texts, nuances of semantic differentation are disregarded . mavhan, 
, kuwaQ!, and kuit are all often translated as 'when', w~ any 

discussi ons of distinctions in the usage o f each. 

ongoing analysis of the texts has suggested t o me that fairly clear

differences exist, and moreover, that certain kinds o f semant ic 

are associated with the positiona l classes . While type ( 3) seems 

straightforward indefinite / adverbial sentence connectors, each 

(1) and (2) appear to be associated with a 

set of temporal-aspectual not ions. (Hittite alone among the ancient 

pean dialects does not extensively incorporate such informat ion in 

derivational and inflectional system of the fin ite verb.) 

The three sentences which follow exemplify general patterns of usage. 

(i) the indefinite usage of kuwapi is to be noted; in (ii) note the per

tive relationship associated with ma~~an; (iii) shows the use of kuitman 

the context o f an imperfective relationship. 

(i) u~-kan-zi-ma IS-TU-MUSEN nu ku-wa-pi MUSEN,HI.A SIG -ah-ha-an-zi 

na-at an-da URU-ri-ya pa-a-an-zi. 

(Anniwiyani s 2.24-26) 

However, they take observations by means of birds, and when(ever) 
the birds give favorable omens, they enter the city . 

(ii) GIM-an-ma- kan SES-YA NIR.GAL-is ut-tar kat-ta a- us-ta .•• nu-mu 
EGIR-pa da-a-as. 

(Apology 1. 22-24) 

When, however, my brother Muwat tal l is came (had come) to understand 
the matter, ..• he took me back . 

(iii) nu-za ku- it-ma-an nu-u-wa DUMU-as e-su-un SA KUS:KA . TAB . AN~U-za 

e- su-un nu ! STAR GASAN-YA A-NA MUR-SI-LI A- BI- YA U-it NIR.GAL-in 

SES-YA u-i- ya -at. 
(Apology 1.13- 14) 

And while I was still a child (and) was groom, My Lady Ish t ar by 
means of a dream sent to my fa ther Mursilis my br other Muwattallis. 
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JOHN T. JENSEN, University of Colorado 

How Abstract is Abstract? 

(FRI AFT:3) 

Since the non-publication of Kiparsky's ~H~o~w~a~b~s~t~r~~~~~~~~ 

linguists have revised their thinking about the relationship between 

and underlying forms. While most linguists accept the premise that 

ness" is to be kept to a minimum, a number of papers 

degree of abstractness than is allowed by Kiparsky' s "alternation c 

including Kisseberth on Yawelmani, Jensen on Hungarian, and Hyman 

Other papers have defended a strict interpretation of 

notably Crothers and Harms. I will not defend either 

rather try to clear up some of the confusion involved in 

issue itself. I will show that Kiparsky's paper defends 

tinct interpretations of abstractness, which I 

clition, the Subset Condition, the Condition of No Absolute Neutrali 

and the Segment Paradigm Condition. The papers defining various de 

abstractness have proposed three other, somewhat weaker conditions 

in line with Kiparsky's desire to limit abstractness to that which 

empirically justified. These are the Feature Paradigm Condition, the 

Subset Condition, and the Nonarbitrariness Condition. 

I analyze a number of "abstract" analyses in the light of these 

criteria, as in the following table. 

Recover
ability 

Subset Cond 

No Absolute 
Neut 

Jensen 

Hun
garian 

YES? 

NO 

NO 

Segment Para- NO 
digm Cond 

Feature Para- NO 
digm Cond 

Feature Sub- YES 
set Cond 

Non-arbitrar- YES 
iness 

Eszter
gar 

Hungar
ian 

YES? 

YES 

NO 

NO 

NO 

YES 

NO 

Harris 

Spanish 

YES 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

English 

" 

YES 

YES 

YES 

NO 

NO 

YES 

YES 

Hyman Harms 

Nupe Nupe 

YES 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

NO 

NO 

YES 

NO 

Each of these analyses is abstract by some of these criteria 

abstract by others. There is no simple way to determine 

of any one of them in terms of its abstractness. Until the nature 

stractness is clarified, it is futile to try to decide what degree 

stractness is allowed in analysis. My research is aimed at 

NO 

NO 

NO 

correct abstractness condition, since there is now no single criterion 
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how abstract an analysis is. 

of Southern California [ FRI MORN : 2 ) 

s 

reports on a study of a sound change in progress in the West 

speech co11111unity. The vowel I::> I as in words like ~. caught, 

is shifting to /a/ in ordered phonetic contexts. While 

same pattern of change found in other areas of the United 

Los Angeles the change is socially distributed and has come Lo 

conclusion derives from comparison of two sets of data. 

1953, from twenty-three informants interviewed in this 

the Pacific Coas t, have been compared with 

from thirty-seven new informants interviewed in 1973. Inform

studies form a stratified sample of UMC , LMC and WC speakers. 

recent survey also represent four age groups: 16-25, 26-35, 

55; thus the change is traced in both "rea 1" and "apparent" 

, introduced by large numbers of LMe and We migrants from 

during and after World War II, is now rapidly advancing 

we as well as among all younger speakers. The phonetic 

by which the change is advancing are ordered, with nasals as 

able context, followed by voiced fricatives, voiceless stops, 

•ffected by the change from /::>I to /a/ is the UMe, which retains 

degree, even among the youngest group (aged 16-25). 

appear to be responsible for this social differentiation: 

decrease of in-migration during the last decade and a significant 

social mobility, which is reflected in a comparison of upward 

Of the LAPC informants, forty-three per 

y mobile; of the recent informants only nineteen per cent 

these more than half are over forty-five years of 

·f an on-going sound change, now at an early stage, from 

understanding of the Actuation, Transition, Embedding 

problems. 
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THOMAS F. JOHNSTON, Western Washington State College rsAT AFT:2] 

The Effects of Speech-Tone and s~eech-Rhythm on Tsonga Music, and 
~he System of Counter-Mechanisms Designed to Lighten this Control 

There are about 1,200,000 Tsonga (a Bantu language) speakers in Mo zam. 
bique and a further 700,000 in the Northern Transvaal. The former are kno~ 

to have been situated in their present location at least two or three cen. 

turies prior to the arrival of the Portuguese in the 16th century; the 

are a migrant group who moved westward following the 19th-century Zulu wars. 
Although the Tsonga possess strong cultural affinities with the Nguni group 

(Swazi, Zulu, and Xhosa), the language lacks the clicks which the Nguni 

presumably arriving first -- learned from the Bushmen and Hottentots. 

During the two years 1968-70 I carried out anthropological research 

among the Tsonga, under grants from the Wenner-Gren Foundation and the 

University of the Witwatersrand, I learned the language, and collected and 

studied over 500 traditional songs, paying particular attention to there

lation between speech patterns and the characteristic musical profiles of 

different bodies of songs. 

Tsonga possesses high, low, and falling speech-tones which largely de

termine the melodic rise and fall in song. This is most evident in the 

initial musical phrase, the words of subsequent phrases being 'suggested' 

by the sound of the first line of music (taking into account the on-going 

sense). But the most interesting aspect of speech-tone and speech-rhythm 

control in Tsonga music is the system of counter-mechanisms which work to 

free musical direction and musical pulse of linguistic restrictions. 

For instance, a recognized series of non-lexical syllab les is used to 

facilitate melodic choice where speech-tone and one-to-one relationship be

tween word-syllable and musical unit is deemed too limiting. The non-lexical 

syllables are, of course, free of speech-tone and may be assigned desired 

pitches quite freely (i.e., they possess no meanin g which could be impaired 

by so doing.) 

There is also a s ystem of harmonic equivalence among musical tones, 

whereby regular words may be assigned pitches which disregard normal speech

tone as long as those pitches are the recognized 'equivalents' -- usually 

a 4th (inverted 5th) musical interval away. 

When faced with t oo many syllables for too few musica l units, the 

Tsonga utilize a syste~ o f terminal syllable contraction, vowel elision, 

and vowel omission. When faced with too many musical units for t oo few 

syllables, they prolong terminal syllables, and also separate the nasalizing 

'm' from such bisyllabic words as mpfula (rain) in order to produce three 

'syllables'. 
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The systematic use of these counter-mechanisms resu lts in the avoidance 

ical monotony and the maintenance of a discreet balance between lin-

, social, and esthetic needs in Tsonga musical expression. 

[FRI MORN:6) 

of Finnish -han 

The appearance of the clitic -han attached to the first major const i t uent 

the surface structure of a Finnish sentence is associated with a plethora 

meanings, some apparently contradictory. It may signal a new discovery or 

assertion o f an old truth of current relevanc e : 

pieni maa. 
is a small country. 

"Finland is a small country, 
by golly." (I j ust found out.) 

"Finland is a small country, 
after all." ( I 'm remi ndi ng you.) 

can have eithe r meaning after verbs which can be taken 

direct discourse, external or internal, such as~' ~(to 

after semifactive verbs such as discover, ~· The sentence 

fekka sanoi etta Suomihan on pieni maa "Peter said Finland-han is a small 

either reports what he actually said, or it means that the speaker 

discover~d this (proba b ly be cause Peter told him so). But the 

negation of the sentence can only be underst ood as a report of direct dis

course: "Peter didn't say, 'Finland is a small country, by golly."' (Maybe 

be said, "Please pass the peas.") Simple belief by the speaker in the truth 

of the that clause is not a sufficient condition f or t he use of -han, be

cause belief does not make the fact new or re levan t : 

+ On outoa ett~ Suomihan on pien i ma~. 

+ It's peculiar that by golly Finland is a small coun try. 

The o ther use of -han is as an ameliorative, and used in this way, it 

is always attached to the verb, which is preposed (whether because of - han 

or independently remains t o be seen). There is a systematic ambiguity be

tween the ameliorative -han and the "after all" sense of -han which parallels 

the ambiguity of English tag questions: 

Ole than sin a ys tavani. 
Are-han you my friend. 

"You are my friend, aren't you?" 
(I'm asking for confirmation . ) 

"You are my friend, aren't you?" 
(="You 're my friend, after al l.") 
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The ameliorative use of -han blunts the force of direct questions and com. 
mands: 

Onko Suomi pieni maa? "Is Finland a small country?" 

Onkohan Suomi pieni maa? "I wonder if Finland is a small country." 

Anna leipaa! "Give (us) some bread," (Either a command or a plea) 

Annahan leipaa. "Give (us) some bread, will you?" 

-han in this sense appears in embedded clauses only in sentences which are 

requests for information, direct or indirect: 

Hanuan tietaa onkohan Suomi pieni maa. 

I want to know is Finland is a small country. 

*Pekka tiet~a onkohan Suomi pieni maa. 

Peter knows if Finland is a small country. 

It is not possible to account for the syntactic distribution of -han 

without reference to the conveyed illocutionary force of the sentence. For 

example, imperative sentences may be e ith~r commands or pleas. The ameli

orative -han is only compatible with the former kind, s oftening it to a 

mere suggestion. 

LAURI KARTTUNEN, University of Texas at Austin 

Presupposition and Linguistic Context 

[FRI AFT: 1] 

This paper attempts to give content to the informal notion of 'linguis

tic context" which is often appealed to in explaining how certain lexical 

items and syntactic constructions are used. What do we really mean when we 

say that such-and-such-a-thing "has to be understood in context"? It will 

be shown that by giving a precise answer to this question we gain an impor

tant insight into a phenomenon that has been much discussed recent ly: the 

cancelling of presuppositions in compound sentences. 

Here are some basic definitions: A context is a finite set of proposi

tions. It can be taken as an incomplete specification of some state of af

fairs. A context can be incremented by adding to it new propositions. A 

proposition P is entailed by a context X just in case P is true whenever all 

the propositions in X are true. (P need not be a part of X in order to be 

entailed by X.) An initial context for a discourse is the set of pr opos itions 

the speaker chooses to regard as being already known to him and to his intend

ed audience. (Whether it really is so or whether he really believes it to be so 

so is another matter.) In other words, the initial context is a set of com

mon background assumptions, it consists of all the presumed facts the audience 

supposedly no longer needs to be informed of. 
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tral idea in this paper is the following. Given the above deficen 

f i nitial context for a disc ourse , we can develop a very useful 
0 an 

t ·on that of a local context f or a sentence, which is defined 
no 1. • 

For each of the constituent clauses in a compound expression, 

a corresponding local context, which in general will be some 

ted extension of the initial context for the compound. This notion 

us to solve the so-ca lled projection problem for presuppositions in 

simple and natural way. 

all who have struggled with this prob lem have tried to derive 

compound expressions from those of their constituents. 

has turned out to be an extremely compl icated approach (see Karttunen ' s 

tering conditions"), We can get a much simpler answer by not asking 

the presuppositions of the compound actually are with respect to a given 

Instead we ask what the initia l context has to be like in 

to guarantee that the presuppositi ons of all the constituent clauses 

by their respective local context, It is exactly the same pr ob 

have t o turn it upside down to see how eas y it is t o s olve. 

University of Toronto (SUN AIT:3] 

In severa l recent papers (e .g., Shibatani (19 73) 1a· 49, 67 -86 and 

(1973) ~· 49, 439-446) the role of morpheme structure conditions has 

called into question. Specifically Harms has stated in discussing the 

of loan words that "nei ther the phonologica l rules nor the morpheme

conditions of current theories provide meaningful explanation of 

the available data" (442), The r ole of s urface phonet ic constraints has been 

emphasi~ed in this area. The aim of this paper is to gi ve an example of the 

treatment of l oan words in Odawa (Ojibwa) where the operative phonetic con

straints play no significant r o le, The ultimate underlying represe~tation of 

these loan words can only be explained by recourse to a morpheme-structure 

condition. 

Ojibwa has an MSC which specifies that no maj or category morpheme may 

~gin with a cons onan t cluster. This is NOT a surface phonet i c constrain t. 

Surface initial clusters arise as the resul t of a rule that deletes unstressed 

vowels, Ojibwa stres ses alternate even numbered lax vowels, s tarting from 

the beginning of the word or a tense vowel, Thus, akkwew ' woman' is realized 

phonetically as [kkwe], The crucial examp les here involve cases where Odawa 

~rrows English words with initial voiceles s obs truents and clusters. Engl i sh 
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voiceless obstruents are treated as fortis consonants in Odawa. These art 

underlying clusters and accordingly obey the MSC which prohibits their oc

currence initially. The English word pen is borrowed into Odawa as (ppen] 

where CC represents a fortis consonant. The possessive form (ntappen] 'my 

pen' shows us that the underlying form must be~· If~ were simply 

borrowed as~' we would expect the possessive form to be *[mppen]. This 

latter form is perfectly ok and violates no phonetic constraint. Thus, the 

only explanation for the initial vowel in the underlying representation of 

pen is that loan words must conform to this MSC. This fact is made more 

apparent when one considers loan words with initial voiced obstruents. The 

word bus is borrowed into Odawa as (pass]. The possessive form is [mpass] 

indicating that the underlying form must be pass, with no initial vowel. 

From these and o ther examples to be mentioned, it is clear that the 

treatment of English loan words in Odawa cannot be explained by surface 

phonetic constraints. MSC's play a crucial role in the shaping of loan 

words. 

DEBORAH KELLER-COHEN, SUNY, Buffalo 

Deictic Reference in Children's Speech 

[SAT AFT:3] 

The purpose of this paper is to examine the status of deictic reference 

h ld h 'ld The de<ct1'c verbs of in the speech of 19 Black t ree-year o c ~ ren, L 

motion will be examined in depth with reference to other aspects of the 

deictic system where the y add further credence to a particular finding. 

The data for this study are approximately 8 hours of spontaneous speech 

collected in a pre-school classroom. 

The hypothesis to be investigated is that ]e and take are more frequent 

d b · · the speech of children at this age due to two sets of than ~ an ~ 1n 

feature constraints on ~ and bring. 

a) Frequently the action e xpressed by ~ and bring does not origi

nate at the speaker's location at coding time but terminates somewhere 

closer to the speaker. 

1. "My people come out the door." 

2. "Bring it here." 

The speaker is not at the origin of the action but at the goal. For ]e and 

take the speaker is frequentl y nearer the source of the action . 

3. "They gotta go home." 

4, "We took it homes." 
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not necessarily the case f or adult speakers.) 

is to be expected since it is believed that the child first 

the core meaning of a lexical item within a semantic field and only 

acquires the derived meaning. Reasons for believing this will be of-

The anchoring of Lhe speech event is with the s peaker ~ the hearer 

and bring while anchoring is only with the speaker in ~ and take. 

"I'm not coming to school again." 

6, "This one go out." 

be made of certain concepts from Piagetian psychology in describing 

deictic s ystem functions for the child. A justification for their use 

provided. 

of this study is two-fold. First, it explores the 

ateness of Fillmore's description of deictic verbs (1973, Ad Hoc 

1973 Linguistic Institute) for child language. Second, it attempts 

certain characteristics of the deictic system in child language. 

child language has been neglected in linguistic research to date. 

B. KENDALL, Vassar College ( FRI MORN: 6 J 
I and /-m/ in Yavapai: A Problem of E lanatory Adequac 

In Yavapai, an American Indian language spoken in Arizona, there are 

exclusive final affixes, /-k/ and /-m/, appearing with high 

both nouns and verbs . On nouns these affixes may be defined 

in that they do not mark formal syntactic re

object) but function as markers of directional-locational 

associational cases, e . g.: 

(1) ?wa.-v-k ya.m-c-kin (house-dem-from come-pl-compl.) 

They came out of the house. 

(2) ?wa. qano·-~ ?-yov-ki~ (house mud-with 1-build-compl.) 

I bui lt a house with adobe. 

system, however, the function of these morphemes is not nearly 

IO clear, bringing up the question whether there is some underlying semantic 

•ity to the various uses of /-k/ versus those of /-m/ or whether there are 

in fact three or more homophonous uses of each. It is argued that while every 

language has a certain amount of homophony , an appeal to homophony as the 

t o the /-k/ /-m/ problem in Yavapai should be highly s uspect, given 

~e distribution of these morphemes and their frequenc y of occurrance . 
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A partial solution to the problem is to relate the uses of /-k/ and /-m/ to 

two general systems: one for signalling a switch in reference from the 

subject of one clause to the next, the other for indicating the factivity 

or non-factivity of the assertion made. Examples of reference switching 

follow, with /-k/ indicating that the subject of the next highest clause ia 

the same as the preceding one and /-m/ indicating a different subject for 

the two consecutive phrases: 

(3) tokatoka-~ Sala u·-t-~, cikwa'r-kam (Tokatoka-subj Thala 
see-temp-prox, smile-incompl.) 

(4) 

When Tokatoka saw Thala, he (Tokatoka) smiled/was smiling. 

tokatoka-~ Sala u'-t-m, ~ikwa·r-kam (Tokatoka-subj Thala 
see-temp, smile-incompl.) 

When Tokatoka saw Thala, she (Thala) smiled/was smiling. 

Examples of the factive and non-factive use of /-k/ and /-m/ are given be -

low, the /-m/ indicating factivity and /-k/ non-factivity of the assertion. 

(5) savakyuva-~ man-ki~ mpar qalYep-m (Savakyuva-subj fall-comp 
knee bad-fact) 

Savakyuva fell because his knee is bad. 

(6) savakyuva-c man-kin mpara qalYep-k (Savakyuva-subj fall-comp 
knee bad-nonfact) 

Savakyuva fell because he has a bad knee. 

The difference between (5) and (6) is essentially the difference between a 

description of an event and an explanation of it. The morpheme /-k/, in 

other words, indicates speaker's opinion or judgment. Other examples of 

/-k/ and /-m/ are given and related to the reference switching rule, the 

factivity rule or the nominal ca se marking s ystem. 

MICHAEL KENSTOWICZ, University of Illinois 

Mutually Contradicting Rules 

[FRI AFT:3] 

This paper is another contribution to the delimitation of the condi

tions under which it is appropriate to appeal to the device of rule ordering 

in phonology. In a recent study, Charles W, Kisseberth has suggested that 

certain kinds of "mutually bleeding" interactions may be the only situation! 

in which the appeal to precedence relations is required for a theory that 

makes full use of "derivational history" and sequences rules according to a 

principle of ''minimal opacity." 

In this paper another general type of rule interaction is isolated 

whose proper description seems to require a language-particular rule ordering 
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Schematically, these situations involve the following k ind of 
t. 

ip between two only partially overlapping rules A and B: one 

specifies a segment for some value (X ( .. + or - ) for a feature F, while 

specifies a segment for the value -(X for F. A rule ordering 

will be required for those contexts in which the two rules overlap. 

example, in Slovak there is a rule A that lengthens the final vowel 

stem in the context ____ c1# (cf. kopit-o n. sg., kopi:t g.pl. 

Another rule B shortens a long vowel after a syllable containing 

vowel (cf. ~ n. sg., ~: n.pl. 'city' ; but dla:t-o n. sg. , 

*dla:t-a: n. pl. 'chisel'). These two rules overlap in the deri-

of the underlying form /ffpi:smenft/, g.pl. 'letter'. Rule A requires 

be long, while rule B requires it to be short. Thus, the two rules 

.~,ra[•~~t each other. The derivation of the correct output, which is 

nothing to do with "derivational history", 

opacity" , "maximal rule utilization", " pr oper inclusion", or "simul

application", to mention the most well known principles that have 

proposed to guarantee the proper sequencing of r ules i n a derivation. 

like the one just described, it seems that a rule ordering 

A precedes B is the most appropriate way to insure derivation 

correct output. 

addition to Slovak, I have found examples of such mutually contra

rules in a number of other diverse languages. These i nclude Rundi, 

li, Tubatulabal, Nootka, Makah, Carib, and Hebrew. Time permitting, 

of these examples will be discussed as well. 

r conclude that mutually contradicting r u les constitute one of the most 

challenges to "no ordering" theories of phonology and de fine a 

category of rule interaction for which the dev i ce of rule ordering 

(SISTER) CAROLYN K~SSLER, Immaculate College of Washington; 
Stanford University 

!Qstsemantic Processes in Children with Language Delay 

[SAT AFT:3] 

In examining the acquisition of postsemantic processes (Chafe, 1970) by 

children who have passed beyond the normal cr i tical period for development 

of certain processes, focus is given to realizations o f surface struc tures 

and their relationship with the abstract configurations that account for se

aantic content. This paper reports the findings of a l ongitudinal study of 

I group o f ten children undergoing therapy because of language delay. Emphasis 
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is given to the acquisition of a set of eight grammatical morphemes 

noun plurals, progressive verb markers, prepositions, and articles, 

mined from language samples collected from each child at three-month inter

vals according to standardized procedures. 

Findings o f this study indicate that children manifesting linguistic 

delay follow the same basic route as normal children in constructing their 

grammars. The overall pattern, constructed from averaging mean scores for 

each structure at each of Brown's (1973) developmental stages, corresponds 

to a normal acquisition curve. Furthermore, the sequencing of specific 

structures with respect to each other corresponds to the ordering observed 

for normal children. 

In addition to implications for practical applications in diagnostic 

and therapeutic work with language delayed children, the findings of this 

study support the concept o f language universals and the species-specific 

nature of language itself. Delay in language acquisition may well have 

some of its roots in failure to construct the underlying configurations or 

failure to apply the postsemantic process linking the semantic structures 

with the surface form. But results of this study indicate that acquisition 

of semantic configurations and postsemantic processes derives from a pattern 

common to first-language acquistionn. 

Chafe, Wallace. 1970 . Meaning and the structure o f language. Chicago: 
University o f Chicago Press. 

Brown, Roger. 1973. A first language. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University. 

KONG-ON KIM, University of Southern California [SUN AFT:2) 

The Nature of Temporal Relationship Between Adjacent Segments 
in Spoken Korean 

This paper examines the relationship of duration between adjacent seg

ments in spoken Korean and discusses the implications of the observed rela

tionship with special reference to the unit of time programming in speech. 

It is argued that the current claim that segments are not the units of time 

programming has no ground. Results of two experiments are described. Dura

tion measurements are made from spectrograms made from recordings of test 

utterances by native speakers of standard Korean. 

The first experiment deals with the relationship between eight selected 

consonants and adjacent vowels in VCV sequence (-apa-, -asa-, -ama-, etc . ). 

Along with such previously known factors as manner and place of articulation 

of the consonants, this experiment demonstrates that the duration of the 
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s plays a significant role in affecting the duration of adjacent 

The high degree of negative correlation between the eight consonants 

vowels indicates that a consonant with a relatively long intrinsic 

shortens the vowels adjacent to it. Statistical data also show 

syllable boundary between the first vowel and the consonant does 

suggesting that the syllable is not the unit 

programming in speech. 

second experiment investigates the relationship of duration between 

segments in a sentence as observed from numerous repetitions of 

Interestingly, the results are similar to those from English 

reported by Lehiste, Kozhevnikov et al, and others. That i s, 

a significant negative correlation between adjacent segments re-

o£ the boundaries of the syllable, morpheme, or word. However, 

data of my experiment suggest that recent attempts to use the 

tive correlation between adjacent segments as a clue to finding the 

of time programming could be groundless. The data presented in this 

argue that the segments (or phonemes) are the units of time program-

HYMAN, University of Southern California (SUN MORN:6) 

played a key role in the development of pho

,_.,.ol~><:al theory. On the one hand, redundancies on the systematic phonemic 

have in most cases been s tated in terms of constraints on morphemes 

rules or morpheme structure conditions). On 

phonolog ical rules have often been writen with morpheme (+) 

In fact, the + boundary has been s o widely accepted by genera-

tive phonologists, that it has been questioned only recently. In particular, 

looper (19 72) and Vennemann (1972) argue that certain cons train ts on phono

as well as certain phonological proces ses, should be 

syllable boundaries. 

While we accept their position for the examples they discuss, we should 

to further argue in this paper that other case s must be stated in terms 

f ward structure conditions (WSC's). It is claimed that all phonological 

Md phonetic constraints and processes (rules) can be adequately stated in 

brms of syllable and word boundaries, and that morpheme boundaries have 

in generative phonology. 
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We shall focus on examples from Korean, Japanese, English and 

which illustrate the speakers' unawareness of morpheme boundaries. 

reservation we shall make is that languages do appear to require something 

akin to a "stem" boundary, which we suggest should be treated as an "in 

word boundary in all cases -- as required, for example, in the underlying 

representation /sing#er/ in English, in order to obtain the deletion of /g/ 

(cf. on the other hand /long+er/, where, as we would predict, the+ boundary 

has no effect and the /g/ remains. 

The implications of this strong constraint on phonological theory -

that phonological conditions and rules not make reference to the + boundary 

are discussed, Specifically, it follows from our position that the 

consists solely of words and grammatical morphemes, Finally, it is argued 

that this modification of generative phonology correctly limits the degree 

of phonological abstractness which is p~rmitted in underlying forms. 

PAUL KIPARSKY, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

The Declension of Indo-European -I-Stems 

[FRI AFT:4] 

Szemer~nyi (1970) has proposed that the closed declension of IE -1- and 

-~-stems was originally distinguished from the open declension by the opera

tion of a vowel insertion process which applied before a prevocalic sonorant 

that remained syllabic because of Sievers' Law. Kiparsky (1977) has shown 

that Szemer~nyi's hypothesis explains the accentual behavior of these stems, 

and accounts for such hitherto ill-understood patterns as *doru ~*drew-(o)s. 

In this paper it will be shown that the same rules also account for the 

difference between the devi and~~ declension types, on the assumption 

their declensional suffixes are -y8 - and -i8-, respectively. This enables us 

to relate the morphological difference of the two suffixes to the fact that 

-y~- is never inherently accented, whereas -i~- is always inherently accented. 

Furthermore, the ano~alous position of stri, which has a composite paradigm 

made "!>of both devi and ~liki forms, is shown to follow from its special 

segmental shape. An especially interesting consequence of this analysis is 

h t · usually assumed, need not be sub: that the laryngeals, contrary tow a LS 

ject to special syllabification rules, but fit into the pattern of the other 

sonorants. We show that this holds up in other cases as well, where special 

behavior of laryngeals has traditionally been posited. 
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and SANDRA A. THOMPSON, University o f California, 
Los Angeles fSAT MORN:3] 

Semantics of Sensor lements in En ish 

The analysis o f sentences of the form I saw her drown/drowning appears to 

initially umproblematic. The incoherence of *I saw her drown, but I didn't 

suggests (i) that the subject of the plain or -ing form in a sensory 

is the logical direct object o f the sensory verb. Similar ly , 

*I saw her drown, but she didn't suggests (ii) that the sensory 

the perceived event, as in Karttunen (1971). Finally, such 

I saw her drowning/*drown, but I rescued her appear to (iii) 

tiate traditional characterizations of the plain/-ing opposition as 

..... pRI~GR.ESSIVE/PROGRESSIVE (Palmer (1966) or PERFECTIVE/ IMPERFECTIVE ( Zand

(1960)). It is not difficult to show that all three of these claims 

false. A sentence such as I have watched povert y ruin many farmers does 

imply I have watched poverty, thereby falsifying (i). In like manner, (ii) 

invalidated by The delirious patient saw the window turn into a giant eye. 

imply that the perceived transformat i on actually t oo k place. 

as We are really seeing Jim grow up this year, implying in 

not We are seeing + Jim grows up but rather We are seeing ~ 

up, vitiates the correlation of plain/-ing complements with 
~~'--""=-=--------

non-progressive/progressive, falsifying (iii). In addition , sentences such 

18 We saw her just sit there, where her sitting need not be completed, fal Js 

outside traditi onal notions of perfectivity, further falsifying (iii) . It 

would thus appear that while (i) - (iii) may characterize the messages com

IIUI'Iicated by particular examples, they cannot be considered the explicit 

1ssertions of sensory verb sentences in general. Rather, t hey are inferences 

in the sense of Bolinger (1971). The crucial task in understanding the se

aantics of sensory verb complements is t o determine just how such inferences 

1re made. And this, we submit, can be done only by first delineating what 

sensory verb complements actually claim and what strate gies an d cons iderat ions 

Ire involved in their use. 

In the case of (i) and (ii) above, the s o lution is transparent . All that 

the sensory verb sentences c laim explicitly is that the si tuation given by 

the complement is perceived in the manner specified by the sensory verb. It 

is the respective nature o f the s ituation in the complement and of the percep

tion process that determine whether one must perce ive the individual partic i 

pants in the situation. 

The inference that the perceived situation is real results from the over

whelming practicality of accepting the evidence o f one's s enses and of as

luning that others are sane; it is thus understandabie that - in the absence 

of evidence to the contrary - sensory verb s entences will b~ taken as re fer ring 
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to fact, 

The issues raised by perfectivity, on the other hand, are relatively 

complex. Here we argue that the plain/-ing contrast signals not tradi tiona} 
notions of duration or perfectivity but rather that the situation named by 

the complement is to be taken, respectively, as BOUNDED or UNBOUNDED in 

One way a situation can be temporally bounded is if it is controlled - turned 
on and off - by the participants involved. When the participants cannot be 

agents and when no other reason is given for the delimitation in time, the 

use of the plain form may be incoherent. Compare, e.g., I saw the girl/ 

*your glasses lie on the bed but I saw your glasses lying on the bed, where 

girl is more likely to be agentive than glasses, and~ but not~ claims 

temporal boundedness. This inference of agentivity clearly a t f ccoun s or the 

interpretation of We saw her just sit there not as claiming that we saw her 

sit down or get up, but that during some fixed period she refused to do any-
thing but sit, 

Given the invariant semantic content of sensory verb complements and the 

basis for the inferences that speakers regularly make from them, we can ex

plain the interpretation of a wide range of examples, We conclude that the 

analysis of sensory verb complements provides considerable evidence that the 

grammar specifies far less of the message than has previously been thought. 

Bolinger: "Semantic Overloading: a restudy of the 
Karttunen: "Implicative Verbs," Language; Palmer: 
~t_h~e~E~n~g~l~i~s~h~V~e~r~b; Zandvoort: A Handbook of English 

JARED S. KLEIN, University of Georgia 

verb remind," Language; 
A Linguistic Study of 
Grammar 

[FRI AFT:4) 

one whom they yoke, that one do they make climb.' 

tam u is therefore highly archaic and represents a collocation 

ear ly 
became petrified in a hi-morphemic state and consequently was 

from its corresponding nominative *sau. 

University (SAT MORN:4) 

ish "Se" 

Spanish impersonal "Se" has been considered to manifest itself in two 

surface structure as in (1) 

a. Se alquila los apartamentos 

b. Se alquilan los apartamentos 

which are held t o derive from the same deep structure string. 

has posed some rather intricate syntactic problems which 

led one analyst (Otero) to claim that the rules are in effect "ungram-

paper presents arguments against the basic ten~t of these analyses, 

have the same deep structure, and presents a new analysis 

source. 

Evidence against a common deep structure position is adduced from sen

as (2)-(~) below to show that sentences of the (l)a and (l)b 

type differ systematically in selectional restrictions, properties of strict 

aubcategori~ation, and of semantic interpretation. 

( 2) Se rehus6 comer l as peras 

Vedic t~m u and Sanskrit asau *Se r eh urson comer las peras 
(3) *Se hir6 a los toros por el torero 

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the paradigmatic relationship Se vendie r on los coches por el dueno 
Se arregla las casas = (Some)one arranges things 

of Vedic tam u to the Sanskrit as~u pronoun. 

It has been generally maintained s ince Brugmann that Proto-Indo-Iranian 

*sau (Avestan hau, Sanskrit asau) contains the nominative singular *s~. *s~ 
of the demonstrative pronoun together with an u-element, probably related to 

the particle *u. The >'<se-/t~~ pronoun was in Indo~European a neutral demon

strative, non-committal as to the position of its referent. *u, on the other 

hand, was a pronominal e lemen t of distal reference. The distal nuance is 

present in Sanskrit asau. It is also present in the Rig-vedic collocation 

tam u 'that one' which, when employed anaphorica lly following a relative 

pronoun, represents the original l ocus of u in tt-e Rig-veda. E.g.; 

( 1) yam yunjanti tam v ~ sthapayan ti (VI.45.16a) 
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(4) 

Se arreglan la s cosas Things arrange themse lves 

It is also shown that these senten ces differ transformationally. Sentences 

of the type of (l)a delete the~ in infinitival complements whereas those of 

the (l)b type do not. 

Counter evidence is g iven against other assumptions necessitated by the 

basic deep structure assumption in current analyses o f this phenomenon, e.g., 

Otero's verb-direct object agreement rule, and Contreras' subjectiviz~tion 

rule. 

The new analysis proposed claims greater naturalness and generality and 

accounts for otherwide refractory syntactic facts, e.g., the ungrammaticality 

of (S)a versus the acceptable (S)b 
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(5) a. x Se los alquilan 

b. Se los alquila 

Under this proposed analysis (S)a is simply accounted for since it is 

postulated that its source is intransitive. 

HAROLD J. KOCH, The Australian National University 

The Hittite Factitive Verbs in ~nu-
[FRI AFT:4) 

This paper studies the transitive verbs in -~- which are derived from 

adjectives. It attempts through internal reconstruction to discover the 

original status of this class in the Anatolian languages. 

The individual verbs are examined with particular regard to the stem 

of the founding adjective. It turns out that almost all these factitives 

are derived from !-stems (e.g., maknu- 'multiply' - mekki- 'many', harganu

'whiten'- harki- 'white') or from ~-stems (e.g.,~- 'diminish'- t~u-

'little', parganu- 'raise' parku~ 'high'). 

Comparison with an alternate factitive formation in -ahh- yields the 

following distribution, which admits of very few exceptions. !-stems form 

derivatives only in -ahh- (newa- 'new' ~ newahh- 'renew'), ~-stems only 

in -nu- (tepu· ~ tepnu-). Of the !-stems, those with inflectional ablaut 

produce factitives in ~nu- (~-/-!1- ~ harganu-) while non-ablauting stems 

have factitives in -ahh- (nakki- 'heavy' ~ nakkiyahh- 'make heavy'). Since 

ablauting !-stem adjectives are not an inherited category, the factitive 

formation in -nu- must originally have been restricted to ~-stem adjectives, 

just as the derivatives in -ahh- were formed originally from stems in ·!

(IE *-~-). In the derivatives from ~-stems the formation is to be analysed 

as the infixation of -~- before the adjectival suffix. 

ScholPrs have traditionally claimed that the factitives in -nu- resulted 

from an extension to adjectival bases of a deverbal, transitivizing suffix 

-nu- founo, e.g., in wahnu- 'turn' (tr.) weh- 'turn' (intr.) and linganu-

'put under oath'- link- 'swear'. But the fact that-~- is here analysed 

as a suffixal unit rather than infixed nasal plus -~-, together with the 

extreme productivity of the deverbative type, indicates that t:lis formation 

is posterior to the factitive construction. In fact, we can see how it a· 

rose from the derivatives of ~-stem adjectives. 

The formation of factitives by the infixation of -~- into adjectival 

stems in -~- represents an archaic derivational process that deserves to 

be explored further in its Indo-European context. 
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. paper "Abstractness, Opacity, and Global Rules," Kiparsky (1973) 
In hl.S 

the following universal principle of rule~application: 

t omatic neutralization processes apply only to derived 
Non-au 
forms. 

that this constraint is incompatible with the existence of 11 be shown 
ically ordered rules in a large class of cases involving potential 

feeding relations. Kiparsky's natural and well~substantiated neu~ 

constraint will thus be seen to provide additional independent 

the hypothesis that all rule-ordering constraints are determined 

universal rather than language-specific principles. 

The relation between rule~ordering and neutralization restrictions will 

demonstrated with respect to two well-known standard analyses based on the 

of extrinsic~ordering. The first involves the proposed rules of Diph· 

tion and Loss of Medial Voiced Continuants in Modern Standard Finnish. 

argues that these rules must be extrinsically ordered in a 

relation to account for the fact that long mid vowels arising 

a consequence of the loss of a medial voiced continuant (e.g., teYe >tee) 

not undergo Diphthongization (e.g., tete >~>*tie) in this dialect. 

, contrary to Kiparsky (1973), the demons trably non-automatic neutrali· 

of Diphthongization is permitted to apply to non-derived forms 

not to derived forms. 
Th• second analysis involves the proposed rules of Vowel Shift and Velar 

Softening in Modern English. Chomsky (1967) and Chomsky and Halle (1968) ar

~ that these rules must be extrinsically ordered in a counter-feeding re

lation in order to account for forms like medicate (cf. medic, medicine), where 

1 non-softened velar occurs before a derived non-low vowel, and criticize (cf. 

1) h a Softened Velar occurs before a VO\vel that is super-
~. critica , w ~re 
ficially low but derived from a vowel that is non~low. Again, contrary to 

Kiparsky 1 s constraint, the non~automatic neutralization process of Velar 

Softening is permitted to apply to non-derived forms (as in~· giraffe, 

courage), but no t to derived forms (as in medicate, allegation). 

For each o f these cases it will be shown that, given Kiparsky's neutrali

zation constraint, it follows that one o f the rules proposed in the standard 

analysis is not a possible rule for the language in question. A natural alter

native analysis for each language will be presented, and it will be shown that 

these analyses are consistent both with the neutralization constraint and with 

the assumption that no rules of grammar are extrinsically ordered. 
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STEPHEN D. KRASHEN, Queens College, CUNY [FRI MORN:4} 
Two Studies in Adult Second Language Learning 

Exposure to primary linguistic data is apparently sufficient for 

ful language acquisition by children. For adult second language learning 

however, it has been supposed that some sort of formal instruction · 
l.s ne 

sary as well. In this paper, studies aimed at determining the necessity 

kind of instruction are described. The results of such studies shed light 

on child-adult differences in language acquisition and on corsica! proce 

involved in language acquisition in general. 

While there have been some informal reports of adults "picking up" 

foreign languages with great success (Hill, 1967), Krashen and Seliger 

have recently provided empirical support for the necessity of formal ins 

tion for most adults involved in language learning. It was found that 

adults learning a second language in the country in which the language 

spoken, proficiency in the spoken language was significantly related to 

of formal study and not to the amount the language had been used by the 

learner. 

Accepting the necessity of formal instruction, what is the best method? 

In general, no clear-cut superiority of one method over another has been 

demonstrated (Scherer and Wertheimer, 1964; Chastain, 1970). Research in 

progress in Conjugate Lateral Eye Movement and language learning helps to 

resolve this problem by showing that different kinds of learners exist and 

succeed at different methods. Bakan (1969, 1971) has shown that the direc

tion of eye movement in response to questions requiring reflection is an 

indication of cerebral hemisphere dominance; right eye movement reflects 

left hemisphere thought (propos itional, analytic, linear) and left eye move

ment reflects right hemisphere thought (analog , inductive). Krashen 

and Hartnett have found that ~ uccessful s tudents o f the Bull method of 

learning Spanish, a deductive, analytic method, showed significantly more 

right Conjugate Lateral Eye Movement than successful students of the Barca 

method, a more inductive method. 

The results of the eye movement study indicate that adults may use either 

deductive or inductive strategies in learning languages while the results of 

the first study show that they need formal language environments in addition 

to exposure to primary linguistic data. Children, however, are uniformly 

successful with induction in informal learning environments. 

The finding that adult left movers (right hemisphere preference) are most 

successful with induction raises the possibility, suggested by R. Harshman, 

that the right hemisphere may play a greater role in first language acquis i

tion than previously thought. This hypothesis is consis tent with observations 

of language impairment with right hemisphere lesions observed in young children. 

(R. Harshman, S. Krashen, and D. Harshman). 
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the Nupe consonant-glide-vowel sequences [Cya) and [Cwa}, 

posits underlying /Ce/ and /C~/ and two rules. The first 

or labializes the consonants. The second, a rule of absolute 

on, rewrites fe a n/ as [a]. 

analysis to be proposed here has neither Hyman's Palatalization/ 

tion Rule nor the Absolute Neutralization Rule. Instead, the fea-

of Hyman's underlying lei and /o/ are sequenced by rule: e ~ ya and 

the feature [+front] (or [+round]) preceding [+low]. . . 
Sequencing rules are implicit in analyses of complex segments such as 

It*/, where the features [- continuant, +sibilant) and [- continuant , 

11 must be sequenced on the phonetic level. 

important consequence of sequencing vowel features in Nupe is that 

the features posited for the underlying representations appear also 

corresponding phonetic representations. Consequently, the features 

distin guish I e a o/ on the phonological level provide the 

on the phonetic level. There is no elimination on the phonetic 

1 of any distinctions existing on the underlying level , i.e., there is no 

of any type in this analysis. Thus, contrary to Hyman's claims, 

does not provide support in favor of the not ion of absolute 

A recent proposal by Harms (1g. 49.439ff) will also be discussed, and 

the underlying representations posited by Hyman (and 

the alternative presented here) are superior to those proposed 

University of Rochester [SUN MORN:S) 

A Case for Vowel 

A pilot study suggested that where two f or ms of a verb are acceptable , 

(such as knelt, kneeled), if one of those forms containe d a nuc lear vowel 

.bich corresponded to the stressed vowel of t he preceding subject NP, in

formants regular ly favored that form. I wi ll present the evidence in detail 

study, and conclude with a discussion of the implications 

of vowel harmony as an influential factor governing stylistic choice. 

Fifteen verbs whose simple past tense can be both regular (/- t , -d , 

·td/) or irregular (internal vowel change, with or without an additional 
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consonant suffix) were presented to 60 college students in a number of 

The first step was to obtain the relative frequencies of each of 

variants for each verb in a neutral environment : that is, either in isola. 

tion, or where the preceding and following stressed vowels were mi dway dif. 

ferent from that of the verb nucleus, using the Chomsky-Halle feature s 

as a matrix. Next minimal pairs were 

choices t owards or away fr om each variant. For example, when informants 

were asked to give the past tense of the following sentences; 

Michael dives bellyflops from dizzying heights 

Marconi dives bellyflops from dizzying heights 

they responded more frequently with "Michael dived," but ''Marconi dove." 

In both cases, th~ numb~r o f responses giving the corresponding variant 

represented a significant increase from the ratio found in neutra l environ

ment. 

The results thus far indicate that a preceding corr espondi ng s t ressed 

vowel has far more effect than a following one. I am presently 

the effects of multiplying the preceding vowels , as in 

Smelly Nellie kneels nightly in her knickers 

and 

Mealy-mouthed menials knee l nightly in their kni ckers. 

MARTHA LAFERRIERE, Queens College of CUNY 

The Unstressed Vowe ls in Old High German 

[SUN MORN :4) 

The r e duc tion of Old Hi gh German (OHG) full uns tresse d f inal vowe ls t o 

lal i s cons i dered t o have taken place between the 9th and mid-11th centuries. 

Linguistic and orthogr a phic evidence , however , indic a t e a differen t ana lysis: 

1. short un s tressed vowels in c l osed syll ables already had t he 
va lue lal in earlies t OHC, and not f or the fir s t t ime in the 
11 t h century. 

2. a maj or dia lect divi s i on exis t ed be tween Al emannic and non
Alemannic ( Bavarian and Franconian) i n the devel opment o f 
unstr essed vowe ls. 

lal in Cl ose d Syllables . Orthographic ~ i n D Pl. hi r t um ( ~ -_2!!!) could 

no t have had the same va lue as u in I Sg. hirti u , s ince on l y hirtum was sub

j ect t o the early l oss o f the gl i de [j] before unstress ed non-round vowels (cf. 

hirtiu , h i rteo vs. hir t es , hirte , and hirtum!). Therefore~ in~ was 

not a back r ound vowel, but already a [ a ) in early OHG , if not a lready in pre

OHG. The anal ys is i s extended t o masc . and neuter D pl . i n -urn ~ -~; t o 

weak nouns; and t o the pr et . pl . of certain verbs . 
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rais i ng of! t o ! be fore ! or ~ o f t he fol l owi ng syll able a f fe c t ed 

verb forms hilpu, ~ ( hilpi s, n i mi s , etc.), with [ i j from underlying 

true (u]; but in h~lpum , n~mum, n~mut, nouns h~rzun, stgrnun , ~ 

o f ~ to i • and hence could no t have been a 

but rathe r a l re ady lal· 
On l y Alemannic manus cript s give ev i dence o f long 

II _ II _ 

nouns gebom, herzom; 

~); Bavar i an an d Fran conian manuscripts r ecor d exac tl y 

-~_-om a l terna ti on di s played b y masculine and neuter D P l. , e . g., 

[am ]. I n Bavar ian and Franconi an, unstr es sed long vowels 

and reduced t o [:;.I e arlier t han in Al emannic. (Even i n 

is ev idence for reduced v owe ls in the se pos itions, cf . St. 

a reinter pre ta t i on of OHG uns t resse d f i na l vowel s bas~d on 

formal grammar and orthogr aphic systemat i city i ndicate s 

t o fa l occurred much earlier in certain areas , and i n 

con texts , than us uall y as s umed. 

ISUNMORN:l ] 

Context s in whic h a quantified NP is conjoined to a non-quantified NP 

a leveling effect on the famil iar quant i fier -negative idiolect var iation 

assignment of scope. I nformants who find tha t ( 1) has only a Neg Q 

ading , or is ambiguous between a Neg V and Neg Q reading, find that (2) has 

pr imar y Neg V reading and possibl y one (or more) of 3 'secondary' (reduced 

Neg Q readings . The possibility of a secondary 

not r estr icted to, sentences in which the con 

NP is in post - negative position. 

(1) Al l the arrows didn't hit the tar get . 

Neg Q: Not a ll t he arrows hit the target . 

Neg V: Al l the arrows missed the t arge t . 

(2) All my gerbe ls and Fred' s rat didn't qua l ify for the Rodent Race. 

A. Neg V: All my gerbels fai led to qualify for the Rodent Race and 
Fred ' s rat fai led to qua li fy for the Rodent Race. 

B. Neg Q-Neg V 
Split : 

C. Bracketing: 

Not a ll my ger be l s qualified for the Rodent Race 
and Fred's rat didn't qualify for t he Rodent Race . 

Not al l of the group ' my gerbels and Fred ' s rat' 
qua l ified for t he Rodent Race . 
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D. Neg-And: It is no t the case both that all my gerbels qualified 
for the Rodent Race and that Fred's rat qualified for 
the Rodent Race. 

Existing models of rule ordering (including models in which rules are 

unordered) cannot account for both (3) and (4) when the standard generative 

semantics analysis of quantifiers as higher predicates is applied to these 

sentences. My informants who find (1) ambiguous find that the Not Transpor 

tion (NT) environment disambi guates to a Neg Q reading (e.g., (3)); but 

continues to have the same preferred Neg V reading as (2) (and also the 

possible secondary Neg Q readings). 

(3) I don't think all the arrows hit the target. 

(4) I don't think all my gerbels and Fred's rat qualified for 
the Rodent Race. 

To account for the unambiguous Neg Q reading of (3), Quantifier Lowering 

must be constrained to appl y after NT. But to account for both the A and B 

readings of (4), QL must apply be fore NT, since NT cannot apply until Con

junction Reduction (CR) has applied, and CR cannot apply until QL has 

A model that assigns scope on the basis of a hierarchy of primacy re

lations, using derivational constraints or surface structure i nterpretation 

rules, cannot account for the preference of the Neg V reading for (2), nor 

for the improvement, but continued 'secondariness', of the Neg Q readings 

when the conjoined quanti f ied NP occurs in post-negative position. Adding 

conjunction to the hierarchy doe s not improve matters: the conjuction con

texts cannot be fitted into a linear hierarchy. 

These largely negative results suggest the speculation that relations 

like stress, linear order, conjunction, etc. interact, at least in part, in 

a continuous fashion, and that this complex interaction determines the scope 

of logical predicates in a sentence. 

BEATRIZ LAVANDERA, Universidad de Buenos Aires 

Independent Morphemes or Surface Variants? 

[FRI MORN:2 ) 

Once we go "above and beyond phonology" to account for syntactic and se

mantic variation, some of the internal factors that influence the actuation 

of the variable rules may be semantic features. If so, where is the l imit 

between non-social meaning differences that can be included probabilistically 

in a structura ll y simple variable rule and those differences which must already 

be present at deeper levels? 

We will present an example taken from an exhaustive qualitative and 

quantitative analysis of [-Past) hypothetical si-clauses in Buenos Aires 
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(Example: Si tuviera (Imperfect Subjunctive)rVtuviese (Imperfect 

. ),...., tendr!a (Conditional) --.J tengo (Present Indicative)<"-' ten!a ct1ve 

t ·ve Indicative). The main sample of 90 interviews of 45 minutes tee 1 

S ents three ase groups, three educational leve ls and both sexes. repre 

1 S were elicited at the informal end of the scale. The analysis of 
stYe 

f rom the sample was checked against data from 40 interviews not indata 
d in this design. A complementary sample of 20 informants -- boys and 

between 13 and 15 -- of Argentine grade school and college parents, 

used f or comparison. 

As reported previously for two of the variants, we can predict the 

variable rule: 

Impf. Subj. -+ (Condit)/ (:icondi~ (NP) 0-college l 
(-Past] educatio~ 
(+Fut> 

, once meaning i s inc luded , s peakers who have 4 or 5 variants in their 

repertoire definitely base the i r choice more on what they mean than on any

thing else and all other factors yield to t he intended message . 

The challenge of dealing with syntac tic vari ables is thus not so much 

rarity of their occurrance as their fr equently meaningful component. 

could infer from the statistical observed frequencies pr obabi l istic 

estimates as to the occurrence of these different " variants", where does this 

begin to differ from predicting probabilistically the ratio of occurrence of 

[+Past) to [-Past) tenses, or of [+Neg) to [-Neg] for paraphrastic sentences? 

We will propose an analysis for Spanish which shows that the var iation 

between ra vs . se is more suitable to be accounted for i n a scalogram or a 

variable rule than re vs . r{a where meaning may occur for some sociolinguistic 

groups as an outweighing factor, and that quantitative methods are no longer 

revealing for the variation 

Imperf. Subj .(:: vs. Pres. I ndic. vs. Imper f. 
Indic 

The relationship among the five variants of this syntactic variab l e is t hus 

not the same among al l of them and must be dealt with at different poin ts in 

the grammar . 
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GREGORY LEE, University of Hawaii [SAT MORN:S) 

Stress Contours of English Words and Sentences 

Most English sentences can be said with a variety of stress contours. 

With s ome of these possible contours are associated special emphases or mean. 

ings; yet sentences of some complexity can generally have several neutral 

declarative contours. For instance, for the sentence Only two men left, 

all of the following contours are fairly neutral: 

4 3 2 1, 

3 4 2 1, 

3 2 3 1, 

2 3 4 1. 

I propose that some of the alternatives in such cases result when a 

sentence may have several different superficial structures. An optional 

adjustment rule may eliminate any of several tree nodes, thus simplifying 

constituent structure . A stress assignment rule then associates with each 

structure a stress contour. There will be as many contours associated with 

a sentence as there are ways of simplifying the structure of the sentence; 

furthermore, the most "relaxed" intonation will correspond to the simplest 

constituent structure. 

This approach can easily be extended to account for many facts concern

ing the stress contours of English words. One need only to assign each non

compound word a multiple-branching structure in which each syllable counts 

as a constituent. 

MARY HOPE LEE, University of Pennsylvania (FRI MORN:4) 

Possible Evidence for the Existence of a Continuum in Nigerian Pidgin 

Observers of English language behavior in Nigeria have noted its varying 

range in usage from something very much like Standard Eng,ish to what is called 

Pidgin, with "various admixtures" in between (Bamgbose, 1971). But work by 

this author with a speaker of Nigerian Pidgin (NP) shows these various admixtures 

existing within one speaker as well as within the speech community as described 

by Bamgbose. In fact, NP seems to exhibit the characteristics of a creole 

continuum, ie., a system of variation between the two extremes of a standard 

language and a creole. But the notion of continuum has, up to this point, 

been exclusively applied to creoles, more specifically, "post creole speech 

communities, i.e., communities ~n which a creole is in the process of merging 

with a standard" (DeCamp 1971: 347). 
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current literature on continua deals with languages like Hawaiian 

ish, Jamaican Creole, and American Black English. However, NP is not a s 

8 
creole, i.e., native speakers of the language have not as yet been 

And yet the situation of NP fulfills the criteria for the esta

of a "creole" continuum: 1) dominant official language must be 

rd language corresponding to the creole, 2) former rigid social struc

must be broken down to a degree which allows "suffic ient social mobility 

to motivate l arge numbers of creole speakers to modify t heir speech in the 

tion of the Standard". (DeCamp, 351). 

The Standard in Nigeria is English. NP is English based. Increasing 

urbanization in Nigeria has brought many Africans into the c i ties from the 

villages, exposed them to Nigerian Pidgin and increased their chances of up-

The following is an example of variation in a speaker of Ni gerian Pidgin. 

This variation is £2! a function of style switching. 

/bet dis gyel him de tich bet him bi sobstitut laik him no de go 

sku laik evride . . . shi kan go to sku laik tri taimz ••• e wik .•• das 

tu mach wok fo ha .• . laik a tel am se hau yu de go sku de wok?/ 

"But this girl she teaches, but she is a substitute, like she doesn't 

go to school like everyday .•• she can go to school like three times . •. 

a week .•. that's too much work for her ..• like I told her, how do you 

go to school and work?" 

Variation in this sample is primarily in the pronominal forms, specifi-

cally, him -- shi ha -- am. /shi/ and /ha / are more toward the standard 

end of the scale and /him/ and /am/ are mo;::e Pidgin. /him/ and /shi/ are 

equivalen t forms as are /ha/ and /am/ and they are used interchangeably, all 

within the same discussion without change of topic, or focus or style. 

Positing a continuum for Nigerian Pidgin (a concept which has only been 

applied to post creole speech communities) seems to be the most plausible means 

of accounting for the variation exhibited in Nigerian Pidgin. 

A yo Bamgbose. 1971. "The English Language in Nigeria." In, John Spencer, 
ed. The English Language in West Africa, London : Longmans. 

David DeCamp. 1971. "Toward a generative analys is of a post creole continuum" 
in, Dell Hymes , ed. , Pidginization and Creolization of Languages , 
Cambridge: University Press. 
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PATRICIA LEE, Ohio State University 

Perlocution and Illocution 

[FRI MORN: 1] 

In certain types of sp~ech acts the distinction between illocutio nary 
force and perlocutionary force is difficult to perceive in a purely int . 

Ultl.ve 
manner. In this paper I provide several explicit tests for distinguishing 

illocution from perlocution. 

The distinction is a crucial one for speech acts whl'ch · 1 lnvo ve causation 
between the speaker and hearer, such as orders, requests and suggestions. 

These impositive speech acts are attempts to change or influence the b h . e avlor 
of the hearer, and consequently their illocutionary force always includes an 

intended perlocutionary effect. For this reason, determining whether the 

impositive effect of a speech act is illocutionary or perlocutionary is 

problematic. 

The tests I describe are of two types: contextual and syntactic. The 

contextual test concerns the appropriate sorts of responses which can be made 

to an illocutionary impos i tive act but not to an utterance having essentially 

the same perlocutionary force but which is not an illocutionary impositive. 

An examp le of this kind of test is the response OK which is appropriate to 

the indirect illocutionary request I'd like you to close the door but not to 

the perloc~tionary request, The flies are getting in. 

There are several syntactic tests which distinguish illocution from per

locution. Among them is the placement of the sentential adverb please which 

occurs at the end of the sentence for indirect illocutionary requests (e.g., 

I'd like you to close the door, please) and at the beginning for perlocution

ary requests (e.g., Please, the flies are getting in). Another rather large 

category of syntactic tests concerns various kinds of tags which may occur 

on illocutionary impositives but not on purely perlocutionary ones. Examples 

o f some of these are: I'd like you to close the door, if you will vs . *The 

flies are getting in, if you will; How about a drink, h•1h? vs. I'm thirsty, 

~; Get the telephone, can you? vs. *The telephone's ringing, can you? 

Perlocution and illocution are concepts essential to a semantic or 

pragmatic theory of language; hopefully the differentiation between them 

presented here will help clear the way for the development of such a theory 

or the or ie s. 
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LEGUM, SWRL Educational Research and Development 
ELLIOTT, California State College, Dominguez Hills 

fFRI MORN:2] 

In analyzing syntactic variation it is necessary to (1) conduct an ap

iate theoretical analysis, (2) choose sound me thodological techniques 

gathering data, (3) choose a statistic consistent with the theoretical 

dological model, and (4) insure that the sample is large enough t o pro

adequate power to the statistical test. I n the past f our years a number 

studies have appeared which satisfy some of these condi ti ons, but none has 

all of them. 

case in point, consider three recent articles dealing with the 

sentences: 

Sophia Loren was seen by the people while enjoying herse lf. 

B. The peop le saw Sophia Loren while enjoying herself. 

c. Judy was seen by the people while enjoying themselve s. 

D. The people saw Karen while enjoying herself. 

Legum and Thompson (1969) posited an implicational scale of accepta

bilitY judgments for these sentences of the form: 

Sentences ABCD ABCD ABCD ABCD ABCD 
Response Patterns ( l) ++·•·~ (2)+++- (3)++-- (4)+--- (5)----

ELT argued that the variation among the informants could be accounted for in 

part by a syntactic analysis in which (1) some speakers have a s ubject-iden

tity constraint on the deletion rule which applies to the subordi nate clauses 

in each sentence and (2) some speakers who have t he subjec t- identity constraint 

also requi re that the surface subject of the main clause be the underlying 

subject. Legum (1973) added that an examination of the response patterns im

plies tha t some speakers extrins ically order Passive before the deletion rule 

ud that other speakers either have these two rul es extrinsically unordered 

or have grammars that generate the while-clauses of A-D in sentences higher 

than the surface main c lauses . Both of these studies use d inadequate methodo

logy and did not apply statistical analyses to the results. 

Greenbaum (1973) replicated the ELT study with a number of methodological 

changes, including a test of all possible orders of presentation of the stimulus 

sentences and the imposition of a 5 second time limit on the responses t o each 

sentence . He applied an analysis of variance procedure and a Newman - Keuls 

wultiple comparison test to determine that the first sentence pr esented was 

rejected more frequently than sentences in o t her positions, and that sentence 

8 was more acceptable th an sentence C. He wa s unable to detect any difference 

in acceptabili ty between A and B or between C and D. 
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Both ELT's hypothesizing an implicational scale and Greenb , 
aum s tes 

the similarity of the sentence means ignored and obscured the bl 
pro em of 

determining which o f the 16 logically possible response patter 

ficient ly frequently to Justify linguistic analysis. This 
ns occur 8 

question can be 
an~wered by applying a Scheffe-type multinomial comparison 

relative frequencies. None of the studies 
to the pattern 

size 
however, had a large enough 

8 
to provide a clearcut answer with this test. 

Using the same relative frequencies for the patterns 

by Legum, but artificially setting the number of i f r t 3 n o man s at 00, it can 
shown that only patterns 1, 2, and 3 occur with sufficient frequency to 

theoretical analysis. Treating the Greenbaum data in a similar fashion 

that only pat terns 3 and ~ warrant theore tical ana lysis. This discrepancy 

could he due to the order effect demonstrated by Greenbaum or to 
an effect 

caused by Greenbaum's constraining the response time to a 5 second · 
tnterval. 

An experiment is in progress to determine if either of these two possibili 

accounts for the discrepancy, and to provide a sufficient number 

to demonstrate which of the patterns do, in fact, need to b 1 e e:>q:l ained by a 
grammar of English. 

(SAT MORN:3) 

ADRIENNE LEHRER, Center for Advanced Study in Behavioral Sciences 

Verb and Adverb Interactl'on•. A Pr bl f s o em or emantic Interpretation 

Jackendoff (1972) discusses several classes of adverbs, two of which are 

speaker-oriented and subject-oriented adverbs. He proposes rules of semantic 

interpretation to provide the scope of the adverb whereby the interpretation 

depends on information provided by the deep structure of the sentence and the 

lexical entry for the adverb. Jackendoff's rules are incomplete for certain 
verbs' adverbs, however. 

Some verbs (e.g., believe,~.~) involve no entailments as to 

the truth of the complement when unmodified. But when these verbs are com

bined with certain subject-oriented adverbs (e.g., cleverly, intelligently, 

stupidly), the sentence implies that the speaker believes the complement to 
be true or false. Compare 

1) John believes that his wife is a CIA agent 

which does not entail that the complement is true or false with 

2) John stupidly believes that his wife is a CIA agent 

which implies that the complement is false, or at least that the speaker 
thinks it is false. 
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d group of adverbs (regretfully, happily, sadly) may be either secon 
or subject-oriented, and sentences with such adverbs can be ambiguous. 

John regretfully discovered that his wife was a CIA agent 

paraphrased by 

I (we, people) 
a CIA agent 

regret that John discovered that his wife was 

John regrets that he discovered that his wife was a CIA agent. 

sentences the content of the complement may tend to force one ori

or the other, such as 

John regretfully thinks that his wife is faithful, 

suggests a speaker-orientation. Pragmatic factors are at work here, 

it is normally expected that John would not regret it for his wife to 

interpret sentences with these verbs and adverbs, one must 

the complex interaction of syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic 

Jackendoff's rules are not enough. 

(SUN MORN:6] 

Cantonese Final: an exercise in indigenous phonology 

The traditional division of the Chinese syllable into Initial, Final 

has received little phonological status in modern segmental phonolo

segmental analyses have generally had to begin with an ad hoc 

division greatly resembling the traditional one. Two impediments to under

standing the traditional treatment as genuine phonology have been the lack 

of a means to translate the Final as a unit into our segmental terms, and 

sound changes that have in many dialects obscured such validity as the tradi

tional analysis may have had in Middle Chinese and earlier. 

It is proposed that for the consonantally conservative Cantonese Final, 

a rendition of traditional concerns could be accomplished by the application 

of a small number of redundancy rules to a small set of ad hoc articulatory 

features not unlike those o f the Sung rime tables. It is further proposed 

that, while this quasi-syllabic phonology does not do the job of a segmental 

phonology in rigorous description of single vocalic and consonantal units, 

it does h ighlight certain characteristics of Chinese phonology that have been 

obscure d by the alphabetical bias of modern treatments. 
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The proposed rules take the form of 'If ... , then .•. ' and 

ample is: 'If a vowel is nonhigh, nonfront, non labial, then all 

and glides may follow.' A succeeding rule is, 'If a vowel 

take only succeeding front vowels.' Formalization is also provided 

these rules. 

Among the discoveries encouraged by attention to the final as a unit 

are: 1) The well known labial dissimilation tendency of Chinese is mani

fested more strongly in the Final than in the whole syllable in Cantonese 

(compare *urn to fu). 2) Most vowels have a 'mirror' form; if the 'long/ 

tense' vowels are taken as 'basic' then the remainder of the vowels in Can

tonese can be seen as 'short/lax' and the opposite in the assigmment of the 

fnDture [high]. 3) There is a noteworthy similarity between the Cantonese 

distribution of /a/ and /~ I (universally among all possible succeeding 

segments) and that of the She in late traditional phonology, suggesting that 

similar (but not the same) redundancy rules may have operated in Middle Chi

nese. 4) There appears a tendency for other dialects not to display Final 

redundancy (but perhaps Initial redundancy instead) in rough proportion to 

their loss of the Middle Chinese final consonants. 

In conclusion, examining the Final in this way brings us one step closer 

to giving meaningful content to the frequent observation that the syllable is 

fundamental to Chinese in a way that is not true of European languages. 

Speculations that arise from this conclusion concern the relative strength of 

redundancy rules in sound change in Chinese, and the appropriateness of the 

Chinese writing system to the Chinese sound system. 

D.W. LIGHTFOOT, McGill University 

Indeterminacy in Syntax 

(SUN MORN: 1] 

In this paper I shall raise the question of what could constitute a 

counterexample t o the concept of deep structures found in Aspects. I shall 

discuss syntactic 'blends' and set them up as candidates for legitimate 

counterexamples. I shall examine the syntactic arguments for the easy/eager 

and persuade/expect distinctions and I shall show that for many predicate

taking adjectives, e.g., ~· silly, tough, there is no satisfactory syntactic 

basis for assigning them either an easy or an eager structural configuration. 

Furthermore, we make many wrong predictions if we derive them from both an 

eager AND an easy deep s true ture; they are not 'ambiguous'. Rather these 

adjectives seem to be neutral with regard to the arguments in Aspects and are 

• blends' . In analysing this kind of thing Chomsky an TG forces us to make an 
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y choice and is not on ly unhelpful but also counter-productive. 

are two possible wriggles: one is to say that the deep structure 

is easy to please is in fact much closer to its surface form, i n 

ar that there is no rule of Tough movement at work and that it is the 

the deep structure of John is eager t o please. The second wriggle 

semantic fac tors in making a choice between two possible deep 

I shall argue (i) that there is no deep structure distinction 

. John is easy t o please and John is eager to please, basing my case on 

of Postal and Ross, 'Tough Movement Si, Tough De letion No!!' 

and (ii) that the deep structure of~ is determined on 

c grounds and only on semantic grounds. I sha ll show exactly how 

considerations will resolve the syntactic indeterminacy of order 

of the predicate-taking adjectives) and then extend this kind of 

to another syntactic problem, the problem of the correct source of 

relatives (where there are 3 analyses i n the li tera tur e which 

equally good from the syntactic point of view; but one can be shown to 

appropriate for capturing a set of semantic generalizations). 

The problem addressed here is the one faced by Perlmutter in his work 

Perlmutter's solution was that there are two verbs begin. This 

point and l eads to the absurd result that almost an y begin sen

from either of his deep structures. 

a truly autonomous syntax cannot handle this kind of in-

Deep structures must, in certain respects , be closer to surfac~ 

and semantic rules must be exploited in building the syntax (but 

standard Generative Semantics way where a l l relevant semantic dis• 

t~ctions must be incorpora ted into the ' syntactic' structures) . 

LEIGH LISKER, University of Pennsylvania 

9'1 "Explaining" Vowel Duration Variat ion 

! SUN AFT:2 ] 

Perhaps more time has been spent by phoneticians on measuring the 

durations of selected acoustic segments than on any other single aspe' t of 

the speech signal. In part the aim has been t o find out how we ll such 

•asurements confirm the linguistic c lassification of phone tic segments, 

usually vowels, on the basis of length . Much attention has also been direct

ed to facts of a durational nature whose linguis tic relevance is less certain, 

importance for our understanding of the speech mechanism is on-

Studies of this sort have provided the basis for two well-known 

hd generally accepted formulations: that the duration of a vowel depends 
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very much on its degree of openness, and that vowel duration depends also 

the nature of a following consonant. For these relations several exp 

have been offered, all of them plausible, but none without certain flaws 

when considered within a more general phonetic framework. 

The relation bwtween vowel height and duration has been understood as 

t o a time constraint on the movement of the relatively large mass of the 

mandible: if low vowels involve more jaw movement than high vowels, then 

greater "intrinsic" duration of the former follows naturally. Three points 

may be raised: 1) If it is reasonable, as one important article states 

(Lehiste and Pe·:erson, 1961), to analyze a vowel as a sequence of onglide, 

steadystate ("target") and offglide, we should suppose that low vowels have 

longer glides and shorter steadystate intervals than high vowels. This same 

study, however, fails to show any systematic difference durations, and the 

greater total duration of low vowels is in fact a greater duration of their 

steadystate intervals. 2) Might not one plausibly expect low vowels to ex

hibit, not greater duration, but a greater amount of target "undershoot", 

i.e., departure from a target formant pattern inferred from measurements of 

sustained isolated vowels? 3) Admitted the fact of articulatory compensation 

in s peech, would it not be possible that acoustically satisfactory low vowels 

might be produced without the large amplitude jaw movements assumed necessary 

for sue h vowels? 

The observed relation between vowel duration and following consonant has 

provoked no less than four explanations: 1) Vowels are shorter before voice

less consonants because such consonants are fortis and fortiness causes 

earlier onset of closure. 2) Vowels before voiceless ( = fortis) consonants 

are shorter because the strong closing gesture is a~complished more rapidly. 

J) Vowels are lengthened before voiced stops to allow time for laryngeal re

adjustment needed to maintain stop voicing. 4) Vowels are l onger before 

voiced and shorter before voiceless consonants according to a rule of constant 

energy expenditure for the syllable, longer vowels and voiceless consonants 

both being relatively costly of energy. The force-of-articulation argument is 

flawed by the absence of an agreed-upon physical correlate of articulatory 

force; the explanation that posits vowel lengthening before voiced stops is 

objectionable on several grounds, one of them that available evidence does 

not support the notion of a shift in laryngeal state as a feature of voiced 

stops. The one feature not referred to in explanations offer ed is laryngeal 

adjustment for voiceless stop production, and it i s precisely here than an 

explanation of vowel duration differences before voiced and voiceless conso

nants is perhaps to be found. 
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University of Los Angeles [FRI MORN:6 l 
ft 

The purpose of this paner is to briefly explore various weaknesses i n 

current models of the pseudo-cleft construction -- some of the wea knesses 

to all of these models and some to oartic ular ones. For example, cur

predict a semantic difference between (1) and (2) which does not 

What I did then ~ call the grocer . 

What I did then is call the grocer. 

model also predicts a non-existent ambiguity in both (1) and (2) with 

to then. He claims that it is present twice in the deep structure 

of these sentences, but does not deal with the case where the second 

not generated, which would yield the identical sentences (1) 

the identical meanings. 

The model presented in this paper claims that the entire deep structure 

of a pseudo-cleft sentence differs from its non-pseudo-cleft counterpart only 

by the presence of a Wh as the left-most daugh ter of the node to be focused , 

and that it differs from its Wh-question counterpart only in that the focal 

node of the pseudo-cleft is lexically filled while that of the que s tion is 
filled by a Pro element. 

(3) I saw a dog. 

(4) What did I see? 

To take the simplest case , 

[I] [saw] [a dog ] ] 
NP V NP NP 

[I] 
NP 

[saw] 
v 

[Wh Pro] 
NP NP 

(5) What I saw was a dog. [I } 
NP 

r [saw] [ Wh a dog] 1 
V NP NP 

In the course of the paper a rule is developed which relates such deep struc

t~es in detail to the fu l l range of pseudo-cleft sentences. The i n teraction 

of this rule with other rules involved is examined. 

This paper is relevant not only to the study of the pseudo-cleft con

struction, but to the ana l ysis of questions as we l l. It also argues aga in s t 

the tendency t oward ever- increasittg camp lexi ty of dee p s true t ure. 

ERICA F. McCLURE, University o f I l l inois 
MALCOLM M. McCLURE, Washington University 

Choas in the Speech Community 

[FRI MORN:2) 

Although it is no longer claimed that a language can be described by 

~bserving the speech patterns of just one inoividual, little is said about 
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the fact that even within a small speech community there may be found a 

large amount of diversity -- differences in the phonological, morphological, 

and semantic properties of the "same" word. 

The authors studied a village of some 1300 individuals divided by 

ethnicity into two principal speech communities, one monolingual and one 

trilingual. As expected, intra-speech community linguistic homogeneity 

in the common language was even greater than inter-speech community homo

geneity, but even within the speech community the degree of linguistic di

versity was surprisingly high, considering that the individuals concerned 

engaged in frequent face-to-face interaction. 

This paper will briefly summarize the situation wlth respect to these

mantic domain of anatomy and will discuss the factor s , both linguistic (e.g., 

ethnolinguistic reconstruction and language change) and social (e,g., the 

rise of education, the decline of village life with the concomitant flight 

to the city of the village youth, and the direct contact with the national 

standard language via the mass media) which account for it. 

As is to be expected, this diversity is not uniform throughout the 

vocabulary. Four categories of terms are recognizable within the domain of 

anatomy -- general, peasant, urban, and medical; each of which has been 

affected differently by the complex set of linguistic, psychological, and 

social factors operant in the community. 

PATRICIA DONEGAN MILLER, Ohio State University [SAT MORN:2] 

Chain Shifts, Reported Mergers, and Natural Ordering in Phonology 

The purpose of this paper is to show that both the synchronic organ

ization of phonological processes and the historical order of phonological 

changes can be explained by the functions of these processes and changes. 

Segmental processes in phonology fall into two functional classes: syntag

matic processes, which operate to ease the transition from one segment to 

another in connected speech, and paradigmatic processes, which serve to 

clarify the phonetic properties of individual segments . I will furnish ex

amples from my research on vowel quality changes. Stampe has proposed that 

paradigmatic processes are ordered prior to (contrary) syntagmatic processes, 

and that this ordering responds to their distinct functions. I will demon

strate other natural ordering principles between processes within each class 

and show that these likewise res pond to the processes' respective functions. 

Syntagmatic processes, since they function to eliminate difficulties 

in spoken phrases, are usually mutually unordered. Although this results 
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~anY superficial neutralizations, it insures that the function of such 

sses will be fully realized in surface representations, where syntag-

difficulties are encountered. In the extreme case of fast or casual 

, syntaSillatic processes are the rule, and they never apply in "anti

g" ord~rs. Paradigmatic processes, on the other hand , since they 

ify the properties of individual segments, are characteristic of care

fullY articulated speech, and they typically apply in "anti- feeding" orders. 

only in children is "feeding" order common in paradigmati c processes; adult 

language can rarely t olerate the massive neutralization of underlying dis-

tinctions which several paradigmatic proce ss es applying in feeding order 

would produce . A non-neutrali~ing order seems natural in processes whose 

function is, after all, to intensify the distinct i ve features of segments. 

These differences in function can explain the at first unbelievable 

cases reported t o the LSA by Labov and Wald in 1969: informants merging 

segments in careful speech (P.g., minimal pairs) which they unconsciously 

distinguish in connected speech. The critical fact in these mergers, which 

1 will disc uss individually, is that each results from a paradigmatic proces s; 

the application of paradigmatic processes, as opposed t o syntagrnatic ones , 

is favored in careful , self-conscious speech, and often tails t o oc cur i n 

casual, ung~arded speech. 

Labov's data i s a clear refutation of the Jakobson-Martinet theory that 

sound change occurs in order to maximize phonological distinctions. In some 

of Labov's reports, the more clearly an informant tried t o pronounce a minimal 

pair, the more identical the pair became. This is bec aus e s uch mergers result 

from processes intensifying phonetic rather than phonologi cal properties o f 

se~ents . But Martinet i s correct in observing that, at least for s uch para

di~atic processes, chains are more frequent than mer gers. This is not, as 

Martinet believed, evidence that chains are causes. They are effects: gi ven 

the function of paradigmatic proce s ses -- to in tensify phonetic properti es -

it follows that their acceptance in diachronic change and their organization 

in the synchronic phonologica l system wi l l ideally be in an order which min

imizes merger. The cumulative effect i s a series of pr ocesses i n anti-feedi ng 

order, apparently a chain, but in reality only a reflection of the natural 

function of the processes themselves. 

ROCKy V. MIRANDA, University of Minnesota [ SUN MORN:4) 

!he Assumptions Underlying Internal Reconstruction 

One o f the fundamental assa.tptions of internal reconstruc tion is that a 
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phonological alternation is the result of phonological change and that prior 

to the change a non-alternating stage existed. Is this a reasonable assump. 

tion? Evidence from attested earlier stages of languages appears to be quite 

favorable. In general, alternations do not stand still. They originate in 

sound change and get eroded by processes like paradigmatic regularity. Even 

if some alternations go back t o the earliest attested stages it is reasonable 

to assume that if still earlier stages of the language were available we could 

arrive at a stage when these alternations had not yet come into existence. 

must exclude here some alternations that are not due to phonological change 

but to inviolable articulatory constraints. Thus, if in a language non-retro

flex vowels alternate with retroflex vowels before retroflex consonants they 

cannot go back to a non-alternating stage when non-retroflex vowels occurred 

before retroflex consonants as well, since it is impossible to pronounce non

retroflex vowels before retroflex consonants. If we exclude this special cla11 

of alternations due to inviolable articulatory constraints, the assumption of 

a non-alternating stage appears to be a reasonable one. Some linguists have 

the mistaken impression that recons tructing a stage in the history of a lan

guage when none of its current phonological alternations had yet come into 

existence implies that the language at that stage had no phonological alter

nations at all. There is, however, no such implication in internal reconstruc

tion. The language at that stage could have had any number of other alterna

tions which got eroded or wiped out by various leveling processes in the course 

of history. 

When there is an alternation between sounds X in environment El, andY in 

environment E2, one of the main tasks confronting the historical linguist is 

to determine whether X ~ Y in E2 or Y ~ X in El. The task is simple if one 

of the alternatives is not a possible sound change. (Take for example, X=k, 

Y=c, El=non-front vowel, E2=front vowel.) But in many cases, both X~ Yin 

E2 and Y ~ X in El are known to be possible (for instance, when X=voiceless 

obstruent, Y=voiced obstruent, El=word boundary, E2=intervocalic) or we do not 

have sufficient knowledge about possible phonetic changes. The standard ap

proach adopted in internal reconstruction is as follows: If X occurs only in 

El but Y occurs in El as well as E2 then the alternation goes back to X. 

y ~ X in El is ruled out, It is well recognized that this approach does not 

help when X andY are in complementary distribution (e.g., X in El only andY 

in E2 only). However, it has not been recognized that even in cases of apparent 

neutralization (e.g . , occurrence of X andY in Eland only of Yin E2) the 

validity of the s tandard approach depends on the underlying assumption that 

the neutralization does not go back to a case of complementary distribution. 

Unfortunately, this assumption can be ~Tong. In an apparent case of neutrali

zation, if one of the environments, say El, is actually a merger of two dif

ferent environments, Ela, in which once only X occurred, and Elb, in which once 
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y occurred, we have here a case in which X and Y occurred in comple~en 

distri bution at an earlier stage. An apparent case of neutralization 

go back to a case of complementary distribution also when Y in environ

develops from a different phoneme Z. Examples of the above t ypes are 

in Sanskrit and Gothic to show how internal recons truction 

when the underlying assumption about neutralization is 

MOHR, California S~ate College at Dominguez Hills [SAT AFT:2] 

The suprasegmental elements of speech, such as stress, pitch, accent, 

tone must be represented on the lexical level as features on morphemes, 

e~n though the domain of their phonetic realization is the syllable, and 

•lt~tely the string of segments. Since some phonological rules refer to 

in their suprasegmental representation, while others refer to them in 

segmental realization, I suggested in a paper on Tone rules and the 

~onological representation of tones, two conventions for the interpretation 

of suprasegmental elements. Convention 1 maps a suprasegmental feature onto 

every segment of the string, while Convention 2 interprets a segmental fea

t~e with identical specification on every se~ent of a string as a supra

segmental feature. Both conventions operate at the lexical l evel and at any 

point in a derivation. 

It appears now that t he se conventions work in the intended sense in the 

tone languages of South-Ea s t Asia where most morphemes are monosyllabic, and 

in languages with stress or pitch accent where polysyllabic morphemes have 

~ly one mos t-! rominent syllab le. However, many t one languages in Africa 

and America have large numbers of polysyllabic morphemes with distinctive 

tooes on each syl lablo . Since the syllable i s again being recognized as 

a significant e lement in linguistic theory ( e f. Hooper, Lg , 48, 1972, 525-

~0), it h2s been suggested that tones be represented as features on syllables 

tather than on morphemes . Certain tone sandhi phenomena in Mixtec as de

scribed in Pike , Tone Languages, 1948 , turn out t o be crucial examples in 

this matter. With the excepti on of a few particles, all Mixtec morphemes 

are dissyllabic, and each syllable may occur with a high, mid, or low tone. 

ktoss morpheme boundaries (but not within morphe~es), a low tone on the 

first syllable is changed into a high tone, while a mid tone on the first 

syllable is changed into a high tone only when it is not followed by a high 

~neon the second s yllable, after certain morphemes with raising influence. 
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But "raising influence" must be a morpheme feature since it is not pr 
ble on the basis of syllable structure or tone sequence. In fact, 

matical morpheme 'Baing on at the moment' also has the raising feature 

though it has no segmental realization at all. Pike concludes "that in 

tonemic sandhi the morpheme as a whole, not the isolated syllable, is the 

basic unit." (p. 81) 

I conclude that tone features must be morpheme features, not syllable 

features; that the suprasegmental matrix must allow the specification of 

sequences in the same way that the segmental matrix allows the specificat 

of segment sequences; and that the suprasegmental mapping conventions s ug. 
gested above must be sensitive to the syllabification conventions 

by Hooper, such that suprasegmental features are mapped from morphemes onto 

syllables, and from syllables onto segments (and from segments to syllables 

to morphemes as required), This type of suprasegmental mapping, like syl. 

labification, must be applicable both before and during derivation. 

JEAN-YVES MORIN, McGill University 

On the Syntactic Cycle 

[SAT AFT:l) 

The purpose of this paper is: (1) to demonstrate that the hypothesis 

of cyclic application of syntactic rules, although generally accepted by 

syntacticians, is, empirically as well as methodologically, untenable; (2) 

to propose an alternative theory of the mode of application of syntactic rules. 

On methodological grounds, it is easy to show that the hypothesis of 

the cycle is based on the (implicit) assumption that rules are extrinsically 

ordered. As a matter of fact, the essential function of the cycle is to 

overcome bad consequences of total linear ordering of rules (e.g., to allow 

sequences of the type Passive-Equi-Passive, which are prohibited if all rules 

are linearly ordered). Once this hypothesis (extrinsic ordering) is dis

carded, which appears to be a good step in the light of presently available 

evidence concerning syntactic rules, primary motivation for the cyclic princi

ple disappears completely. 

Empirical evidence against the cyclic principle is harder to find. 

Transformational theory, as presently formulated, allows for so many exception 

mechanisms that any particular hypothesis seems to be able to escape blocking 

devices. Extrinsic ordering is saved by the cyclic principle, the cyclic 

principle is saved by having non-cyclic rules be pre- or post-cyclic, and so 

on. Furthermore, if we add the power of global rules to the theory, we are 
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b 
able to handle all possible counterexamples to the principle 

to e 

S
formational cycle. cran 

h · of the (apparently) unfalsifible character discussed t e ~ssue 
principle, we shall present empirical evidence against such a 

evidence 
will be based on the interaction of three syntactic rules 

(~antifier Postposition, Agreement, and Subject Raising). It will 

that: 

es are all svntactic, Quantifier Postposition these process ~ 

certain quantifiers in post-verbal position, Subject Raising 

C
omplement subjects into matrix subject position (it can 

moves 

Pi
eces of idioms), Agreement of predicate adjectives cannot 

move 
b " · d" w•th QP on the cycle (if there be interpretive, it must e m1xe ~ 

is a cycle). 
(Z) they cannot be pre- or post-cyclic (they are mixed with 

"cyclic" rules like Passive, Equi, etc.). 

(J) Agreement cannot be stated as a global rule (it must be 

able to refer to an indefinite number of coreferential nodes). 

(4) the interaction of these three rules is incompatible with 

the cyclic principle (they must work sometimes cyclically, 

sometimes anti-cyclically). 

(5) only a theory of simultaneous application with free 

reapplication can account for these facts. 

lN£LA MUNRO, University of California, San Diego [FRI AFT:6] 

Auxiliary: How the Subject Came Up 

Y 1 Spoken On the Colorado River, the imperfective 
In Mojave, a uman anguage 

and perfective aspects are distinguished by the use of two separate groups of 

auxiliary verbs. This fairly uninteresting situation is enlivened by the fact 

that the two groups of auxiliaries force the lexical verbs they modify (and 

dominate) into very different complementation patterns -- in particular, the 

lexical comp lements of the perfective auxiliaries assume the for m of object 

clauses -· which l eads to problems in the assignment of underlying structures. 

The specific syntactic structure selected seems to be related more to the 

ordinary (non-auxiliary; lexical) meaning of the auxiliary verb than to its de-

rived aspectual meaning. 
The imperfective or progressive is indicated in Mojave by one of a group 

f · · b 'be 1·n•, _•d1·: 'lie', _iva: 'sit', _idaw: o pos~tion or l ocat1on ver s --unu: ~ 
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'stand', etc. --each with the auxiliary prefix~-. The auxiliary 

for a given sentence may thus add information, but is often 

(la) ?-ima:-k v-?-unu:-k 

1-dance.samesubject aux-1-be-pres/past 'I was dancing' 

(b) mohan-k v-iva:-k 

watch-samesubject aux-sit-pres/past 'He's watching it 

The lexical verbs here are only loosely embedded: their suffixed 

that the sub j ect of each verb is the same as that of the following 

verb (the auxiliary). This construction is almost like conjunction; 

appropriate to the ambiguous lexical/grammatical status of these 

The perfective auxiliaries are used in a complementation pattern 

that o f 

(2) ima:-p-m ?-iyu:-~ 

dance-p-different subj 1-see-tns? 'I saw him dance' 

where -£ appears to be an object complementizer (the suffix also 

h ?' y ¥ ( ¥ • the object form of t e pronoun ~ -c LS 

?inye p). Examples of this construction with perfective auxiliaries 

(3a) ima:-p-k idu:-c (b) tapuy-p-k a?wi:-c 

dance-p-samesubj be-e 

'He danced' 

kill-p-samesubj do·c 

'He killed it' 

The choice of the auxiliary is determined by the modified 

'be' is used with intransitives; a?wi 'do' is used with transitives 

is similarly used with some verbs of communication). Sentences 

presumably the source for the commoner reduced forms in 

(4a) ima:-p-c 'He danced' (b) tapuy-p-c 'He killed it' 

the -£=£ suffix significantly is used only on statives or past-

We may fairly comfortably assign to 

structure like that in A below; the corresponding 

might be put forth as a source for (3). If DO is selected as the 

of AUXin tree B, the result is identical to Ross' proposed source 

1972) for all sentences with active verbs although this should 

necessary connection with the perfective. But selection of BE as 

verb in tree B (as in a sentence like (3a)) results in a funny 

structure topicalization ('He was his dancing'?) which 

not surface semantically and, further, there seems to be no 

linguistically or elsewhere in Mojave) why the second argument of 

be object-marked. Possibly the BE perfectives start out with a s 

more like tree C, and assume the pattern of the DO perfectives 

(poorly motivated) application of Subject Raising, which would 

the B mold. Intransitive sentences would then have the intransitive 

lying auxiliary structure C, and transitives the transitive pattern B. 
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NP V 

I I 
S BE 

~ 
NP V 

CUNY fSAT AFT:2) 

operation of tone assignment in Kikuyu have 

a relatively large body of linguistic literature on the topic. 

are Armstrong (1940), Harries (1954), Pratt (1972), 

shall describe the essentially simple nature of the 

rules for Kikuyu -- on which I differ from Pratt 

and then show that the apparent violations of 

ty which appear in some contexts can be satisfactorily described 

r syntactic analysis is employed. I shall show that the de

anomalies which appear in negations, assertions with 

questions and commands/requ~sts, is most easily f ormulated within 

treats these forms syntactically as higher verbs. 

The Phonetic and Tonal Structure of Kikuyu. 

, (1954) . "Some tonal principles of the Kikuyu language". 
Studies XIII. 

"Tone in some Kikuyu verb forms". Studies in 
n Linguistics 3. 

Paper given at the Fourth Conference on 
Linguistics , Queens College, April 1973 . 

of Michigan [SUN MORN:S ) 

his paper "A Reanalysis of English Word Stress" (1972) claims 
1 

derived through the application of final stress (Hottentot) 
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followed by stress retraction to the initial syllable (H5ttent~t). 
sis tries to explain why the word does not receive expected penultimate 

*Hott~ntot, and further implicitly predicts that there are no words of the 
1 0 stress pattern *Hottentot (words with 1-0-0 stress). However, many words 

1-0-0 stress do exist, such as C~dergr2n, pfmpern21, lrund~l, Athelstgn 
1 0 , 

Protestant. The existence of such words casts serious doubt on the 

of Ross' ana lysis. 

Regarding words with 1-0-0 stress, it is possible to predict not only 

the stress in these words, but also that in other three-syllable 

closed medial syllables. Words with 1-0-0 stress typically have 

the end of the second syllable (r, 1, n; sometimes also s) and a 

sonorant cluster at the end of the word (see examples above). The same 

ization includes such words as 11vend~r and lnerg? (with an underlying lax 

vowel), which are treated by Ross in a different way. Words with 1-0-3 s 

also have sonorants at the end of the second syllable, but have obstruents 

the end of the word, as in Hlckens~ck, Bllderd~sh, and lbelm6sk. 

pattern is strengthened when the first two syllables and the last syllable 

each resemble a morpheme, as in Balder and~- Sometimes a single word 

shows both patterns, as in lthelst~n/lthelst~n and plmpern~l/ptmperngl 
alternants show that the words contain three vowels). When the second 

ends in an obstruent, then that syllable is likely to be stressed, as in 
1 3 1 3 1 3 

Monadnock, Penobscot, and Hopatcong (Ross handles these in a different way). 

This analysis is supported by the way speakers pronounce novel forms (in a 
1 0 1 3 1 3 testing situation), as in the pronunciations semerder, ramelncc and penagdaz. 

Similar effects of obstruency and morpheme resemblance can be seen in 
1 3 other environments. Speakers accept ponderstonk as a pronunciation, and the 

same sequence before primary stress also seems quite acceptable (with the 
1 3 1 3 1 

same s tre ss ), as in ponderstonkalian (expected -f<ponderstonkalian). Also, a 

four-syllable word may be given initial stress if it is seen as being 

of two-syllable look-alikes, as in Ptftenm~rdep (Piften plus mordep; 

*Piftlnmord~p). These effects are not currently predicted. 

Given these discoveries regarding obstruency and morpheme resemblance, 

many current analyses (including Ross' ) need to be discarded. Even beyond 

such matters as accepting or rejecting current analyses, these facts open up 

a whole new area of investigation in English stress. 
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Stanford University [FRI MORN:4] 

basic locative relationships represented in Standard English by ~· 

from are expressed in Gullah by to and from. Analysis of the Gullah -of Turner (1949) and of Cunningham (1971) shows that STATE-TO locatives 

location at or movement toward a deictic center, as in I'm to the pot, 

FROM locatives involve movement away from a deictic center, as in He 

The deictic contrast between ~ 

~-eS£• as described by Kurylowicz seen as the source of 

underlying marking relationships which obtain between the STATE-TO and 

categories. 

positing of such a fundamental semantactic contrast is necessary to 

t for the particular lines of development represented by the basic to-

prepositions of three contemporary varieties of English: a West 

pidgin of Nigeria, the creole Gullah of coastal South Carolina and 

, and Standard American English. A comparison of these three varieties 

English -- historically related but typologically distinct -- shows in-

ing complexity of this basic locative set from the pidgin to the standard, 

lines predictable from Hymes' (1961) evolutionary approach to the 

of speech. 

a functionalist and a universalist approach are needed to account 

the development of the semantactic categories represented by the TO and 

locatives of Gullah. 

[FRI AFT:2] 

mH Correlation Between Gender and Other Semantic Features in 
English 

Some 500 words were gleaned from the 1964 College Edition of Webster's 

Dictionary of the American Language which included either a visible 

+masculine such as~. ~· man, pater, master, king, etc. or 

marker of +feminine such as daughter, girl, frau,~. mistress, 

Masculine terms outnumbered feminine terms in a ratio of three 

All of the terms were analyzed for the existence of the following se

+Occupation, +Prestige, -Human, +Person (in the generic 

+Abstract, +Unusual age, and +Family relationship. The differences 

the ratio of masculine to feminine words in each of these categories 
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reveals something about the social structure of English speaking peoples. 

For example, high presitge words and words dealing with occupations were 

five times as apt to be masculine as feminine, In the occupation terms, 

though the total number of feminine words was so small, there were still 

as many feminine as masculine terms which signified low prestige. The 

categories of the seven mentioned above where there were more feminine than 

masculine terms were those dealing with age and family relationship. 

One o f the interesting findings was that having matching pairs of male 

and female words does not necessarily guarantee linguistic equality as some 

feminists seem to think it would. For example, the masculine word is usually 

considered more basic and more important as s hown by the fact that it is the 

one that travels into other lexical items. For example, craftsman--~

~--craftsmanship, but not craftswomanship, or king--queen, kingdom but 

not queendom. Also meanings vary considerably in the list of words where 

there is no apparent masculine marker but where for some reason feminine 

counterparts have been created. For example, a governess is not the same as 

a governor, a majorette is not the same as a major. Poetess and authoress 

have negative connotations compared to poet and author. And certain feminine 

terms are more likely to have developed sexual connotations than are the 

mas culine counterparts, e.g., madame compared to~ and mistress compared to 

.!!!.lllli . 
Of current interest are the more than 80 words which carry the +Person 

(in the generic sense) feature. Historically most of these words meant male 

exclusively, then through changes in the culture they began to be used when 

referring to either, or both, males and females. It is ironic that the words 

which feminists are currently protesting, such as chairman or freshman, are 

actually the most common words in this list and have been used with people 

of both sexes so long that they probably trigger few people to think of males 

exclusively. If there are words which are subconscious influences on people's 

attitudes regarding the respective roles of males and females, it is more 

likely that they are the less common words such as manpower, masterpiece , 

sportsmanship, gentleman's agreement, innerman, workmanship, etc. 

MICHAEL NOONAN, University of California, Los Angeles 

The Time Reference of Infinitives 

[SUN MORN:3] 

Within the generative tradition, infinitives, gerunds, and that-clauses 

have typically all been taken to derive from full sentences. One way in which 

infinitives, however, differ from both gerunds and ~-clauses is in the 
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ctions on time reference relative to the time reference of the matrix 

imposed on infinitives and not, in general, 

The time reference of infinitives depends on 

presence or absence of an implicational relationship (presupposition, 

impli cation, or 2-way implication) between the embedding sentence and 

infinitive . The implicational relationships are determined by the main 

of the embedding sentence. 

Infinitives define adverb-like relationships to their embedding ver bs; 

instance, they resemble when-clauses rather than that-clauses in their 

limitations on time reference. Infinitives, like adverbs, have a sentential 

reference, whereas that-clauses and gerunds have a discourse re ference. 

the limita tions on the time reference of plain infinitives, and the 

that no verb takes perfect infinitives without taking plain infinitives 

atso, we can predict, on the basis of their semantic structure, which verbs 

will take infinitive complements. 

GEOFFREY NUNBERG, Lehman College [SUN AFT: 5] 

English Pro-complementizers: Meaning and Praxis 

Several attempts have been made to account for the alternation of !! 
and~ as English pro-complementizers. In particular , Kiparsky and Ki:Jarsky 

(1970) assert that~ can pronominalize only non-factive clauses, and Cushing 

(1972) suggests that it and ~ pronominalize sentences to which the features 

f+ definite] and r- definite] , respectively, have been assigned; t his feature 

is identified with the logical notation p. 

Both suggestions, however, fall far short of descriptive adequacy. With 

•~ verbs, such as ~. the use of a so-complement suggests truth much more 

than does it; of tall tales, for example, we say "Tell it to the Marines." 

With other verbs, such as be afraid, a ~-complemen t is used just i n case the 

truth of the complement is asserted. What is more, the acceptibility of a 

~-complement is linked, not only to truth conditions , but also to such factors. 

as sentence position; we can say so I saw, but not I saw so; or if you so wish, 

but not if you wish so. Finally, sentences with so-complements behave idio

·~cratically with respect to negation: I believe not, I don't believe so, 

!_hope not, but *I don't hope so. 

Many of these anomalies can be understood if we assume that complement ~ 

is identical with the pro-adverb in such sentences as You wrote it with aban

doo, and we printed it so, a long the lines that Bouton ( 1970) suggests for do 

!2· So-complements, then, establish only that the manner of performance of 
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the complementizing verb bears in some way upon a previous assertion; ~ 

it are distinguished in the degree of precision with which their referent 

identified with the object o f the complementizing verb. Bob said it 

Bob to having produced a specific utterance ; Bob said so commits him 

having some utterance which resembles an earlier assertion. The 

relationship between the referent of so and the complementizing verb 

be determined only unon examination of the semantics of that verb . 

Speakers exploit the imprecision afforded by the use of a so -~u•p 4·~m~~n~ 
with those metaphorical extensions o f such verbs as believe, 

afraid which are used as "hedges", so soften the effect of a bald 

as in John is upstairs, I believe. This explains the restriction 

such verbs t o the first-person, exceptin g in reported speech. 

CAROLYN NYGREN, Central Institute for the Deaf 

A Classification Scheme for Instrumental Verbs 

fSAT MORN:3) 

Several attempts to classify instrumental verbs have been made . 

class ified them according to shared aspect s of underlying semantic structure. 

Binnick put verbs in the same class if the same item could appear in sentences 

with them. Tile and paint were in the same class because the particle ~ 

occurs with both, and they are in a different class from chain and fence be

cause the particle occurring with chain and fence is in. ~ and fence 

occur with adjectival complements (He chained the prisoners together.), while 

tile and paint do not. Bo th schemes proved unsatisfactory. Evidence will be 

presented in this paper that verbs can be classified by the items that appear 

in sentences with them, and that this classification by the grammatical class 

of those items corresponds t o the semantic classification by Vendler (1967) 

of verbal elements as Ac tivity, Accomplishment, and Achievement terms. 

Instrumental verbs will be classified first by whether they can be used 

bo th in a sentence with an adjective and in a sentence with a particle, 

He chopped the l og apart. 

He chopped the log up. 

in a sentence with either an adjective or particle, 

He ladled the soup out. *He ladled the soup Adj. 

He bombed the building flat . *He bombed the building Prt. 

or onl y in a sentence with neither particle nor adjective . 

b 1 h · · t partt"cles and/or adJ·ectives are accom~lish-Ver s p us t etr a~proprta e 

ment terrns. Accomplishment terms refer to processes that "go on in time • but 

pr oceed t oward a terminus which is logically necessary to their being what 
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!' VPndJe·c gives drawing a circle as an example . Verb plus particle 

the accomplishment of an activity, and verb plus adjective refer to 

plishment of a purpose. 

He mopped the water up. 

He mopped the floor dry. 

verbs will be classified then by the grammaticality of the questions 

from their presence in the appropriate test frames. The questions 

~-aft:rP<•~es with rake used as examples): 

Particle 

How long did it take you to rake the leaves up? 

How long did it take you to rake the leaves? 

How long did you rake the leaves up? 

How long did you rake the leaves? 

Adjective 

How long did it take you to rake the yard clean? 

How long did it take you to rake the yard? 

*How long did yo u rake the yard clean? 

How long did you rake the yard? 

result in grammatical sentences for the same questions will be 

to be in the same class. This scheme may provide the basis for 

the structure o f instrumental verbs. 

-KYU OH, University of Kansas [FRI AFT: 1) 

in the Grammar 

The goa l of the present paper is to reveal different uses of presup-

in syntax or different ways that presupposition is realized in a 

It is shown in the paper that presuppositions so far discovered 

one of the three categories : referential, transformational, and 

nsidual. All explicitly mentioned presuppositions are referential. In 

assertion with respect to a certain person, object , or event, the 

~aker identifies that person, object, or event by means of the presupposi

tion. Both uses of definite descriptions in Donnellan --refer entia 1 and 

~scriptive-- will be discussed in connection with referentially used pre

suppositions . 

Transformational and residual presuppositions are not explicitly men

tioned in the sentence. But only transformational presuppositions can be 

~tected from the application of certain transformational rules, both lexical 

lnd nonlexical. A transformational presupposition triggers certain 
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transformations, thus making a lexical choice (e.g. criticize v ' s. accuse) 
selecting a certain construction type (e.g., Karttunen's observatio~ 
different complement constructions are sometimes associated with d"ff 1 erent 
sets of presupposition.) The validity of certain arguments disc overed in 

recent linguistic literature such as those employed by Fodor and Sh"b l atani 
in their discussions of three reasons not to derive kill from cause to d~ 
will be weighed in the light of the present analysis of presupposition. At

tempts will be made to explain away such pseudo questions as wheth er trans-
formational rules should preserve the meaning or whether semantic · 1nterpre. 

tation should be allowed to be attained from the surface structures a s well 
as from the deep structures. Finally, the paper will discuss such con cepts 
as invited inference and conversational implicature in connection with 

residual presuppositions, whose presence is not directly marked in a sentence, 

MANJARI OHALA, University of California, Berkeley ISAT MORN:2) 

The schwa-deletion Rule in Hindi: Phonetic and Non-phonetic Determinants 
of Rule Application 

On the basis of the phonological alternations exhibited by morphemes such 

as r pi~ ekl "squeeze" and I picka I "squeezed", many linguists have posited a 

schwa-deletion rule for Hindi. In this paper I propose a new formulation 

of this rule. In applying or not applying this rule to a particular morpheme, 

native speakers of Hindi give evidence o f taking into consideration not only 

the immediate phonetic environment, i.e., the syllable structure preceding 

and following the schwa, but also the following additional factors: 

(a) Whether or not the cluster that would result upon the 

deletion of the schwa violates a consonant cluster constraint of 

Hindi. Thus, though /jangal + i: / "forest+ suffix", is fjangli : ) 

"wild", experimental evidence shows that /c~::Jr. ... o/ "spoon+ plural", 

is !~erne~], i.e., with the geminate simplified, or (eamma~~l. but not 

*f~emmc3]. This parallels s ome findings of Kisseberth with respect to 

some American Indian languages. 

(b) Sociolinguistic factors such as whether the word is a 

Sanskrit or Perso-Arabic loan and is used in "high" vocabulary, 

whether the speaker is speaking casually or formall y . 

(c) Whether there is a morpheme boundary in the environment 

preceding the schwa. Thus /be + Pefh + a/ is (beparha] "illiterate", 
and not *[beprha). Experimental evidence is provided to show 

that the morpheme boundary must be posited by the native speaker 
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and not simply by the linguist who knows the history of 

the language. 
(d) The environment f or the deletion of the schwa must not 

be supplied by one of the suffixes that blocks the application 

of the schwa-deletion rule, e.g., the suffix / -iya/. Thus, for 

many speakers /kesar + 3/ "saffron+ plural", is [kesr~l but 

/I<eser ... iya/ "saffron+ adjectival suffix", is lkesariya), not 

*rkesriya]. 

HELGl OSTERREICH, University of New Mexico r sAT AFT:3) 

Locatives in Estonian Child Lan ua e 

The study of syntactic development in children has seen an evolution 

in the last decade from purely structural ana lyses t o an attempted integra

tion with cognitive deve lopment. Thus, the early utterance s of children are 

today analyzed in terms of 'semantic relations' compatible with what is 

known about children's concurrent cognitive development. To some extent, 

such ana lyses remain unsatisfying -- there is a failure to accoun t for 

varying proportions of the utterances in a corpus (i t var ies wi th individual 

children ~ the language being learned), and often the 'semant ic relations' 

postulated seem uncomfortably close t o what is known about adult seman t ics . 

The purpose of this study is to examine the learning of a s emantic subsystem 

the express ion of location -- ( i ni tia lly defined in adult terms) in order to 

gain insights both into the child's system and his l earning of the adult one. 

The children whose language is analyzed were recorded in natural settings 

over a six month period, and range in age from 1 year 11 months to 2 years 

10 months. All were learning Estonian as a first language. 

Preliminary analysis of the data indicates that 'locative ' is not neces

sarily a relevant category at the earliest stage . As an example, ~ ~ 

could mean either 'the man's car' or ' the man is in the car ' in adult inter

pretation. But in terms of the child, there may be on l y one interpretation 

he is simp ly expressing an association between the man and the car. A more 

fitting category therefore might be 'associa tive', which covers both loca

tives and possessives (cf. Greenfield, Smith and Laufer, forthcoming). At 

a slight ly later stage, location is expressed mainl y by use of~ locative 

and directional adverbials. The fact that the expression of 'motion towards' 

comes so early and is very noticable (this is also t rue in Finnish Bowerman 

1970) indicates that much may be missed about the semantic systems of children 

unless many l anguages which make differential distinctions are examined. All 
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o f the children make more use of adverbials (which always have case endt 

than o f case e ndings on nouns or noun ~ postposition to express location 

and direction. This can be related both to children's focus on what is 

present (i.e., it is unnecessary t o specify the object) and to the~ of 

locative expre s sions in Estonian (i.e., adverbials and double adverbials 

very common al so in adult speech). When discussing semantic relations in 
are 

language development and their relationship to cognitive development, it is 

fruitful to 1) l ook for children's own semantic categories; 2) take into 

account relations the child may be capable of expressing but that are not 

expressed in the adult language and 3) examine differential use of different 

ways of expressing the same relation in adult language. 

Re fe renee s : 

Bowerman, Melissa. Learning to Talk: A Cross-Linguistic Study of Early 
Syntactic Development, With Special Reference to Finnish. Unpublished 
Doctoral Dissertaion, Harvard University, 1970. 

Greenfield, P., J.H. Smith and B. Laufer. Communication and the Beginnings 
of Language : The Development of Semantic Structure in One.Word Speech 
and Beyond. Forthcoming; as discussed in Schlesinger, I.M. "Relational 
Concepts Underlying Language" Paper prepare d for NICHD Conference on 
Language Intervention with the Mentally Retarded, Wisconsin Dells, 
Wise., June 1973. 

DAVID M. PERLMUTTER, Massa chusetts Institute of Technology 

Evidence for a Post- Cyc le in Syntax 

I SAT AFT: 1) 

Given a cyclical theory of grammar, it is logically possible that all 

rules apply cyclically. At various times, however, some generative grammarians 

have maintained that ther e exists a class of rules that are post-cyclical, not 

applying until after the cyclical application of cyclical rul es has come to a 

halt, while some grammarians have maintained that there is no post-cycle in 

syntax, but rather a class of last-cyclical rules, which apply only during the 

final cycle. More recently, in connection with work that calls into question 

the existence of extrinsic rule ordering in syntax, it has been maintained 

that all grammatical rules are cyclical, and that post-cyclical or l~st

cyclical rules do not exist. Certain rules that had previously been thought 

to be post- or last-c yc lic have been claimed to be higher-trigger cyclic -

that is, cyclical rules that do not apply until the cycle of their triggering 

element is reached. 

In this paper I show that grammatical theory must countenance the existence 

of post-cyclical rules since there are two rules tha t cannot be cyclical, pre

cyclical, last-cyclical, or higher-trigger cyclical. The data are automatically 
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f however if these rules are post-c yc lical. The two rules 
or, • 

are Cliticization in Spanish and Subjectivization in Japanese. 

1 
show that Cliticization in Spanish must be prevented from 

First • . . . 
before the following four cyclical rules: Object Ra~s~ng, Pass~ve, 

Cliticization thus cannot be cyc lical , for if it and Reflexivization. 
it would apply one cycle earlier than Object Raising, producing un-

' 
1 

tences To prevent it from applying before Passive, Equi, 
ca sen · 

fl t · ts would be needed if Cliticiza-aeflexivization, super uous cons ra1n 
~re cyclical. If it is post-cyclical, however, no special constraints 

· f applying before these four rules; the fact needed to prevent ~t rom 
it will not appl y till after them follows automatically from the fact 

· t cyclical The fact that cyclical while Cliticization LS pos - · 

cannot apply before cyclical rules shows that it is not pre

al, and since there is no higher trigger that triggers it, it cannot 

1 . 1 Finally, if Cliticization were last-cyc lical, higher·trigger eye 1ca . 
ial constraints would be needed to prevent it from applying before Db-

Raising, Passive, Equi, and Reflexivization on the last cycle. Since 

follows automatically from the hypothesis that Cliticization is post-

ical, I conclude that it is post-cyclical. 

Second, I show that Subjectivization in Japanese must be prevented from 

lying before the following six rules: Predicate Raising , Subject Raising, 

, Passive, GA/Nl Conversion, and Reflexivization. 

jectivization with these six rules provides argume~ts (analogous to those 

The interaction of 

ven for Cliticization in Spanish) showing that Subjectivization is neither 

cyclical, pre·cyclical, last-cyclical, or higher-trigger cyclical. The data 

automatically, however , if Subjectivization is a post-

cyclical rule. 
Since Cliticization in Spanish and Subjectivization in Japanese are 

' t st cycle Furthermore, post-cyclical rules, linguistic theory must posl. a po - · 

Iince arguments of the type given there lead one to pre fer a theory with 

h Wl.th last-cyclical rules, it is c laimed post-cyclical rules over a t eory 

that no da ta supporting the existence of last-c yc lica l rules will be found 

in natura l language. 

THOMAS PERRY, University of Vienna 

S~etric and Asymmetric ~ 

[SAT AFT:4] 

Lakof f and Peters note the semantic connection between and-conjoined 

~sand loc utions containing with-phrases, and posit a derivational relationship 
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between the sentences of (1) and those of (2): 

(1) a. John and Bill left 

b. John left with Bill 

(2) a. Bill and John left 

b. Bill left with John 

The synonymy of (lb) and (2b) follows, in their framework, from the 

of (la) and (2a), which follows from the symmetrical nature of~· 

refer to this as syrrrnetric with. 

In addition to symmetric with, at least two other~ must be 

with, neither of which can be derived in the way proposed for symmetric 

because they have different syntactic and semantic distributions. 

these~ are asymmetric, but one is comitative, as is symmetric~. 

while the other is instrumental. Thus, (lb) and (2b) are actually ambiguowa 

between an asymmetric and a symmetric reading. In the symmetric reading of 

(lb), it is presuppos ed that Bill left; in the asymmetric reading it is 

asserted that Bill left, along with the assertion that John left. This con-
elusion is supported by facts from negation and complementation. If we 

abandon the Lakoff-Peters analysis of (1) and (2), however, we can reduce 

all instances of comitative with to the asymmetric case, deriving the "sym

metry" of with in (1) and (2) entirely from the symmetry o f and. This re

quires a return to the analysis of Gleitman, in which the conjoined subjects 

of (1) and (2) are derive d from underlying conjoined sentences with with

phrases in their predicates. 

It now becomes possible to explore the relationship between comitative 

and instrumental with. Both withs behave similarly with respect to presup

positions, and in certain semantic contexts, the difference between them see.a 

to be neutralized. Further investigation reveals a complex interaction be

tween sentences containing with and asymmetric and. This points the way to 

a possible solution to the problem o f as ymmetric and, which involves many 

o f the same problems of temporal and causal priority as with. 

ELLEN F. PRINCE, University of Pennsylvania 

Negative Transportation in French 

[SAT MORN:4] 

This paper deals with the differences between sentences like 

l.a. Je ne crois pas que Marie ait trouv~ le livre 

and b. Je ne crois pas que Marie a trouve le livre 

'I don't believe that Mary found the book' 

by positing an optional NEG-transportation rule, which raises a negative from 
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object complement to the higher sentence and leaves as a trace 

h b dded Ve rb, just in case the matrix verb be-
j
unctive mood on t e em e 

· · · r etc ) There fore, articular class (penser, ~· 1mag1ne , · · 
to a P 

derived from something under lying its paraphrase. 

Je crois que Marie n'a pas trouve le livre, 

hi Way f rom its underlying structure with 
(lb) does not differ in t s 

to the location of NEG. 

i id Ce Presented by R. Lakoff (1969) for the 
particular syntact c ev en 
of this rule in English is not applicable to French(~, tags), 

syntactic facts exist, supporting the positing of such a rule in 

Negative 

French has 

(urunarked), 

particles: 
double negatives consisting of preverbal ~ and postverbal 

~ersonne 'no one', ~ 'nothing', jamais 'never', etc. 

2.a. Marie n'a rien trouve. 'Mary found nothing' 

b.* Marie a rien trouve. 
'I don't think Je ne crois pas que Marie ait rien trouv~. c. 

Mary found anything' 

d.?*Je ne crois pas que Marie a rien trouve. 
· h · the complement of (c) is explainable if 

presence of ~ w1t out ~ 1n 

derived from something underlying 

c'. Je crois que Marie n'a rien trouve. 
that, when a negative containing any of the marked particles i s 

raised, tpose particles remain behind in the complement. 

B. Partitive: 

1·n French consists of de + definite article , except after 
The partitive 

the def1·n1'te article is deleted. Consider: a negative, where 
'John ate (some) bread. ' 

3.a. Jean a mange du pain. 

b. *Jean a mange de pain. 

Je ne crois pas que Jean ait mang~ ~ pain 
John ate any bread.' 

'1 don't think 
c. 

d.?*Je ne crois pas que Jean a mange de pain. 

The absence of the definite article in (c) is explainable if (c) is 
derived 

from something underlying 
c'. Je crois que Jean n'a pas mange d~ pain 

eat any bread.' 

'I think John didn't 

C. Negative-polarity items: 
i · French occur independently A small number of idiomatic express ons 1n 

only in the negative. Consider: 

4 .a. Ce n'est pas le peine d'y aller. 

b. *C'est la peine d'y aller. 

'It's not worth going there' 

c. Je ne crois pas que ce soit la peine d'y aller. 
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'I don't think it's worth going there' 

d.?*Je ne crois pas que c'est la peine d'y aller. 

(c) can be accounted for if it is derived from something underlying' 

c'. Je crois que ce n'est pas le peine d'y aller. 

Attention will then be given t o interrogative sentences containing thta 

class of verbs, as they also display a subJ'unctive-l·nd1'cative alternation. 
An attempt will be made t o account for the difference between 

S.a. Croyez-vous que Paul est riche? } 'Do you believe that Paul is b. Croyez-vous que Paul soit riche? rich?' 
(5a,b) may be answered by ( 6a, b) respectively: 

6.a. Je le crois. 'I believe it' 

b. Je crois que oui. 'I believe so' 

Finally, the subjunctive-indicative alternation will be considered in 

li ght of Bolinger's certainty-uncertainty principle (G. Lakoff, 1970, 'Pron~ 
Neg, and Anal of Advs') , 

ERNST PULGRAM, University of Michigan rFRI AFT:S) 
Prosodies of Vowel and Syllable in Greek and Latin 

Vocalic quantity and syllabic weight are presented as phonological prop

erties of Greek and Latin; syllabic quantity is accounted for through an 

additional non-phonological rule for metrical purposes only. 

Three prosodic systems are set up. VO (vocalic quantity) with long and 

short vowels distinguished by durational and/or other features. In Attic 

Greek, where the place of the accent is (with some constraints) free, or 

prosodemic, the type of accent is pred1"ctable from 1· voca 1c quantity. Syl-
labic weight is irrelevant, as is syllab1"c t't · quan 1 y 1n non-metrical speech. 

~(syllable weight) with heavy syllables, which are long-vowel syllables 

or short-vowel closed syllables, and light syllables, which are short-vowel 

open syllables. The place of the accent in Latin is statable in terms of 

syllabic weight, without the traditional reference to syllabic quantity: 

the accent is on the penultimate syllable (if there is one). ~(syllabic 

quantity) counts as metrically long all long-vowel syllables and all short

vowel syllables whose vowel 1's followed b y two or more consonants; all 

other syllables are short. Thus not only all heavy syllables are counted 

long (which would be phonologically defensible since weight is stated in 

phonological terms) but also light syllables like the first in ~ 

and ~-grum. The view that two or more consonants invariably close the 

syllable preceding them, hence render it heavy and therefore long on 
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logical grounds, is untenable because some such consonant groups form 

wrm~,,~.ble s yllable-initial clusters, as in the examp les cited. (The rules 

syllabation here applied are: (a) whatever cluster occurs lexeme-initially 

syllable-initially in lexeme-medial posi tion , except se-

whose member is /s/, which is always detached from following 

lexeme-medial syllable boundaries, (b) in any s yllabation a 

syllables must be kept open.) Syllables counted metric

long on this consonant-counting, non-phonologica l basis are called 

tong tf1e:lev 'by axiom, by agreement, positione', whi ch came to be understood 

_.referring to the position of the vowel before two or more consonants. 

The positione rule increases the number of l ong syllables provided 

natura, by the structure o f t he language, whether VQ or SW. Since Greek has 
=---
a greater variety of syllable-initial clusters than Latin (where only muta-

cum-liquida and~ /ku/ occur, neither of which invariably makes position), 

Greek is more affected than Latin by the rule. But since all Latin meters 

(except the probably autochthenous saturian) are bor r owed from Greek, as is 

the positione rule, the reason for the origin of this extra-phonological rule 

be sought in Greek. 

Since presumably a native metric fits the phonology of the language 

without adjustments like the positione rule, one is led to wonder whether 

borrowed from another language (as was, later, Latin 

Indeed Mycenean Greek appears to have had many more 

short syllables than long ones, and Homer may place a short syllable in a 

slot so as to satis fy the requirements of the hexame ter . 

Metrical syllabic quantity is signaled by duration (since t he rhythm 

of classical meters resides in an arrangement of time- patterns), in particu

lar by vocalic duration, and not by added consonanta l duration (not all con

sonants have a duration, nor do they necessari ly belong to the syllable long 

positione). Hence the syllable long positione mus t be pronounced with a long 

allophone of its short vowel. Since long and short vowels differ pairwise 

also in quality (close goes with long, open with short in Latin; in Greek the 

opposite seems to hold), a long allophone of a phonemically short vowe l has 

an open qual i ty by which it is properly identified; i t cannot col lide phoneti 

cally with the long but close allophone of a phonemically l ong vowel. In 

.etrical discourse such an unusual allophone is not disturbing, especially 

Iince it occurs according to known rules and is predictable. 

Non-metrical Greek is therefore a VQ language, Latin an SW language; 

but both employ the SQ rule in their metrics. 
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WILLIAM RITCHIE, Syracuse University 
MASAKO KATOH, Japan Women's University fSAT AFT:l] 

On the Perceptual Nature of Island Constraints: Evidence from an 
Adult-Acquired Language 

Grosu (1972) has argued that the facts previously assumed to be ac

counted for by Ross' Island Constraints (that is, by constraints on gram

mars) are to be explained as consequences of perceptual strategies. 

The purpose of this paper is to present evidence bearing on Grosu's 

hypothesis which is of a rather different sort from that which Grosu propos es, 
The authors have carried out a pilot study in which 22 native speakers 

of Japanese living on the continental United States who had l earned English 

as adults were asked to make relative well-formedness judgments about pairs 

of English word strings. The study focused on Ross' upward boundedness 

constraint on right movement rules (henceforth, the UBC) and sentences in 

English the derivations of which involved an application of the transformation 

Extraposition from NP. Since the grammar of Japanese contains no Extraposi

tion rules, transfer of constraints on rules from the grammar of the subjects' 

native language was eliminated as a possible source of constraints on ~

position from NP in the grammars which the subjects had constructed for 

English. 

The results indicated that native speakers of a non-Extraposing language 

will nevertheless tend to make well-formedness judgments about Extraposition 

sentences in accordance with the UBC when they learn a second language which 

includes such sentences, In some cases this was true even of subjects whose 

judgments about other pairs of strings indicated that their grammars for 

English did not include Extraposition from NP. This suggests that the con

straint in question cannot be a constraint on grammars but must be a per

ceptual constraint. 

This paper presents the results of a broader and deeper study of these 

questions using subjects living in Japan and Hawaii, 

Reference: 

Grosu, Alexander, The Strategic Content of Island Constraints= 
Working Papers in Linguistics no, 13, Depa rtment of Linguistics, 
Ohio State University, December 1972 . 

1)6 

[SUN MORN: 1) 

several years linguists have become increasingly interested 

non-discrete, or fuzzy linguistic phenomena, The law of the excluded 

, once thought t o hold pervas ively in a transformational grammar appears 

to hold in many instances . For example certain rules may not simp l y be 

licable or nonapplicable, but applicable to a degree. Certain constraints 

the grammar may not be operable or inoperable, but operable to a degree. 

Sentences are not grammatical or ungrammatical, but grammatical to a degree 

(or ungrammatical to a degree) . Certain grammatical configurations are not 

necessarily islands or non-islands, but islands to a degree. This paper 

~teals with the latter statement. 

To capture the notion of "island to a degree" or "fuzzy island" I have 

*awn on L. Zadeh's theory of fuzzy sets. 

of nodes of the phrase structure tree. 

An island is described as a fuzzy 

The strength of a node within 

its island is proportionate to the degree of membership of the node in this 

fuzzy set . By this means we are able to describe strong islands as being 

essociattJd with fuzzy sets containing elements with high degrees of member

ship. We can also capture the fact that some nodes have stronger membership 

in an island than other nodes. 

Two aspects of fuzzy islands are investigated: (1) the varying degree 

of strength o f nodes Within a single island (e.g., subject nodes have stronger 

aembership than object n odes) and (2) the varying degree of strength among 

islands (e . g., relative clause i s lands are stronger than £active-clause is

lands). 

I sha ll consider the following hypothesis: All Ss are (fuzzy) islands. 

!'he strengths o f islands are affected by a variety of island-strengthening 

md island-weakening factors , both syntactic and semantic, in such a way that 

a wide range of island streng ths are observed, from very weak (and non-is land

like) to very strong (such as re l ative clause islands) . Several such island

strengthening factors will be discussed . For example I will show that a 

clause which is backgrounded>'< is a stronger island than a clause in a similar 

environment which is not . In fact an island is streng thened proportionatel y 

to the degree of backgrounding. Acceptance of such a hypothesis will allow 

us to account for why (la) is better than (lb) although neithe:r: is f ully 

lrammatical. The fact that (2a) is better than (2b) which in turn is better' 

than (2c) is also accounted for in this manner . 

(l.) a . 
b. 

Who did you be lieve the claim that Spiro hated? 
Who did you deplore the claim that Spiro hated? 

*The notion of "background" is discusseJ by Paul Schachter in "Focus and 
ltelativization," Language 49.1 (March, 1973). 
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(2) a. He's the kind of president that there are many 
people who disbelieve. 

b. He's the kind of president that I know many 
people who disbelieve. 

c. He's the kind of president that I talked to many 
people Who disbelieve. 

An important island-weakening factor will also be discussed. 

In conclusion, the notion of a fuzzy island is needed in the grammar 

to account for the wide range of fuzzy-grammatical strings produced by vio

lations of island constraints. 

ANDY ROGERS, University of Texas, Austin [SAT MORN:3) 

Meaning Relations Among Verbs of Physical Perception 

In this paper I shall sketch and attempt to justify a lexical decom

position analysis of a group of 20 verbs of physical perception in English 

which appear to be systematically related. Four distinct subgroups of five 

verbs each, one for each of the commonly accepted human physical sensory 

modalities (sight, hearing, taste, smell, and touch), will be isolated in 

terms of their syntactic/semantic properties, and an an~lysis, in terms of 

semantic-model interpretable logical forms will be offered, which relates the 

members of each of the semantically more complex subgroups to the members of 

the semantically more simple group. The classification is illustrated in the 

table below: 

Sensor:z: Mode Sight Hearing Taste Smell Touch 
Semantic Function 

Stative see hear taste smell feel 
Inchoative see hear taste smell feel 
Active watch listen taste smell feel 
Flip look sound taste smell feel 

The Statives and Inchoatives are distinguishable, on the one hand from 

the Actives by Agentivity and Stativity tests, and from the Flips, on the 

other hand, by reversal of subject and object co-occurrence restrictions. 

The Statives are distinguishable from the Inchoatives on the basis of co

occurrence with durative versus point-time temporal adverbs and gerundive 

and infinitival complements, as examples (1)-(6) begin to illustrate. 

( 1) What I did was {listent to the crickets. 
\_*hear j 

(
listeningl to the crickets. 
*hearing J ( 2) I am 

heard the (3) {I 
\_*The rock j 

) crickets~> 
1 *odor I 
'- / 
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(4) The (crickets\ sounded loud to (me t 
*odor J *the rock) 

I heard the crickets I AMBIG.] f( for three hourst\ TUNAMB!G.) 
(5) \1 at 5:17 )/ IUNAMB!G.] 

(6) 1 heard the crickets (crossing !AMBIG.]) the street. 
cross fUNAMBIG.] 

An analysis of the relationship among the semantic function-types, in 

f the atomic predicates of inchoation, agentivity, and causation which 
terms o . . 

1 
eously captures these relationships and accounts for the cr~ter1al 

simu tan 
erties of these verbs, e.g. proP 
tl~AR (A B) as COME ABOUT (HEAR St(A,B)) 
""' Incho ' 

LISTEN (A,B) as DO(A,(HEARSt (A,B)) 

SOUND( A, B,C) as CAUSE( HEAR(A,B) ,BELIEVE(A,(BE(B,C)))) 

LAWRENCE ROSENFIELD, Hunter College [FRI MORN : 2] 

f T S t t . Cues on Reader Perception of Source The Effect o wo :z:n ac ~c _ 
~rsonalit:z: Traits 

An experiment was undertaken to determine the manner in which the oc

currence of verb voice (active-passive) and sentence complexity (simple

complex) would influence reader perception of an anonymous author's personal

ity. More specifically, the study (based on Goffman's notion that an auditor 

is constantly seeking in the source's performance an "unintentional product 

to the facts of the situation") of the individual's unsel f -conscious response 
· 1) to what extent these two particular linguistic units sought to determ~ne: 

Of a Source ·, 2) what information about the source's influence reader perception 

personality the two units provide; 3) the relation of the two variables to 

eAch other in their role as a personality cue. 

The experiment employed a personality profile derived from Semantic 

Differential scales to assess reader reaction to short prose passages whos~ 

verb voice and sentence complexity had been systematically varied. The re

sults of the analysis (using Anova procedures t o determine statistical sig

nificance) indicate: 1) messages containing a high proportion of active verbs 

are perce ived as being written by a less "masculine" author than corresponding 

prose containing a high ratio of passive verbs; 2) messages with a high ratio 

h d b e both less "masculine" of simple sentences are perceived as aut or e Y a sourc 

and less "self-confident" than comparable messa ges with a high ratio of com

plex sentences; J) an interaction eff~ct between linguistic variables produced 

h • " k d s" a single cue which readers took t o r e flect an aut or s aw war nes · 
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These findings have implications for similar psycholingul'Stl'c · 1nvesti~ 
gations in the area of journalism (cf. Tannenbaum et al), but also with 

respect to studies in syntax acquisition by Piaget, Brown, and Berko. It 
may well be that adults take increasing variation in syntactic usa ge as an 

indication o f the adolescent's social maturation. 

JOHN ROSS, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

"Negginess" 

fSUN MORN: 1] 

In Klima's pioneering work on the syntax of negation, it was asserted 

that the ability to occ11r before a positive tag, a neither-tag and a ~ 

even~tag, defined a concept of sentence negation (cf. (1)), 

(1) He will *(not) go, [:~!1n~~!her will I. ~ 
lnot even if you tickle him;{ 

and that certain words (not,~· few,~· hardly, etc.) in the appropriate 

environments, conferred negativity upon a sentence. 

This paper argues that these three types of tags are not in fact co

extensive - that sentences followed by positive tags are "more negative" 

(neggier) than are those followed by neither-tags, and that the l atter are 

neggier than those followed by not even-tags. (cf. (2) and (3)), 

(2) He ate nothing {?*~~: ~=~ther did I } 
not even the Peking duck. 

(3) He read few books /':~~: ~=~ther did I. '\ 
~not even short ones) 

Thus sentence negation is not a binary property of sentences, which they 

either have or do not have, but rather a quantifiable, or squishy, one. The 

paper eleborates the finer structure of this squish, showing how various mor

phemes contribute different amounts of negginess, depending, among other 

things, on their position in the string. (cf. (4)). 

(4) a. ?*He arrested few men, and neither did she. 

Few men were arrested, and neither were many women. 
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SACHS and JUDITH DEVIN, University o f Connecticut [FRI AFT:2] 

the fact that a developmental psycholinguist writes a "grarrmar" of a 

suggest erroneously that the child has one set of rules 

a particular point in time. Since it is known that adult speakers have a 

toire of speech styles, or possibly a continuum of styles determined by 

situation, it is possible that even young children's speech is responsive 

to situational cues. Until recently, it was assumed, in line with Piaget's 

concept of egocentricity, that the young child could not take account of 

characteristics of the listener. In fact, this has been demonstrated ex

perimentall y with such situations as listeners who can not see what the child 

is talking about. It is possible , however, that other listener character is

tics more intrinsic to normal communication might be responded to differen

tially by the child, and, in fact, Shatz and Gelman (in press) have shown 

that 4-year-old children speak more simply to 2-year-olds than t o 4-year

olds. The purpose of the current study was to investigate furth~r children's 

control over their own .5peech style. 

Tape recordings wer~ ma de o f 6 3- and 4-year-old children i n two situ

ations: 1) With the child talking t o different lis teners ( adult, peer, an 

18-month-old baby and a baby doll), and 2) With th@ child role-pla ying a 

"baby who is just learning how to talk." Each child's speech in the several 

situations was analyzed with respect to such attributes as mean length of 

utterance, percentage of various sentence types , frequency of certain con

structions (e. g., complements, relative clauses), types of questions ( e.g., 

information-seeking, instructional, polite imperative) , types of verb tenses, 

and mean number of words before the main verb. 

The chi ldren's speech was different on almost all meas ures when talking 

to a young~r child or a doll as compared with the speech to a peer or an 

adult. The differences in general were o f the same sort as have been found 

for adults speaking to young children. Many o f the changes were not obvious 

ones. For example, children tended to use mainly instructional questions 

when speaking to a baby, but mainly information-seeking quest ions to a peer. 

The speech to a baby doll was similar t o that addressed to a real baby, i n 

dicating that feedback from a listener is not necessary for the spee ch modifi

cations to occur. Rather, the children seemed to "know" how to modify their 

speech appropriately for young listeners. Similarly, i n the role-playing 

situation, children changed and simplified their speech when talking as a 

baby. The fact that chi l dren modified so many attr ibutes of their speech 

indicates a complex approximation to earlier developmental leve ls, rather 

than the use of a simple learned "stereotype". For example, chi ldren might 

have role-playing baby simply by using some superficial characterist ics, such 
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as substituting /w/ for /r/. 

The kind of ability shown in this study may be an aspect 

"specialization" for language acquisition since it appears at a time 

the child's general level of cognitive development would imply 

to listener characteristics. In many cultures, young children 

guage have the speech of other children as their primary linguistic 

and a responsiveness t o the age of the listener could have evolved to 

itate language acquisition in the younger child. We suggest that a 

the devel)pment of the ability to modify speech style in different 

is relevant not only t o the field o f language development, but is re 

more generally for our conceptions of what kind of linguistic knowl 

speakers have and how language is produced. 

JILALI SAIB, University of California, Los Angeles 

The Treatment of Geminates: Evidence from Berber 

[SAT HORN:2) 

In many recent studies, geminate consonants have been treated as 

segments with the inherent feature specification [+long) or [+tense). 

these feature analyses appear adequate for some languages, in others 

status of geminates is far from being settled, and theoretical issues 

by these segments are far from being resolved. 

In this paper, a close look is taken at one 

geminates cannot be handled by the feature specification [+long) or 

Rather, the data clearly indicate that the correct analysis 

treats them as a sequence of two identical segments. 

In this discussion, a distinction is made between 

nates: lexical, phonological and morphological . 

attention on geminates which are derived by phonological and morpho 

rules . It is shown that the morpheme structure conditions 

phon ological rules (e.g., schwa insertion, spirantization, 

etc.) require that geminates be treated as double 

zations of the language are to be captured. 

These data therefore raise a number of questions pertinent to 

theory which will be discussed in this paper. In particular, data 

languages (e. g., Italian, Finnish, Arabic, etc.) lead one to the 

that geminat@s should always be represented as double consonants on the 

tematic phonemic level. 
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Ross (1972) discusses syntactic phenomena which sug
t paper 

. 1 d'stinction Verb/Adjective/Noun is not discrete but leXl.Ca l. 

I discuss syntactic phenomena which suggest that the 
paper 

Subject/Direct Object/Indirect Object/Agent Compl. 

one. The phenomena I discuss suggest furthermore 

relative "strength" within the functional subcategories as 

OOBJ > IOBJ > AG 

d dl·scussl'On involve the behavior of sentic phenomena un er 

lements of periphrastic causative verbs in Romance (the examples 

t are from Italian) when they undergo the processes of Raising 

In 2-4 items (b) have undergone these processes, items (a) 

Maria fa s! che Gianni(SUBJ) scriva 

Maria fa scrivere Gianni(DOBJ) 

'Maria has/makes Gianni write' 

Maria fa s! che Gianni(SUBJ) scriva la lettera(DOBJ) 

Maria fa scrivere la lettera(DOBJ) a Gianni(IOBJ) 

'Maria has/makes Gianni write the letter' 

fa S 1 che Gianni(SUBJ) scriva la lettera(DOBJ) a Luigi 
Maria L (IOBJ) 

Maria fa scrivere la lettera(DOBJ) a Luigi(IOBJ) da Gianni(AG) 

SUBJ > DOBJ, in 3 SUBJ > IOBJ, and in 4 SUBJ > AG. The 

identified is that a functional category, SUBJ, undergoes mutation 

resulting from Raising and Pruning. The direction 

a parameter of functional strength as in 1. In 

I propose that the surface syntax of Romance (but not Latin or 

only one member for each functional category in 

i•plex structure. As a consequence, with Raising and Pruning a 

category will mutate according to a variable defined on the strength 

"The category squish" in CLS Papers VIII, 1972 · 
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PETER H. SALUS and MARY W. SALUS, University of Toronto 

Language Delay and Minimal Brain Dysfunction 

[FRI MORN:4J 

Eisenson and Ingram (1972) have characterized "aphasic children" as 

having "slow evolvement of rules that govern language". In this paper it 

is suggested that in the phonological processes of such children, more is 

evidenced than mere delay. While many of the same processes (in the Stampe. 

ian sense of process) are present in deviant development that appear in 

normal development, it has been found that there are at least two major dif

ferences between the linguistic behavior of normal and "aphasic" children: 

(1) the phonological rules of childhood aphasics are ordered differently 

from those of normal children , and (2) there is a greater tendency towards 

instability of production in the grammar of the child aphasic than in the 

normal child. Both of these differences are attributed to the cluster of 

phenomena customarily considered diagnostic of minimal brain dysfunction 

as characterized by Wender (1971) . 

Data from four aphasic children seen at the Institute for Childhood 

Aphasia is compared with that from a large number of normal children. 

Eisenson, J. , and D. Ingram, 1972 . Childhood Aphasia-- An Updated Conce£! 
based on recent Research. Acta Symbolica 3.108-116. 

Wender , P,H, 1971. Minimal Brain Dysfunction in Children. New York: 
Wiley-Interscience . 

MURIEL SAVILLE-TROIKE, Georgetown University {SUN MORN:4] 

Seriation: Accounting for Variable Correspondences in Linguistic 
Classification 

The Apachean languages are a group of closely related Athabaskan dialects 

spoken in the Southwestern United States . Attempts to classify these dialects 

have utilized either a Stammbaum model or a dialectal model , treating categor

ical phonological correspondences essentially as isoglosses. Either model 

encounters serious difficulty, however, in the fact that no consistent iso

glosses can be drawn nor any discrete groupings distinguished because none of 

the phonological variations found in the area are consistently confined to 

any particular group. For instance, Hoijer's classification of these dialects 

used the lt]:fk] correspondence as a major criterion for distinguishing Eastern 

and Western Apachean, but both variants are widely attested in both divisions, 

and within individual dialects as well. What is clearly needed in this situ

ation is a model which can deal with such variation . 

A possible model is to be found in the Brainard-Robinson seriation 

technique originally developed for use in archaeology to determine relationships 
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the basis of surface collections of artifacts. Adapted to 

tic data, the method would permit the determination of relative de

proximity or distance between dialects or languages on the basis 

specified phonological (or other) variables. 

study, word lists for various Apachean dialects 

during the nineteenth century were employed (including all those 

lable in the Smithsonian archives) . Some of these lists contain data 

h d•alects which are now extinct and have never been classified. 
Apac ean • . 
following sound correspondences were selected for study and the~r rel-

h · d 1· t p ted · ft]:lk],· ly] : fz]; ive frequency in t e var1.ous wor l.S s com u . 

fu):[ol; rnJ:[d]; and (~]:lw] . 
The results, displayed in a matrix, show the relative order of similarity, 

in tenns o f these features, among the attested Apache an dialects . Brief con

sideration is given to comparing the degrees of relationship indicated by 

thiS method with results from previous lexicostatistical classification. 

MICHAEL SCHUTT, Indiana University 

Cause and Effect: A New Look at 0 

f SUN AFT:l] 

and Historical Chan e 

Kiparsky (1971) has proposed the hypothesis that only those rules may 

b This be lost, in the course of historical change, which have ecome opaque . 

hypothesi s was given additional support by King (1973 , unpublished) . In 

this paper I propose a stronger version of this hypothesis, namely that a 

rule must be opaque in order for it to undergo any change. 

An example o f this is to be found in the historical devel~pment of vowel 

nasalization in French, which can be divided into four stages. The first 

stage is that which follows the introduction of an automatic, fully trans-

parent vowel nasalization rule : 

V -+ [+nas] / --~ ~~~1 
is characterized by the addition of another, independent 

The second stage 
rule deleting consonants in preconsonantal or prepausal position: 

[+ cons] -+ 0 / f(tt)C~ 
-\.. iNI) 

(This rule is oversimplified, but the simplification has no effect on the 

argument.) This rule, by eliminating some of the environments which con

dition the first rule, renders the latter partially opaque. 

In the following stages, the nasalization rule changes its environment 

by incorporating the environment of the (originally unrelated) consonant

deletion rule. Thus the former rule has changed as a direct result of the 
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opacity introduced by the latter rule. Opacity, therefore, can 

be the direct cause of a change in a rule other than loss. 

of opacity, indeed, far outweigh considerations of paradigm 

this case, which operate only in the fourth stage to repair 

irregular in the first three. 

HANSJAKOB SEILER, University of Cologne 

1. Purpose. Given a specific problem, the notion of an Under 

Principle, as distinct from an underlying representation or deep 5 

is explicated by stating: (a) the regularities obtaining between 

sentence structures, and (b) the communicative 

which are served by these regularities. 

2. The problem. In "Instrumental 

Structure" G. Lakoff (1968) has presented evidence for a systematic re 

between two sentences of different structure but referring to the same 

linguistic reality. In grammatical terms, the relationship is between 

(1) a. N
1 

V with N
2

' b. N
1

' V' (=use) N
2

' to V 

(numbering and symbolism are mine, irrelevant detail omitted). 

various underlying structure hypotheses it has never become 

structure underlying both a. and b. would look like and how 

be derived. On the other hand, the linguistic nature of the relati 

tween a. and b. has been seriously questioned (Coseriu, 1970). 

In experimenting with Modern Standard German (-the situation 

is very similar-) I have come to the conclusion that the relationship 

a. and b. sentences is linguistic and holds for a much broader range 

previously assumed. It holds for three otherwise distinct categories, 

Instrumental, Comitative, and Collective. 

3. The Manifestations of the Principle of Concomitance: 

1) Basically predicative nature of phrases containing mit 'with'. 

2) Two complementary sentences in paraphrase relationship, one showing 

and no "extra" ver~ V', the other showing V' and no mit. 

3) The V' and _ the N1 ' within each syntactic type (Instr., 

automatic, i . e., given an a. one can generate a b., and vice versa. 

4) Each syntactic type comprises a marked and an unmarked representat 

the marked, V' is chosen from three restricted sets of verbs which 

of, respectively, verwenden (Instr.), Partner sein (Comit.), 

(Coll.). In the unmarked representation, the 
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noun. An example for the Instrumental: 

Hit einem Lgcheln erreichst du mehr. 'With 

Wenn (weil, indem) du lgchelst, erreichst du 

a smile you get more.' 

mehr. 'If because 

etc. you smile, you get more.' 

tactic regularities are constant within each type. thus uniting 

subtypes. In particular, N1 and N1 ' are 

never so in Comit., and optionally so in 

The automatisms mentioned suggest that Instr., Comit., 

differences, have a common denominator, i.e., 

as concomitant predications: Predications - and not Cases - be

basically predicative (contain a verb). Concomitant- and not 

because the concomitant V' cannot be chosen freely. On the 

seems plausible that abstract and collective nouns should 

the main action under the Principle of Concomitance - and not as 

as clauses. On the pragmatic level, the Principle of Concomi-

s the purpose of avoiding commitment. Compare: 

freundlichen Grtlssen, Ihr •••• 'With kind regards, yours': 
marked for Concomitance (mit), non-committal 

Ich grtlsse Sie freundlich, Ihr ••• 'I am greeting you kindly': 
unmarked for Concomitance, committed 

Structure vs. Principle. The regularities pointed out would 

themselves to being reduce d t o an underlying structure in any of the 

The notion of an Underlying Principle which 

to the purposiv@ aspect of rule- governed behavior is, for 

mor e appropriate for a unified treatment o f divergent lan-

University of Southern California [SUN AFT:l] 

es 

pieces of evidence have been advanced for or against deriving a 

causative, e.g., kill, from the underlying structure similar to the 

rise to a grammatical (or periphra s tic) counterpart, e.g., 

However , the controversy has evo lved around evidence whi ch is 

nature, and surprisingly little has been said about any possible 

difference between the two t ypes of causative forms. This paper con

these two types of causative forms have different semantic prop-

In particular, in many languages that lack an abstract verb like 
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English ~· the features "manipulative" and "directive" are associated 

with the lexical and its corresponding grammatical causative form respe t' ' c 1.ve~ 

ly. (In the case of English~· the verb is vague as to these features,) 

These features represent an apparent semantic difference observed in the 

pairs of the following type: John stood Bill up vs John had/made Bill - · stand 

~· 
There are two types of systematic except1.'on to the b a ave generalization. 

One has to do with whether a grammatical causative form has its lexical 

counterpart or not; in case it does not, it expresses manipulative as well 

as directive causation. E.g., the Japanese grammatical causative form 

agar-ase- 'rise-cause- has its lexical counterpart, age- 'raise/lift'; con

sequently, the former expresses only directive causation, and the latter 

manipulative causation. The form suwar-ase- 'sit-cause', however, lacks its 

lexical counterpart, and it expresses directive as well as manipulative 

causation. The other type of exception has to do with whether or not a lex

ical causative sentence expresses a situation that has a conventionalized 

purpose associated with it; if it does, and if the speaker's interest lies 

in the associated purpose rather than the causative situation itself, then 

the sentence expresses directive causation. This consideration accounts 

for the fact that a sentence like I stopped a man in the street does not 

always express the manipulative situation, where I, for example, grabbed 

the man. Also it sheds the light on the meaning difference between the 

above sentence with the non-manipulative reading and the counterpart gram

matical causative sentence I had a man stop in the street. 

The two types of exception discussed have a significant implication to

ward semantic theory; in particular, they present concrete cases where the 

entire range of meaning of a causative sentence cannot be understood just 

by looking at the sentence itself. In the case of the first type of exception, 

it is necessary to look through the lexicon to find out whether a particular 

grammatical causative form has its lexical counterpart or not. And in the 

case of the second type, one needs to know whether or not a sentence has any 

implicature, and whether or not the speaker is interested in the implicature 

rather than the causative situation. 

J~S 

SHOPEN, Center for Applied Linguistics [SAT AFT:4) 

Main Verb Arguments vs. Adverbs and Adjuncts - A Problem in Defining 
~Meaning of the Sentence as the Sum of its Parts -

A speaker cannot know the meaning o f sentences because they are infinite ; 

rather he must know some finite set of primes and combinatory principles. I n 

this connection, there is a need to explore the distinction between main verb 

arguments and other constituents . Constituents required by a verb always 

number among its arguments, e.g., the NP and PP following put. Consider 

optional constituPnts. I propose the twin criteria of entailmen t and logical 

dominance for the definition of main verb arguments. In regard to the first 

criterion, "Ed moved the refrigerator" entails "Ed moved the refrigerator 

from someplace to someplace else", hence SOURCE and GOAL qualify as arguments 

for~· The same sentence does not entail "Ed moved the refrigerator for 

sO!Deone" so BENEFACTIVE does not qualify. There would appear to be every 

reason not to make reference to this semantic function in lexical entries 

for main verbs, any more than to sentential modifiers of TIME, PLACE, CIR

CUMSTANCE or CAUSE, or the adjunct a crook in "Ted came back from Newark a 

crook". But then there is need for a set of principles for integrating 

propositional meaning not determined by lexical heads into the semantic 

structure of the sentences as a whole. 

The part of sentence meaning governed by the main verb (the nucleus) i s 

characterized by a principle of predicate hierarchy where arguments must con

form strictly to the meaning which is determinate in their predicates. Pre

positional phrases are propositional heads i n the ir own right: the ba se r ule 

for PP should be like the one for VP, PP -+ P(NP) (PP) (S): they impose se

mantic interpretations on their objects just as verbs do (e.g., Why we can say 

"on the house" but not "on the room"; "The party is behind the carnival" im

poses a spatial interpretation on carnival while there is a temporal one in 

"The party is after the carnival"). No pair-wise selectional features will 

be adequate between verbs and prepositions, rather acceptability depends on 

the interpretation of all the word meanings operating in the hierarchy of a 

proposition. "They hurried through the crowd" is acceptable, "They stayed 

through the crowd" is not, but not because of any incompa tibi 1 i ty between 

sta;t: and .!:_hrough as can be seen from "They stayed through the last act." 

Prepositional phrases outside the nucleus are free from the semantic influence 

of the main verb, and furthermore, are never involved in idioms governed by 

main verbs. 
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ANJANI KUMAR SINHA, University of Chicago [SUN AFT:4] 

Roles of Underlying Structure in Diachronic Syntax 

Recent studies in diachronic syntax have raised several exciting ques. 

tions: should syntactic changes be analyzed in terms of addition, loss and 

reordering of rules (Klima, 1965, 1969) or in terms of redundancy rules 

govern transformation (Robin Lakoff, 1969): do they simply involve regular!. 

zation in surface structure (Naro, 1969, 1971), or does the underlying struc. 

ture have any bearing on it (Reighard, 1971). In this paper an attempt is 

made to show that in the process of syntactic changes, the underlying seman~ 

tic structure plays an important role. If a certain component of the under

lying structure is not realized by the changed surface structure, a new sur. 

face structure shows up in its place, This hypothesis is supported by the 

history of weoroan and ~ passives in English. 

Old English beon (of southern and midwestern dialects) and ~ (of 

west saxon dialect) were later on grouped togeth~r (both replaced by be in 

Modern English) but weoroan (which became wurthe, in middle English) could 

not be assimilated by be passives because of its unique semantic function. 

This paper analyzes examples from the prose of Alfred and ME texts of Genesis 

and Exodus an~ from Piers Plowman to prove the point. It is shown that in 

the process of change from Middle English to Modern English weoraan was lost 

and a number of auxiliaries (especially become and ~) were used in its 

place for some centuries. Several examples are given from Shakespeare, Gold

smith, Jane Austin and Charles Dickens to show competing auxiliaries 

in similar environments and a historical account is given of how~ passive 

is used in its place more frequently since the end of the eighteenth century. 

It is claimed that ~ passives (and before that weor3an passives) are 

used Mostly in situations which demand the use of reflexive verbs in French 

and Spanish and related inchoative verbs in Hindi, An attempt is made to 

show how all these are semantically related t o IE middle voice and a brief 

account is given of how the underlying structure of a Sanskrit middle voice 

sentence is similar to that of a ~ passive sentence in En glish. It is 

suggested that the similarity proves the hypothesis of this paper: although 

the middle voice was lost, its underlying structure did not l ose any component 

and its semantic function was realized in different IE languages in different 

ways. 
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SKOUSEN, University of Texas, Austin [SUN AFT:3 ) 

paper I will discuss the nature of morphological rules and show 

so-called "laws" of analogical change are determined by the 

e of the morphology. In particular, I will argue that the theory of 

ative phonology does not account for morphological alternations proper l y 

consequently tha t theory cannot account for analogy. 

I will first show that morphologica l rules have the fo llowi ng properties : 

(1) SEMANTIC DISTINCTIVENESS : morphological rules are used, either 

directly or indirectly, to account for semantic distinctions . 

(2) PHONETIC ARBITRARINESS: all a lternat ions accounted for by 

morphological rules are phonetically arbi trary and phonemic. 

(3) DIRECTIONALITY: morphological rules are generally directional, 

in that a given form may be derived from a more basic one . 

(4) REVERSIBILITY: morpho l ogical rul es are reversib l e, in that a 

speaker can determine a basic form from a derived form. 

(5) POSSIBLE NON-UNIQUENESS: morpho logica l rules may be in 

competition with one another ; individual exceptions to 

morphological rules may also occur . 

Examples from the umlauting system in German and the English verba l system 

will be given. 

Over half a century ago, F. de Saussure proposed that analogy be accounted 

for by morphological rules. Until recently this theory has unfort unately been 

largely ignored, except in the work of J. Kurylowicz. The traditional theory 

of generative phonology does not recognize the need for morphologica l state

~nts independent of the phonology and consequently has attempted to account 

for analogical change by means of changes in the s ystem of phonological r ules' 

(e.g., rule l oss, rule re-ordering, rule simplification, rule addition, rule 

insertion , etc., as exemplified in the work of M. Ha lle , P. Kiparsky, B. King, 

and J. Harris). 

I n this paper I will discuss three specific examples of analo gica l change 
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and show how a morphological theory directly accounts for the change h s t at 
take place, while the theory of generative phonology as currently , practiced 
fails completely. I will first show that analogical change is a change in ' 

accordance with a psychologically-real morphological rule. Second, a mor. 

phological theory can explain the so-called complication and globalization 

of phonological rules. Finally, exceptions to regular sound change can be 

easily explained by a morphological theory. The specific examples to be 

discussed will be ti past-tense forms and the gradation of plural stems in 

Finnish, and the classical example of hones > ~ in Latin 

CLARENCE SLOAT and JAMES HOARD, University of Oregon [SUN AFT:3] 

The Asymmetry of English Inflectional Endings: The Implications for Rule 
Schemata 

The regular alternations of the past tense ending do not determine a 

unique underlying shape for the formative. The underlying form may or may 

not contain a vowel. Neither do the regular alternations of the past parti

ciple, plural , possessive, and third- person singular endings determine 

unique underliers. The regular endings are all subject to external sandhi. 

However, certain past tenses, past participles , and plurals are internal. 

These include such verb forms as kept, ~. bit, wed, built and such plurals 

as wives, moths and paths (with voiced stem finals), and houses. All aspects 

of the internal past tenses and past participles can be accounted for with 

independently motivated rules only if a vowel1ess underlying form is posited. 

On the other hand, the internal plurals can be accounted for simply only if 

a vowel plus consonant ending is assumed. 

Positing an underlier with a vowel in one case and one without a vowel 

in the other requires that there be a vowel epenthesis rule and also a vowel 

deletion rule. Prior treatments of inflectional alternation have universally 

assumed a parallelism in the past and plural endings. The assumption of 

parallelism apparently sprang from a desire to write either a unified epenthe

sis rule or a unified deletion rule. But the formulation of either unified 

rule employs alpha variables in a theoretically questionable way . 

are used to pair parts of the environment rather than to pair the environment 

to the output (as is clearly legitimate in assimilations). A 

inevitably to ad hoc restrictions on the applicability of rules and leads also 

to an ordering paradox which can be resolved elegantly only by invoking local 

reordering. 

The problems inherent in the unified rule approach can be avoided com

pletely by restricting rule schemata in such a way that it is impermissible 
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the unified rule or to modify rule order locally. A general pro

should be placed on alpha variables such that they cannot be used to 

parts of the environment only. Local reordering can apparently be aban-

without loss. Reordering has been suggested to account for certain 

t and ultimate primary stresses in English and for some cases of deaspir

in Sanskrit. Local reordering was suggested for the former by Hoard 

(LSA Summer 1973) and for the latter by Anderson (1970). But these 

are inconclusive evidence for reordering. Equivalent, and apparently 

ble, treatments can easily be formulated without reordering. 

separate vowel deletion and epenthesis rules are each simple and re

ad hoc restrictions. Each fits into the rule order independently 

appropriate point. Thus, prohibiting local reordering and limiting 

impediment but forces one to find a more insight

tightly constrained and, hence, stronger theory. 

California rFRI MORN:2] 

problem in nons trndard dialect research is the elicitation of 

ting forms (especially phonetic forms), often from the same informant. 

a careful correlation of style with topic, or the positing of vari

allows the analyst t o give an 

ly sociolinguistic accounting of much dialect vari ation, such a macro

linguistic approach ignores, perhaps even denies , the separate reality of a 

~standard basilect . Further, it fails to consider the influence which the 

and the interview situation might have on the infor

tMnt's natural tendency to monitor his speech in the direction of, and often 

~~nd, what he perceives to be the standard language. Though hyperformation 

.. s been invoked before as collateral evidence to support categorical general

about nonstandard phonology, its justification has not been discussed 

The use of the hyperform is proposed here as both clue to the 

41scovery o f basilect phonological rules, and as corroboratory evidence for 

of those rules -- i.e. , as a tool for synchronic 

From the evidence of an empirical study o f the English of Blacks in rural 

t Texas, it is generalized that phonological hyperformation is an adult 

~nomenon which can best be accounted for no t by generative rules in the 

what might be termed "correspondence" and "con-

sion" rules -- rules which involve an inaccuracy based on a categorical 
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stereotype on the nart of the basilect speaker of the emulated 

interpretation as hyperform of the devoicing of homorganic post 

for example, as in Lynda and tendency, not only sorts 

from that of competing forms, but provides additional evidence 

istence in basilect phonology not of the devoicing of 

similation of stops to the preceding homorganic sonorants and their 

quent loss. Conversely, the absence of hyperformation (through 170 
views) involving /e/ and /o/ provides weight to the generalization 

phonemes indeed do have an underlying reality in this basilect. 

An accurate detection of elicited forms as hyperforms is 

in all research in nonstandard language not simply because it 

solves part of the "competing forms" problem by eliminating these as 

genuine forms from the data, but more importantly because these 

output of "conversion" rules which provide indirect evidence of 

lect phonological rules. A frustratingly unproductive interview can 

often produce a wealth of evidence 

pected precisely because there was an attempt on the part of the in 

to avoid basilect forms and to monitor in the direction of the 

language -- and thus to produce high incidence of hyperforms. 

STEVEN B. SMITH, University of California, Riverside 

English as an SVO Language 

fFRI AFT: 6) 

In "English as a VSO Language" (Lg. 46.286-299) McCawley contenda 

the underlying order of English clauses is verb (predicate), subject, 

It is shown herein that this analysis is in direct conflict with a c 

account of English contraction and that McCawley's 

unpersuasi ve. 

McCawley's best syntactic argument concerns subject-raising. 

to-object (a) and raising-to-subject (b) are a single rule, then the 

alysis is considerably simpler. 

(a) I believe Ernie to be intelligent. 

(b) Ernie seems to be intelligent. 

In "On the Unity of Subject Raising" (9th Reg. Meeting Chicago 

Society 652-658) Szamosi, based on data from French and 

that raising-to-subject and raising-to-object are not a single rule. 

shall show that these are different rules in English. 

If extraposed it is raised to subject sentences such 

two derivations: one from applying extraposition in 
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(of the extraposed i!) in the higher sentence, and 

applying subject-raising followed by extraposition 

the latter derivation provides the correct derived 

the other 

in the upper 

structure. 

S to be unlikely that Ernie is intelligent. 
seem 
claims that extraposition must be post-cyclic in order to block 

of extraposed !!· But post-cyclic extraposition would 

extraposed it to object, and t hus make it impossible to 

believe it to be unlikely that Ernie is intelligent. 

tng-to-subject and raising-to-object have different conditions for 

tcation they are different rules. 
ts countering McCawley show only that there is no reason to suppose 

tuents. 

they do not show that English is an SVO language . 

There is a global condition on the con tract i bility 

English, which holds implications f or the underlying order 

Assuming English to have SVO order this condition can be 

"If the constituent following a contractible f orm of ,!?! in its 

be in the surface s tructure, then be can be 

Any transformation moving,!?! establishes a new initial position 

reformulation of this condition for English as a VSO language would 

following~ r emain in the same position 

But this change is not sufficient t o achieve the 

since be is not moved by the same trans formations i n VSO 

SVO, and the notion of "initial position", crucial to the con

no longer be defined. Sentences such as ( e) , for example , al low 

, even though, in VSO, the second constituent following be has 

and be has not. 

non-ad hoc way of describing the conditions on be-contraction 

a VSO language. 

California State University, Chico rFRI AFT:6) 

Quechua transformational rules of equi-NP deletion and reflexivization 

grounds. In turn, the rul es provide crucial in

about the syntactic structure of Quechua complements. 
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The multiple occurrence of the accusative suffix -ta in VP complements 

with the agentive suffix -s poses a difficult problem for the formulation 

of adequate phrase structure rules. In (1) the accusative inflection of 

direct object NP wamra-n-ta 'his child' and of the subordinate predicate 

maqa-q-ta 'hit' follows from well established phrase structure rules . But 

the accusative inflection of the subordinate subject NP runa-ta 'man' in 

(1) is anomalous . 

(1) runa-ta wamra-n-~ maqa-q-ta rika-rqa- : 

man-accusative child-his-accusative 
hit-agentive-accusative see-past-first singular. 

'I saw the man hit his child.' 

The anomaly is resolved with the analysis of additional data (2), (3) in 

which equi-NP deletion and reflexivization occur: 

(2) n uqa-qa rika-kU-sqa- : -mi ispihu-cu 

!-topic see-reflexive-completive-first singular
validational mirror-in 

'I saw mys~ lf in the mirror.' 

(3) swinu-y-ni-:-cu, nuqa-qa rika-kU-ski-sqa-: 
qam-ta milu-yka-q-ta 

dream-infinitival-empty morph-my-in !-topic 
see-reflex ive- s urprise-completive-first singular 
you- accusati ve twist neck-progressive-agentive-accusative 

'In my dream, I saw myself twisting your neck.' 

In (2), (3) equi-NP dele tion and reflexivization apply cyclically to erase 

the underlying direct object NPs and subordinate subject NPs and to reflex

ivize the matrix verbs with the reflexive suffix -~. 

But in (1) only the l owest NP in the underlyin g structure is deleted 

by identity erasure; the remaining subordinate sub j ect NP runa-ta, which is 

referentially different from the matrix subject and thus unaffected by equi

NP deletion or reflexivization, is inflected with the accusative by the phrase 

structure rules establishe d -- thereby resolving the apparent anomaly. 

Thus the two transformat i onal rules provide substantial support for the 

formulation to be presente d in this report of the phrase structure rules 

which generate VP comple~ents in Quechua. 

ARTHUR SPEARS, University of Cali fornia , San Die go rsUN MORN:3) 

Quantification , Pluralit y , Aspect , Re ference , and Conjunction 

Several linguists (e .g., Lako ff, Lawler, Carden, Jackendoff, Shopen, and 

Tai) have dealt with the question of how quantification, plurality, aspect, 
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nee, and conjunction are related to one another , although to my knowledge 

t d · one writing toreal in any detail with their interhave attemp e Ln 

I n this paper, a brief su~r.ary of some previous work is preionship. 

, and the interrelationship o f all of these phenomena is explored with-

o f semantics as elaborated by G. Lakoff in ~ 

of the sentences 

(1) All of the boys carried a couch upstairs . 

(2) Each of the boys carried a couch upstairs . 

which have one reading in common and, consequently, under that read ing 

thould have the same logical form, it is shown that some . if not all, quanti

fiers which occur in surface forms do not correspond to any one atomic predi

cate in logical form . These quantifiers are decomposable into different types 

of referential ;,elations, e . g., temporal reference (i.e ., aspect), locative 

f nee and NP reference relations which can be captured in logical form re ere , • 
only through conjoined S's with singular NP arguments indexed to capture the 

difference in definiteness and specificity of the surface NP's they underlie. 

DAVID STAMPE, Ohio State University fSAT AFT : 2] 

!feech as Music: Toward an Understanding of the Prosodic Characteristics 
of Language 

There is a rich literature on the various pro sodic characters of languages 

and their individual histories, but none of this literature sheds much light 

on~ prosodic constraints and changes occur. This programmatic paper attempts 

to bring linguistic prosody under the same universal principles o f rhythm that 

govern music and verse. Its basic point is that linguistic units are organized 

into speech units analogous to musical measures. This metrical structure is 

responsible for the placement of ('predictable') accents , primary and secondary, 

and for the dete rmination of syllabic quantity , by principles identical to tho se 

governing accent and duration in the musical sys t ems o f the world . The pa per 

hlls into three parts: 

The first is a typology of speech-timing principles o f languages o f the 

world, from isosyllabic/isomoric types like Chinese/Japanese to isotonic types 

like English. This typology makes r e ference to the i ns trumental and percep tua l 

studies of Lehis te and others, the metrical t ypologies of Jakobs en and Lotz , 

the distinct sorts of phonological processes (vowel harmony , reduction, 

cliticization , etc. ) specific to each type, and to the occurrence o f the var i

ous types in children's speech. 
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Accent placement in languages of the world is typically on the syl 

mora that is initial or penultimate in the word. This is underst andable if 
the word is treated as a measure of common-time music: 

mora after the bar-line or the next-to-last before the 

the first syllable/ 

bar-line is accented. 
(Final accent requires special discussion . ) Apparent exceptions involve 

guages which for morphological reasons 'strip' (in Lee's terminology) 

like final or initial syllables . 

A handful of metrists (Heusler, Leonard, Stewart) perceived that in 

tain verse systems, like that of Germanic , accent and quantity are interde

pendent . What has not been perceived is that this interdependence explains 
the changes on accent and quantity that these and other accented lan guages 
undergo. Here the analogy of language and music is most t ·k · s r1 Lng: an ex-

haustive survey of prosodic processes in these languages (vowel quantity 

changes, deletion o f syllable-final consonants, syncope, accent reduction, 

etc.) shows that each process brings the rhythm of speech into closer con

formity tD that o f re gular common-time music . 

SUSAN STEELE, University of New Me xico 

Is It Possible? 

rsUN MORN:3] 

Horn (1972) argues that there is a necessary connection between the root 

sense and the epistemic sense of Eng11· sh odals th m , e . g. , e two meanings of 

~ -- permission and possibility -- are necessarily related semantic concepts. 

He predicts, therefore, that the modal systems of o ther languages will be 

similar to the English modal system in tha t they will exhibit systematic re

lationships between the s ame s emantic concepts . This paper will examine that 

hypothesis through a cons ideration o f modals in Kapampangan , Thai, Luiseno , 

and Classical Aztec. 

Horn's outline of modal concepts delimits the class of modals at the out

set to morphemes which mark poss ibility or permission, probability or weak 

obligation , and certainty/ necess ity or s trong obligation, although there is no 

assumption that modals in the se four languages will be ambiguous between the 

paired meanings. All four languages inc lude possibility, probability, and 

certainty in the spectrum of e pistemic modals although Lui se~o subsumes the 

oo mo a not1ons o all four languages in-fir s t two in one morpheme . The r t d 1 · f 

volve weak and strong obligation; Aztec, Kapampangan, and Thai include per

mission as well. 

Horn's hypothesi s that there i s a neces sary connection between root and 

epistemic modal m@anin gs is supported. Not all modals in these languages are 
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guous between root and epistemic meanings, but when they are, they are 

the predicted manner . Furthermore, the modal systems of all but 

the predicted systematicity. Even if the concepts of possibility 

permission, for example, are represented by different morphemes, they 

represented. Although the notions of possibility, probability, and 

and the related root modal notions do not exhaust the 

parameters which must be considered in a comprehensive discussion 

aodals, the striking resemblances between the modal system of English and 

modal systems of the other four languages suggest that modal semantics 

University of California, San Diego fFRI MORN:6] 

Although essentially a fixed word order language (VSO), Irish displays 

word or der peculiarities in copular sentences. These arise, I will 

fact that the predicate of the copula is normal focus position . 

Examples o f copular sentences as traditionally classified appear in (1). 

(1) a . Classification : Is seomra dorcha e sin That' s a dark room. 

Cop r oom dark it tha t 

b . Ide ntification: Is ~ an seomra dorcha ~ sin. That's the dark room . 

c it the r oom dark it that What a dark r oom! 

C, Emphasis Is seomra a chonaic ' It's me. a room that I saw. 
(Cleft) C r oom Rel saw I 

and (c), but not (a), are cons idered by speaker s to be s omehow 

The a:·,ove ta xonomy is misleading in that it obscures the re

lationships among copular sen t ences as we 11 as the nature o f the emphasis fel t 

nbe present. It is clear from the cleft sentence (lc) that the so-called 

•phasis refers to the foc us o f the sentence. Relationships among these sen

tences will be clarified by examining some more complex focus constructions, 

I s m; an bhean a bh{ tinn. 
, 
I am the woman who was ill. 

C I the woman Rel was ill. 

b. Is { an bhean a bh{ tinn i. " She is the woman who was 

C she the woman Re l was ill she 

shown that the final pr onoun !• of (2b) is the focus element , cor

responding to post-copular me o f (2a), the post-co pular pronoun being a syn

tactic reflex o f the definite NP; the same ho lds for (lb). Sentence-final 

bcus also occurs in pseudo-clefts such as (3), a paraphrase of ( lc). 
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(3) Is ~ an rud a chonaic m' (n6) seomra. 

C it the thing Rel saw I (namely) r oom 

This suggests that all focus NPs originate sentence-finally 

but are moved to post-copular position; where movement is :·.locked, it 

due to possible ambiguity. 

Finally, there is a process of copula-predicate inversion, shown in 

This applies to (la) for emphasis of the predicate, but may also 

already "emphatic" cleft sentence (lc), in which case it is said 

"extra emphasis." 

(4) a. Seomra dorcha is ea ~- (from la) A dark room it is. 

room dark c it it It's a dark r6om, 

b. Seomra is ea a chonaic m~. (from lc) It's a room that 

I argue that this construction is the only true emphatic. Whether or not 

focus sentences of (1) are felt to be emphatic depends on the existence of 

parallel focus-neutral sentences with which they can be compared. On this 

basis an attempt is made to define the relationship between focus and 

sis in Irish. Anomalous behavior has been 

languages as well, and it is possible that an examination of its 

to focus and emphasis mechanisms may prove fruitful on a broader scale. 

MARJO~IE SWACKER, Texas A&M University 

Speaker Sex: A Sociolinguistic Variable 

fFRI AFT:2] 

Speaker sex - the sex of the speaker - as a sociolinguistic variable asks 

only that the informants be grouped by the one distinction which is both uni

versally standardized and biologically predetermined. This, however, runs 

counter to most studies using speakers of English (in which the underlying 

assumption is that verbal behavior within the same socio-economic, educ~tional, 

professional and regional groupings is completely androgenous). 

When other than standard, adult English has been the subject of research, 

speaker sex studies have proved valuable; Black English, English of the~ 

and the speech of New England youngsters have all demonstrated significant 

differences when viewed with an eye to speaker sex. Phonological, lexical 

and/or syntactic variations according to the sex of the speaker have appeared 

in studies of Japanese, Korean, Yana, Chiquito, Spanish, Chiglit, to mention 

but a few. 

Over a half century ago, Jespersen (1922) devoted one chapter to the 

speech of women; he cited incomplete sentences, an avoidance of taboo words 

and great verbosity as typical of the female sex. Si:\ce that time, both 

and popular publications have dutifully presented variations on 

theme: men are the strong, silent type and women simply talk 

talk. 
work by Mary Richie Key (1972), Nancy Barron ( 1971), 

such topics as male and female linguistic behavior in general , 

case, women as part of semantic categories, women's use of the 

stion and sex-specific lexical i tems indicate that speech is not at 

androgenous behavior. 

description as the elicitory device, demon

several areas that speaker sex must be considered as an independent 

The study I conducted, in the spring of this year, used an equal 

and female students all of whom were attending the same uni-

A successful attempt was made to keep s uch variables as age , income, 

completed and region of origin constant. Three areas demonstrating a 

ific speake r sex distinction follow: 

The informants were given as much or as little time as they 

wanted; th@y were urged to try to l~ave nothing out of their 

descriptions. When given un unlimited amount to time, men 

spoke for a mean time of nearly ten minutes longer than wo

men. In fac t , the differences between male and female means 

is several times l ~ rger than the standard deviation for fe

male mean scores. Women, it was found, do tend to speak 

slightly faster than men, but this rapidity was we ll below 

the level of significance. 

The pictures used for the descriptions were 16th century 

woodcuts, rich in detail and containing some unfamiliar 

objects. When one part of the picture (a shelf or the 

podium, for example) had been described to the satisfaction 

of the speaker, a "topic shift" was required. These shifts 

were marked by pauses, inter j ections and conjunctions. Whi le 

pauses were found in both samples, interjections were ex

clusively used by males while female s used conjunction markers 

significantly more often than did males. 

When stating a number, fully half o f the women used an es

timating element; only one man in the sample exhibited this 

pattern. Further, counting as part o f descriptive discourse 

was discovered to be a purely male behavior . 

sex specific topic shift patterns , as we l l as the specialized 

ue of numbers all indicate that speaker sex is a significant variable without 

the consideration of which much sociolinguistic research may be rendered in-



JAMES H-Y TAI, Southern Illinois University rFRI MORN:6) 
On the Center of Predication in Chinese Verb Complement Constructio~ 

Chinese grammarians have analyzed (1) as (1') and (2) as (2'). 

(1) ta ti-kai-le m~n He kicked the door open. 
(he)(kick)(open)(asp.)(door) 

(1') subject-verb-complement-asp.-object 

(2) ta p~o de kuai 
(he)(run)(de)(fast) 

(2') subject-verb-(de)-complement 

He runs fast. 

It has hitherto been assumed by both traditional and transformational gra~-

marians in Chinese syntax that the center of predication in Chinese verb~ 

complement constructions (as represented by (1) and (2)) 

The purpose of this paper is to show that the center of predication in 

constructions falls on the 'complement' and not on the 'verb'. 

It will be argued that the Chinese action-result verb-complement con

structions (as represented by (1)) are syntactically analogous to adverbial

verb constructions in Chinese. Thus, the proper analysis of (1) in the sur

face structure is (1"). 

(1") subject-manner adverbial-verb-asp.-object 

It will also be argued that the complement~ 'open' in (1) is in fact a 

causative transitive verb and serves syntactically as the center of predicat 

As to the so-called predicative complements in sentences like (2), it 

will be shown that they are in fact adverbials which have a dominance over 

the verb and which therefore become the center of predication. It is to be 

argued that the function of adverbials in Chinese has a peculiar feature in 

that they assume the functi.on of 'modifica tion' only when they precede the 

verb, and when they follow the verb, the y become the center of predication. 

Thus, while kuai 'fast' in (2) is the center of predication, it is an adver

bial with the function of 'modification' in (4). 

(4) ta h~n kuai de pao-le 
(he)(very)(fast)(de)(run)(asp.) 

He ran away very quickly. 

Theoretical implications of the proposed theory will be discussed in 

relation to Chinese syntax and the theory of adverbials in general. 
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tERREBONNE, Wright State University IFRI MORN:4) 

e Rule Analysis of the Indefinite Article an 

traditional view of the English indefinite article is that it occurs 

before consonants and~ /an/ before vowels, although the use of~ 

has been noted, for example in dictionaries like Webster's 

for BEV speakers in Labov's The Study of Nonstandard English. 

o f this paper is to present a variable rule analysis of the 

of~ before vowels. The variation that is observed is between 

and r!r That is, there are two variable rules ordered such that 

:3 and by the second e -+ ¢, producing alternations like 

school, II "have a Ia! accident," and " gave me en-

The variable constraints of these rules are given a probaba-

interpretation according to the maximum likelihood estimation pro-

of the Cedergren/San!<off computer program. The data are drawn from 

with both black and white college students from the Midwest and 

students from the South . These observations support the conclu

that this variation does not show regional or social correlation but 

in progre ss below the level of awareness, although more 

age groups and a wider range of social classes are needed. 

University of California, Los Angeles 

Russian 

[FRI MORN:S] 

North Russian dialects show a variety of cons tructions formed with the 

The variation shows up primarily in the case and 

tical function of the semantic object. Corresponding to the standard 

izba postavlena 

nom. fern. sg. 
fern. sg. 

'the house has been built' 

semantic object in the nominative as the grammatical subject, we find 

Russian: 

(2) vody prineseno 

gen. neut. sg. 

'some water has been brought' 

semantic object in the genitive, and not with the grammatical sub-

izbu postavleno 

ace. neut. sg. 

'there has been building the house ' 
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with the semantic object in the accusative, and not with the grammatical 

subject, and even 

(4) u nego uexano 

prep. neut. sg. 

'by him there has been going' 

which is derived from an intransitive. In addition, the dialect cons 

differ from standard Russian in the case used to express the agent, and 

treatment of aspect. 

These constructions represent a spatial, historical, and structural 

gradation. This gradation, however, represents a single reanalysis of the 

passive in North Russian: whereas the standard Russian construction is a 

true passive, the North Russian constructions are passive-impersonal, 

perfect or resultative meaning. The gradation can be understood as a 

implementation of the basic reanalysis. 

As in phonological change, then, there are two facets to syntactic 

reanalysis and implementation. 

DOROTHY TYACK, Institute for Childhood Aphasia 
DAVID INGRAM, University of British Columbia 

fSUNAFT:S] 

The Inversion of Subject NP and AUXin Children's Questions 

In recent years, a number of publications on child language have referre• 

to unpublished work by Ursula Bellugi on the acquisition of questions. From 

that work, one of the most mentioned findings is that children go through a 

stage during which they invert Aux and subject NP in yes~no questions but not 

in WH questions. For example, they will ask "Are you going to make it with 

me?" with inversion, but "What I did yesterday?" without. In a recent study, 

we examined questions produced by 22 children (9 boys, 13 girls) for this 

stage. Approximately 200 questions were collected per child; their ages r 

from 2,0 to 3,10. From these questions, we calculated percentages of inver

sion for yes-no questions and WH questions. In no case was there any clear 

evidence of the stage discussed by Bellugi. There were some instances of WH 

questions without inversion, but these children showed a similar number of 

yes-no questions without inversion. It is concluded that Bellugi's proposed 

stage of acquisition may be either 1) a limited strategy tha t only some chi 

follow, or 2) a very brief period of acquisition that requires longitudinal 

observations. 
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C.H. COKER, Bell Laboratories rsUN MORN:2) 

tures in American En 

"ost linguis ts believe that there are certain signals between speaker 

listener ths t mark the location of boundaries, stress and possibly higher 

features. These signals are thought to be associated with non

differences in speech sounds: duration, pitch, i ntensity and 

variation. But the knowledge of these signals is vague, because 

been no large scale studies o f non-distinctive factors in spoken 

Based on a large body of natural speech data (readings of about 

in total, by four speakers), we report a systematic study on dura

other non-distinctive variations of speech sounds in 

in the initial position o f stressed syllable possesses con

properties that are markedly different from those in other 

For example, voiceless fricatives have higher intensity with 

opening in initial position than other positions. Initial 

stops , nasals and liquids show hi gher amplitude in vocal cord oscil

but lower intensity in output than their final counterparts. Voiceless 

long aspiration with widely o pen g l ottis i n initial positions, but 

no aspiration with almost closed g lottis in final positions. This is 

say, however, that these variations form two clearly defined classes. 

Initial consonants of function words retain characteristics of initial al

lophones, but to lesser degrees than those o f strong content words. Conso

••ts in clusters sometimes take values in between those o f initial and final 

11lophones , depending on the tightness of the clusters and on relative "con

•onantalness" o f their adjacent consonants. 

The factors that govern the duration o f consonants are almost identical 

~th those that determine their allophonic variations . In determining dura

tion, there are no interactions between ~onditions of what precedes the con

IOnant and of what follows it. Th@refore, we can regard these two factors 

11 independent. Vowel duration is dependent on many factors: lexical stress, 

importance of the word, the position of the vowel relative to a pause, the 

position inside the word, and the consonant following the vowel. But we can 

predict the durations of vowels in our data with reasonable accuracy from 

rules based on these factors. 

Because phonological conditions are not the only factors that determine 

~ysical quantities of speech segments, some overlapping of data points exist. 

~wever, the main body of data can be explained by phonological rules. We can 

hardly regard this consistency as accidental. But rather , we see these non

phonemic details as carriers of crucial cues that enable the listener to 

~derstand the speaker's message. In this sense they are very much a part 

of th~ phono logi cal structure o f the language. 
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ROBERT UNDERHILL, San Diego State University 

Major Class Features 

[SAT MORN:2) 

The distinctive features of The Sound Pattern of English (SPE) are de

fined on a universal phonetic basis; the definition of a given feature does 

not change from language to language. The system does not define a hierarchy 

among the features, nor does it allow for such a hierarchy to differ from 

lan guage to language. We contend that this system is too inflexible to 

adequately define the structurally s i gnificant phonological classes of every 

language. 

The thesis is developed with r espect to the major class features (vo

calic, consonantal, sonorant], which define the major phonetic classes of 

non-syllables, which we take to be: obstruents (T), nasals (N), liquids 

(L), (w y)-type glides (Y), and [h ?)-type glides (H). 

We start with [sonorant], which in SPE includes N, L, Y, and H. While 

many languages have a structural class of consonants which may be called 

sonorants, this class rarely includes H. Evidence is presented from Tsim

shian showing that the sonorants in that language consist only of N, L, and 

Y, Then, evidence is presented from Turkish showing that the sonorants in 

that language consist only of Nand L, excluding Y. Thus, either (sonorant) 

must be defined language-specifically, or we must invent two new features. 

Additional evidence is sought for the necessity of a feature opposing 

T and N (the traditional "true consonants") to L, Y, and H; and a feature 

separating Hand Y, the glides, from T, N, and L. It is, of course, possible 

to define any phonological class, significant or non-significant , by a com

bination of features; but we take the view that the more significant a 

phonological class is in a given language, the fewer features should be re

quired to define it. Thus, classes which play a major role in the phono

logical economy of a given language should be definable with a single feature. 

Our conclusion is that either 1) phonological features should be defined 

on a language-specific basis, or 2) we must add many more features to the 

universal inventory, with each language makin g significant use of only cer

tain of these features. 

ROBERT M. VAGO, Harvard University [FRI AFT: 3 ) 

In Defense of Extrinsic Ordering in Phonology 

Examples from a number of languages are presented where pairs of phono

logical rules are ordered extrinsically. These cases argue against a recently 
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sed theory of rule ordering (Koutsoudas, Sanders, and Noll, "On the 

. n of Phonological Rules," to appear in Language) according to cat1.o 
obligatory rules apply whenever their structural description is met: 

ly either simultaneously or in intrinsic sequential order. app 
some facts can not be accounted for in a theory that disallows explicit 

statements. In Finnish, ~ is realized as the diphthong ie, and 

fricative~ is deleted intervocalically: /vee/=>~. /te'!Je/ =>tie. In 

final obstruents are devoiced, and in some dialects ~ is deleted 

a nasal consonant: /laDg+e/ => la~g, /la~g/ => la~ . In Faroese,~ is 

to 2 intervocalically, and a vowel is deleted in the environment 

/heidinir/ => h~ionir. While these examples can be derived in tc cov: 
th~ K5N framework, the following attested dialectal forms are problematic: 

from /te~e/, German la~k from /la~g/, Faroese h~idnir from 

In the Finnish form the diphthongization rules can not apply 

dele tion rule; in the German and Faroese examples the rules can 

simultaneously. In these, and similar, cases the correct appli

the rules follows from no known universal principles, but rather 

be specified extrinsically. 

Four original arguments from Hungarian phonology are discussed which 

likewise sugges t that the KSN theory is too restrictive . Perhaps the most 

convincing one deals with the interaction of the following two rules. The 

initial consonant of the instrumental suffix -val/vel assimilates to a pre

ceding consonant, while the final consonant of the demonstrative pronouns 

az and ez assimilates to a suffix initial consonant. The KSN framework - -
predicts that the two rules apply simultaneously in the instrumental forms 

of the demonstratives and derives the incorrect metathesized representations 

/az+val/ ~ *avzal, /ez+vel/ => *evzel. In fact, the rules apply in either 

seguential order: azzal ~ avval, ezzel ~ evvel. 

Evidence like the above notwithstanding , certain contentions of the 

KSN model are meritorious. These are discus sed, and a theory of phonology 

is outlined in which principles like transparency and paradigm regularity 

eotivate extrins ic ordering restrictions, which therefore are maximally 

curtailed, but no t unconditionally prohibited. 

HARENDER N, VASUDEVA, Bowling Green State University 

Nominal Constraints on Tense and Aspect 

In Chomsky (1965), rules of the following type: 

[SUN MORN:3) 

[+V] ---- ;> cs;;'Aux (Det".9 ) and Adjective ---7 CS/ ... __ 
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ROBERT UNDERHILL, San Diego State University 

Major Class Features 

( SAT MORN:2] 

The distinctive features of Th~ Sound Pattern of English (SPE) are de
fined on a universal phone tic basis; the definition of a given feature 

not change from language t o language . The system does not define a 

among the features, nor does it allow for such a hierarchy to differ from 

language to language. We contend that this system is too inflexible to 

adequately define the structurally s i gnificant phonological classes of •~ery 

language. 

The thesis is developed with respect to the major class features [vo

calic, consonantal, sonorant), which define the major phonetic classes of 

non-syllabics, which we take t o be: obstruents (T), nasals (N), liquids 

(L), [w y)-type glides (Y), and [h ? )-type g lides (H). 

We start with [sonorant] , which in SPE includes N, L, Y, and H. While 

many languages have a structural class of consonants which may be called 

sonorants, this class rarely includes H. Evidence is presented from Tsim

shian showing that the sonorants in that language consist only of N, L, and 

Y. Then, evidence is presented from Turkish showing that the sonorants in 

that language consist only of N and L, excluding Y. Thus, either [sonorant] 

must be defined language-specifically, or we must invent two new features. 

Additional evidence is sought for the necessity of a feature opposing 

T and N (the traditional "true consonants") to L, Y, and H; and a feature 

separating HandY, the glides, from T, N, and L. It is, of course, possible 

to define any phonological class, significant or non-significant, by a com

bination of features ; but we take the view that the more significant a 

phonological class is in a given language, the fewer features should be re

quired to define it. Thus, classes which play a major role in the phono

logical economy of a given language should be definable with a single feature. 

Our conclusion is that either 1) phonological features should be defined 

on a language-specific basis, or 2) we must add reany more features to the 

universal inventory, with each language making significant use of only cer

tain of these features. 

ROBERT M. VAGO, Harvard University [FRI AFT:3) 

In Defense of Extrinsic Ordering in Phonology 

Examples from a number of languages are presented where pairs of phono

logical rules are ordered extrinsically. These cases argue against a recently 
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theory of rule ordering (Koutsoudas, Sanders, and Noll, "On the 

. f Phonological Rules," to appear in Language) according to at1.on o 
obligatory rules apply whenever their structural description is met: 

1 either simultaneously or in intrinsic sequential order . 
app Y 

facts can not be accounted for in a theory that disallows explicit 
some 
inS statements. In Finnish, ~ is realized as the diphthong ~. and 

fricative'( is deleted intervocalically: /vee/~ vie, /te'Se/ => lli· In 

final obstruents are devoiced, and in some dialects ~ is deleted 

consonant: /la~g+e/ => la~g, /lang/ • laQ• In Faroese, ~is 

to 2 intervocalically, and a vowel is de};ted in the environment 

/heidinir/ => h~ionir. While these examples can be derived in cov: 
K5N framework, the following attested dialectal forms are problematic: 

~from /te~e/, German laDk from /laqg/, Faroese h~idnir from 

In the Finnish form the diphthongization rules can not apply 

dele tion rule; in the German and Faroese examples the rules can 

simultaneously. In these, and similar, cases the correct appli

of the rules follows from no known universal principles , but rather 

be specified extrinsically. 

Four original arguments t rom Hungarian phonology are discussed which 

likewise suggest that the KSN theory is too restrictive. Perhaps the most 

convincing one deals with the interaction o f the following two rules. The 

initial consonant of the instrumental suffix -val/vel assimilates to a pr@

ceding consonant, while the final cons onant of the demonstrative pronouns 

az and ez assimilates to a suffix initial cons onant. The KSN framework - -
predicts that the two rules apply simultaneously in the instrumental forms 

of the demonstratives and derives the incorrect metathesized representations 

/az+val/ => *~, /ez+vel/ = *evzel. In fact, the rule s apply in either 

sequential order : ~ ~ ~. ezzel .... evvel. 

Evidence like the above notwithstanding, certain contentions of the 

~N model are meritorious. These are discussed, and a theory of phonology 

is outlined in which principles like transparency and paradigm regularity 

motivate extrinsic ordering restrictions, which the refore are maximally 

curtailed, but not unconditionally prohibited. 

HARENDER N, VASUDEVA, Bowling Green State University 

Nominal Constraints on Tense and Aspect 

In Chomsky (1965), rules of the following type: 

[SUN MORN:3) 

[ +V) ---- .;> cs/c:-Aux __ (De('S ) and Adjective ---7 CS/. • • __ 
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Where ot is an N and 13 is an N 

strongly imply that selectional constraints hold between lexical 

and that grammatical formatives such as tense and aspect have no 

on their distribution. However, there is evidence that the 

tense and aspect is constrained by the features of the NPs, 

the S node or the VP node of the same sentence. Consider for example 

following: 

a, The guests have been arriving for two hours. 

b. ? The guest has been arriving for two hours. 

c. Mary is finding volunteers to help the poor. 

d. *Mary is finding a volunteer to help the poor. 

The oddity of (b) and (d) points out the fact that the selection of 

pectual formatives, have+en and be+ing, is restricted among other 

the syntactic features of the subject and/or the object NP. 

tions differ with the inherent aspect of the lexical verb; compare, 

stance, ill-formed (b) and (d) with well-formed (f) and (g) below: 

f. The guest has been singing for two hours. 

g. Mary is searching for a volunteer to help the poor. 

The syntactic features of the subject NP seem to restrict 

of (! past) under the tense node, in certain cases, as is evidenced by 

oddity of (j) below: 

l1. A 11 women like soap operas. 

i. Mary likes soap operas. 

j. *All women liked the soap opera yesterday. 

k. Mary liked the soap opera yesterday. 

It appears that generic NPs resist past tense with "punctual" (King 19 

aspect. 

The facts presented above raise issues of great theoretical 

Firstly, they seem to indicate that the system 

strictions through complex symbols and through subcategorization of 

categories "in terms of syntactic features that appear in specified 

in the sentence" is not adequate. Selectional restrictions apply to 

cal formatives, such as I± past] and have+en and be+ing, and since the 

formatives do not form a part of the lexicon, the selectional restrict 

these elements will have to be handled in the Base rather than in the 

tionary. However, the matter is complicated by the fact that 

strictions on grammatical formatives such as tense and aspect 

specified without reference to certain features of the lexical verb ( 

(c) and (d) with (f) and (g)), which destroys the autonomy of 

factors raise serious doubts about the correctness of Chomsky 

handling selectional constraints. 
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of California, Los Angeles (SUN MORN:4] 

r 

h especially of J. H. Greenberg, W. P. Lehmann, R. researc , 

Th Vennemann has brought to light and explained a consid-
and · ' 

of co-occurrence universals for word order structures. The 

order relation is that between the finite verb V and its com-

in main declarative clauses; this order determines the natural 

of serialization for every language. X is an operator on V (the 

tary case is the relation between a direct object 0 and a transi-

V), where semantically an operator is a specifier of i ts operand 

tically the operand determines the syntactic category of the 

Thus, an XV language tends t o have all op

objects before transitive verbs, adverbials 

main verbs before medals and auxil iaries, noun modifier s be

~no••uo, noun phrases before adpositions (postpos i tions) , standards 

VX languages tend to serialize all 

rand constructions in the opposite order: transitive verbs be · 

, verbs before adverbials, medals and auxiliaries before main 

headnouns before noun modifiers, adpositions (prepositions ) before 

s, comparative adjectives before standards, etc. These word 

are established on the analogy of the bas ic verb position 

verb position changes, the other order relationships follow 

In particular, when the subject-object (S-0) morphology of an SXV 

is weakened by r eductive phonological change, and V begin s being 

topics (T), as the first step in the development from 

to VSX), an intermediate type TVX is found 

basically VX but preserves many concomitants of the preceding XV 

type develops features of its own which are not 

e.g. , the passiveX (especially the passive with 

or which are neither typical of consistent XV languages 

the 

VX languages, e .g., a definite article , a bracing negation 

ne-V-pas) , XV word order as a mark of clause subordination, etc. 

morphology (which is XV in structure) is reduced during t h i s period 

SXV1 TVX1 SVX is accompanied by a change from agglut ina· 

to isolating; this in turn favors the stabilization of 

(in the SVX scheme). Sapir's ' drift' is t hereby expla i ned. When 

change builds a new morpho l ogy including an S-0 

, the language returns to the XV type because V is no longer needed 

0 under topicalization. In this paper the intermediate TVX 

special exemplification. 
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C.F. VOEGELIN and F.M. VOEGELIN, Indiana University 

Conditions for Conj oining in Hopi 

A. Besides the identification of the Sing le inflectio 1 . na dev~ce 

s witch-reference (OBVIATIVE), and of the several inflectio 1 d . na ev~cea 

same reference (PROXIMATES) and the diverse devices for 1 1 oose y con 
sentences, it is shown that other facets of syntax interrel ate With 
in f lection to give the conditions for conjoining. 

B.l. and C. Consider the different inflectional endings i nvolved 
same reference (PROX) conj oining: PROX in 1-tl was labeled sequential 
Whorf (VFPA 6.1946); [-ka •1l was labeled concursive· [ e?J wa 1 b ~~~~~· - s a eled 
diti onal; (< ni>qa?y) was l abel ed correlative. Though it is true that 

some sentences the meanings ascribed by these labels are actualized , 
are no t realized in other sentences. The PROX (-e? ], for example, is 

by Whorf to mark conditional (translated 'if, when'); but 

tences the conjoining cannot be interpreted either in an 'if' or 

s~nse. The conditions for interpretation involve interrelations 

in f lection and the kind of particles discussed by K H 1 f en a e or Papago ( 

and by the Voegelins for Hopi (?as). Thus, one condition for obtaining 

'after' interpretation with PROX in f-e?) is the inclusion of [?ason) 

the conjoined sentence: 'After (?ason) she has c ut-meat (sikwite?), 

will dry it (pit laknani) later (?ason)'. The conditional, in fact, 

out t o be always a conditional contrary to fact, for the only 

(generate) conditional conjoining in Hopi is by the inclusion 

[?as): 'If only I (pas ni ?as) has money 

a new house (pihikitani)'. 

ERHARD F.K. VOELTZ, Indiana University 

Passives 

fFRI MORN:}) 

Transformational grammarians have traditionally derived truncated 

sives such as (1) from f ull pass ives such as (2) by some kind of rule of 

agent deletion. 

(1) The tapes will be destroyed. 

(2) The tapes will be destroyed by someone. 

In this paper it will be argued that truncated passives are basic, 

full passives such as (2) are derived from complex structures such as 

which the truncated passive is the top-most S, and that this source for 

passives is universal. 
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es will be destroyed 
tap 

s 

it is someone 

it will be suggested that such a source for passives explains 

universal that: 
which have full passives also have truncated passives , 

with truncated passives do not necessarily have full 

of Texas, Austin fS UN AFT:4] 

paper attempts to provide a new explanation of the l oss of the in

which ocurred in Modern Greek, Romanian, Albanian, Bulgarian and 

Although these languages belong t o different branches of 

they underwent a number of morphological and syntactic changes 

The change is discussed with reference to 

I will try to show tha t the loss of the infinitive 

part of a more general process , t hat is, disappearing 

the verb. 

n Bulgarian , similarly to the other languages of the Balkan area, 

a construction consisting of a subj unc-

and a finite form of a verb with a personal ending. For in

infini tive, Modern Bulgar ian can 

the so-ca lled -da construction with a f inite verb: 

Troyan Ev. XIV century: Ne mo~e jego pogubiti; li t. not(he) 
can him to destroy: 

Mir. 1963 Modern trans
lation: 

'He cannot destroy hi m' 

Ne moze da go pogub i; li t . not (he) can 
subj. marker him (he) destroys; 

'He cannot destroy him' 
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The linguists describing the loss of the infinitive in Bulgarian 

(Mirchev 1963), Vra~u (1963) did not connect it with other facts about the 

verbal system. At the same time Bulgarian underwent two other changes: 

the loss of gerund formation and the loss of participles. Some of the 

gerunds remained in the language only as lexicalized items. In later ver

sions o f the same texts the gerunds were replaced by th da e -constructions, 
for example: 

(3) Nikiforov Prepis 
XVII century: 

!mal dar izcelenija; lit. (he) had gift of 
curing; 

'He had the gift to cure' 

(4) Din. 1962 Modern Imal dar da izcerjava; lit. (he) had gift 
translation: subj. marker (he) cures; 

'He had the gift to cure' 

All the participles in adjectival use were replaced by relative clauses, 

except for those in transformational grammar which are derived via relative 

clause reduction. These are the past tense active participle and the past 

tense passive participle, e.g., 

(S)a. Vojnikat kojto e umrjal 
lit. soldier-the who is died 'The soldier who has died' 

after the relative clause reduction and preposing we have: 

( 5)b . Umrelijat vojnik 
lit. died-the soldier 

(6)a. Pesnjata kojato e zabravena 
song-the which is forgotten 

'The soldier who had died' 

'The song which is forgotten' 

after relative clause reduction and preposing we have (6)b 

(6)b. Zabravenata pesnja 
forgotten-the song 'The forgotten song' 

I conclude that if we look at these changes as a syntactic rather than a 

purely morphological problem we can treat them as a unified process, namely 

there was a tendency in the language to replace all the constructions with 

non-finite verbs by the constructions with the finite verbs. Thus, parti

ciples ~ere replaced by relative and temporal clauses, infinitives by the 

da-constructions and gerunds by that-clauses or da-constructions. In trans

formational grammar this change may be described as the loss of the rule of 

Equi-NP deletion. This fact has implications for the synchronic description 

of other languages. Transformational grammar represents infinitives and 

gerunds as subordinate sentences containing an instance of an identical NP 

whose subject gets deleted as a result of the transformation of Equi-NP 

deletion. It is a significant fact that there is a language which intro

duced personal markers as the traces of the deleted subject NP in gerundial 

and infinitival complements. 
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Ottawa [FRI AFT:S) 

tern 

The vowel system of Vulgar Latin presents several synchronic problems . 

Vulgar Latin has been consider ed to have phonemic stress, pre

length, and a seven vowel system with two new vowel phonemes 

and 
0 

(contrasting with Classical Latin, which had predictable stress, 
r 
~nemic length, and five vowe ls) . A more detailed analysis of Vulgar Latin 

shows very heavy restr ictions on the possible occurrence of stress, and com

plicated phonotactic constraints on the new vowels £ and 0 • There are, more

over, morphophonemic alternations involving vowel height and length resulting 

from the historical processes that pro duced Vulgar Latin. Two solutions to 

the Vulgar Latin alternations may be compared. The first, abstract and con

servative, recapitulates the history and solves some o f the phonotactic 

problems, but creates new ones as well. It also makes use of absolute neu

ualization and non-productive rules. The second solution, in contrast, 

shows lexical restructuring (with accompanying phono tactic restricti ons), 

uses fewer and more productive rules (particularly with respect to stress 

assignment and vowel height adjustment), and is more concrete. This latter ap

proach has important implications for phonological a~alyses o f the modern 

R~ance languages, particularly concerning the status of the features [ tense) 

or r l ong]. 

ROBERT WALL, University of Texas, Austin 

A Presuppositional Calculus 

IFRI AFT:l) 

A formal calculus is presented which yields as theorems the observations 

of Kart tunen (Ling. Inquiry, 4, 169 (1973)) on the presuppositions of com

pound sentences joined by "and," "or," and "if ..• then." Karttunen states 

that ordinarily the presuppositions of a compound sentence are the sum of 

the presuppositions of its components but that i n certain cases presuppositions 

may be "filtered out." For example, when A is among the presuppositions of 

B, the presuppositions of sentences of the form "A and B" and "if A then B" 

do no t include A. Similarly ~ A is presupposed by B. 

The basic elements of the calculus are formulas of the form (PA J A), 

(P8 ~ B), •.. where A,B, ..• are elementary propositions and PA, PB, • •. are 

conjunctions of propositions (in the intended interpretation, the presupposi

tions of A,B, ••• , respectively). Such formul as are combined in the usual way 

by_, &,1/ , ::>, and parentheses, and the result is prefixed by a one- place 
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operator,~ Q, 0, ..• (interpreted as "assertion," "question"" d ' or er, 
The rules of inference are fairly standard except for one which 11 a ows 
,.. Operator (Q' ::::> ~) , to give r Operator ( 13) & Com (Q') , (under certain 

tions not spelled out here). The intended interpretation is that one 
asserts, questions, orders, .•• 13 and is committed to the 

As an example, by letting a declarative sentence of surface form 

and B" be represented in the calculus by the axiom =r((P ::::> A) & (P 
A B::> 

one derives the theorems =~(A & B) and Com (PA & PB). Similarly, 

F((P A :::. A) ::::> (P B ::::> B)) (corresponding t o "if A then B") we derive I=(A 

and Com (PA & P8). When A is in PB, however, we derive r(A & B) and 

F(A ::::>B) as before but now along with Com (PA & (PB- A)). Results 

this sort seem to hold for cases of arbitrary complexity. The only de

parture from Karttunen's system seems to be that "and" and "or" behave 

symmetrically in the calculus. It appears, however, that this asymme 

could easily be sacrificed in Karttunen's system without crucial 

Although the calculus seems to yield all the right results, 

many difficulties in interpreting it in an intuitively satisfying way. 

workings of the calculus depend crucially on the logical properties of 

horseshoe connecting P. to i, but it is a mystery why it should 
~ 

this direction rather than the reverse. We ordinarily regard a 

as entailing (or necessitating) its presuppositions but not the 

The fact that Karttunen's observations are mirrored in this 

formal system impels us to search for some hidden unifying principle. 

MARY CLAYTON WANG, Indiana University fSUN AFT:3) 

The Redundance of Morpheme Structure Conditions 

It has recently been suggested (Masayoshi Shibatani, l.anguage 49, 

that surface phonetic constraints (SPC's) are 

logically real grammar, and that some aspects of competence formerly at 

buted to morpheme structure conditions (MSC's), such as intuitions about 

'nativeness' of nonsense forms and adaptation of borrowings, 

accounted for by surface phonetic constraints. I claim that 

such constraints are sufficient (i.e., are the only true 

in a generative grammar); that MSC's play no independent 

no place in phonological theory. The implication of this claim for 

logical theory, aside from the obvious change in the form of 

that, without the possibility of referring to the simplicity 

structure conditions , it can no longer be claimed that analyses based 
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assumptions about the nature of underl ying representations are sup

the theory. 
for the claim that MSC's play no part in gener

following: 

which do not correspond to SPC's or to phonological 

empirical support, since they are neither true at the surface 

they bring about alternations. 

above-mentioned MSC's are rejected, the set of underlying 

grammar is a proper sub~. et o f the set of surface 

If both are to be part of a grammar, it must be 

some information necessary to the grammar is provided by 

be provided by SPC's. Looking particularly at what Shi

calls A/M/SPC's (those SPC's that corres pond to phonological rules 

the only dif~ere nce between the two over

that the latter, but not the former, includes 

s involving morphophonemic alternations conditioned by word 

and allophonic variation. These properties, however, are identi

evidence for the need for MSC's; and until such evidence is found, 

are a part of a generative grammar is unsupported. 

The set of true generalizations that would provide evidence for 

true generalizations but not for corresponding surface level 

lizations, namely MSC's that correspond t o phonological rules but 

to exist. 

diachronic argument against the presence of MSC 's is that SPC's can 

independently of MSC's, but MSC's cannot change witho ut a concomitant 

consequence of removing morpheme structure conditions from generative 

is that arguments for phonological analyses based on the presence of 

structure conditions are no longer possib le . For example , arguments 

ain analyses are supported by the fact that they result in greater 

underlying inventory, or fewer "phonol ogical gaps" in the 

underl ying segments or sequences, can no longer be j ustified 

increased simplicity in MSC's. It thus becomes obvious that appeals 

based on unfounded assumptions about the 

underlying representations, and it becomes possible to treat such 

s rather as hypotheses to be investigated. 

les are taken from Latin and Spanish. Examples of arguments based 

about the nature of underlying representations are from Harris's 

and Chomsky and Halle's The Sound Pattern of English. 
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LYNN WATERHOUSE, Trenton College 

The Acquisition of Code Switching 

[FRI AFT:2) 

In a study of language acquisition in 18 black four year olds and 22 
white four year olds, in which the children were tested by both black and 

white testers for the skills of vocabulary, complex sentence repetition, 

inflection, phonology and story-telling ability, we found that black children 

scored significantly lower than white children on almost all tasks (even 

when tested by black testers). The reasons for such apparently lower per

formances seems to be dependent on the tests themselves and the children's 

ability to code switch into white standard English. 

The statistical evidence for this finding comes from an examination of 

the two cases wherein black children scored significantly better when tested 

by white testers. For both the phonology and the inflection tasks the black 

children's scores improved considerably when tested by whites. The design 

of the study is split half, so the children were receiving one half of the 

test from a black tester and one half of the test from a white tester. 

(Furthermore, the rule of acceptable performance on the tasks is determined 

within the test, and not by the tester.) What is suggested by our data is 

that the black children do better on phonology and inflection tasks with the 

white tester because they code switch into white standard English, and thus 

provide the "correct" answer. They are thus providing a performance which 

is a response to the white tester, and their response fits the requirement 

of the test. 

From our data we argue that children as young as four years old are 

able to do code-switching in the areas of phonology and in flection (the 

measure for inflection is verb tense endings and pluralization). Syntax, 

vocabulary and story-telling do not show this performance difference, and 

for these skills we theorize that the effects of the bias toward white 

standard English answers is not yet mitigated through the code switching 

of black children in the presence of a white tester . It may be that be

cause code s~itching in phonology and inflection is more easily fermented 

by the presence of a model (the white tester) it appears earlier than code 

switching in syntax or vocabulary. 

A more complex question which we have not yet examined in terms of our 

data is that of the relationship the developmental states of such language 

elements as the presence or deletion of the copula in both black and white 

children's speech, and the effect of such language elements on the acquisi

tion of code switching. While we have not completed our analysis, we be

lieve that we will find syntactical free variation in black children split 

into two modalities in the pressures to acquire code switching. 
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University ISAT MORN:3 ) 

All of the previous analyses of the 'tenses' of French have suffered 

at least one of the following inadequacies: the semantics of the forms 

never been thoroughly analyzed but the tenses have been treated as 

allY the linguistic equivalent of referential 'time'; an i nvariant of 

ing has not been extracted for each tense i n all of its uses; or these 

meaning have not been unified within a systematic framework. 

to rectify each of these inadequac ies, I propose in this paper 

analysis which not only demonstrates how tense can be approached from a 

· po int of view but also how a Jakobsonian, distinctive feature frame-8emantl.C 
vork can l ead to a more systematic and satisfactory ana lysis. I n particular, 

the concepts of invariance and of marking will be employed. Most importantly, 

1 
base myself on as wide a range of examples as possible, thus differentiating 

the invariant from its contextual variation. Many of these examples will be 

discussed throughout the paper; !they will be provided on a handout) . Due 

to limitations of time, this paper is concerned only with t he present, im

~rfect, future and conditional 'tenses' of French. 

With the aid of the examples mentioned above, I show that the 'present 

tense' form has no inheren t meaning of present time or simultaneous action: 

w other words, in Jakobsonian terms it is unmarked with respect to the 

present moment, the moment of speaking. In fact , the present tense is the 

unmarked tense in the whole of the French tense system. The 'imperfect' 

tense form, on the other hand, is shown to be marked not for past time nor 

for •anteri or ity', as proposed by Jakobson himself for Russian, but rather 

for non-observability at the moment of speaking. The 'future ' tense form 

is not used exclusively for future time, but r ather creates a potentiality, 

1 projection o f the verbal process outside of the speech situation: it is 

potentially observable , but only from a vantage point different from that of 

the speech situation. The present tense is unmarked for both of these fea

tures; the 'conditional' is marked for both : it combines the non-observability 

of the imper fect and the projection, the potentiality o f the future. Thus, 

~have used two features t o define fo ur tenses: 

present 

imper f~c t 

future 

conditional 

non-observability 

1 

+ 

proj ection 

+ 

+ 

My research thus far has shown that the 'subjunctive' form, the imper feet 

subjunctive, and the 'simple past' can be taken care of by one additional 

feature. 
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CHARLOTTE WEBB, University of Texas, Austin 

Consonant Alternations in Greenlandic 

1FRI AFT:3) 

Much of the discussion in phonological circles today centers on the 

abstractness problem (Kiparsky, Harms, Hyman). While relatively abstract 

descriptions frequently recapitulate significant portions of the history 

of a language, they as frequently obscure transparent processes currently 

I will argue in this paper that this is operative within that language. 

the case in Greenlandic Eskimo. 

Several different analyses of the phonological treatment of nouns such 

as ameq - ammit in Greenlandic have been published recently (Pyle, Underhill 

Cearley). Traditional accounts in general explain such forms by a metathesi~ 
rule and subsequent assimilation rules: lamiq+tl ~ lamqitl ~ rammit). 

Pyle (1970) formalizes this approach. Underhill, however, argues that cer

stems are marked for gemination and that particular affixes produce it. 

approaches require assimilation rules which have serious difficult" 

tain 

Both 
1es. 

In this paper I will argue for neither of the analyses previously cited. 

Rather, I will provide an alternat1've approach h' h · d"ff w 1c 1s 1 erent in several 

respects: (1) lql will be shown to function as the absolutive singular 

morpheme for a large class of nouns; (2) a rule of metathesis which permutes 

a stem final /q/ with the preceding vowel will be shown to be unnecessary; 
(3} a phonologically determined rule of gemination will account for noun 

alternations of the following type -- taleq 11· k _ - ta 1t, nu aq - nukkat, ~-
ayussat. 

for each 

only the 

These will be derived as follows: the underlying representation 

is /tali/, lnukal and layusal, respectively. The singular requires 

suffix /ql. To derive the plural a rule of gemination doubles the 

last consonant of the stem just in case the affix is consonant initial. The 

U'!Ular consonants I q I and lr I must be excluded from triggering gemination. 

An additional rule will delete intervocalic Is/, as well as other single 

continuants in a phologically determined environment to yield ~· 

This proposal has several advantages: (1) the gemination rule in a 

very direct way correctly characterizes the phonetic alternations in these 

nouns; (2) the assimilation rule which was difficult if not impossible to 

state, no longer is necessary; (3) other rules such as ss-deletion and 

r-deletion which cannot be naturally formulated within the other analyses 

can be stated straight-forwardly. Finally, this analysis treats lql as 

the absolutive singular morpheme, rather than as a part of the stem. With 

this more concrete approach, the suspect rule of q-deletion which is ordered 

after metathesis in Pyle's analysis and which deletes lql anytime it is 

followed by any segment, is also no longer necessary. 
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C~THY J. WHEELER, University of Texas , Austin (in 

5~ Aspects of the Evolution of Noun Declensions 
~analogical Theory -

absentia) [FRI AFT:4) 

and Their Implications 

In historical change, it is very common that one noun declension 

(henceforth decl.) will take on some case endings from another noun decl. 

In some instances, however, it looks as if one decl. has taken over what 

might reasonably be analyzed as part of the stem of another decl. a long with 

the ending. The purpose of this paper is to propose a principle which will 

explain these apparently different kinds of "ending" trans fer s and which 

will also assist linguists in deciding what a "significant generalization" 

is when doing synchronic phonological analysis involving noun declensions. 

The fol l owing are two exampl es which illustrate the problem. Example 

1: From the Italic period onward, Latin i-stems and consonant (C) stems 

gradually "exchanged" endings with one another until they finally almost 

completely merged into one declension (the 3rd). In every case, when the 

c-stems t ook on an ending from the !-stems it always included the stem vowel. 

For exampl e, both the !-stem and the ~-stem ablative ending was originally 

*~ (later bus), but the ~-stems "borrowed" this from the !-stems as ibus. 

If we do not set up an *i as an underlying stem vowel for the "!-stems" i n 

Italic and in later periods, we wi 11 have the "coincidence" of sever a 1 endings 

beginning with !. and we will lose the generalization that the !-stems had 

many endings in common with the ~-stems and other declensions. If we do set 

up underlying *i• we will be forced to analyze the ~-stems as having a stem 

vowel! in some cases, but a stem-final consonant in others. Example 2: 

The gen. pl. of Old High German (OHG) £-stems is gebono, with~ taken from 

the "n-stems". Historically, ~was part of the stem, and£ reflects the 

original gen. pl. ending; i t could still very plausibly be analyzed as such 

in OHG, as can be seen from the full "n-stem" paradigm: singular-zunga, 

tungun; plural-zungun, zungono, zungom, 

On the basis of these and many other examples, I have formulated the 

following principle: speakers have a stron g tendency to analyze the surface 

forms of nouns in a paradigm s imply as noun+ending (where the ending can be 

1), thereby avoiding setting up underlying constructs which don't appear in 

~ny of the surface forms. This tendency usually takes precedence over 

capturing generalizations, as in ex. 1. It is most likely to operate when, 

as in exs. 1 and 2, several instances of the stem formative have been altered 

by sound change, and even more compellingly, when endings or endings plus 

stem formatives have been los t in some forms (like OHG zunga, zungun). Thus, 

according to this principle, the nouns in exs. 1 and 2 are no longer !-stems 

and ~-stems respectively, so only endings, not parts of the stems, have been 

transferred. The principle is much less l ikely to operate in cases like the 
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following: a subset of 3rd decl. nouns in Latin has a nom.sg. homo· by 
111 -· y 

principle, this would tend to be analyzed as ~· But in all the other 

cases the surface stem is ~ followed by the typical endings of the 3rd 

declension. Thus, the tendency to analyze the nom.sg. as~ is overcome 

by the large amount of counterevidence; we would not expect ~ to be trans

ferred to another decl. As an example of this type, in ancient Greek, where 

the o of the o-stems is very much in evidence throughout most of the decl., 

the dat.pl. ending -~. not~. was transferred to the ~-stems. 

A persistent problem in doing synchronic phonological analysis has been 

that of deciding which phenomena are true linguistic generalizations and 

which are not. The principle proposed here helps provide a basis for seg

menting and analyzing noun declensions and determining valid generalizations 

concerning them. It suggests that capturing some possible generalizations 

is sacrificed to other considerations, at least in some areas of phonology. 

RONNIE WILBUR and STEPHEN P. QUIGLEY, University of Illinois 

Pronominalization in the Written Language of Deaf Children 

(SAT MORN:lJ 

This paper reports the results of an investigation into the problems 

which deaf children encounter with the rules of pronominalization. This 

study is part of a larger effort investigating major syntactic structures 

(relativization, question formation, negation, conjunction, aux and comple

ments) which deaf children have difficulty with in order to factor out the 

causes for their stilted English. Pronominalization is an optional rule in 

English, but in many environments, failure to use it results in an immature 

writing style. Furthermore, using pronouns too liberally may result in refer

ent confusion and misunderstanding of the intent of the sentence. This study 

focuses on deaf children's knowledge of the proper environment for application 

of pronominalization and of the proper choice of case, number, gender, and 

person. 

A sample of 480 prelingually, profoundly deaf students aged 10 years 

0 months to 18 years 11 months was taken from 16 schools across the country, 

selected so as to permit generalizability to the total deaf population in 

this age range, but constrained as follows: (1) sensorineural hearing im

pairment of not less than 90dB (I.S.O.) at 500, 1000, and 2000Hz, (2) loss 

before age of 2 years, (3) IQ of at least 80 on performance scale of the WISC 

or WAIS, or other similar test, and (4) no other apparent handicap. Sixty 

hearing children aged 8 to 10 years served as a reference. Twenty-two tests 

of syntactic structures, developed especially for this research, were 
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deaf and hearing groups and a 50 word written langua ge 

in the form of a story, was collected from each child. 

the 22 tests, 6 deal directly with pronouns. Four were designed 

personal pronouns, possessive adjectives, and possessive pronouns. 

is concerned with reflexivization and the sixth with relative 

All are multiple choice. From this data, we will be able to re

the choice of pronominalized or non-pronominalized forms when 

both possibilities, Further, we will be able to report the effect 

cho ice, if any, o f forwards vs. backwards environment. Difficulti~ s 

in subject vs. object position, singular vs. plural, and first, second, or 

third person will also be reported. 

The written language sample was analyzed by a team of linguists for 

pronominalization and related problems. From this data, we can look for 

verification o f the data from the tests. Furthermore, we will have available 

information on more sophisticated pronoun usage, such as non-NP pronouns 

(_!£,~·it). We will also have information on gender problems (The girl's 

o~me is Wendy. She fed his dog.) which occur regularly in the written Ian-

on pronouns which have no apparent anteceden t in the story. Most 

we will have information on the frequency of pronominalization 

antecedent is under the same S node on the surface (I threw the 

caught it.) which is relatively obligatory in English, and on 

frequency of pronominalization when the antecedent is in some S preceding 

one in question, which is a matter of more mature style. It is hoped 

that these two frequencies will provide a measure of written language maturity 

tlbich can be correlated with the findings from the tests. 

The results of this research will be used to develop ( 1) curriculum 

with controlled syntax, as well as vocabulary 

and content, (2) diagnostic tests to pinpoint particular problems that in

dividual deaf children are having with certain structures, and (3) remedial 

aaterials to help eliminate those problems. The acquisition of language is 

one of the major stumbling blocks in educating deaf children and to date, the 

role of transformational grammar in researching and correcting these problems 

has been large 1 y ignored. 

TERENCE H. WILBUR, University of California, Los Angeles (SUN MORN: 2] 

and the Devils of Leipzig or On interpreting t he history 

Hermann Collitz, in the summer of 1885 , just before his departure for the 

IDited States, composed a reply to Karl Brugmann's defense of the neogrammarian 
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position, Zum heutigen Stand der Sprachforschung (1885). It appeared in 

1886 and was entitled Die neueste Sprachforschung und die Erklarung des 

indogermanischen Ablauts. Hermann Osthoff retorted the same year With a 

savage polemic, Die neueste Sprachforschung und die Erklarung des indo

germanischen Ablauts. Antwort auf die gleichnamige Schrift von Dr. Herm~ 

Collitz. In 1887 Collitz published an answer, Wahrung meines rechts. My 

paper aims at being a description and interpretation of this dispute between 

two important Indo-Europeanists . 

About 1877 a series of important breakthroughs in regard to vocalism 

were initiated in Indo-European researches. These discoveries made neces-

sary a complete realignment of accepted opinion. The absorption of these 

advances into the shared set of practices and doctrine of the scientific 

community offers us a case history of how a major turnover in linguistic 

research is accomplished. 

The dispute coincided in time with the highly publicized Leipzig bon

fire, the sound law controversy. Although the heated debate was occasioned 

by that uproar, adherence to or rejection of the Leipzig credo had not too 

much to do with the central problem. Some historians explain the acerbic 

tone of the affair in terms of Osthoff's character (Ascoli: L'Osthoff ha un 

naturale ruvido e pugnace) or his partisanship (He was a charter member of 

the Leipzig camp). This is too personalistic. 

The two conflicting accounts of what went on between 1877 and 1885 serve 

as a vivid illustration of the process of methodological change within a 

scientific community. We can dispense with a romantic version of history 

whereby individuals defeat error with revolutionary truth. The learned 

strife between Collitz and Osthoff is an example of the frequently observed 

fact that, when a science is ready for a new development, that development 

manifests itself abruptly and independently in several places. Opinionated 

chagrin is one symptom of an unsettling shift of basic assumptions affecting 

not so much the individual as the entire scientific community. 

JAMES C. WOODWARD, JR., Gallaudet Colle ge 

Implicational Variation in American Sign Language 

[SAT MORN : 1) 

Variation theory challenges old a ssumptions about static synchronic de

scription of language . However, because it is so new, comparative l y litt'e 

research has been done in the dynamic framework of the variationists. This 

study on visual language phenomena, quite different from what linguists usual

ly observe, should provide a crucial testing ground for the descriptive and 
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lanatory power of the theory. 

There is a diglossic continuum in the U.S. deaf community between Ameri-

Sign Language (ASL) and Standard English. As expected, there is a great can 
~ount of systematic variation along this continuum. One example is the ASL 

Incorporation rule. Certain ASL verbs incorporate a negative into 

form. This is expressed on the surface by a bound outward twisting 

•ovement of the hand from the place where the sign is made. Five verbs that 

undergo this transformation were used in this study. One hundred and forty-

informants were asked t o view a videotape o f this variation (among others) 

to indicate on a questionnaire whether or not they ever used the signed 

forms. The results of the s tudy indicate that not everyone who signs or who 

claims to use ASL uses Negative Incorporation with all these verbs. However, 

the study also indicates that variation in Negative Incorporation is impli

cational. The ordering for the implication is: 'have' implies 'like' implies 

•want' implies 'know' implies 'good'. Even though there are mathematically 

32 (25) possible lects, 97% of the 141 informants patterned only in the six 

iJiplicational lects. Membership in these lects also correlated with certain 

social variables -- whether the person is hearing or dea f , has deaf or hearing 

le arned signs before or after the age of six, and attended co llege or 

It was possible to distinguish these five verbs in terms of cherological 

(phonological) features of place and movement (appendage, body, and out sig). 

Furthermore, it was possible to weigh these features assigning a, 9, y, etc. 

to those features that influence operation of the rule more or less frequently 

(a appendage, S -body, y out sig). 

From this study, we see that implicational scaling is adequate to de

scribe the complex variation that exis ts along the Sign-to-English diglos sic 

continuum. Traditional linguistic theory is not. Implicational scaling also 

gives clues t o hierarchial arrangement and naturalness of ASL cherologi cal 

features. 

EVA-MARIA M. WOTSCHKE, University o f California, Los Angeles 

A Powerful Yet Structurally Simple Generating Concept 

[SUN MORN : 2) 

In the following we will discuss the possibility of imposing controlsets 

grammar s , resultin g in an increase of the generative capacity of such new 

Extending Ginsburg and Spanier's approach to control-devices (cf. 

Ginsburg and Spanier, Controlsets on Grammars, 1967), we will show that the 

generative capacity of a conte xt-free ~rammar (CF-G) on which a regular 
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controlset (RC) is imposed becomes powerful enough to generate non-CF langua 

like "ww", i.e., languages of all and only strings where the first part has 

to match the second part. These context-free grammars with regular control

sets (CF-GRC) have properties very interesting for linguistic purposes, 

When transformational grammar (T-G) was introduced as a model for lin

guistics, it had been established that CF-G's are too weak in generative capac. 

ity to account for natural languages, since languages like "ww'' are beyond 

their weak generative power and require context-sensitive grammars (CS-G). 

It has been claimed, however, that natural languages contain subsets with 

infinitely many members of the form "ww" (cf. English "respectively"-con

structions). But it is also well-known that T-G is much more powerful than 

actually necessary in respect to weak generative capacity (recursively 

enumerable; this implies that linguistically important problems are undecidable, 

cf. membership problem). CF-GRc's on the other hand are much more powerful 

than CF-G's, yet still contained in the class of CS-G's (membership problem 

still decidable). 

Let us now define the notion of a controlset. A controlset is a set C 

of strings of rewriting rules of some grammar G and LC(G) is a language 

generated by derivations in G whose corresponding string of rewriting rules 

is an element of C, or LC(G) is the language generated by G with controlset 

C(GC). Given a CF-G with not necessarily left-most derivations and aRC, 

non-CF languages like "ww" can be generated in a way, structurally and con

ceptually very similar to CF-derivations. The "ww"-case (among others) sug

gests that the derivation by a CF-GRC coincides with the intuitive notion 

about these structures, since the matching parts are generated almost simul

taneously and in the right places already, without using any permutation 

transformations or the like. It can easily be shown that any T-G, generating 

"ww" with a finite amount of rules, must run into the same difficulties as 

a CS-G does, namely some kind of message sending, although this unpleasant 

necessity is often disguised in a T-G, since it is only applied to relatively 

short sentences. Therefore T-G seems to be as unnatural and complicated as 

a CS-G in this respect. 

But except this advantage of CF-GRC based on intuitive aspects, some 

considerable formal advantages should be noted, too. Since the controlset 

used here is regular, the set can be nicely characterized as a regular ex

pression, resulting in a conceptually simple representation. Being closed 

under Boolean operations, RC's allow to combine (union) independent character

izations of subsets of a language and more importantly to use the powerful 

operation of filtering (intersection). 

So CF-GRc's are not only interesting for the special case of "ww"-con

structions but seem to be very worthwhile to investigage a possible applica

tion to other structures of natural language. 
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University of Michigan [FRI MORN: 1] 

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate some special types 

conditional expressions which involve the context of speech acts. Thus, 

compare the following two groups of sentences as shown in (1) and (2): 

(1) a. If it rains tomorrow, the game will be postponed. 

b. If you study hard, you will pass the exam. 

c. If Bill beats his wife, he will get divorced. 

(2) a . If I may ask, how o ld is your wife? 

b, Do it again, if you can. 

c . There are some candies on the table, if you would l ike some . 

the condi t ionals in (1) and (2) can both be basically characterized 

such that the fulfilment of the antecedent may prov ide some confirmation for 

the assertion that the existence of states of affairs like those described 

by the antecedent is a good ground for expecting the states of affairs like 

those described by the consequent , there are a number of significant dif

ferences in function between the above two types of conditionals . 

First, in case of the conditionals of type (2), there is no direct 

causal connection between the if-clause and its main clause, as there is 

between the anteceden t and consequent in those o f type (1). Secondly, while 

the condi tional express ions in (1) may manifest a varie t y of tenses and moods 

in both the antecedent and consequent, those in (2) restric t the variety of 

tenses and moods only to conditional clauses. Thirdly, while the condi tional 

expressions in (1) speci fy the sufficient condit ion under which the s tates 

of affairs expressed by t he main clause hold , there is no such direct con

tingent relation between the conditional and its main clause in (2). 

In the course of the discussion, by observing a variety of conditional 

expressions, it is suggested that the conditionals of type (2) should have 

the function of qualifying those aspects o f illocutionary acts which the 

apeaker might reasonably have doubt about (i.e,, the qualification by tho5e 

conditionals of type (2) should be based on a natural subclass of felicity 

conditions for the s peech acts (in the sense of Austin (1962)). And the 

interaction between this type of conditional and the above subc l as s o f 

~licity conditions is investigated. 

J.L. Austin (1962), H~w to Do Things with Words. Oxford Universit y Press . 
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ARNOLD M. ZWICKY, Ohio State University [SUN MORN : 2] 

Litmus Tests, the Bloomfieldian Counterrevolution, and the 
Correspondence Fallacy 

The literature of generative grammar contains many implicit references 

to, and explicit discussions of, tests for various properties of elements in 

particular languages -- for ambiguity, for determining boundaries between 

constituents and between words, for relational properties between elements 

(e.g . , coordination vs. subordination), for identifying the category of a 

constituent, and for properties of constituents (e.g., negativity). The 

utility of linguistic litmus tests has recently been questioned by Dougherty, 

who claims that since they refer to properties of strings in surface structure 

they belong to the methodology of a 'pregenerative view' of linguistic re-

search , so that the use of these tests by generative semanticists signifies 

a 'Bloomfieldian counterrevolution.' 

J 

I argue that Dougherty maintains a false dichotomy and fails to appreciate 

the difference between (i) methods and arguments, and (ii) the content of 

descriptions and theories. I give three lines of support for litmus tests 

and also indicate how such tests have been used by grammarians of many varie

ties , including the early transformationalists and some interpretive semanti-

cists. 

Then I consider the criticism (not made by Dougherty) that different 

tests for the same property do not give quite the same results. But to aban

don all tests on this basis would be to fall into one form of the correspondence 

fallacy discussed by Bazell. The difficulties that arise in applying particu

lar tests (concerning domain of applicability, sharpness of results , exceptions, 

and interpretation of negative results) are surveyed briefly, with examples. 

I conclude by considering the extent to which particular tests are motivated 

by semantic considerations, as opposed to being syntactically arbitrary, and 

(a related issue) the extent to which particular tests are potentially uni

versal (applicable, mutatis mutandis, to other languages than the one for which 

they were devised). 
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The following four abstracts, in alphabetical order by 

author, are for the papers scheduled for the session 

"Sex Roles in Language," organized by the LSA Women's 

caucus and scheduled for Friday, December 28 at 8:30 p.m. 

~E HIRSCHMAN, University of Pennsylvania 
LYNr.•• 

LSA Women's Caucus 

Differences in Conversational Interaction 

It has been observed by a number of people that men and women talk 

differently-- in vocabulary, choice of syntactic patterns, intonation, and 

pronunciation. However, until recently little attempt has been made to 

analyze quantitatively what differentiates a male style of speech from a female 

style. The aim of this paper is to set forth some ways of analyzing these 

differences and measuring them. The following areas were investigated for 2 

person conversations (both ~ixed-sex and single-sex conversations): 

1) volume of conversation per person (in terms of number of words, and 
amount of time used in speech); average length of utterance; number 
of long vs . short utterances . 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

use of pronouns: those involving the listener (~, ~· you) vs . 
those involving a third person: she, he, they, a person, someone, 
people. 

interruptions (classified into successful and unsuccessful 
interruptions). 

"fill " d " l'f" "· f requency of use of various ers an qua ~ ~ers · 
fillers: uhm, well, I mean, you know, ••• 
qualifiers~maybe, s~. like, I think, perhaps, presumably, •• • 

f r equency and kind of response made to speaker, including oh, well, 
and various positive responses: mm hmm, yeah, right, etc. 

6) flow of conversation: initiation of topics, supportive or critical 
r e sponses, question-answer patterns. 

These areas were analyzed for 60 minutes of transcribed conversation, involving 

all permutations of two males and two females, talking in pairs (10 minutes 

per conversation), discussing a set of questions on life-styles furnished 

by the experimenters. Some of the findings for this very limited corpus are: 

A) 

B) 

Pronoun usage: The women used a higher percentage (computed on 
total word output) of pronouns referring to the listener than 
impersonal or third person pronouns. For the men, the pattern was 
reversed. This may reflect a more personal approa:h on the part o~ 
the women, an attempt to involve the other person ~n the conversat1on. 
It may reflect a reluctance to generalize from their own experience, 
in the way that the men do . (See table below. ) 

Fillers, Qualifiers: The women showed consistently higher frequency 
of use of both fillers and qualifiers, indicating a greater uncer
tainty in their speech, and as noted in A), an unwillingness to make 
unqualified generalizations. 
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Even 

C) Affirmative responses: The frequency of affirmative response to 
the other person's speaking was also markedly higher for thew 
Particularly striking is the use of ~. used almost exclus~men 
the females, and in particular when talking to each other (21 
33 occurrences in the one female-female conversation). out 

x "- speaker Fl F2 Ml M2 

l 
figures refer to 

~.~.you 5.5 7.1 1.6 2 .0 percentage of x 
3rd p., impersonal 2.3 2.8 4.7 3.5 II of words in a 

conversation, fillers 8.0 10.4 3.9 7.9 averaged qualifiers 14.1 16.5 7.0 9.7 three affirm. resp. 1.4 4.5 2.2 1.0 for 
II of mm hmm 13 20 0 1 

though this sample is extremely limited, there appear to be definite 
differences in how the men and the women talk . The women's speech is charac-
terized by more frequent mention of their conversation partner, more 

responses to their partner's speech, and more qualified forms of speech, 

The men's speech tends to be more impersonal and also contai ns fewer hesi
tations and qualifiers. 

MARY RITCHIE KEY, University of California, Irvine 

The Language of Male and Female 
LSA Women's Caucus 

Male and female differences are universal in the behavior of human beings 

and the linguistic differences occur everywhere l anguage is operative in human 

communication. They have not been studied in proportion to their occurrence 

because of their complexities and because they are at times inextricable from 

other dimensions of behavior, such as status, age, and role. 

The linguistic behavior of male and female can be discussed profitably 

in two divisions: structural fea tures and usage. In addition, mal e and fe

male communicative aspects can be viewed from other perspectives, such as lan

guage and culture and nonverbal aspects of paralinguistics and kinesics. In

tonational features and voice quality, for examp le, are importan t differenti
ators. 

This paper will focus on some of the semantic structural features of male/ 

female differences, s pecifically , grammatical categories; gender and sex; and 

pronominal and nominal referents. Grammatical · tegories, or selectional re-

strictions (depending on whether you have bee1 oared in the Boas-Whorf-Sapir-
Swadesh or the Chomskian tradition) are those semantic groupings which are cor
relative with syntax. 
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di stinctions in belief systems have to do with living and non-living 

and things and their interdependency. In languages, there is a very 

· ship between genders and animate/inanimate distinctions. Socirelat~on 

.- an d languages -- classify the parts of the world differently. Most 

they overlap, but it is the grey areas of non-agreement in the 

of human beings which cause us to ponder. For example, a mol dy, br own, 

living organism to a scientist, but no t to a rubber-hunter 

·ung le However the large tree standing near the third bend of the Amazon J · • 

( b f ~ts · r atural "living" being to the rubber-hunter ecause o • river lS a supe n 

· h' ) b t is not a liv ing being to t he sophisticated scientist. uers w~t ~n , u 

human beings have souls, but, depending upon the group making the judgment, 

· t d women don't have giraffes, Indians, trees, pe ts, fetuses, ~nsec s, an 

1 · t in con trol l i ng the behavior These categories are supreme y ~mportan 

of human beings. In extremely subt le, at t imes almos t impercepti b le ways, thes~ 

·f·ca t ory systems correlate with language structure and control syntax of tass~ ~ 

age as the y control other behavior of people. tangu 

Prono~ina l and nomina l referents are ano er m th eans O f examining the re-

· h'p of sex and gender to linguistic patterns. The anomalous use of pro-1at1ons L 

na-inal referents should be observed. These are instances of reference t o 

Another area of significance is the mat ter of persona l referent human beings. 

to an inanimate object or to an abstract idea. 

In t he studies done on personification by using a human gender referent, 

there is ample evidence that this type of l angua ge falls into the areas of 

emotive language in both pleasurable and unpleasurable ways. It has been noted 

that males predominate in using this pattern of speech. Although males do no t 

~nera y use express~ve pa erns o L 11 · tt f emot ~ons 1'n intonation, or i ntensifiers 

and superlatives, (at least as much as females use them), it may we ll be that 

•ales find their emot iona l outlet in feminine personification, in addit ion to 

the well-recognized r e lease of swearing. What we wil l eventually see, I think , 

is that both rna les and females have emo tiona 1 language in equa 1 quanti ties, and 

that the device s they use are culturally defined. 

CHERIS KRAMER, University of Illinois, Urbana LSA Women's Caucus 

Actual and Perceived Sex-linked Differences in Adverb and Adjec t ive Usage 

A number of lingu~s ts ave · h suggeste d a number of possible ways i n which 

usage of adj ec ti ves an a ver s • d d b l·s l<nked to the sex of the speaker or writer. 

Some general assumptions are that women use a greater variety of adjectives and 

adver bs more frequent y t an o men. L • 1 h d Th~s study ~nvestigates both the actual 
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use and the perceived use of written adjectives and adverbs in descriptive 

paragraphs written by male and female freshman college students. Participants 

were asked to write two paragraphs describing given, common stimuli. 

and variety of adjective and adverb use were noted and compared in this part 

of the study. 

"Cloze procedure" was used for the second part of the study.· Ad' Jectives 
and adverbs were struck out and replaced by standard-sized blanks in two sets 

of samples of the encoded passages received from the participants . For some 

samples each participant was just asked to fill in adjectives and adverbs and 

for some samples she or he was asked to role play and fill in words he or she 

thought a member of the opposite sex would choose. 

Analysis of this data gives information not only on how adjectives and ad

verbs are used in written work by men and women in this particular segment of 

the population but also information on how those men and women think writers of 

the opposite sex use adjective s and adverbs . 

JULIA P. STANLEY, University of Georgia LSA Women's Caucus 

The Metaphors Some People Live By 

In our encounters with the world, and in our efforts to classify and 

assign meanings to those encounters, we use metaphor as an implicit (but 

sometimes explicit) structure for these classifications of objects . The 

metaphors themselves are, of course, based on our hypotheses about the way 

things are in the world, and these hypotheses are predications that express 

our evaluations and perceptions of the relations between and among the 

objects in our world. 

The names that men have given to women who make themselves physically 

available to them reveal the underlying metaphors by which men describe 

their physical relationships with women, and through which women learn to 

perceive and define their inherited, nature. With this first semantic set I 

have paired a smaller, related group of terms that refer to promiscuous men. 

The implications of a semantic analysis of these two sets of terms reach into 

two areas: the problem of establishing and documenting the relation between 

culture and language usage and methods of discovering and describing semantic 

fields. 
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this paper I focus on the metaphors that underlie the terms for 

"promiscuous" women, and the way these metaphors define and perpetuate 

ambivalent sex-role stereotyping that a male-dominated culture sets forth for 

Both sets of terms reveal quite clearly the passive, distasteful 

position women have traditionally held within our culture. On the one hand, 

h " t out" for men are described as hags, slopjars, and piss pallets; vOIIIen w o pu 
but women who don't "put vut" are damned as frigid, cold, or maladjusted. 

All of these terms assume, of course, that woman's only means of identification 

1 ti h . t man (or men). In fact, analysis of over 200 such lies in her re a ons 1.p o a 

terms for women reveals the fact that the only way a woman can define her 

sexualitY with the names provided by our culture is shameful, disgusting, and/or 

oppressively non-existent, should she choose to reject the terms associated 

with her sexuality. 
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